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EXOTIC CLUSTER STUDIES 1 П Я fUSRMCnVt 1 Ш BEAKS

A.T.RUDCHIK. V.A.2IMAN
Institute for Huclear Research, Prospect Nauki, 47,

Kiev 252028, Ukraine
and

HTU.TCHI/VIL'SKT
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,

Hoscou 117234, Russia

ABSTRACT
The problems of exotic cluster studies for light nuclei

are discussed. Seme radioactive ion beam for these purposes are
proposocu

ft

1. Introduction
The studies of exotic nuclei give new information about

nuclear structure and dynamics of nuclear processes. But the
life times of «any exotic nuclei are such short that their
direct detections are impossible. As a rule, in these cases the
resonances corresponding to such nuclei are measured. But some
properties of short life exotic nuclei can be also studied with
the exotic cluster transfer reactions. Such Investigations giva
an important information about nucleon-nucleon correlations in
nuclei and about nuclear structure.

The transfer reactions with the radioactive ion beams
CRIB'S? are the effective tools for study of exotic clusters for
several reasons.

First, the experiments with the RIB's provide the optical
potentials for the studies of cluster transfer reactions with
radioactive products. That is very important because DWBA cross-
sections are sensitive to the used optical potentials, and the
best way is to define such potentials directly with the RIB
experiments.

Second, the exotic clusters In the radioactive projectiles
can have greater spectroseopic amplitudes and lower binding
energies than in stable ones. This provides the larger values

0
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of cross-sections for the exotic cluster transfers than
in the stable projectile cases.

Now we will illustrate this for some reactions of fp-shell
nuclei.

2. Speclroscopic Data for Transfer Reactions
The exact finite range DVBA cross-sections for a transfer

oi x-cluster in АСа,ЮВ reaction are [1,2]

V^^' . CD

where ff
K
 is the dynamic part of the reaction amplitude,

is the spectroscopic part of the reaction amplitude, S
t
 and S

e

are the spectroscopic amplitudes of x-cluster for the
l ^ s ^ j E j ^ ) and I l

a
s

x
/, ̂ j^.) states in the systems В в А * x

and а ~ b + x respectively; E
x
 is an excitation energy of

x-cluster; I is a transfer angular momentum;

{C3JB
+ 13/C2J

A
+ 1) for stripping,

C2s
b
+ 1)/C2s

a
* 15 for pick-up.

The B
R
 values depend en the x-cluster binding energies of

E
t
* E

x
 and Е

я
+ E

x
 in S • X • x and a « 6 + x systems, because

the bound state wave functions of x-cluster, which enter in the
overlapping integrals of B

v
 are proportional to the function

<vexpf-yTE[""~
|
"+"'^7SMJJr) at the large distances. Then the cross-

sections Ш have the large values for the large A *values and
low binding energy E

t ( a )
+ E

x
 of x-cluster. According to this

point of view, one can estimate the cross-sections of direct
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cluster transfers for many cases [31.
As an example of radioactive beam possibilities we studied

the transfers of *n, 'n and *n exotic cluster with the kLi + ^Li
reactions at different energies,

In fig.1-5 we illustrate the speGtroscopic factors £5* and
binding energies E^ for the different clusters in the lithium
isotopes. The spectroscopic amplitudes S were calculated by the
methods, described in the article 141 with the code DESNA tS).
The nuclear spectroscopic data used in the calculations and the
cluster spectroscopic amplitudes are listed in tables 1-5.

In fig. t-5 it is shown that the 'Li* *He + d, ''Li = *He +
t, uLi * 'He + i, 'Li * \i + *n, liLi * *Li + *n systems are
favorable in respect to the d, t and *n cluster transfers, in
accordance with values of their spectroscopic factors and
binding energies.

As it is shown in fig.6, the transfer probability of *n,
*n and *n clusters increases with increasing of Li isotope mass,
in accordance with decreasing of their binding energies. Thus
using the 'Li and tlli beams it is possible to study the *n, З

ъ
and *n clusters. The h i + *Li *

 k+c
Li +

 m
~

c
Li reactions are

favorable for these purposes for several reasons.

First, the cross-sections of these transfer reactions can
be measured simultaneously with the elastic scattering if there
is experimental possibility to identify the Li isotopes.

Second/ the optical potentials in entrance and exit
channels are identical and can be obtain froa fitting of the
elastic scattering data. This lead to the lower uncertainties In
the calculated cross-sections.

In table 6 the spectroscopic data are listed for
A o

I B
U reactions in which the *n, "n and *n clusters

are transferred. One can see that according to the A
%
 values the

*n cluster transfers are favorable in the *LiC
e
Li,

m
LO*Li

reaction for the tD
t
- iD

a
 cluster bound states at l>0 and in the

y
Li<'Li

t
'
r
LO*Li reaction for the 2S

e
- 2S

C
 cluster bound states

at ls»O. The *л cluster transfers can be observed in the
r
LiC

t%
Li,

r
LO

%t
Li reaction for the 2S

e
- 2S

o
 cluster bound states

at 1*0. The *n cluster transfer has rather small probability In
the 'LiC'Ll.'LO'Li reaction.
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Table 1

Core

ШШШГ*Р )

*HeCt411**P }

*Li(1311**Р У
*HeC[4]ltS 5
*HeC[3]**S° )
4 uy" г 5 J 13 Я Q "l

•TV U t л % J

Cluster

n

P

'K

l p

*p
as*t p t

*s
•s
l p l

s

0.5963
.0.3668
.0.5963
0.6668

-0.6455
1.0610

,0.9428
-0.6455

Table 2

*UCN2JiaSt)

•Ke

•He

И

n.

P
*n

*W

•p

'л

. *p

* p
*p
1 p a / e

*s

*s*
' D
lP*
'P*

a/'t
' P
a " ' *

t/'a

axa

lC

0.6573
0.7349
0,805(J

0.7379
-0.4667
-0.6736
-0.1205
0.8763

-0.6236
0.5197
0.0657
0.3689
0.1091

-0.6873
0.1739
0.3983

-0.4969
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ТаЫ.З

T l iCt 431лшРя,я>
TW#ffi2/J4 ePa / e^

•It
•йв

•и
•it

•и
•He

n
P
•n
•я
*p

•n

*Mt

*p
*•»

*P*

•P

•/»

»/*

•'Г

0.4781
0.0947

-0.0667
0.0667

-0.3936
-0.3771
-0.3978
-0.2420
-0,4297
-0.2612
-0.9806
0.9080

-0.4131
0.3373

-0.2739
-0.8831

Tabit 4

•LiC(43i ]**D У
*HeCl42Z19i£y
\t

rHe

yH
•Li

•He

•и

n
P
•n

яи

•p

•к»

г
*P
•p**sr*
•s*t

D
*D
'P*

*slD
*P*/*

0.0495
-0.9082
0.8971
0.2711

-0.9397
-0.1077
0.9413
0.7320
0.3402
0.2690

-0.8109
0.9103

-0.2290
-0.9177
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Table 4 (continue)

•n

•и

"He

•н

"p
*n

*H

*He
i

t s

*S

4
*p
гб
lG* .

t

0.6086
0.6708

-0.1061
0.0140

-0.4773
-0.4792
0.1304

-0.3313
0.6971

Table 5

"Li([4321)"D3)
l0HeCl422£l7lS )
*Li([432)**P C)

*HeC[482i]**P )

•Li

•He
rLi

THe

n
P
*a

ЯН

*n

*H

*n

*H

lP
3/«

%

•D* *

*о*л

•рШ/*
* S ^
'D
•P*
•P*
"P*
*6*

1.3874

1.0490
-0.7889
-0.2495
0.2146

-0.1200
0.3599
0.40S0
0.2292
0.1091

-0.2534
-0.4782
-0.1512
-0.0130
0.4353
0.4370

-0.1189
0.3568
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Spectroscopic data of nLi +• " l i reactions
Table 6

Reaction

eLiCaLi,*LOaLi

yLiC*Li,'rLOeLi

*LiCLi,eLOaLi

Transfer
cluster

a nC a i S J
0

an

2S° - /D°
о г

К*'*- ID*'*

» : : « :

0"
l
2
3
4
0
2
0
1
2
3
4

0
2
2

0
2

S
i

-0.667

0.857
0.857
0.271

0.340
0.340
0.340

-0.478
-0.478

-0.667

0.857
0.271
0.271

0.340
0.340
0.269

0.478
-0.151

К
0.089

-0.154
0.199

-0.235
0.267

0.735
0.232
0.015

-0.025
0.033

-0.039
0.044

0.058
0.058
0.046

-0.229
0.032

In fig.7, 8 the angular distributions of calculated cross-
sections are presented for the elastic 'Ltf'Lt,'*LO

T
Lt

scattering and *n-cluster transfer
 7

Li(
lt
Li,

y
Li)

il
Li reaction

which can be measured simultaneously. The reaction cross-
sections were calculated in finite-range DWBA approach with
DWL'CK-5 code [5] at energies of EC

11
 Li) = 100 MeV and jSO MeV.

One can see that in the both cases the
 4
n-cluster transfers can

be observed by the detections of ''Li at small angles.

4. Conclusions
From the aforementioned considerations, one can conclude

that the radioactive ion beams can be effectively used for the
studies of exotic clusters and nucleon-nucleon correlations in
the light nuclei. Moreover, the RIB's are very effective tool
for the optical potential studies for the unstable nuclei, what
is very actual problem in the nuclear reaction theory.

18
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V
o
- 72 NeV, W

s
= 27.9 MeV, r

c
* 1.32 /m, г

у
=1.32 /m,

r
w
*1.32 /m, 0^1.05 /m, £^=1.05 /m 16) at ECilLO*

tOO MeV
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A B S T R A C T
The ion-optical scheme parameters of the wide-ipzrlure high-

resolution Radioactive Ion Beams Separator CRIBS) are presented.
The RIBS was designed rising the Ш Lf-240 cyclotron, primary beans
of light and heavy ions with the energies of 80 MeV and 5-tO
Hev/n respectively. Wide angular and momentum, rangs С fl = Q°±
2°, tP/P st5J!J keeping by RIBS, permits tc provide full
accumulation of nuclei with ultra-small production cross-
sections and subsequent high degree separation of radioactive
ions from, intensive beam, of bombarding particles. Tuo-stage
scheme with analyzing magnets and electrostatic separator will be
used for the separation of the basic isotopes from, background
ions.

1. Analyzing stage of the RIBS
Light and heavy exotic nuclei like H, He, Li, Be, N, F, No.

etc. at energy ranqe 20-300 MeV can be generated en the U-240
isochronous cyclotron of tht Institute for Nuclear Research CINR)
of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. In most cases basic and
background isotopes with coincident magnetic rigidity can't be
separated by means of analyzing magnets only (.fig.D. The
electrostatic separator provides an additional filtration
according to the different velocities of this isotopes.

Designing the ion-optical scheme of the RIBS we stand ahead
the following demands: 1) Maximum transmission cf secondary ions
at B-R s ЗГ-m. 2) High resolving power in the ±2° angular and
±5% momentum ranges, 3) High filtration of secondary ions from
incident beam and background.

21
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The first RIBS section C/ig. 23 consists of ths two bending

magnets Mi, H2, Electrostatic Separator CES) and Collimator.

The Mi,H2 magnets have special yoke shape providing not

uniform magnetic fields with alternating sign non-uniformities

and with the sextupole and octupole components to minimize the

spherical aberrations.

The Mi,M2 magnets using as a rigidity filter, provide the

accumulation of secondary radioactive ions
 r
the deflection them

at the 28° and 13° angles respectively and the spatial separation

from the incident beam. They are also used to form intermediate

beam image on the collimator and to eliminate the mixing cf

horizontal and vertical motion components tfig.3). The using of

spatially separated magnets improves considerably ths focusing

properti&s of the deflecting system.

The Ш,M2 magnets nave such main parameters: 1) The Radii

of cantral trajectory are 250 cm С Ш and 200 cm (#23; 2) The

Induction of magnetic field in the medAan plans changes up -.a

1.5 T, 3) The Height of gap along Vr.e central ion trajectory is

±5 cm, 43 The Width of the effective area is ±20 cm.

The background nuclei crossing the Electrostatic Separator

are vertically deviated from basic nuclei. In fig.3 one сдп see

the vertical and horizontal envelopes cf beam (.solid lines) and

the dispersion trajectories (dashed linss).

For the 300 era dispersion in the eollimatcr position and

&p/P~±5%, the coliimator slit have the horizontal size X , =
col

±13 cm and the vertical size Z ,= ±1 cm, the beam vertical size
col

at the ES position Z ^ ±2 cm. The vertical separation angle

between the background and basic ion trajectories must be no less

than S mrad to have AZ
col
=3 cm for the good resolution.

We considered two versions of Electrostatic Separator

parameters: for the 100 cm effective length and the 2100 fcV

supplied voltage on top and bottom plates, the electric field was

20 к W o n for the 10 cm vertical gap and 40 kV/cm Cor the .5 еж

vertical gap. The separation of basic iens from the background

admixtures will be essentialiy better in the last case. To

compensate the beam deviation in the electrical field, the

magnetic field -jp to 0.12 T in the ES working region was used.
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detettoi

.2 Layout o/ i^e Radioactive Ion Beam. Separator CRIBS)
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',m

3 Horizontal X, vertical Z and dispersion cftaracferistics
o/ the RIBS. Solid lines - contour of monochromatic Ьеал,

dotted linss - Др/р=±5%.

The nonlinear effects substantially reduce the resolving
power of the separator when the beam momentum spread is larger
than ±1%. In fig.4 the beam cross-sections of Na isotopes are
represented. One can see (fig. 4a) that the beam can be sloped and
distorted and the effective vertical cross-section on the
collimator will increase from 2 cm up to 8 cm. The slope angle
arises with increasing of secondary Ion mass. This angle (.fig. 4b)
is compensated by wide-aperture quadrupoles LKt, LK2 (d-iO cm)
orientated around longitudinal axis on the angle of45°. The ions
with horizontal deviation X caused by the momentum differences
and dispersion is rotated by LKi, LK2 in the vertical direction
at the angle

6X-L
0tt
/CBIO

where в - field gradient of LK1 or LK2, L
r f f

- effective length.
B-R - ion magnetic rigidity. We can eliminate slope of the bean
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Fig.4. Bean, cross-section on the Collimator: a - without
correction', b - with, correction by LKi.

by this means , but additional distortion wiil decrease the
distance between the basic and background beams from 1 to 0,5 cm.

The correction of second-order aberrations will be achieved
by sextupole and octupole components introducing in the Hi and H2
magnetic fields by the pole shaping and shimming and also by two
sextupole lenses.

2.Hatching stage of the RIBS
The second stage of the separator channel consists of the

bending magnet ИЗ to transport the secondary ions to the
experimental detector. The syflunetrieal triplet form double
crossover on the detector placed at X

d e l
= ±2 cm, Z

d e t

s
 ±2 cm. The

Panofsky lens with the t20 cm horizontal and ±3 cm vertical
apertures and the 60 cm effective length provides the zero
dispersion beam on the experimental device.
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3. Conclusions
The Radioactive Ion Beam Separator is supposed to use for

the Investigations of nuclear reactions with the light exotic
nuclei. In the future, the RIBS can be used for the production
and subsequent transmission of Radioactive Ions in the Heavy Ion
Storage Ring. Their electron cooling, accumulation and
acceleration to the energies 3-300 bieV/n will be done in the
Storage Ring.

There are some possibilities for further development of the
RIBS. One of them is to rotate the analyzing section of RIBS with
respect to the incident beam. This will give the possibility to
use the analyzing stage for the small angle distribution
experiments, vhich demand the preliminary filtration of reaction
products from the intensive flux of elastic scattered particles
and products of charge-exchange reactions. High filtration
coefficient out of zero degrees can be achieved by means of one
section of separator.
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CORRELATIVE EXPERIMENTS WITH RADIOACTIVE BEAMS

PUGATCH V.M., PAVLENKO Yu.N. , KOLOMIETS I.N. ,
VASILIEV Tu.O., KIVA V.A. , MEDVEDEV V.I.

Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine

1. Introduction

The extraction of radioactive ion beams CRIB) with
intensities 10'-10" s"1 allows to begin the development of
experimental research of nuclear processes with RIB's at the
energies •* 10-100 MeV/nucleon by correlative methods. The method
of kinematically complete experiments to study three- and
four-particle nuclear, reactions are well developed. The
scattering properties of two fragment nuclear systems created in
many-particle reactions were discussed elsewhere [1] and the
accumulation of experimental data to provide the test validity
of theoretical approach is in progress now including data with
RIB's.

The details of experiments with RIB's related to studies of
radioactive nuclei properties as well as peculiarities of
interaction mechanisms are discussed in the article. In
particular the experimental set-up for correlative RIB's
separation method is described.

2. The correlative method of RIB's separation.

The electromagnetic separation for RIB are well developed.
However, the background conditions related to the simultaneous
"hit" of different kinds of ions with equal ratio z/m at target
create additional difficulties to carry. out experiments. The
correlative method of radioactive beam separation is based on
the selecting of events correlated with recoil nuclei in target
which serves as a radioactive isotope generator being irradiated
by the primary beam. Such kind of separation could be preferable
for some experiments. We have evaluated possibilities of this
method.

For example, let us consider the experimental conditions for
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elastic scattering of *He ions by heavy nuclei to study the role
of break-up processes of *He in Coulomb field of nuclei £23.
From detailed study of an excitation function for *He-elastic
scattering at angles closs to 180° one can extract information
about dineutron structures on a surface of nuclei, "neutron
halo", "soft giant resonance" and so on t23. The simple scheme
for such experiments at the isochronous cyclotron LJ-240 in IKR
CKiev) is shown in Fig.1. The target TLi is irradiated by
deuteron beam at the energy 50 MeV. Kinematical calculation shown
that in order to obtain *He ions from reactions:

d + TLi — > 3He + *He C13

in required energy region (several MeWnucleon) the emission
angle should be 70° < 9 < 90° с. га. s.

Г 40+18

Fig.1. The scheme of correlative separation of *He beam and
set up far the measurement of "He-elastic scattering
on nucleus *°"Pb.

The dependence of elastic cross sections of 'He ions on the
energy is shown in Fig.2. From this picture one may see that the
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accuracy of cross section measurements should be better than few
per cents. For this purpose we use a special ring detectors for
the registration of "He ions. This detector is placed at 40 mm
from target. There is a hole (diameter 10 тй in the detector
for the *He direct beam. The effective solid angle is 0.34 sr
Cthe ring of sensitive region is confined by radii r =15 mm,
r

e
=20 ramD. The thickness of

 T
Li target is 1 ng/cm*. The

detector solid angle for coincident *He-ions from reactions Is
10~

e
 sr. The cross section of reaction C D calculated in

framework of DWBA - approach is 0.1 rab/sr at B
Q m

 =34°.
Taking into account these conditions one may estimate the
required measurement time. For the statistical error 5%
required time is in region 500 hours for the deuteron
current lfjk. Similar calculations were performed for the
•Be,

 ll
Li and others.

the
beam
ions

0,80

iO

Fig.г. The calculated dependence of elastic scattering cross
section of radioactive ions on an. energy.



3. About the possibility to identify neutron nuclei
in break-up processes of neutron-rich nuclei.

The problem of different "extreme" nuclear states is widely
discussed [33. There are theoretical articles devoted to
properties of system consisting only of neutrons Cthe neutron
stars C4,53; the neutron nuclei [5, 635. The evaluations of
neutron nuclei properties [4, 53 are uncertain. The required
number of neutrons to get a bound state is varying from 10" :.o
few units. Very few articles [7-9, 113 are devoted to
experimental conditions and detector technique appropriate for
neutron nuclei observation.

The possibility to study neutron nuclei created, in direct
break-up processes of light neutron rich nuclei by heavy nuclei
is discussed herein. From experimental investigations of
brealc-up of lighter isotopes

 3
I!e, *Ke L 121 one may see that

sucn processes have large cross section. Break-up srcd-jct
spectra as well as their angular dependence can be rather good
described in framework of DWBA and diffraction break-up theory
1131.

As far as the methods of kinematic-ally complete e>:per;.--•-,is
are well developed we believe in a successful search in \.r.l%
direction.

The schema of proposed experiment is shown in Fig.3. ?/v
•He-ion beam CS -» 35 MeV/nucleon) incident on nucleus-targe»,
undergoes diffractive or Coulomb break-up on a-particle ar.d
neutron nucleus consisting of four neutrons. For the beginning
one may carry out the measurement of inclusive spectra of
a-particles in dependence on a detection angle, projectile
energy, different nucleus-target. The results of calculations in
framework of diffraction theory of such spectra for the case of
Ьгэак-up "He at the energy 200 MeV by nuclei

 а о я
РЬ are shown in

Fig. 4. The detection angle of a-partides is 6
a
=10°. The binding

energy of neutron nucleus was chosen i MeV, the values cf other
parameters are shown in Fig.4. The dashed line corresponds to
a-particle spectrum from direct break-up process:

B
He •

 ao
"Fb —> a +

 4
n •

 ae
'Pb C3:
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Fig.3. The scheme of correlative experiment for the observation
of a break up of *He into a-particle and tetraneutron.

ъ 4 0

«303

*He+"*Pb

r(*He) = 2.Й Fm

r{"*Pb) = ?.B» Fin

(""Pb) = 0.5 Fm

а + 4 П + " " Р Ь

E *He = 200 MeV

Q= -3.07 MeV

)=1 MeV

0 1
a, i

"'10J

1 I
C o i -

40
бО

Fig.4. The ct-particle spectra for the break up reaction of "He
by nucleus *

om
Pb Cdashed line> and for the stripping

reaction (dotted line). The sum. of these contributions is
shown by solid line.



The dotted line is a-particle spectrum from stripping process of
neutron cluster:

"He + *°*Pb --> a tePb. C4)

The experimental observation of such spectra and their change
with angle, energy, nucleus-target in accordance with
diffraction break-up theory would be the indirect proof of a
tetraneutron creation. The calculations of kinematical loci for
different binding energies of tetraneutron are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig.5. The kinematical loci for the break up of "He at
200 HeV energy for different binding energy.

The curve with index 1 corresponds to \ * 10 MeV\ with 2 - J^ «
1 MeV, with 3 - 1^ « 0.1 MeV. If tetraneutron created in unbound
which is nore probable then even if the life time of this system
would be 10"** s all four neutrons from n*-decay will have the
correlated direction with a-particle. This direction is
determined by the direction of a tetraneutron momentum as a hole
and neutron momentum distribution inside the tetraneutron.
However,the detection of quintuple coincidences taking into
account the detection efficiency of neutrons 0.2 - 0.4 is



rather difficult. Nevertheless, we have a chance to observe the
birth of a small neutron star at the Earth laboratory. The
successful choose of experimental conditions is dependent on the
accuracy of theoretical predictions of such tetraneutron
properties as mass, life time as well as the nuclear reaction
mechanisms of their production.
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Abstract

The project of production of high-Intensity radionuclide beams with the energy of more

that 5 MeV/nucleon at the Moscow meson facility is considered . Some applications of

radioactive nuclear beams to develop the research in nuclear physics and other branches of

science are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive nuclear beams (RJJB) open up a new stage of development of nuclear physics

and related fields. In recent years various projects on RNB production have been proposed

and some of them have been realized. There are three main directions based on the use of

the secondary beams as products of three reaction types which are considered, namely:

(I] projectile fragmentation product*. The approach was realized at the heavy ion

facilities for intermediate energies (CANIL in France /1/] and for high energies [BEVALAC

in the USA /2/1. A new heavy ion facility SIS/ESR begins to operate in FRG / 3 / .

iii] product* of low-energy reaction* of the type lp.nl, ld.nl, pIHI.xn], etc. This

approach was realized on the electrostatic accelerators In the USA / 4 / . This year RNB were

produced at the cyclotron complex In Belgium / 5 / by using high-intensity primary 30 MeV

proton beam.

tiil) product* of the deep Inelastic interactions of intermediate energy proton* with

nuclei. There is a proposal to produce RNB on 600 UeV proton beam of moderate intensity at

CERN / 6 / . Projects of RNB production based on high-intensity intermediate energy proton

beams have been elaborated at meson factories In the USSR /7/,Canada / 8 / and Japan /9 / .

Having analysed th* prospects for studies with RNB, w« concluded that in some cases

high-intensity beam of intermediate energy protons as a powerful source of radionuclide has

considerable advantages as compared with heavy ion and low energy proton beam*. So in 1983

we began to elaborate a project of RNB facility with the use of radionuclldes produced on
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targets irradiated by 600 MeV proton Ъеат. tOso tbe ase o? rwBoactivfe target (RT) is

considered. It is planned to implement this project to г new experimental area of the

Moscow meson factory /7/. In this paper we describe the present state of this project and

analyze the possibilities of RNB application to develop research in nuclear physics and

related areas of science.

2. USE OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR BEAMS

FOR SOLUTION OF SOME PROBLEMS OF NUCLEAR

PHYSICS AND RELATED BRANCHES OF SCIENCE.

The use of nuclei with abnormal N/Z ratios can make it possible to develop novel methods

for the synthesis and study of nuclei very far from the line of 0-stablllty or from the

region of known nuclei.We shall mention, a few examples out of wide range of new problems

when RNB and/or RT gives qualitatively new possibilities to study phenomena which ar« hard

to investigate by other methods.

2.1.Neutron

Today the interest in the problem of neutron nuclei has bee* raa*w«d:It was initiated by

the development of the self consistent methods for the description of few-nucleon systems

with an excess of neutrons {tbe polyneutron, superheavy isotope* of H and He], which have an

abnormally high value of the N/Z ratio. The properties of these nudides are Investigated

by the spectroscopy of nuclear reactions which produce such nuclear species. For this

purpose the pion double charge exchange reaction/10/, the nucieon exchange reaction with

low energy heavy ions /11/, and also the fragmentation of relativists nuclei /12/ have

been applied for the past years.The stability of the investigated nuclides l*H, 7H,1OHe...J

is significantly different from theoretical predictions.

However, the region of the nuclei accessible to studies in th* nuclear reactions

induced by stable beams on stable targets Is vary limited. The low value of the N/Z ratio

for stable nuctides prevents the neutron nuclei production both «• the plan double charge

exchange reaction (limitation from the target) and in the interaction between nuclei

(limitation from heavy ion, namely, the strong rearrangement of nuclei results in a very

small cross- section ). The use of the RNB and RT extend the region of accessible nuclides

considerably. For example, by bombarding a H target by a 3He beam it is possible to obtain

accurate data on the lifetimes and binding energies of isotopes with А с 10, namely; *He •
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1 0He + p, ^ e • 8H, 7 U + 4n. 6 U + 5n. ets.

Taking a heavier target ( 7 U, 1 0 Be, etc. ) and using another RNB ( Li and others ) one can

extend this region further (up to U a , l 6 H, and 17He).

According to our estimations (see below ), it is possible to produce He beam with the

intensity cf 10й pps at meson factory. This value is several orders of magnitude higher

than the intensity on the secondary tte beam of BEVALAC which has been used in experiments

on scattering of Tie on nuclei /2/.

2.2 Synthesis of super-heavy elements (SHE)

Let us mention another example of investigations of unknown regions on the nuclide

chart. In this regions the nuclide properties can considerably differ from those already

investigated. This concerns, in the first place, the magic nuclei whose stability is caused

by the structural effects. Among such nuclear species are the doubly magic nuclei of the

superbeavy elements with Z-U0-U4 and N-184 whose enhanced stability is caused by high

fission barrier heights B f»l0 ifeV.

In raceot years one has succeeded in synthesizing a large number of the ZsilO isotopes

on the w«y i» SHE. The liquid drop fission barrier for the heaviest nuclides with Z>1G4 is

practically equal to aero, and their stability is caused by the existence cf the high

fission barrier 8 . of structural nature. The value of the barrier B, determines the

spontaneous fission half-life TT*,, of the nucleus. The experimental values Т у , , /13/ for

the heaviest nuclides are higher 15-20 orders of magnitude than those predicted with the

help of the liquid drop model. It proves that nuclides with Z*104 have a high fission

barrier height reaching 6-7 MeV according to the calculations /14/. The existence of such

fission barriers B. for the heaviest nuclides is a consequence of approach to the closed

shell Z*112, №184. As it was shown by the calculations /14/, the spherical nuclei nearby

Z~U2, N«184 have the maximum values of the shell correction and half- life (T _*l06s).

Besides the island of stability of the spherical superheavy nuclei there also is the

peninsula of the deformed superheavy nuclei that may exist nearby Z=U2, №=162 /14/. The

life-times of such nucltdee are rather high due to structural effects (T.._=.1O s) to

observe them in the experiment.

The heaviest knewn nuciides are very far (by 25 neutrons) from the N=184 shell. This

gap can not be bridged by the present methods of synthesizing heavy elements because the

N/Z ratio for the stable nuclides is much less than the N/Z value for the superheavy

nuclei. Probably, there is only one way to solve this problem basing on the use of the

radioactive neutron-rich nuclide» beams.

The number of possible target-ion combinations to produce heavy nuclei is increased

drastically when radioactive nuclei serve as a target or/and as ions. The calculations /15/
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of the cross sections for production of heavy nudides by fusion reaction have been

performed t» choose the optimal Ion-target pair to synthesize the given nucllde.

Uncertainty o. the calculated absolute value of the cross-section is increased when we gc

further to unknown region. (As to the selection of the optimal reaction, which Is

determined by the relative cross-sections for different ion-target pairs, the conclusions

ere more reliable). Therefore let us consider the reactions for production of the 110

element as an example of synthesizing the super-heavy elements.

2.2.1. "Hot" fusion. The first information about the isotopes of the 110 element , which

lies on the peninsula of the deformed superheavy nuclei, has been obtained /16/ In the

reaction

*°Ar • 2 3 6 U—> 2 7 2 U 0 • 4n. ( a. aZ.10"35 cm2)4 1
The "hot" compound nuclei with the excitation energy E OO 50 MeV have been produced by

such type of reactions, and then they evaporate 3-5 neutrons. It will be possible to

investigate the island of the spherical superheavy nuclei with the help of beams of

radioactive neutron-rich nuclei. According to the calculations /15/, the prospective

reactions for synthesizing heavy isotopes of the 110 element may be:

« А г * 2 3 8 ^ 2 8 1 ! » * : * ( О з п *2 .lO'̂ cm2)
4 4 S • 2 4 4 P u —> 2 8 5110 + 3n ( o , *5 10"32cm2>

3n

The predicted cross-sections of these reactions are rather high and experiments of such

type are realistic if the intensive beams ( > 10 pps) of 4 Ar and S will be produced.

But the "hot" synthesis of the superheavy elements may have a serious problem. The

point is that shell effects are damped in heated nuclei. The analysis of the experimental

cross-sections showed that shell effects disappear at energies E >3O MeV in the case of

deformed heavy nuclei /17/ and at E*>15 MeV in the case of spherical nuclei /18/. The

disappearance of the shell effects results In a strong Increase of the fission probability

of hot superheavy nuclei and, hence, a strong decrease of their yield.

2.2.2. "Cold" fusion. The cold fusion reactions can decide this problem /19/. Instead

of actinides, they use the doubly magic nucleus Pb or the neighbouring nuclides as a

target.Due to the structural effects, the cold compound nucleus Is produced as a result of

fusion. Such a compound nucleus emits only 1 or 2 neutrons. The decreasing of the

excitation energy down to E**20 MeV allows to weaken the undesirable consequences of the

damping of shell effects and to increase the yield of heavy nuclides.

A large number of new isotopes with 100«Z«109 nave been studied by means of cold

fusion. But the new serious obstacle appeared on the way to the Island of the superheavy

elements. When we go to heavier ions in the system Hl+Pb, the role of forces prevented from

fusion is increased. This is due to both the increase of the projectile chart» Z. and the

insufficient neutron excess of stable nuclei. To fuse the two nuclei, one needs not only to

lead them to contact (to overcome the interaction barrier), but also to add them som*
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extra-push energy ДВ /20/. The steep increase of 4B value with the Increase of the heavy

ion charge Z,, forbids the formation of cold superheavy compound nucleus.

It is rather hard to describe the ехрга-push energy ДВ correctly, so one finds the

parameters of the models from the data obtained for the narrow interval of variation of the

neutron number N. (This Interval is limited by using of the stable beams). One of the

liquid drop models predicts /20/ that ДВ value may decrease with the increase of the heavy

ion neutron number N /IS/. As a result, it gives a possibility to synthesize the superheavy

elements by means of cold fusion of neutron-rich nuclei.

According to the calculations /15/, fusion of two doubly magic nuclei N1 and Pb,

which leads to the production of the cold (E <15MeV) compound nucleus, may be promising.

Then this compound nucleus emits neutron or ?-guanta:
78Mi • 2 0 8 P b - > 2 8 5 U 0 * .

- > ^ n o * ,
There are two additional arguments in favor of these reactions. First of all. the

structural effects in both nuclei result in additional decreasing of Д8 value /13/.

Besides, the (Hl.n) and (HI, f) reactions are of deep sub-barrier type, and to a large

extent their nature is determined by guantum effects. Therefore, the extra-push phenomenon,

which has the classical liquid drop nature /20/, would play no part in sub-barrier fusion.

In fact, the observed drastic enhancement of sub-barrier fusion (the more significant the

heavier the system) is caused by guantum effects /21/. As a result, the radiative capture

of doubly magic nucleus Ni by doubly magic nucleus T"b, accompanied by formation of
78supercold magic superheavy element. Bui it is problematic to produce rathe-- intensive Ni

beam.

2.3. Supercold fusion and inverse processes:

spontaneous fission and heavy cluster emission.

Cold fusion reactions illustrated their iarge possibilities to synthesize now chemical

elements and also opened the new field of investigations of the collective interaction of

heavy low excited nuclear systems under specific conditions when structural and guantum

effects play a decisive part. Generally speaking. It is possible to regard the process of

supercold fusion as an inverse process to the spontaneous fission or spontaneous emission

of heavy clusters.

2.3.1.Radioactive decay Involving the emission of heavy clusters. The spontaneous
14 24 28 '

emission of heavy clusters ( C. Ne. Mg...)/22/accompanies the production of daughter

nucleus which is near to the doubly magic nucleus Pb: *^Ra —> Z Pb *1 4C ^^V >
2 0 S Pb * 2 4 Ne. 2 3 6 Pu - > 2 O 8Pb > 2 V . •

This new type of nuclear decay is interesting as an example of nuclear decay with strong

manifestation of the shell structure of the daughter nucleus. As the ratio between the

probability of iuch a decay to that of a-decay is very low ЫО~1 0-!0~1 2), the detection of
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the rare events of cluster emission can be done only by means of a sophisticated technique.

Besides, it is interesting to study also the cluster emission from the excited states with

given guantum numbers, as it was done at the ос-decay studies.

The performance of this kind of investigations is limited by the small number of nuclei

which are available for study. They are, as a rule,decay products from the Th - U

radioactive family and have short life-times. By bombarding a target with a high -

intensity proton beam one can extend the region of accessible nuslides, and also enhance

their yields to a value of 1 "decay per second. With such a large yield it is possible to

carry out detailed studies of fine decay properties by using conventional experimental

methods and the chains of the type

<p,4p 7p>

Nuclear friction is small during the formation of the heavy cluster and Its tunneling

through the potential barrier because the process is controlled by rearrangement of

superfluid Fermi-liquid effected by zero fluctuations /23/. So the daughter nucleus and

cluster may be considered as unexcited.Then It is possible to use this guantum effect to

form the compound nucleus at the ground state or the first excited states via the inverse

process of the supercold sub-barrier fusion of the cluster with the doubly magic nucleus
2 0 8 P b :

И С • 2 0 8 Pb~> « " t o . 2 4 Ne • 2 0 8 P b - > 2 3 2 U , ^ • 2 O 8

Pb-->2 3 6Pu...

It is possible to produce high-intensity beams cf nudides C, Ke, Mg... to perform

such type of experiments at the meson factory.

2.3.2. Cold fission and spontaneous fission. There is another Inverse reaction for the

supercold fusion - cold fission which results in the formation of unexclted magic

fragments of spherical shape. At present cold fission is investigated at atomic reactors

{fission n + U) and heavy ion accelerators (the spontaneous fission of Fm and other

heaviest nuclides) /18/. Sharp manifestation of the fission fragment shell structure

allows to select the channel which leads to the formation of undeformed unexcited
-6

fragments. U is interesting to note that the probability of this channel is equal to *10

for the induced fission n + U , but it is the main channel for the spontaneous fission of

^ F m where the fission fragments are close to the magic nuclei Sn and Sn (Z>"5Q,

N=82).

It is possible to restore the picture inversed to the spontaneous fission of ^ T a i if

we have the fission fragments as a target and a heavy ion. The inverse reaction of

super-cold fusion gives new possibilities to study both a dynamics of this process and a

N-dependence of the fusion probability. Our estimations of the intensity of the Snbearo.

formed from the products of uranium fission by protons, showed that it is reasonable to.
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dwtop юса investigations at meson factory. Of course, one needs to have also the

radioactive target Sn (T «10 years). It is possible to accumulate the sufficient
126

quantity of Sn atoms during a long-time irradiation of medium-weight target by the

proton beam of the meson factory using the spallation reaction (p.xp yn). It is reasonable

to apply the experimental setup which is able to registrate all characteristics of the

fission fragments (the mass, the charge, and the energy). Similar experimental set-up is

operated now at heavy ion beams /23/.

2.4. Relatlvistlc effects in new element chemistry.

It is possible to produce the heavy long-lived isotopes of qew (Z-104-109) and

superbeavy OUO-114) elements by means of neutron-rich nucllde beams. It opens a new

opportunities to search the fundamental regularities of O.I.Mendeleev Periodical system.

Due to manifestation of the relativistic effects at the external electronic shells of an

atom, the physic*; and chemical properties of transacUnides will deviate from the

extrapolated properties. In particular, the paper /25/ predicted that the 104 element,

which is a forma! analogue of Hf, may have the physical and chemical properties similar to

Pb properties. This may be due to changing the order of atomic levels filling. But the

experiments and the quantum calculatione /26,27/ did. not -support this prediction. According

to the calculations, the 104 element should have the ds p electronic configuration as •

result of relativistic effects unlike the electronic configurations of Hf ( d s ) or Pb

d p i The 104 element should stay the chemical analogue of Hf but it may have the

specific accessory properties, in particular, the stability of the lower valence states may

be enhanced /28/.

It is hard to study experimentally such delicate effects in the case of previously used

isotopes Z S 9104 and 26l104 which have the short life-times (4s. and 65s., respectively). It

is far more easy to study the relativistic effects by producing the new isotopes 104 and

^ 1 0 4 which may have the life-time, respectively, 10 roin and 2 hours according to the

predictions /29/. As it was shown by the calculations /IS/, the promising reactions to

synthesize these isotopes are
2 6 3 3 2 2

• 244Pu—> 2 6 5IO4 • 4n ( o 4 n . 2.10"3 2 cm2).

It is possible to produce rather Intensive beams of radioactive Ne isotopes at the meson

factory /30/.

The superheavy elements with 2*112-114 are the most perspective object* for fundamental

chemical investigations. In this cast the reUtlvlstlc effects may result in a sharp

changing of the chemical properties. For example, it is not excluded that the 114 element,

which Is a formal analogue of Pb. may have properties of inert gas /31/ because the
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electronic shell s 2 p^_ should be closed. It is possible to observe this phenomenon by

means of fast techniques which can performed the measurements for Isotopes with half-Uf«

values down to =«10 ms /32 / . .

2.5.Nucleosynthe*i» at the Universe.

Data obtained in experiments with RNB and/or RT are very importar.t for nuclear

astrophysics. The proton-rich nxiclides with T J / 2 > 300 ms participate In stellar processes

which take place at high temperatures and densities (hot stars, Novae, collapse and

accretions of neutron stars). To understand the nucleosynthesis, one needs to know the

cross-sections of (p,r). (<x.7>> and (a.p)-reactlons for all nuclides which lie between the

^-stability line and the proton drip line up to Cd. To study the synthesis of heavy

nuclides in the r-process, one needs also the properties of neutron-rich nuclides and the

characteristics of nuclear reactions induced by neutrons on such targets.This information

plays crucial role In investigations of the Supernova explosions.

The main motivation of different projects for RNB production / 4 - 9 / is to obtain the data

for nuclear astrophysics. This theme has been discussed in details elsewhere / 3 3 / , so we do

not concern it here. We should oniy emphasize that the astrophysical experiments need to

have high - intensity RNB to measure small cross-sections values at nanobams level under

Coulomb barrier and to study neutron-rich nuclei which are very far from the B-stabitity

line.

2.6. Implantation by means of radioactive nuclear

beam*.

RNB allows to investigate hyperfine interaction of micro- admixtures in the solid

state with the help of the implanted radioactivity method. The applications of this method

and the range of phenomena studied are very wide (see, for example, paper /33/) . Besides

the scientific significance, this method has an important applied significance to study the

wear of parts of technical devices by means of measurement the yield of radionuctidcs

implanted in the given depth /34/ . It will be easy to obtain enough intensity beams of

long-lived isotopes ( Be.^Ja, S c . ) for these studies at meson factory because these

nuclides lie near the B-stability line.

3. TECHNICAL POSSIBILITIES OF PRODUCING RNB

AT THE MOSCOW MESON FACTORY.

The meson factory is the most efficient instrument for the large-scale production of
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nuclei practically from all regions of the chart of nuclides. This is conditioned by the

high penetrability of intermediate energy protons (it is possible to use thick, =*100g/cm

targets), in addition, as a result of deep inelastic proton-nucleus interaction a wide

range of residual nuclei is produced. In particular, the process of target fragmentation

leads to the formation of light neutron-rich nuclides, fission process yields medium-heavy

neutron-rich nuclides, and deep spallatloa process produces neutron deficient nudides. The
238

experimental cross-sections for production of nuclldes at deep Inelastic p* V Interaction

are shown at Fig.l. The maximum production rates for nuclides near p-stability line at a

meson factory may reach 1 0 - 1 0 s .

Let us describe the complex of experimental facilities which allows to realize the

advantages of the meson factory and to produce high-intensive radioactive beams and also

radioactive targets. The layout ef experimental installations is shown in Fig. 2.

The key point of the problem is ext action of radionudides from target and selertion

of desired radionuclides from the mixture of radioactive products. This problem may be

decided by two independent techniques:

I) electromagnetic separation technique. The isotope separator Is based on the

technical decitlotis which have Ье-n developed for ISQL-installation at the Canadian project

/35/. The magnetic system of the isotope separator consists of two quadropole lenses and

dipote sector magnet. The Isotope separator has a moderate resolution М/Д1Ы0 but it can

produce high-Intensive beams of radionuctldes. These beams will be used both for subsequent

acceleration ant production of radioactive targets. The ISOL-lnstallation has an

effectiveness of order *H5, and it Is rather fast MO ms).

Slgas phas* chemistry and Jet technique. The gas phase chemistry transport system will

perfarsK • • •

- high temperature extraction from porous or liquid target;

- transport of gaees and aerosols;

- purlficatleo of the radionuclides, which thought to be accelerated, from aerosols and

other gaseous products.

From our point of view, this technique has some advantages at high-intensive beam of meson

factory in comparisons with 1S0L - technique which is applied at moderate intensity

accelerators at CERN, J1NR, Gatchlna. This system may provide fast (up to 1 s) and high

yields <ns> to 70X) transport both gaseous (N, Ne, Ar. Kr, Xe, Br. I...) and volatile (Na,

K, Cs, Ca, Sr, Se, As, Ce, Zn, Си. Си, Те...) chemical elements or compounds.

The schemes for extraction and transportation of various chemical elements are

differed considerably. As an example, we describe the transportation scheme for Ne isotopes

which are produced in Mg target (Fig.3). The 400 g Mg metal or porous MgO target is heated

by proton beam inside a stainless steel chamber. Purified He carrier injected in the target

chamber with the pressure of 0.1-1 torr and flow rate of 10* liters at N.T.P./min. Gas
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Fig. 2. Layout of the experimental setups for RNB production at the Moscow Meson Factory:

1- proton beam, 2- targets, 3- isotope separator, 4- gas-jet transport system for

radionudides, S- radlochemical laboratory with hot cells for ECR-source and

preparation of radioactive targets, 6- Injector cyclotron U-250; 7- main cyclotron

SSC-1O; 8- hall for experiments with RNB.



He

Fig.3. The radioisotope transportation scheme for the gaseous chemical elements or

compounds: 1- high temperature porous (liquid) target; 2 - filter to select

slightly volatile elements; 3 - transport capillary; 4- chemical filters to select

isotopes of other undesirable volatile elements; 5- cold traps; 6- ion source.
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etream containing Ne Isotopes evaporated from the target passes through the aerosol filter

near the chamber and flows to a hot cell in capillary of 1-1.5 mm diameter. Then it passes

through the calcium oxide filter U1OOCC) to purify from F Isotopes, through Zr-getter

(400-900°C) to purify from T, N. C, 0 and through the liquid nitrogen trap. Similar

technique using various chemical filters and traps may be applied to select Isotopes of

other gaseous chemical elements. To select slightly volatile elements one needs to us*

aerosol jet transport. In this case, the elements sublimated from the high-temperature

liquid or porous target are introduced in the chamber and are sorbed by aerosols (e. g.

KC1). After transportation in capillary and sucking of the gas aerosols flows to the gas

chemistry column, where it is purified from aerosols and undesirable radionuclides by

chemical filters. Then the isotopes of elements to be accelerated goes by a heated tract in

gas flow with flow rate about O.I ml at N.T.P./min In this case it is possible to have a

fast transport (several seconds) with efficiency =«507..

Radioactive atoms selected by electromagnetic separation or gas chemistry techniques

are injected to multiple charge sources. Highly effective ECR-source is chooser) as the

main type of ion source, it can produce the high charge Urns Ar *, Kr + , Xe with

reasonable efficiency (several per cent) /36/. ECR-souroe connected with gas chemistry

transport line is fnstallated in the hot cell.

Then the multiply charge ion beam is injected in the accelerator facility. Taking into

consideration a compactness and low sost, the cyclotron type accelerator may be chooser».

The typical efficiency of cyclotron is *jQ%. To sci*e the physical problem, considered

above, the radlonuclida accelerator should give beams of radioisotopeu of various chemical

elements with mass number from several units i He) up to A *!50 {Xe) and energy above the

Coulomb barrier (>S MeV/nucleon). It is reasonable to accelerate radior.uclides in two-stage

cyclotron complex:

l-st stage - Isochronous AVT cyclotron-injector. St is possible to uss a modification

of the cyclotron U-250 (the energy factor K=208) developed by the D.V. Efremov

Electric-Physical Institute (n Leningrad /37/;

2-nd stage - the main cyclotron with separated sectors SSC-10 (the factor of energy

Increasing equal to 10) /38/, Two-stage acceleration allows ю inject in the l-st stage the

ions in the rather low charge states (He * Ne?* Ar?+ Xe'*) with intensity close to optimal

one even for the Penning ion source, l-st stage accelerates ions up to thu energy which is

sufficient for stripping injection to the 2-nd stage. Using the modified cyclotron U-250 at

a single-stage mode is also considered. It will be possible to have the beams of

radionuclides with (A/2) « 6 and

energy >5 MeV/nucleon with the ECR-souree to be installated which produce high charge ions

(We4* Ne 5 : S i 6 : S 6 : Ar8* etc).

The main parameters of the cyclotron complex are ^hown in Tables 1 and 2. It is
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Table 1. Parameters of the cyclotron complex: the tiyclwtioo fieM B,»l,6Gt T; tite КС-Ю

factor of energy increasing к =10; Kf the energy factor, R..- tht injector radio*; fo~ tbe

injector radiofrequency; Z 2~ the ion charge in the ring cyclotron; W, and W_- th* ion

energies after tbe injector and ring cyclotrons.

ions

2 4 N e 2 +

2 8 N e 2 +

3 3 S i 2 +

fo.MH2

12,24

10.478

8,894

Rjk«=130 cm;

WrMeV;n

1,44

1.06

0,764

К «208 IfeV

W2,MeV/n

14,4

10,6

7,64

8

8

9

: B 2 ' N

1,0066

1,0066

0,8948

ioV

1

1

1

44g2+ 6,663 0,430 4,30 9 0.8948 1

44 3+ 10,008 0,963 9,63 11 1.C980 0,5

4 8Ar3 + 9,174 0,812 8,12 11 1,0976 0,5

7,824 0.592 5,92 14 1,1493 Q.3

5,2 21 1.3417 0,3

O 8 U 1 3 + 8,016 0,62 6,2 = 35 1,4955 0,1

1 4 0Xe 7 + 7,338 0.52

* The acceleration efficiency т( is extrapolated from the LBL data

/39/.
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Table 2. The ion parameters for the atitonomous regime of operation of the cyclotron U-250M

(Bj-1.608 T; R l k-130 cm; Kj»208 MeV).

Ions f o l M H z Wl#MeV/n ltAj*

7.5

2.5

1

1

0.5

0,5

0.3

8,368 6,08 0.03

7,964 5,52 0,06

7,964 5,52 0,06

* The acceleration efficiency ц is extrapolated from the LBL data

/39/.

6He 1 +

«He2*

V

«si6*

44S7*

•«Ar8*

8.153

12,23

7,828

8.736

8.894

7,782

8,153

5.78

13

5,32

6,63

6,88

5.26

5,78
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considered to use technical decisions which will allow to minimize radlonucUde losses at

different acceleration stages. These are:

- an external axial injection to the 1-st stage;

- a vacuum equipment which allows to have a vacuum at order 10 torr Inside the

cyclotron;

- a high isochronpusness of magnetic field;

- a highly effective electrostatic system for beam ejection;

- a stabilization of magnetic and accelerating fields;

- an effective transportation system from one cyclotron to the other which forms the

desired beam emittance;

- a synchronization of operation of both cyclotrons.

The main disadvantage of the cyclotron scheme of acceleration is the large losses of

radionuclicies at the high charge state in ion source. To minimize these losses, one needs

to start from acceleration of single charge ions. From this point of view the linear scheme

of acceleration is the best one. Using of RFQ - accelerator as the 1-st stage and a modern

accelerating structures with high shunt resistance as the 2-nd stage one can develop a

compact and effective linear accelerator. This accelerator may produce beams of

radionuclides with the energies above the Coulomb barrier and it can operate continuously

or quasicontinuously on-line with isotope-separator. So at the same time we consider also

the ability of radionuclide acceleration by LINAC

As a result, we have arrived at the following scheme of RNB production: formation—>

extraction from the target—> transportation —> chemical purification—> transportation—>

lonizatlon—> separation--> injection—) acceleration, eased on the experimental

cross-sections for producing isotopes in proton-nucleus reactions and on the efficiencies

of the existing prototype setups constituting this system, one с ю determine the RNB
II 9

intensity. It should be equal to about 1 0 - 1 0 nuclei/s for the nuclides which «re by 4-7

neutrons far from the B-stability tine and have life-time» down to 5-30 seconds. It is

enough to perf orme the experimental studies considered above even by means of the standard

experimental techniques. RNB intensities will decrease If we go far to the region of

short-lived nuclides. To reglstrate a nuclear reaction products, one needs to use the high

efficiency (up to 4n) detectors which have a high time, energy, and space resolution.

Besides, it is desirable to construct the storage ring for radioactive ions at future. If

this ring will be able in addition to accelerate ions, then it will be possible to perform

experiments with spectrometric (ДЕУЕ*10 ) RNB at Intermediate energy range (MOO MeV/

nucleon).

The intensities of RNB at the Moscow meson factory may be several orders of magnitude

higher than RNB intensities at the heavy ion acceleration complexes for intermediate and

high energies. But these two methods supplement each other. Meson factory may product beams
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of rather long-lived ГТ1/2>0.1-1 s.) nuclides, at the same time heavy ion accelerators may

produce beams of short-lived nuclides because the projectile fragmentation products do not

need acceleration, tt is important espessiaiy for the light nuclides which half-lives

decrease sharply while the distance from 3- stability line Increase. Meson factory has the

advantages to produce beams of modium-beavy -nuclides, mainly fission fragments. These

nuclides cannot be produced In projectile fragmentation, and their half-lives decrease

•lowly when we go far from the p-stability line.

It should be mentioned that the radioisotope complex of the Moscow meson factory will

include also the radiochemUtry laboratory with hot cells. Besides the radiochemistr,

techniques connected with the RNB production, the radioactive targets will be prepared at

this laboratory also. Bombarding by proton beam a massive ( =>1O g) target in the beam-stop

area during a long time ( »1 year) make possible to accumulate a weighted quantities

(=Ю,01-10 mg) of radiolsotopes with T. .-a>Q.l-10 years. The possibilities of experimental

studies enlarge greatly if to apply RT together with RNB. The produced isotopes may be used

not only for preparation of unique RT but also for medical or/and technical purposes /40/

as it is already realized at other meson factories.

4. CONCLUSION

This, it is possible to extract and accelerate the products of interactions between

intermediate energy protons and nuclei. This way allows to produce the RNB in a wide range

of A and Z. It opens up a new additional possibility of using the meson factory as a

generator of high-intensity beams of radionuclides. We have restricted ourselves to the

consideration of several applications of RNB in solving some important problems of nuclear

physics with the only purpose to outline the perspectives of this new trend which, in fact,

covers a considerably wider range of both fundamental and applied problems. Application of

the high-Intensity proton accelerator as a source for subsequent acceleration of exotic

nuclei gives considerable advantages as compared with heavy ion accelerators for

intermediate and high energies. The project of experimental setups aimed to produce RNB at

the Moscow meson factory allows to realize these advantages. One may conclude that the

principal problems of realization of this project can be solved basing on the modern

technology of the heavy ion acceleration.
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TIME EVOLUTION OF THE NUCLEAR
REACTION PROCESS

VJE.Bunakov

Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute
Gatchina. Leningrad 188350. USSR

The present talk is a brief summary of our investigations carried out to estimate
thp validity of statistical master equation approach to the description of nudeon-
nudeus reactions (see, e.g. [1, 2] and references therein) plus some comments on
heavy-ion reaction kinetics and on exotic nuclei production.

1 Dilute Gas Approximation Validity for Nu-
clear System

Our first aim was to derive quanta! master equations from the many-body tirne-
dependent Schroedinger (or Dyson) equations describing nuclear reaction in order
to find the necessary conditons involved. The analysis of all the existing derivations
of master equations (both in classical and quantum approaches) shows that one of
the main conditions is the validity of dilute gas approximation: the mean free path
lmf of the particle in the medium should be sufficiently large to allow for the almost
free propagation of the particle in the intervals between its occasional collisions
with other particles. In classical mechanics this allows to consider the trajectoiy
of a particle in the average field treating the collisions which sharply change the
trajectory only as perturbations. In time-dependent quantum mechanics (which
involves wave packets of space-time duration Дг, Д<) this condition also allows to
count each collision separately from the other (i.e. localize it in space and time)
so that one can neglect the interference between the successive collisions and deal
with nucleon-nucleon cross sections aNN rather than with amplitudes. One should
mention that this incoherency in time-dependent quantum description of the system
means that the steps in time At which can be considered in the evolution of the
quantum kinetic equation should be smaller than the mean free path time Tmt:

Д» < rm / . (1)
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Such an exact tracing of the time evoiufion of quantum system is always connected
with the uncertainty in its energy:

AE „ ± > _L B r. ,,,

Неге Г is the spreading width defining the relaxation rate of the single-particle
mode caused by the nucleon-nucleon collisions. The validity of quasiparticle con-
ception (and of gas approximation) in quantum mechanics means the condition on
quasiparticie energy £ in a system:

e > Г. (3)

Lucky enough this condition is satisfied in nuclear physics —(Г/г) seems to be the
main small рлгаггкter which permits the use of shell-model, Fermi-gas or optiral-
mode! approaches in all the microscopic calculations. This fundamental smallftess
allows also to use the non-stationary kinetic equation approach by choosing the
single-particle wave-packets with energy spread us studying the condition

e > Ac > Г. (4)

2 Specifics of Finite Open Nucleus

2.1 Transparency for unbound particles and outgoing fluxes

However (he nucleus sharply differs from ail the systems considered in 'standard'
kinetic approaches. There one usually considers a gas confined in the infinite box,
so that the particles never leave th^ system. Therefore any kind of the initial non-
equilibrium perturbation of the system leads only to its tbefrnaiization — the ini-
tiaiiy introduced excitation energy can only be 'pumped' into the temp* rat ore of
the system. Moreover in the microscopically large subvolumes of the s-7.e

R > im} (6)

one can speak about local equilibrium, local temperature T{r), ami switch ovf-r
from kinetic equations to the heat transport description in a macroscopic sysi»m
Condition (5) in essence mean* tha'- .'lie subvolume is a completely black body
where л particle performs a lot of collisions equilibrating' itself with the suirounding
patticlee.

Contrary to those typical systems the nucleus is finite:

fin ~ /«/. (6)
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Il is also semi-opened HI the sense that only particles on the bound-state levels in
iiudear potential are confined within ihe interaction-range of each other. As long
as tlie panicle stays in continuum spectrum it can freely (to within the quantum
penetrability factor) leave the system. The typical optical-model estimate (see, e.g.
[3]) for a hundred MeV proton incident on Pb shows that Rm sa 1.6 lmj — even
at such a high energy the unbound particle performs less than 2 collisions with the
bound particles. Moreover the secondary particles produced in these collisions will
in the majority of cases (just by phase-space volume considerations) be also unbound
anti immediately l:-ave the system without any equilibration. Formally this means
(see, e.g. [l]) that in "any kind of master equation describing such a system we should
have, in addition to the 'standard' collision terms, the large terms responsible for
these outgoing fluxes of unbound particies. The proper incorporation of these 'loss1

terms into the nonstationary quantum kinetic equation is a delicate problem (see,
e.g. [1, 4]), but in the quasiclassical limit a fair estimate of the rate of occupation
number loss (dn/di)^t due to these outgoing fluxes can be simply connected with
the inverse time of flight to of the unbound particle through the nucleus

L ST-ST (7)

Here the ratio of va (asymptotic velocity of the particle) to v (Telocity inside the
potential) takes into account the quantal reflection of the flux on the step-like border
of ;he potential. Since the realistic Woods-Saxon potential is rather smooth, (7) is
rather an underestimate. In order to see the importance of these outgoing fluxes
for nuclear kinetics one should compare (7) with the 'standard' rate of loss due to
collisions.

(dn\ I 2W , _
I —- } « SB - — . (8)

Here W « Г stands for the imaginary part of the optical potential. Direct esti-
mates of (7) and (8) show that even for heavy nuclei these terms are of the same
order of magnitude, demonstrating again the fact of nuclear transparency (6). One
should point in this connertion that the phenomenoiogical quantum master-equation
approach of Harp-Miller-Beme (HMB) [5] tried to model the outgoing fluxes by in-
troducing the loss terms:

h
The optical model absorption cross section Оы» stands here because the nucleus was
trpared like a black body in equilibrium with vapour of emitted nucleons. Here the
particle emission probability equals the absorption one, which is expressed in terms
of /jv We have already shown that equilibrium black-body conception contradicts
th*: Lux rA nuclear transparency. This misconception of the phenomenoiogical master
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r. models leads to ever-lasting discussions of whf-lhcr they ran describe thr
fast direct stages of reaction. !?s inconsistency can be demonstrated if one сопм'к-гь
the limit of almost tiarispau-nt nude-is wiih I?6J — 0. Then ueithei the mry'^-ia
nucleon, nor the secondary unbound ones will have the opportunity to leaw tfu-
nuclear volume since Ihe outgoing fluxes tend to гего All iht in. iiirnt f isergr
will be converted into ternp«<itine and we sb^" gel the absolve;, Ыаг>; nucleus
soiution starting with the nonafc^orbing condition. Numerically o:^ cfn-n lake?,
Pass = *-R,v In this case the HiMB fluxes (9) will be smallei than '.h* '.alreadx
underestimated) realistic flux (7) by a i&'.Un \ j'^fj- Since пш [ear WPI! d-piii
Uo w 50 MeV ;his means an ordei of tudgnilijde underestimate fnr outgoing particles
with Ea ~ 10 MaV

2.2 Finite size correctioas to continuum state densities
Another important point in our derivation of master equations for finite nurJeus is
the more correct definition of state densities for continuum spectia in a finite poten-
tial (see (l, 6]), which removes the narrow nuclcon potential resonances under the
centrifugal barrier (practically nonexistent in the smooth Woods-Saxon potential).
The corrected continuum density is lower than the оле used in HMB (and in infinite
nuclear matter) approach by mughiy a factor jf^ < 1. Jn order to check tho va-
lidity of this correction we calculated |7] the imaginary part of the optical potential
from the expression:

cVyCig) _ _ _ . f JJ_ f JixSlJC>\S Л "'• ,-JQ\

A 4r»«> Ja Л ' ' dfi

Here v is the internal velocity of the incident nucleon corresponding to the asymp-
totic energy Ea, v' is the velocity of a bound nucleon in the nuclear Fermi-sea, ^ t
are the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sections which include the Pauli block-
ing, Vn is the nuclear volume in a phase-space. Eq.(10) is essentially the collision ioss
term used in HMB or the local momentum approximation foi VV used in [8] (se« also
fig. 2.37 of [3]). Comparing it with experimental compilation of W,xp in fig. 2.29
of (3j we see that calculated W demonstrates the wrong energy behaviour and over-
estimates the experimental one by a factor ~ 2. This missmatch between W,Tp or
empirical magnitude of the loss term and the theoretical estimates of (10) for infinite
nuclear matter was noticed long ago [9, 10]. In our straightforward numerical esti-
mates of (10) we obtained exactly the results of the infinite matter calculations [8].
However then we introduced the above finite size corrections into (10) by omitting in
our calculations all the continuum states with angular momenta / < K'aRn (i.e. the
nonexisting resonances below the centrifugal barrier). This correction immediately
gave the approximately observed values W(Ea) in the wide energy range of Ea up to
several hundreds MeV. Since 'experimental' W(Ea) is a secondary quantity derived



from experimental cross' sections (and strongly depending on its radial behaviour
choice) we also used our master equation algorithm to calculate the total reaction
cross section ffg [7] in the same energy range. Thus we have proved by independent
checks that: a) Our choice of continuum state densities for finite nuclei garantee
correct values of W and OR without any free parameters, b) The local momentum
approximation and the corresponding use of free nucleon-nucleon cross sections (af-
ter the above finite size and Pauli blocking corrections) seem to be quite sound. We
feel that this fact reflects the smoothness of the realistic nuclear average potential.

2.3 Fast and slow stages of relaxation
Thus our derivation of master equations for finite nucleus showed the utter impor-
tance of the nuclear transparency in kinetic approach to nuclear reactions. Here I
shall not demonstrate the results of various self-consistency checks of our master
equations and the considerably better agreement with experimental results in inclu-
sive spectra of secondary particles, their angular distributions, correlation measure-
ments and residual nuclei yields. Some of them could be found in refs. [1,2,6, 7][11]-
[13]. We shall proceed with the analysis of the kinetic nuclear reaction description
based on our experience. As already mentioned the incident nucteon hardly per-
forms a couple of collisions inside the nucleus producing a few secondary particles
in the continuum. Since lm/ increases with decreasing particle energy each of these
secondary particles has even smaller chances to perform collision before leaving the
nucleus. This cascade leaves behind a few holes in the Fermi-sea and perhaps a small
number of secondary particles occupying bound states above the Fermi-surface. The
excitation energy of a'system E' is thus stored in a form of Nt quasiparticles on the
bound state orbitals. Since AT, < A we can neglect their collisions with each other
and consider only their interaction with Fermi-sea. The major part of these collisions
create new bound quasiparticles and just smear the Fermi-surface without changing
E'- Only the annihilation of low-lying holes (vacancies with tt < ег-ев) can create
the secondary unbound particles thus leading to the 'proper' рге-equilibrium emis-
sion (multi-step compound). However the analysis of the integrand in (10) shows
that the probability to create a vacancy behaves like ^T,. This does not allow the
average excitation energy of a hole created in such a collision to exceed ~ 16 MeV.
Therefore the average energy of a particle created in the deexcitation of a hole never
exceeds 1.3 f/ (which corresponds to Ea « 2 - 4 MeV). All this means that hole
deexcitation creates essentially the bound particles above the Fermi-surface, while
its contribution to the 'proper' pre-equilibrium emission enriches only the lowest
energy part of the emitted spectrum adding just several per cent to the future evap-
oration This conclusion holds true in all our numerical calculations. Thus the
main role of the multistep compound stage is to increase during the time - rmf

the number N{ without substantial dear >f the excitation energy E* stored in



the system. As soon as the average excitation energy per quasiparticle e't = E*/Nq

becomes smaller than binding energy с в the system becomes quasibound. Now each
collision of quasiparticles with Fermi-sea produces exclusively bound-state particles.
Therefore when

e, < «в, (П)

our nuclear system sharply changes the relaxation regime. After a period of few
rm( the balance between gain and loss collision terms establishes the temperature
distribution. Since T « Ct this means

T < eB. (12)

Of course, even this regime does not mean complete equilibrium. While the excita-
tion energy E" remains larger than ев the nucleus can still emit particles. However
this emission is caused only by collisions of excited particles in the most distant
(and therefore exponentially small) tails of the temperature distribution. There-
fore (see, e.g. [1]) the particle evaporation rate is by a factor of e~'alT smaller
than the rate of 'healing' the holes in the temperature distribution resulting from
evaporation. This allows to use in kinetic equations the temperature T(t) which
adiabatically goes down with time. The time scale of this regime is governed by the
same small factor t~telT{-^. Since the minimal temperature in the particle evapo-
ration is Tmm « (jCg) Mev this allows to estimate the characteristic time of the
evaporation regime:

гпЩ1 те^гЩ(. (13)

2.4 Summary of the nucleon-nucleus reaction kinetics
An incident nucleon typically creates a cascade of 2-4 unbound particles which leave
the system during the time of flight t0 and a couple of holes. Since the average energy
of these holes is rather small, the major part of the incident particle energy leaves
the nucleus at this stage without much equilibration (typical multistep direct). The
remaining holes are confined to nuclear volume. Therefore while floating up they
essentially equilibrate the system (njultistep compound). Due to the small energy
of the holes the emission of particles at this stage only slightly enriches the softest
part of the spectrum and sharply drops down when condition (11) is met. The
characteristic time scale of this stage it rm / (which is comparable to to)- Since the
number of quasiparticles N, at those two fact stages is small (N} < A) one can use
the linearized form of master equations and Monte-Carlo algorithm to solve them
(see, e.g., [1, 2]). For the same reason the temperature conception is quite irrelevant
at these stages. It starts to work only when condition (11) is fulfilled and marks the
beginning of the evaporation Stage. Since our system is small and only quasibound
(BO thermostat) its temperature falls down with evaporation. This process lasts

JT$



during гУлтт} and is further replaced by the 7-emission from evaporation residues
with rharacteristic iim'rs of electromagnetic transitions.

The above description demonstrates hew difficult it is to pump the energy into
the nucleus in ordec to heat nuclear matter. The major ргЛ of it immediately disap-
pears from the system without equilibrating it — handle ..I» MeV of incident energy
leave only tens MeV of excitation (about MeV in temperature). Since tesnperitture
equilibrium can be obtained only with Ьочр-i ni<:]eons confined by the average po-
tential it is obviously meaningless and misleading to introduce pheitomenologica!
T > ~в or iocal T{f) (hoi. spots).

One way to increase the excitation energy E' and temperature is to use incident
nucl' ons HI GeV energy range (sec, e.g. [12, 13j). Then the pa Juction of т—mr.sons
in 'he Д-resonance energy rang;1 allows tn heat the nuclear system up to S" ~
100 Л/г/.

3 Heavy-Ion Collision Kinetics

The other way is to consider heavy-ion collisions. Although it was obvious from our
derivation that one should adc! to master equations the condition of self-consistency
between the density and mean potential of a nucleus we could simplify the problem
by dropping this condition ш the nucleon-ntideus collisions. Thus we were neglect-
ing the small (~ I/A) probability to excite collective ^iant resonances (Landau
zero-sound) by the incident nucleon. hi case of heavy-iou collisions with energies
E/A < ep these affects arc of major importance. They allow to pump the major pari
of incident energy into ternperatuie. However the small compressability of nuclear
matter together with large nttcleon i,r.f leads to lacge contributions of deep-inelastic
(multi-step direct) collisions in which the energy is carried away from the interaction
region by the excited target- or projectile-like fragments without forming the hot
compound system. Our experience (see, e.g., (I4j-{l6)) ha» shown that even in the
incomplete fusion process a good deal of energy is carried away by direct interac-
tion processes while the exponential s!r,pes (with Ttxf a» 10 MeV) of fast outgoing
particle spectra might have nothing to do with the temperature of a fused system.

For higher incident energies E/A > s/ ihe problem of seifconsistency is less ur-
gent зтее now we can roughly consider a sysltrn'otAp + Ai free particles interacting
pairwise. Each of the Ap incident particles products a cascade of several secondary
fast particles. Due to th-э small size of the system these particlea will again 'w.'.sh
out1 the major part of the incident energy without much equilibrium (muiiistep
direct). However now the large number of quasipartirles produced does not allow
to linearize the kinetic equations. One should take into account the interactions
between them (say, in the spirit of coalescence model) which will give rize to fast
multifragmentation. The main point is that this fast stage still cannot be character-



ized by any temperature since there can be no equilibrium at this stage (Hue t" Uip

sniail size of the system). This doca *>о* allow to use аау kind of macroscopic state
equation for the description of this stage. Obviously what remains of She system
after this fast stage will be highly sxcited b ;t eves* in this case its temperature will
satisfy (12).

4 Yields of Radioactive Fragments and Residues

The abov.-r nuclear rnechap.sms provide 2 mam sources oi exotic nurl* r. evaporation
residues j,nd direct (or mulustep-diiect) produ'.lion Л fragment:., ih- hr:-i souio':
is a nor.vai evaporation stags slightly modified by xin i-".\ t^at the tsinrt".«ц energy
which governs the temperature is tending to a«ro. Sint.e thp heavy pa.rti-.Je !>missi-jn
dt th^ sUge i? governed essentially by tae phase- spac.-: ш!чпз«-з of emitted prod
ucts tbe evap ~i ratio a of the- most exotic isoiopes wbiC1: are slightly bound (oi even
•inbound i is atrontjly damped. The mam yield of tli.si- . cotopts coines i'r-im the
£c«£i non-ecjuilibratsd stages of reaction whete the phu.se-space considerations ;ire oi
substantially less importaucp.
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POLARIZED SECOHDARY RADIOACTIVE BEAMS

Zaika N.I.

Institute for Nuclear Reeearch, Academy

of Science UkrSSR, Kiev

At present polarization experiments with unstable projec-

tile beams mainly with neutrona ( t
 1
 ,g = 12.4 min) and H

nuclei ( ̂  1/2
 e 1 2

«3 У) a
r
« known. The polarized neutron be-

ams at very low energies are produced in neutron - magnetic

layers or neutron - polarized proton target interaction /1/.

At higher energies (hundreds keV and higher) polarized neutrons

are produced in nuclear reactions induced by non-polarized or

polarized beams of energetic charged projectiles. The polari-

zed tritium ion beam was obtained in Lamb type polarized ion

source with following acceleration in Tandem electrostatic

accelerator /2/. Rather great amount of information has been

obtained with these polarized beams and an importance of such

a kind investigations with polarized unstable nuclear projec-

tiles was demonstrated.

What do give us and will give in future polarization in-

vestigations with radioactive nuclei? First of all they are

powerfull tools of the investigation in traditional directions

of the nuclear physics, because of larger number of measured

obeervables and high precisions of their measurements: a spin

dependence of the nuclear interaction, a few body system struc-

ture, nuclear reaction mechanisms, a spectroscopy of different

nature states in wide energy range /3/. Moreover, they are new

means of the radioactive nuclei structure investigations which

may be considerably different from that of stable neighbour

nuclei. Due to the maximal value of the most important spin

dependent interaction (epin-orbit one) on nucleus surface, po-

larization observables deliver valueble information about the

radioactive nuclei surface. It is possible to obtain informa-

tion about spatial distribution of the extra nucleons or the

clusters of such a kind of nuclei. It is available as Гаг as

the orientation of the extra nucleon or cluster angular momen-

tum is a reason of full nucleus spin polarization. At last



зрхп orientation of the radioactive nuclei may be used as a

marker oi' wi extra nuc:leon or a. cluster of the radioactive.

nucleus to invetigate a reaction dynamics.

We will consider three methods of polarized radioactive

nuclei bean production: a) a method nuclear interaction of the

non-polarized or polarised charged projectiles with target nuc-

lei; b) a method of polarization of stopped reaction radioacti-

ve products in a special polarized ion source with than follo~

wing acceleration; c) a polarization of radioactive nuclei cir-

culating in a storage ringe Each of these methods needs some

time for production and transportation of energetic polarized

ions to an experimental area. This time determines minimal

life-tin;e of radioactive nuclei.

Pull time of the process includes a radioactive nuclei ex-

traction time from the matter where they were produced or stop-

ped f^ , a polarisation time <T
p
 , an acceleration time G"+

e
 ,

a life-time of the beam in a storage ring <Ĉ  . Hie characteris-

tic times the polarized unstable ion production in the energy

range of tens hunderts MeV / a.m.u. by the mentioned methods

are shown in table 1. Evaluated .t values determine lower li-

mit a of half-life time of the polarized radioactive nuclei

It was supposed that a polarized ion final velocity is

0,1 - 0,4 с and a distance between first and second targets in

the method a is 10-30 m. Scheme of realization of the methods

b and с (see Fig. 1) includes•cyclic accelerators: an isochro-

nous cyclotron as an injector and an accelerating storage ring.

The acceleration times <f
ac
 were calculated from the ex-

pression

с. sr

where the index i is cyclotron (c? torage ring (sr),

Д E/A - are correspondly the final « -v and the energy in-

crease per acceleration cycle, U - aco ierating voltage, 1c -.

пшкЬег of accelerating slits, q - charge of the ion, n - number

of the acceleration cycles to obtain the final energy per a.m.u.

ел
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POL'ARiZER.

Ptg.U Schemer of pol- - radioactive nuclei production.
SEP - oeparator, U - targets, D - detectors, S -spins,
С -cyclotron, i'lilU- polarized heavy ion pource,
HIS - heavy ion aource.
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Table 1

К

1.

2.

г

Huclear

Source ч

Method

reaction

• accelerators

Polarization of acce-

lerated ions

'?ex'
8

З.Ю-
11

2-3

2-3 -2-3

<kc'
s

-

ю-?

io-3

*r

10

10

.3

- 0Э.1-1)
10"

6

13

16

Althought evaluated full times T" shown in table 1 may

differ on an order it is' clear that the discussed methods have

be used for radioactive nuclei with strongly different half-11-

7ЭБ. The first method may be used at dicay periods in microse-

cond region and at the higher life-times, otherwise the method

is useful for nuclei most far from the p-stable-line. Schema-

tic draft of
(
the methods а,Ъ,с realization are shown oa Pig.1»

A polarized beam quality * is a product of the beam in-

tensity I and the square of polarization P, •{ = IP
2
. Every

producer of the polarized ion beom tries to obtain a high va-

lue Й at acceptable energy dispersion, The method of nuclear

reaction is most universal one for production of different se-

condary beams of polarized radioactive nuclei. Due to variety

of projectiles, targets and nuclear reactions one can produce

practically any secondary polarized beam of the radioactive nu-

clei consistent with half-life time requirements. The secondary

beam intensity and polarization in such a case are functions

of jnitial beam intensity and emission angle В of the reac-

tion products.

By an analogy with polarimeter effectiveness (see /2/)

one may proves using diffraction scattering model that

5 (2)

V»
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From expression (2) one can see that at the same energy-

losses i"E in the target tj is higher with increasing of the

energy S and decreasing of the projectile charge. Z,, target nu-

cleus charge Zg, and their atomic weights A^, Ag. For transfer

reaction expression (2) will be changed but general behaviour

of the polarization Р
у
(6) and the differential cross section

<S (в) as functions of б probably conserves the same dependence

of 8 from beam and target parameters. The yield and the pola-

rization of the reaction products in the method of nuclear in-

teraction are function of the emiesion angle 9 , To optimize

this function an original scheme of the set-up for Kiev isochro-
о о

nous cyclotron U-240 (E/A =120 q /A ) was proposed for produc-

tion of various polarized charged ejectiles /4/.

Because of small intensity of the secondary beam and ne-

cessity of secondary products separation on energy and Z/A ra-

tio, this set-up contains electromagnetic units and has a dis-

tance between the first and the second targets about 13m and a

rather high solid angle, A scheme of the equipment disposition

and calculated on the program TRANSPORT secondary beam optics

when the cross ower is on the second target, are shown an

Pig.2» The set-up may be used not only for the secondary pola-

rized beam production, but also as a base for following inves-

tigations: ~ •

- decay branches studying on compound nucleus evaporated

residues; '

- short-lived radioactive nuclei spectroscopy ( T
1
 /

2
 3s 1 >s)

- radioactive nuclei beam production for nuclear physics in-

vestigation;

- production a»d implantation various radioactive isotopes

in the different samples of the matter to investigate

physical processes for science and technology.

Main parameters of the set-up are comparable with those

of recoil mass separators constructed for GANIL /5/ and RCNP

/6/ (see Table 2). • _ •

Contemporary technology of production and acceleration

of the polarized ions makes available energetic ion beams of

high intensity and polarization. These last may be used to

produce secondary polarized beams of the unstable particles

and nuclei at 8 • 0. This method is best one for production
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of the intensive polarised neuron beams as it wee demonstrated

in the works /7,8/

Table 2

1.

3.

4.
5.

<S.

7.
8 .

9.
1 0 .

11.
1 2 .

1 3 .

: Parameters

•

Accelerator output energy

(MeV/a.m.u.)
Soiide angle, str
Maximal rigidity, Tm

Bend angle

Central trajectory radius.

ж
Pocal plane dispersion
ДХ/400 (b&p/ Rp)

l&iximal s.i i t aperture, mm
Maximal acceptance 6*,
Д&р/Зр in percento

Full distance RjKL,, m
Trajectory'., length dis-
persion, u l/ l

Mass resolution

nucleus yield

Uuraber of the
elements in set-up

шн AS
UkSSR

30

3 10-3

1,8

2x45*
1.5

9.8

±60

±4.3

12,8

0,0005

1O"5-1O~7

7

GAIML

£0

10"3

3 , ?

2

18

±50
±2,71

18
0,001

0,0045
1C~4-1O~6

12

RCL'P

100

1 С " 3

?x30°

2,:-'

8,4

±35

15,7

0,003

11

If one does not take into account a reaction dynamics the pola-
rization of products induced in tranafer reaction by polarisea
projectiles ia determined by angular monentum conservation law.
Using statist ical spin-tensor treatment of the polarization (^,„
in such a simple approach the angular momentus coupling gives
the following expression for product polarization cor.ponente t k g



where indexes 1,2 are used for the incident and target nucle-

ic, (•••• i - 9j symbols к = (2к+1)\. As it was shown in

the work /9/ the polarization transfer coefficient in the reac-

tion with production of radioactive nuclei Li induced by pola-

rised
 (
Ъ1 beam on

 9
Be target Be

9
 (

7
bi,

 8
Be)

8
Li had rather high

value P( Li)/P('Li) = 0.60. This method ie perspective one,

partly for short lived nuclei ( t"
 1
/

2
 *

 1 0 B
^» becouse of

1) high polarization of the radioactive secondary nuclei suppor-

ted by experimental data; 2) simple automatic control of secon-

dary beam polarisation by the polarization of primary ion beam

in a polarized ion source; 3) high yield of transfer reaction

products at 8 ~ 0°. The set-up for nonpolarized primary beam

discussed above (Pig.2) may be simply readjusted for polarized

incident beam and for 6 = 0 ? '

The main requirements for a polarized radioactive ion

source are the following: 1} ^i/p * 5 s, 2) high effective.-»

nan of the radioactive isotope production, 3) maximal ratio of

polarized ion and used for ionization radioactive atom3, 4) pro*

duct ion of ion charge suitable for acceleration, 5) radiation

safety of the work. The physical method of the polarization ion

and type of polarized ion source is determined by small quanti-

ties of the used matter (radioactive atoms). Тле effectiveness

of the various polarization methods for heavy ions have been

considered in the work /10/. Analysis of the effectiveness of

atoms transformation into polarized ions shows that this value

is a maximal one if we use an optical pumping in connection

with surface ionization, because in both processes the attain-

able effectiveness is about 100 percents. The most wide-spred

classical and Lamb shift polarized ion sources in usual fonn

are not applicable because of the small coefficients of matter

atom transformation into polarized ions ( ttT^ - 10""*}.

Owing to a low ionization potential and a coincidence of

the transition energy of ground state - first excited level

and energy range of modern tunable lasers the best candidates

to realize the optical pumping polarization and the surface

ionization are alkali elements (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs). At present

the discussed polarized ion source is not realized yet, but

a]kali atom optical pumping and surface type ionizers are used
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successfully in polarized ion sources of other types /11,12/.

It is why there are no doubts, that discussed source may be

constructed.

Pig.3 shows the . logarithm» of decay tliues f or radioactive

isotopes of Li, Ha, K, Rb s.a a function of ratios k/Z or N/2

(data described in'reference /14/ were used). The moat related

from stability line isotopes have a period of half-decay

t
1 / 2

 <1s:
 f 9

'
1 1
Li ( И/г « 1.65 - 2.65), and it is unlike-

ly at temporary status of polarized ion source technology that

these isotopes may bg produced polarized in sources and accele-

rated during the time <. 1a, not aaying about their accumula-

tion in a storage ring. The method of nuclear reaction can be

successfully used for these iso^cpea. However, the method b is

applicable for some radioactive isotopes with lift—time 3s, 5n.

The appearing problems in this case are connected with reso-

nance depolarization at an acceleration in cyclic accelerators

because of the horizontal component of magnetic fif'.-L and the

particle betatron oscillations. In a general case the resonan-

ce depolarization conditions for ions in cyclic accelerator

are determined by the equation /14/

(4)

where k, m, n -. integers including acre-} Q . Q, - numbers

vertical and horizontal oscillation»per accelerating; cycle,

correapondenily, *̂ = 1 + E^/EQ with E
k
 - kinetic energy,

13
0
 - reat ion energy, G - ratio of Larger civd cyclotron fre-

quencies depending from g-f actor (g = у/ju
o
T. , p,

t

nuclear magneton, I - spin of nucleus), charge q, atomic

weight A in а.ш.и,

Though the resonance strength has to be determined in

every exp. (4) realization сазе taking into account re il

fields and values of other parameters, it seemо that the ma-

jority of resonances are situated at high values 0 mid V .

In general this means the increasing of depolarization proba-
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bility for ions with high g, A/q, negative q and also the

increasing of у , i.e. ion energy. Thus, analysis of the re-

sonance depolarization conditions of the accelerated ions has

to be made for every isotope.

Taking into account the restricted possibilities of the

discussed polarized heavy ion source on available elements and

the resonance depolarization, an attractive solution would be

a way of polarization without these difficulties. An universal

method of polarized heavy ion production usefull for all spin

nuclei is an attachment of add polarized electrons to ions

with even numbers of electrons.

Due to the hyperfine interaction of polarized electrons

and nuclei the nuclear polarization takes place. A main prob-

lem of this method realization is to provide the conditions

for effective pick-up of the polarized electrons by ions. As

these conditions depend on charge and energy of the ions (ra-

dioactive nuclei) and electrons, realization of this method

at different conditions is out of this work frames.

It should however be noted, that this method may be used

with high effectiveness

At present there are no polarized radioactive nuclei be-

ans (excluding ^H and n ) , which are used intensively for nuc-

lear physics investigation. However, there are some experi--

mente and elaborations which prove a reality of such a kind

of investigation at mean and intermediate energies using con-

temporary technology and set-ups at least on the base of the

three methods of the radioactive beam polarization I had

discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Louvain-Ia-Neuve a pioneering project has recently been started to produce
intense radioactive ion beams (RIB) by-using a two-accelerator concept. The facility is
already operational and first astrophydcal experiments have been carried out with an
intense "N beam. Contrary to most of the reports at this conference, this paper will be
limited to the work at Louvain-la-Neuve that actually has been carried out already. The
production «ad use of the "N beam is discussed. In a first experiment, the 13N(p,7)HO
reaction cross section has been determined. Also first test experiments using polarization
of these radioactive ion beams are reported. The work reported at this conference has bee»
described more extensively in references 1-3.

«. THE PRODUCTION OF AN INTENSE AND PURE »N BEAM FOR ASTRO-
PHYSICAL INTERESTS

The cross section for nuclear reactions involving radioactive nuclei with half-lives
much shorter than 1 h can be measured by producing and accelerating a beam of these
nuclei and by bombarding a stable target with it (4]. A RIB facility has recently been
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developed at Louvain—la—Neuve using two accelerators and .(lowing energies and

intensities suitable for this type of experiment [2,5]. A 30 MeV proton cyclotron

CYCLONE 30 produces large quantities (2x10" per second) of I3N nuclei (tj , 2 -
 1 0 ™ п )

by the 13C(p,n)'3N reaction. These isotopes are extracted from the »C target (1 g/cma)

with a typical release efficiency of approximately 29%. After transport as ' S N " N

molecules, they are transformed by an ECR ion source into l 3N* ions and injected into a

second cyclotron which brings them to the desired energy. The design and operation of the

ECR ion source has been described in more detail in ref. 6. The intensity of the RIB has

been increased to an average value of 3x10* ions per second, i.e. SO particle pA over a

3-day running period. The amount of beam contaminants - the most important are "C

and l2CH ions — have been drastically reduced from a factor 1000 more than | 3 N down to a

maximum value smaller than 1% of the l 3N yield. This has been done by using C-ftripper

foils and by optimizing the mass selectivity of the second cyclotron. These improvements

turned out to be crucial for the feasibility of the astrophysics experiment.

3. THE DETERMINATION OF THE »N(p,7)i<O REACTION CROSS SECTION

The direct measurement of the cross section for nuclear reactions which involve

radioactive nuclei in their entrance channel and which could play an important role in

some astrophysical sites and events is a topic of great current interest in nuclear

astrophysics (7). An example is the l 3N(p,7) uO reaciion, which plays & major role in the

hot CNO cycle [4,7]. The cross section for this reaction is mostly determined by an l p = 0

resonance at E c a - 0.545 MeV, which corresponds to the 1" first excited level of H O at

5.173 MeV, and whose total width Г has been measured to be 38.1(1.8) keV [8]. Its partial

7 width Г has been calculated by various authors using different models [9-13] and has

also been determined indirectly [14-16]. These results cover the 1-10 eV range. We report

on the first direct measurement of this cross section for the proton-capture reaction on I 3N,

using the 13N radioactive ion beam in the energy range of the resonance.

The »N(p,7)MO reaction has been studied using an experimental set-up which was tested

previously with the 13C(p,7)MN reaction [17]. In a reverse kinematics configuration, the

'3N beam, with an incident energy of 8.2 AfeV is sent onto a polyethylene (CHj)n target

whose thickness is approximately 180 ̂ g/cm3, as determined with a '•"Am alpha source.

The properties and behavior of such targets under irradiation with heavy-ion beams have

been extensively tested with l 3 C beams [17]. A surface-barrier diode, positioned at 17*

with respect to the incident beam direction, detects the scattered l 3 N projectiles and the
1JC and П recoils. The corresponding spectrum is shown in fig. l(a). The l 3 N peak yields,

after subtraction of the small l 2C recoil contribution, the number of of t 3 N nuclei incident
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on the target, assuming pure Rutherford scattering. The proton-capture reaction on »N is

studied through the 5 173 MeV cat> jf-J 7 rays from the 1" Grst excited level to the ground

state of H O. They are detected by a iarge volume Ge diode with relative efficiency of 70%

and wich was positioned in the backward hemisphere. To generate 7 ra-r spectra with an

improved signal to background ratio, the time difference between the Ge pulses and the

radio frequency of the accelerating cyclotron is registered together with the energy

information. Furthermore, the Ge detector, is vetoed by a large cosmic ray umbrella, made

of plexiglas Ceren'*ov detectors and located above the 7 ray spectrometer. The spectrum of

the time difference between the Ge pulses and the cyclotron radio frequency is shown in

fig. l(b). It clearly displays the prompt peak emerging from the nndom events. The

prompt 7 ray spectrum, after subtraction of the random events using time windows

determined from fig. l(b), is represented in fig. l(c) for the 3-9 MeV energy range. The

only statistically significant structures appear at the expected pofitions fcr the full energy

peak and for the first and second escape peaks of the 5.173 MeV line. The relative

intensities of the three peaks agree with the results deduced from calibration spectra [17].

The absence of any structure between 7 and 8 MeV (at the expected positions of the three

peaks from the most intense 7 ray transition in the 13C(p,7)14N reaction) represents a

further confirmation of the '*N beam purity.

From the ratio between the intensities of the 5.173 MeV full enei^y peak in the 7

ray spectrum of fig. i(c) and of the »N peak in the charged particle spectrum of fig. l(a),

one can determine the ratio between the total cross section for the 13N(p,7)HO reaction

and the differential cross section for the Ratherford scattering of the 13N projectiles by the
l 2C target nuclei at 0ы>—17" • These cross sections correspond to the vange of the l3N

energies in the target, from 5.8 to 8.2 MeV. Isotropy is assumed for the capture 7 ray

emission, in view of the l.,~Q character of the 0.545 MeV resonance. The Rutherford cross

section, weighted over this energy range, has been calculated taking into account the

spread in the scattering angles. The resulting proton capture cross section in 13N is

106(30) ^b. The 28% experimental uncertainty results from the quadratic combination of

the following contributions: 21% from statistics (Й5+/-18 counts in the 7 ray peak), 15%

for the full energy 7 ray detection efficiency, 5% for the dead-time and pile-up corrections,

3.5% for the charged particle detector solid angle and 9% for the Rutherford cross section,

mainly due to the uncertainty on the beam position on target, and hence on the scattering

angle of the 13N projectiles.

The proton capture on l3N in the energy range covered by the present experiment

should be dominated by the 0.545 MeV resonance referred to above. Two strong hints that

this actuallly the case are present in our experimental data. Firstly, the spectrum of the

proton recoils in the surface barrier detector (fig. l(a)) shows that the 0.545 MeV resonance

dominates the nuclear scattering of piotons by ''-'N in the 5.8--3.2 MeV r;irge of energies.
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The method used to analyze such a spectrum, to reach the latter conclusion it described in

ref. 17. Secondly, the widths of the 7 ray peaks in the spectrum of fig. l(c) are compatible

with their Doppler broadening due to the detection geometry.
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Fig. 1 (a) Charged particle spectrum from the interaction between an 8.2 MeV «N

beam and a (CHj)n polyethylene target. The peak to the right correspond! to the

scattered »3N projectiles and "C recoils (right shoulder), the peak to the left and the

inset, to the proton recoils, (b) Spectrum of the time difference between the 7 ray

pulses from the Ge diode and the cyclotron radio frequency, for a S.S-5.2 MeV 7 ray

energy window, (c) Spectrum of the prompt 7 rayc resulting from the uN(p,7)uO

reaction, after subtraction of the random events. These spectra correspond to an

effective running time of 33 h, with a "3N beam intensity of about 50 ppA.
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Under the assumption of a dominating г-esonant capture, which is also supported by the

theoretical calculations referred to above [9—13], one can analyze our experimental data in

terms of a Breit-Wigner resonance with the above-mentioned energy and total width Г,

and deduce the partial у width Г . The effective stopping power of ! 3N nuclei in

polyethylene, which is needed for these calculations [<lj, has been deduced from a separate

measurement of the stopping power of I4N ions at the same incident energy pe/ sudeon.

The result obtained in such a way is Г = 3.8(1.2) eV . Our result for Г г- compared in

ref. 1 with the theoretical predictions {9—13] and with indirect determinations [14—16].

This allows us to discriminate between the various mode's proposed so far. and shows us

that the closest theoretical value is the one of ref. 13. It also resolves the discrepancies

between the different indirect measurements in view of its improved experimental

uncertainty. The calculated cross section of ref. 13, the sum of resonant arid nonresonant

contributions, averaged over the energy range covered by the present experiment, amounts

to 96 цЬ. This result is in excellent agreement with our data.

Now, the important astrophysical consequences of our iesult are being investigated.

4. POLARIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR BEAMS

Besides the astrophysical interests within this project, a series of condensed matter

and nuclear physics studies are planned using nuclear polarization of these beams. The

radioactive isotopes are produced using the cyclotron CYCLONE 30. Subsequently, the

radioactive gas is transported from the target to a newly constructed ECR-source at the

Leuven Isotope Separator On Line (LISOL). This transport is being done by pumping the

gas from the target through a stainless steel tube with especially treated inner surface. The

separated ions are polarized in-beam by beam-surface interactions: a tilted foil and/or

grazing surface scattering. These polarizing techniques, which have recently been

developed at LISOL, overcome the limitations imposed by the low temperature in-situ

nuclear orientation method. Although the on—line low temperature nuclear orientation is

by now a well established technique (18], it is not suited for too shortlived and/or low-Z

elements. The radioactive ion beams are transmitted through thin tilted foils (TF) or

reflected at grazing incidence from very flat polished crystals (IBSIGI- Ion Beam Surface

Interaction at Grazing Incidence). After the beam-surface interaction, the in-beam

polarized isotopes are implanted in a target material, which may be the hosts to be studied,

and which can be mounted in the cryogenic apparatus, the Ше-Ше dilution refrigerator.

The low temperatures may be necessary to preserve the obtained polarization fir a

sufficiently long time. The TF and IBSIGI techniques have been chosen bocause we aim

for an applicability as general as possible.
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In both the tilted foil and scattering techniques, an asymmetric Coulomb

interaction at the outgoing surface generates a large orbital angular momentum in & well

defined direction (the v*n direction, where v is the velocity of the ions and n is the normal

to the surface), which couples to the angular momenta of ground and excited atomic states.

This atomic polarization, which can be measured by analyzing the angular distribution and

the polarization of the emitted deexcitation light, is transferred to the nuclei by hyperfine

interaction, thus creating nuclear polarization.

4.1 Polarization of low—energy beams

With the tilted foil technique, nuclear polarizations P. up to several percents have

already been obtained with a single tilted foil for beams with small nuclear spin I [19]. By

using stacks of tilted foils, allowing for multiple interactions which are more efficient to

build up polarization for high I, polarizations up to 20% have been measured [20]. It has

also been shown that in some cases P , of the order of 1% suffices to perform NMR

experiments [21]. However, these experiments have all been carried out at energies well

above our beam energy, i.e. from about 300 keV up to several tens of MeV. The

radioactive ion beams from LISOL aie accelerated to 50 keV. This puts severe constraints

on the thickness of the foils to be used. Making these foils was the main difficulty

concerning the application of the TF method. Tilted carbon foils have been used with

thicknesses of 2—3 ̂ g/cm2 (~80 A) and a surface area of the order of 0.2 c m ' .

By scattering ion beams from polished solid surfaces at grazing incidence angles (<2*),

nuclear polarizations up to 25% have already been achieved by Andra and Winter [22-24]

for stable isotopes, in particular for "N. Unlike the tilted foil method, np to now the

scattering technique (IBSIGI) has not been applied to radioactive ion beams. Compared to

TF this technique is more complicated, because the requirements for the quality of the

scattering surface and the vacuum conditions are severe. In general, the polarisations

obtained with IBSIGI are larger than for the TF method. We used Si (111) single crystals,

with surface granulation better than 10 nm, as scattering surfaces in our experiments.

For both polarization techniques the 50 keV beam energy for singly charged ions at

the separator is rather low. Beam energies above, this value but below approximately

1 MeV may be ideal for low-Z elements. Not much is known about this question as yet

because experimental data are scarce. Therefore, the minimal beam energies that can be

provided by existing accelerators are not well suited (for the CYCLONE cyclotron at

Louvain- v-Neuve, б MeV is the minima) energy for an intense 1SN beam). Up to now,

some data on the energy dependence of the nuclear polarization, obtained with the IBSIGI

method, are available for only one isotope. For 14N values of Pj =23% and 8.5% have been

recorded at 350 keV and 1 MeV respectively, decreasing further at higher energies [23,24],
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although the atomic polarization is probably saturated at energies above typically 4 keV

per nudeon. Experimental data of Winter [25] indicate the nuclear polarization of UN

induced with the scattering technique, to saturate at approximately 50 keV. The energy

dependence of the nuclear polarization, which is experimentally unknown apart from these

scarce data, reflects the variation of charge state distributions with energy after the

beam—surface interaction. For the above mentioned reasons, the LISOL energies have been

chosen for the polarization experiments

4.2 Detection and preservation of polarization

We can measure both the atomic and the nuclear polarization in a direct way. The

nuclear polarization is measured by detecting the anisotropically emitted nuclear radiation

with semiconductor detectors installed inside the refrigerator.

To measure the atomic orientation, an optical detection system has been built. The

amount of circularly polarized light observed just behind the beam—surface interaction zone

and perpendicularly to the beam, is a direct measure for the atomic polarization, which is

proportional to the nuclear polarization to be obtained. In this way, different surface

conditions and interaction parameters, which play a role in the above described

polarization techniques, can be studied and checked off-line with stable beams. The

optical detector consists-mainly of an interference filter, a rotatable quarter wave plate, a

fixed linear pojarizer and a cooled PM (Burle C31034). The intensity profile of the light as

a function of the A/4 plate setting is recorded and can reveal components with r periodicity

refering to the amount of circular polarization of the emiited light. The circular

polarization is defined through the S/I Stofcee parameter. Neglecting very small alignment

contributions, the S/l value of an optical transition is about equal to the atomic

polarization of the originating (LS)J term The degree of atomic polarization can be

related to the degree of nuclear polarization depending on the angular momenta and spins

in the couplrng of nucleus ч-ith the most important atomic states. However, for 1<N also an

experimental relation between the S/I of the main optical transitions and the nuclear

polarization, obtained by grazing surface scattering, is available [25]. At these energies Рт

is roughly a factor of three of the S/l value for the 567 nm line in Nil. The values of the

Stokes parameters can be determined from a Fourier transform of the intensity pattern as a

function of the A/4 plate setting (26] The S/I value can also be deduced straightforward

from the recorded intwity u
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where l(a-) and I(cr*) are the intensities of the right-handed and Jeft-handed circular

polarized tight, the handednoss being determined by the quarter wave plate setting.

After the Ьеат-suiface interaction the polarized radioactive beam is implanted in a

host material soldered onto the cold finger of the 'He-<He refrigerator. Depending on the

half-4ife of the polarized isotopes, the target will have to be cooled to low temperatures to

preserve the obtained polarization for at least the haiflife of the polarized isotopes. This is

because the spin-lattice relaxation time T t for most materials is proportional to T"» with

a>]. As an example, for 2sp impurities in Pt or Pd it has been measured that TjT~300sK

(27]. Thus for TMOOmK one obtains T>50min. Other materials may not have to be

cooled down to such low temperatures.

Because the angular divergence of a 50 keV beam after passage through a foil is

considerable and because of the non-ideal specular reflection (for IBSIGI) of the beam

after interaction, the distance between beam-surface interaction and the target position

(the implantation site) has to be minimal. As additionally the target material possibly has

to be held at low temperatures, a very short cooled side access to the refrigerator has been

constructed, which limits the heat irradiated onto the sample holder inside the refrigerator.

With this mini side access, which has a length of only 92 mm, we still obtain a temperature

of 15 mK in fully on-line mode. The technical set—up and the experimental procedures arc

described in more detail in ref. 3.

4.3 First results

First test experiments have been carried out with singly charged MN кии

accelerated to Б0 keV, by the LISOL separator at Louvain-Ja-Neuve. Tests with TF u

•well *s IBSIGI have been carried out. In ibis stage we are concentrating on the atomic

polarization. The TF experiments were carried out with 2-3 ffg/cm* C-foili tilted at 60'

and the IBSIGI measurements with a Si ( Ш ) single crystal and reflection at ao angle of

approximately 2.5" .

The »N ions are excited while passing through the foil and/or scattering at the tingle

crystal. The atomic state populations of nitrogen after beam-foil interaction have been

studied before, so that the most dominant optical lines are well known. The optical

transitions NH 25*2рЗр 3D - 2sJ2p3d lF° at SOOnm and also NH 2s*2p3i »P -2s*2p3p 4>

at 557 nm have been observed with a 500nm, respectively 570 nra, interference filter

(FWHM of 10 nm). The circular polarization Stokes parameter S/I has been deduced from

the light intensity recorded as a function of the A/4 plate setting. In both experiments the

count rate was normalized to the transmitted Ьсзт curreut read from a faraday cup behind

the interaction z<ne. For a single tilted foil we extract jS/I| = 10.2(1.9)% from the

500ПГС line. In figure 2 the light intensity of the 567nm transition in Nil, observed ia the
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direction of specular reflection, is displayed as a function of the Л/4 plate angle for the

surface scattering experiment. From these data we deduce |S/I | = 20.2(0.4) %. The fit

shown in figure 2 is the result of the intensity pattern least square fitted to a Fourier series.
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Fig.2 The intensity of the 567 nm transition in I4N* as a function of the A/4 plate

position after surface scattering at 40 keV and an angle of approximately 2.5* from

a. Si(lll) crystal. A value | S / ! | = 20.2(0.4) % is deduced

These first results are very enrouraging. The TF polarization value agrees in magnitude

with the polarization obtained for 11>N at higher energies around 300 keV with a single

tilted foil [19]. Whereas these in-boani polarization methods are ready to be applied, the

polarization values obtained with the scattering technique can still be enhanced, although

at this stage we are already able to generate nuclear polarizations of more than 5%.

Recently, values of S/l = 60(3)% on 500 nm at 250 keV and S/I = 5G(3)% on 5(37 nm at

150 keV have been obtained by Winter et al.'(28] with IBSIGl on a clean Fe(110) surface

and scattered at angles inferior to I ' . An S/I = 79.7(5)% on the 567 nm line at 300 keV

has been reported before [23]. We think that the difference is due to the non-ideal surface

because up to now we did not apply any in-situ surface treatment. The Si-surface will be

cleaned with ion sputtering at low angles.
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SPECTKOSCQPIC FACTORS OP HULTIICEUTRONS IN NUCLEI

S.D. Kurgalin and Yu.M.Tchuvil'sky

Institute of Nuclear Physios, Moscow State University,

Mosoow USSR.

Abstract. The statistical weights of the virtual multineu-

tron channels in nuclei of different mass are studied. The cha-

racteristic scale of magnitudes of the spectrosoopio factors S

proved to be the same as for the clusters of the earns mass with

N~Z.

Introduction
The advent of the experimental plants for accelerating ions

with a large neutron excess or deficiency opens up a host of new

possibilities for exploring the transfer reaotione of clusters

which do not exist in nature in a free (state, and also of weakly-

coupled. The point is that in a usual nucleus the low internal

binding energy of the oluster corresponds to the high attraotive

interaction energy and as a reeult, the oroes seotions for the

direot transfer of these clusters are strongly suppressed. In

neueron-rioh (neutron-defioient) nuclei the attraotive interacti-

on energy of the corresponding duster ie not high. Speoifioally,

in ions with a large neutron excess a few last neutrons are weak-

ly coupled. As a consequence, the problem of the oharaoteristic

oross seotions for the transfer of a multineutron at suffioiently

high energies where the multietep processes are suppressed, redu-

ces mainly to the problem of the statistical weights - the speo-

trosoopio factors of multineutrons in nuolei. At low energies the

knowledge of these quantities eneblee one to estimate the lower

bounds of the oross seotions.

In. the present work the values of S n are calculated theore-

tioaily. Consideration is given to 2n, 4nt 6n and, schematically,

to heavier neutron clusters. An attempt is made to solve the

problem in the most general possible from and hence many proper-

ties of nuolei participating in the reaotione, are not taken Into

account. In this connection the investigation is qualitative. Ho-

wever, the modifications of the pattern of calculation with allo-

wance for the basis properties of real nuclei are rather simple
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and the tendencies of ohange of numerical values in most oases

are olear. The oonoluding part of the paper is devoted to a dis-

cussion of these problems.

Formal technique
The calculation of the speotrosoopic factors S is oarried

out for a simple model of the initial-state donor nucleus or the

final-state acceptor nucleus - X nuoleons above the majio osoil-

lator core. The wave funotion of the multineutron of mass 3%8 is

of the form:

Ф*п ' \
x
*
 N
 =

 x
~

2 l
W "

S
Q
 = 0, T

o
 = x/2, M

T
 » - X/2>, (1)

where z is the particle mass, 8 is the principal quantum number,

[f
Q
] is the Young scheme; (^^

0
) is the SU(3) symmetry whioh is

defined unambiguously for tl.ese clusters by Young scheme [/
Q
] and

takes on values СК^
О
)=(О 0), (2 0)

%
 (0 2), (0 0) for x=2,4,6,8,

reepeotively. L
Q
, S

Q
, Г., М„ are the orbital momentum, the spin,

the isospin and the isospin projeotion. ©ie ehell model wave

funotion of valenoe electrons in nucleus ie chosen in a simple

form:

(|>
SH
 = |a*[/l = 12*

/L
WV)ISTM

T
>, (2)

where a is the number of the prinoipal oscillator Bhell of these

neutrons. This ohoice of quantum numbers is diotated by the oon-

venience for exploring the duster channels. Moreover, in conse-

quence of the selection ruleB, the non-zero speotrosoopio factor

is obtained only if:

(2а,0), (41-4.2), (6а-6,0) О)

for х=2,4,б, respectively, and the selection rules for (X^i) are a

oonsequence of the permutation symmetry t/3 of nuoleons of the

same «shell. As for the orbital moment L, the non-zero result is

given by all L's, satisfying the seleotion rules in the reduction

SU(3)30(3)
t
 and the present formalism makes possible the calcula-

tions for its arbitrary value. The speotrosoopio amplitude of the

cluster x, corresponding to the transition to the ground-state of

the residual nucleus, is determined by the relation [1]:
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Щ f l V C4)
Неге we made use of the oiroumstanoe that ф^ corresponds to the

magic oBoillator nucleus in the ground state. In this connection

the ehell configuration of stripped nuoleons is determined unam-

biguously by the expression (2). One more oonsequenoe of the mo-

del uaed is the equality that is valid for the fractional paren-

tage coefficient in the shell models

In the long run the expression for S contains, in addition to

the trivial recoil factor, only the duster coefficient

<ф£ |nl,t|) >. The oaloula+ ion of this ooeffioient is based on a

combination of two methods.

First, it is used in the fom:

| (nO№ttym(Xjio)IMi W> {6)

whers the first factor - the ration of Clebeoh-Gordan coeffici-

ents of the W(3) group and the second - the scalar factor of the

duster coefficient; note that here the o.m. motion function of

the nl.uster is the highest-weight vector (HW) aad the internal

motion function - the lcwsst-weight vector (Ш) in the canonical

reduction SU(3)*S%(2)*U(1).

Second, the first of thesa functions is written ae ills

\(nQ№> = U* \(0 0)>, . (7)

which is a representation of the OBoillator highest-weight func-

tion through the creation operators tt
+
 in the Cartesian coordina-

te Z- and the vacuum function.

The further transforroations, which lead to the final result,

are based on the raultioluster fractional parentage expansion [2j

of the function <|>
SH
 into th« tB»o-nuoleon опэв. The contribution

to the cHuRter oosffioient in the given approach oossee only froe

the oonfigiiratione with very simple multioluster coefficients.

Sinoe the derivation is very tedious, we restrict ourselves to

the final results:



Рог Х=к

?t/2 _ | Л | О""- 1 ICUJl jg«

where n=2a.

Рог Л>4

5
4n

(П-22)0>
(9)<(Tv0)HW(20)Iir\(n-32)pqr>

where rc=4a-2, the overlap in the denominator - the Clebsoh-<rordan

coefficient in the oanonio reduotioni p, q* r are indices of this

reduction which are determined unambiguously by the selection ru-

les.

Рог x=6z

A '\n/z

frn/z / n\
Ы 6 S

where n=6a-4, and

n
 ~ <(n0)HW(02)IX\(n-20)pqr> ~

 6a
~

5

As for the clusters with 3&8, by virtue of the structural forbid-

denneBS of heavy fragmentation of the atomic nucleus 11,33 it is

not possible construct from neutrons of the same main shell the

funotion with the quantum numbers required by the selection rules

and . therefore, the speotrosoopio amplitudes of these oluetere

in the channels the ground state residual nucleus are zero.

Results and Conclusions
As one can see, the present formulae are extremely simple to

work with. The only element which requires the use of a oomputer

is the Clebsoh-Gordan coefficient of the SU(3) group in nonoano-

nio reduction for X=4. However, it also, in view of the fact that

two indices of representations in it have the from fX
t
 0), redu-

oes to the fourfold algebraic sum. The final results of calcula-

tions of the speotrosoopio factors S
gn
 by the expressions (8)-

(11) are listed in the table. Рог comparison the table givee also

the spectrosoopio factors of a-partioles calculated in the analo-

gous model.
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a

1

2

3

4

5

6

S

2 n

1.125

0,601

0,419

0,333

0,284

0,251

S4n

0,665

0,134

0,0461

0,0223

0,0131

0,00885

V
1,500

0,229

0,0691

0,0321

0,0187

0,0125

S6n

0,347

0,0329

0,00526

1.56-10"3

5,31 -10"4

2,54-Ю"4

One can see from the table that with a good aoouraoy

4̂n°'f̂ a* I
1
*
1
*
8
 indioates to the absence of any factor reducing the

statistical weights of neutron-rioh and neutron-deficient clus-

ters as compared with the usual ones. The speotrosoopio factors

S
2n
 ooinoide, in the given model, with the deuteron ones. The

analogous relations, in the qualitative respect, can be given al-

so for x=6. For X^8 the 8peotro3oopic factors of clusters with

N<*Z, as opposed to neutrons, are non-zero though small. The

B-truotural forbiddenness comes into force only when the neutron

or proton number of the cluster N(Z) is equal or larger than S.

Consider now the situation in real nuolei. For light nuclei

"He,
20. ~0 etc the present model looks quite realistic - the

contribution of the oomponent with the required SU(3)symmetry to

the valence neutron wave-fur?otion makes up a few tens. Since the

other components provide nc contribution to the BpectroBoopio

factors, the final result is changed by this factor whioh, in ad-

dition, is olose to the analogous factor for изиа! dusters. The

problem of the "neutron halo" - i.e. a substantial increase of

the oharaoteristic eize of valenoe neutron orbitals in Iight

neutron-rioh nuolei, deserves a separate consideration. The o&I-

oulations were made on the assumption of equal oeoillator par^>?-

ters г of nuclear nuoleone and the cluster. Sinoe the ohoior of

parameters ot the roultineutron funotion is arbitrary - as it. is

the ohoioe of th<2 baais, this assumption is reasonable. A physi-

cal picture of the transfer reaction is such that the subsequent

(with the excitation of the transferred multineutron) terms of

the cluster series provide a small contribution and can be neg-

lected. However, the oharaoteriptio size of the "halo" of the do-
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nor and aoceptor nuclei can differ. Therefore, in principle, one

of the vertices of the pole diagram should be calculated with

different parameters of the nucleus and the cluster*. Neverthe-

1евз, the dependence of S upon this difference to a certain ex-

tent remains Bluggish {4]. There arises again the suppression

factor, also possessing the scale ~0,4+С,5 for X=4 and

hii>
r
/hw^=2+3. In the long run the proposed scheme provides, to all

appearances, a oorreot qualitative perception of the situation

for light nuclei.

In heavy nuolei the weight of the multineutron state with

the definite S(J(3) symmetry is, as a rule, small and this faot is

to be included in the calculation. However, the same situation

arises also in the calculation, for example, of the Bpeotrosoopio

factors of a-particles. The quantities S
a
 and S. oan, of course,

differ strongly in the given configuration, but the general ten-

dencies of their change are identical. All the above-said applies

also to non-magio nuclei where the expression of S contains

also the non-trivial fractional parentage coefficients. If they

are known, then the formulas given here, in combination with the-

se coefficients, solve the problem. Finally, it is to be noted

that the most significant property of heavy and medium nuolei,

determining the values of S
x
, is the superfluid pairing [5J. The

effect shows up, first of all, as a strong, compared with the

shell model, inorease of the speotroecopic factors of bineutrons

(biprotons). For heavier clusters the "enhancement factor" ie

close to the product of the binuoleon "enhancement faotors" ente-

ring the duster of X 2n and 2p pairs. Therefore, the ratios of

the typioal speotroscopio faotors of neutron-rioh and usual clus-

ters with allowance for pairing are retained. Oddly enough, the

absolute values of the speotroeoopio faotors of a-partiolee in

the superfluid model and the pure scheme SU(3), used in the pre-

sent paper, turn out to be very olose, and for the binuoleons the

results obtained in the first model are a factor of 2 larger than

the second. Consequently, the absolute values of S for medium

and heavy nuolei, listed in the table, oan serve as a not bad

guide in the real physical situation. It is to be noted in oon-

clusion that the major difficulties in calculations of the multi-

neutron transfer товз seotions are, first, the estimation of the

contribution of multistep processes and, second, the construction
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of potentials used in the DVVBA calculations. Considering these

difficulties, the accuracy of the spectrosoopic factors calcula-

ted in the present work, seems to be sufficient.
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NEW PROJECT OF INR CJCIEV'S) STORAGE-ACCELERATING COMPLEX

A.V.DOLINSKT, A.I.PAPASH, S.K.PAVLOV, A.T.RUDCHIK,
A.E.VAL'KOV, I.N.VISHNEVSKY, A.V.ZHMENDAK

Institute for tfoclear Research, Kiev 252029, UHrdne
and

V.P.8EL0V, A. M. К0К0Ш, A.A.MAKAROV,
Yu.P.SEVERGIK, I.A.SHUKEILO

Efremov's Scientific Research. Institute for
Electric-Physical Equipment, SaiPt Petersburg i89631, Russia

ABSTRACT
The new project of Ion Storage Ring С15Ю complex of

Institute for Nuclear Research (1ЫЮ of Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences is presented. The IHR ISR complex consists of the U-24O
isochronous cyclotron, the ISR with the Electron Cooling CEO and
intermediate Fast Booster (FB). The INR ISR complex will provide
ion beams of wide mass range С from, protons to xenon) including
radioactive ion beams with the energies up to 300 HeV/u at A/Z*2.

1. Introduction
During recent years in many scientific centers the Ion

Storage Rings CISR3 with an Electron Cooling CEC3 were developed.
The ISR gives possibilities to obtain the super-high quality ion
beams Cemittance is 0.1 - 1 П ram*югad. momentum spread is 10"" -
10"") and to accumulate sufficient ion current Cup to 10

е
 - 10"

particles).

The main directions of experimental research, planed to
carry out on ISR complex, are:

1. The investigations of high excited nuclear states С rota-
tional states with the high angular aomentums, quasi-molecular
nuclear states, giant resonances etc );

2. Cluster and quark nuclear structure;
3. Nuclear reaction mechanisms;
4. Fragmentation and nucleosynthesis;
5. Exotic nuclei and reactions with radioactive ion beams;
5. Atomic physics problems.
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In 1989 the Institute for Nuclear Physics CHIP,
Novosibirsk, Russia) and INR (Kiev, Ukraine) created the project
of the Ion Storage Sing for INK, allowing to provide the
experiments with light а: г* middle nuclei up to Neon ТП

In 1991 Efreirav's Inn '.tuts С Saint-Petersburg, Russia 5,
INR and INP prepared the essentially improved new project of ISR
based on the INR U-240 isochronous cyclotron.

The ISR complex of INR is planned to be built in two stages.
First, the яд in ISR with electron cooling will be built for
storage of lighl ions up to neon at. injection energies 5-iC MeVVu
to have ion beans with energies up to 300 MaV/u. At the second
stage the intermediate fast booster CFB) with a multiple charge
exchange of Ions will be created to have possibility to
accelerate ions heavier than neon in order to stc

r-
e them ui ib.e

main ISR. The storage and cooling of nuclei at the ехрептегл-'Д
energy as well as a quasi continuous physical experiment '„аке
place in the main ring. Such a two stage scheme is very
convenient, because it gives possibility to work with ions up :o
Xenon and to increase essentially the experimental luminosity,
storage rate for light ions (fig.fi.

It should be noted, that the complex will be installed at
the existing building.

The main parameters of the ISR complex are represented in
Table 1.

2. The Beam Paraaetars
The average current of U-240 cyclotron ion beams changes

from 0.2 JUA for the Neon up to 10 цА for protons. When the
Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) source will be put into
operation then the U-240 cyclotron can accelerate all ions up to
Xenon.

Bunch packs are Injected into the transport line from the
cyclotron at the sending frequency of 50 Hz and the 1-10 msec
pack duration. Every pack contains about 40 000 micro-bunches
with * S nsec duration and the 50-100 nsec interval between
bunches (cyclotron frequency range is 7-20 MHz). Every micro-
bunch contains 1 0 M 0 * heavy ions and about 2«10

7
 protons.
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Table 1

Circumference, аи
Storage Ring
Booster

Mass range
Max. energy, HeV/u:

protons
ions with A/Z*Z
ions with A/Z>2

Magnetic field, T
Magnetic Rigidity, Tfc

Booster
Storage Ring

Injector

Injection energy, MeV/u:
light ionsCp,d

f
cu

С -Ar
Kr - Xe

Electron cooling energy, кеУ
Vacvm., Torr

100
54

t ~ t30

900
300
200
t.5

4.3
5.4

isochronous
cyclotron

U-240
1 - 3

25-70
5-iO

3
2 - WO

iO~
il

Since no more than IS of the micro-bunches of every pack arc
injected into the ring, it is reasonable to Install in the
cyclotron transport line a impulse injector for simultaneous
experiments on the ring and on the U-240 cyclotron.

Unfortunately, the fast multiturn injection with filling of
transversal and longitudinal phase volume of ring is impossible,
because the parameters of U-240 beams are not quite good
Cemittance 30 П iwmrad, Momentum spread ДР/Р«±3*10"

3
). For this

reason the XSR operation cycle is the following:

1. Injection (duration is 2-40 msec}: Single turn injection
for the completely stripped ions is carried out, icultiturn
charge-exchange injection of heavy ions is prosecuted. Number of
injected ion revolutions is determined by the relation between
last electron loss cross-sections and naked ion capture during
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foil stripping CO*** O**
t
tf*+ M",C"+ C** etc)f2j.

This roechanisn» give us possibility to store nuclei during
several revolutions in the ring and to avoid the intensity
limitations, connected with the necessity to keep the beans phase
volume to be constant. The efficiency of naked ion production
with foil stripping is less than 100X at the energy range 3-10
MeWii. There is also a certain possibility that the stripped ions
after passing through a foil many tines will have a reverse
charge-exchange, so the пшЬег of revolutions will be limited by
1 0 - 3 0 turns for Carbon.

2. RF stecking (.duration is 10-20 msec) with Increasing of
the injected beam energy on 2.1%.

RF stecking used to eliminate the cooled beam passing
through the stripping foil or the injection kicker magnet during
following injection cycles.

3. Пес iron cooling: during the 40-1400 msec the beam is
cooled and then another injection cycle follows.

i. Storage: the 1 -3d cycles are repeated many times Cup to
10 sec or more).

5. Acceleration: During the 1 sec the ions are accelerated.
6. Physical experiment (.up to iO sec or more) with electron

cooling on high energy.
The ISR beam interacts many times with pulverized or

gaseous target and at the sane time it is cooled by the electron
beam. When the target is switched on, the beam inU-^sity
decreases. Therefore for the obtaining of the maximum average
luminosity value, the storing time should not exceed the
experimental time.

7. Hew cycle preparation is i sec.
The operation cycle of Fast booster with 1SR is following:

1. Single-turn ion injection in FB Ct-tmsec).
2. Acceleration of ions with A/2*2 with the FB up to the energy

200 MeWu (duration is 50 msec and repetition rate is 10 Hz).
3. Single-turn ion injection /гол FB to ISR CIS msec).
A. Ion storage and physical experiment with electron cooling.

It can show that the multiturn exchange injection at the ion
energy 3-5 MeV/u have advantages only for light Ions up to Neon.
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The 10
е
 Ке and 5*10* С ions can be accumulated in the ISR without

acceleration in the FB and the luminosity for the target with
thickness г-20'*слГ

г
 do not exceed Ю

гв
-10

гв
ст"

г
'5"

1
. This values

are less than the value of charge space restrictions in about 10
times. The luminosity and number of stored ions will be increased
in 5-10 times when the FB accelerations is used.

The repetition rates of the storing cycles will be defined
by the cooling time. For the U-240 beams parameters cooling time
equal 20 nsec for Xe, 40 msec for Ar, 1400 msec for protons.

When multiply ion scattering is suppressed by electron
cooling, the beam life-time (Table 2 3 is defined by

13 the capture Cr
 t

3 and stripping Ct
elr
3 of ions by

residual gas atoms,
23 the single scattering Ст^З of ion on the residual gas

atoms at the angles larger than the aperture angle,
3) the ion recombination on the cooling electron ЬеатСт

е1
 }.

РОС

But the life-times for definite type of ions are mainly
determined by one of these processes. The storage of ions heavier
than the Ke ions is impossible at U-240 cyclotron injection
energies , because total ion life-times are less than 1 sec. All
elements up to Xe can be stored in the main ring if the
preliminary acceleration in Fast Booster is used (total storage
time can be reached 46 sec for the Kr ions and 20 sec for the Xe
ions). The pressure in the ring must be better than 10"

to
Torr.

When the internal target is switch on the ion life-time is
defined by the single scattering on the target (т^Э and electron
capture Crj£jp by the target atoms since multiply processes are
suppressed by electron cooling. The calculations showed that the
typical ion life-time is about 20 sec for the heavy ions and the
Pb target.

The target thickness should not exceed 2.6'10ie/Zt cm"* to
compensate the energy losses in the target by means of electron
cooling during one ion turn.

When multiply scattering of ions on the internal target is
in the equilibrium with the electron cooling than the steady-
state beam size is defined mainly by the space charge influence
which leads to the beam "swelling".
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Table 2

Life-times of ions beam in Storage Ring
<Pb target, thickness - *.s"»o

14
C!n~*, vacuum - «'to

residual
jet, thickness - *.s"»o14C!n~*, vacuum - «'to" l o Tcrr,
gas composition: eoK - Na, *ан - С, Но, О, i* - Art

Ion

p

'*c

"We

*°He

*°Ar
*°Ar
*°Ar

**Kr
a
*Kr
«*Kr
1 3 0

Xe
1 3 0

Xe
t30
Xe

t 3 0
Xe

Z

6
5
6

to
to

16

n
18

30
36
36

40

40

54

54

E

MeV
и

гоо
5

5

гоо
5

гоо
5

to
гоо
5

го
гоо
3

го
130

гоо

X
c&pt

sec

to
11

520

to
3

3-10*

70

to'
tt

120

4-10^

0.6
125
3-10

a

O.Oi

80

10°

6-10*

T
«tr

sec

-

12

-

120

190

400

970

1500

T
«

sec

4 tO*

7-iO
3

10*

10*

7-iO
3

to*
2-10*

г-to*
3-10"

to*
to*

3-iO
e

4-10*

10*

г-ю*
4-iO

B

T*
1

rse

sec

6-10*

9-tO
a

to*
1600

3-10
3

600

1300
800
180

370
130
46

i40

too
24

20

T
t*rg
ss

sec

5

20

20

25

28

15

30

targ
T
e*pt

sec

2-10'

2000

280

25

г

0.03

0.3

T
s
sec

-

520

12
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The main ISR parameters are
cooled beam emittance is £.4 im-mrad for protons (N=10")

and 0.2 mm«mrad for the Ne ions С N=10*3;
cooled beam cross-section diameter on the target is 2.8 mm

for the protons and 0.6 mm for the Ns ions.
The INR physical experiments are planed to be carried out on

the ISR without and with FB.

3. Magnetic Structure of Storage Ring and Fast Booster
Designing ISR magnetic structure it was taken into

consideration of such engineering requirements:
1) to have the straight sections Сwith length 7 m) for

electron cooling system with zero dispersion Cv=O) and to obtain
the symmetrical beam sizes, i.e. beta-functions with /?

x
» 0

Z
& 4 m.

2) to also have the straight sections (with length more than
6 m) in which the dispersions function must be constant (v=3 m);
these sections will be used for the radial multiturn charge-
exchange and single-turn injections;

3) to have straight sections for the internal targets and
coordinate triplets which must assure superthin beam size on the
target (i.e. v * 0» p

x
* 0

2
* lm).

45 to have straight section for the radial injection from FB
to ISR.

5) to provide, for all regimes, the constant position of
working point of betatron oscillations to prevent the crossing of
resonance lines.

To carry out the aforementioned requirements the octupole
magnetic structure with triplets is most convenient Cfig.fi.

The ion storage ring is the zero gradient synchrophasotron
which includes eight 45° bending magnets and 36 quadrupole
lenses. The ISR consists of the two superperiod parts. Beta-
functions and dispersion for the ring one-quarter are shown in
fig.2. The ISR operating cell is represented in fig.3.

Two symmetrical triplets Q
4
Q,G, provide the beam focusing on

the target. The zero dispersion sections are used for the
injection systems. When coordinate triplets Q

4
Q

t
Q

e
 are switched

on the ^-functions do not change throughout except in the
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experimental section where /3-function is minimized (dashed lines
in fi%,Z). For the experiments which don't require zero
dispersion there is the 6 m section where T

3
 target can be

installed.
For the chromatic corrections will be used 8 sextupoles

installed between main quadrupole lenses.
The booster magnetic structure is more simple. The beta-

functions, dispersion and working cell are shown in fig.4 and
fig.5. The bending magnets of ISR and FB have frame shape.

4. Electron Cooling System
In the electron cooling system the solenoids with the

magnetic inhomogeneity Bj/B
g
 * 3'10"

B
 are used. The electron beam

is formed by the two-electrodes gun with a smooth optics. The
cathode is immersed into the longitudinal magnetic field. The
pair of correction magnets with effective length of 20 cm are
situated in the entrance and exit of cooler С fig. 6) to compensate
з negative Influence of toroidal magnets on the ion beam. 13,4].

5. Injection System
The one-turn injection into the ISR was designed for the

light ions Cp, d, a,
a
He). The such injection system is also used

for the ion beams transmitted into FB and from FB to ISR.
The multi-turn radial injection system with the ion

stripping on the foil was designed for the incompletely stripped
ions with A/Z = 3-5. During injection the ions with A/Z = 4 and
A/Z = 2 fall simultaneously on the stripping foil. All injection
elements are located in one of the straight sections.

The kicker magnet KM t/ig.7 ) directs the circulating ion
beam front the equilibrium orbit to the kicker KM

f
. Septum magnet

Stf directs injected beam into /CM, also. Choosing the parameters
of kicker magnets we can make the two paths with coincided radial
coordinates and angles after KM

a
. The stripping foil Г is fixed

at KM
a
 outlet, just where the tangencies come together. After л

revolutions the kicker magnets are switched off Cfor the time
about 200 - 500 nsecD and the ion beam begins to circulate along
the ring orbit.
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Fig.2. Beta-functions and dispersions on ons-qvatter of SR:
solid lines - synchrotron mods (Qt д e -switch off),
dashsd lines - low B-mode (Q. -'switch on).
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Fig.3. The operation cell of the Storage Ring:
1- low /3 mode Cvx*3.63, vz-3.i2y, 2 - synchrotron

wde(i>x=3. i6,vz*2.43) solid lines- structure
resonances, dashed lines- perturbation magnetic

field resonances.
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ZOO cm

Fig. 6. The electron cooling system:
i- electron gun, 2- collector, 3- solenoid, 4- toroid,
5- corrector magnet, 6- gun. solenoid, 7- collector solenoid.
B=3 kGs, E*2-1OQ W, L*300 cm, Aa-i00 П mm mrad.

is*to 6B/8=iQ-4
cm, 6V/V'tO'3.
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To inject a new beam portion in the ISR, the circulating
beam must be shifted to the outer orbit on 5-6 cm with increasing
of beam energy by 2tt with auxiliary RF. Then RF cavity is swiftly
return to its initial position and injected beam goes out of the
resonance bucket of cavity RF-field. After that the beam is
cooling and injection cycle is repeated. This procedure provides
the elimination of cooled beam pass through the stripping foil
during the following cycles.

6. Conclusions
The INR (Kiev) Storage-Accelerating Complex was designed to

obtain the electron cooling ion beams of light and heavy ions up
to Xe with the energies up to 300 MeV/u. The Complex includes Ion
Storage Ring CISRD with Cooling System and Fast Booster CFB). The
U-240 isochronous cyclotron will be used as the ion beam
injector. The ISR consists with eight 45° bending magnets, 32
quadrupole and 8 sextupole lenses forming FODO structure, and
with 8 straight sections for the internal targets, electron
cooling and injection systems. Maximum energy of electron beam is
100 kV. The solenoid length of Cooling System is 3 m. The Fast
Booster will be used for the accelerating of ions heavier than He
to the energies needed for the injection in ISR.

The experimental luminosity is expected to be l0*
a
-10

3
°

cm"*«sec"
1
 and the ion beam life-time from several tens to

hundred seconds.
The Storage-Accelerating Complex is planed to use for

the studies of nuclear reactions in the wide energy range,
nuclear spectroscopy, nuclear structure etc.
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THE HEAVY ION STORAGE RING ESR
RESULTS

STATUS AND FIRST
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U. Schaaf, H. Schulte, P. Spadtke, M.Steck

GSI, Postfach 110552, D-6100 Darmstadt, Fed. Rep. Germany

Abstract

The assembly of the ESR |l) WM completed at the end of February 1990. After the first beam injection
from the SIS (2| to the ESR look plnce at the beginning of Mnrch 2990 a Inige variety of machine tests
was performed. In order to get strong diagnosis signals mn«t of the experiments were done with a rather
intense Ar+"-ion beam. For cooled ions the maximum ion energy was determined by the achievable voltage
of the electron cooler and did not exceed 164 MeV/u. Оле of the main results daring this operation time
was, that the momentum spread of the ion beam could be cooled down by the electron cooler by a factor
of 100 within about 1 second. Numerous experiments were performed to examine and improve the machine-
optics (resonances in the working diagram, chromaticity- corrections). By use of the RF-stacking-method in
combination with electron-cooling the beam current in the ESR could be raised to 2 mA (Ar+"-ion beam).

1, StatesQfthe ESR

Fig. 1 «hows a schematic diagram of the ESH including some main parameters.

\

Fig. 1: The ESR-Storage ring with essential parameters
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I
The ESR-ring contains 20 main qnadrupole magnets supplied by 10 independently con- !

trolled power supplies, б bending magnets, fed in series by a single supply and eight sextupoles [
for chromatic! ty collection in both phase planes. In addition, independent supplies are pto- i
vided for twelve horizontal orbit correction coils, and eight vertical orbit correction magnets; '
23 pole-face windings, which are excited by independent power supplies, are installed in the
mam dipoles, in order to extend the homogeneous field region to the full radial aperture of
220 ;nm. J

Three septum magnets for the injection and two extraction channels, the 150 kV~ I
electrostatic wire septum for slow beam extraction to the target hall, and the 3-module f
ferrite kicker used for both injection and fast ejection are installed. ,

Two rf-cavities (h = 2) with a frequency range of 0.85 to 5.5 MHf arc provided for j
rf-stacking and energy-variation of the beam; their maximal кар-voltage amplitude is 5 kV. f

For the first turn diagnosis two beam profile grids And two beam current blocks are |
installed. Measurements о ft he coasting beam current and calibration of other beam signal
sources can be made by using the beam current transformer which - in its present state -
resolves beam currents as low as 10 /iA within a bandwidth of a few kHc. Longitudinal
and transverse beam bunch signals are available from 14 capaciiive pick-up stations, each
equipped with two pairs of probes for horizontal and vertical beam position measurements.
In addition, the useful apertures can be defined by movable copper bars (beam scrapers).
Two scraper pairs are provided for the horizontal, one single scraper for the vertical aperture.

A special pick-up station is used for Schottky diagnosis of the longitudinal or transversal i
if-noise that is produced by the periodically passing charges of the stored beam particles. \
These Scholtky signals are transformed to the frequency domain either by a spectrum analyser
(FSA) or by a fast Fourier transformer set (FFT). From these spectra the mean value and
spread of the revoluiion frequency (momentum)of the ions, the betatron tunes and other ring
parameters are derived. The ESR is alse equipped with en 'exciter', that can apply a tunable
rf-frequency with л maximal amplitude of 20 V to the beam. The measurement of the beam
response with a network analyser in presence of these longitudinal or transverse rf-fields,
the 'beam transfer function'- (BTF-) measurements, allows a very ptecise measurements of
additional beam- and ring-parameters. [3]

The main insertion devices jn the two straight section are the electron cooler [4], designed
for an electron current of 5 to 10 A at a maximum energy of 320 keV and an internal gas
target, designed for a target thickness of 1 x 1 0 м particles/em*.

AH ring components have been baked out to 300°C; due to this procedure a vacuum
pressure in the ESR of nearly 1 x 10~ n mbar has been reached.

2. Beam injection and accumulation

Whereas in the SIS the ion beam after injection is accumulated by 'inuHitnrn-slarkmg',
the injeclt-d beam in ESR is deflected to the injection orbit by a fast kicker-magnet. Benin
accumulation is done by the 'RF-stiicking'-melhod. hijection-orbit and stneking-orbit have a
distance in momentum of about 2 %• Fig. 2 shows the envelopes of the injected beam and
those of both orbits.

As the beam has to be injected in the presence of the solenoid and toroid fields of the
cooler the suitable orbit correction for both the injected and the stored beam had to be deter-
mined. The settings of the infleclor, the injection-septum, the ring dipoles and quadmpoles
had to be optimized in order to lead the injected beam through the active part of the C-
sliaped injection kicker-magnet. The excitation of this kicker as well as the synchronization
between the synchrotron extraction- and the ESR injection-kicker had to be adjtistrd. In
order to keep the benm bunched the frequency and phase of the ESR cavity has to Ъе set
in that way, that the injrcled bunches fit into the RF-buckets. Due to the slightly longer .
ESR injection orbit in comparison to half of the circumference of the SIS the frequency of •-
the ESR cavity (h = 2) has to be detuned by about 0.2 % relative to that of the SIS cavity '
with harmonic number h = 4. (Ii the ions are stripped in the ESR injection channel this
detuning has to be raised up to 1 % according to the energy loss in the stripper foil.) The
proper injection time is achieved by triggering the kicker magnets at a time, that takes the
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requited RF-phate relation! for both cavities into account.

Fig. 2: Envelopes of the injected and stored bf am
The iajected bum (injection septum-magnet SM) is kicked by tVe fust kicker (FK) to в closed injection orbit,
whicb bat an off-momentum #f «bout t % with rupect to the central orbit. The lower (stack) orbit belong»
U а mtan momentam of-1 %.

I

T
III

lib.» О

Fig. 3: lYansfer of two beam buches from SIS to ESR.
Tkc lower SIS.c«fve skows, that two out of (bar buchet як tranifcrcd to the ESR, Ihe remaininf tw» banchn
coatianc circalatng •> SIS. The apper carvel come from e»p»citi»e probet of the firit komontftl pick-up
lUtton EOlDXC after tbc injection iepttim. They itwt with bnnch «igr.oli from the prececding «hot bersnte,
•a the thowa сам, boaeh-to-backct trcntfer w»t tsitcd. Bnnch signals from the first turn яге characterized
ky a ngamcaat difference *f signal amplitudes for ESR. and ESR+, i. «. by a beam position strong)? oatside
tlw ceatral doted orbit, whereas tke orbit of the stored kanchei (following bunch signals) is fonnd to ke nearly
central This it expected because of mmisfcntg dipenion functim at E01DX6.
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In April 1990 an Ar+ U ion beam with an energy of 200 MeV/u was injected into the ESR
and could be stored on th? injection orbit after exciting the injection kicker-magnet. A longi-
tudinal Schottky-signal from the stored ions was detected even 5 hours after injection. During
this beam time also first tune measurements by the 'beam-transfer-function'^BTFJ-melhod
were performed which yielded a Q^-value of about 2.36. The FWHM of the momentum
distribution after free debunching was close to 1 v 10"5. One month later the capture of
SIS-bunches into the buckets of the ESR-rf had been demonstrated (see Fig. 3)

As rf-stacking, that is used for beam accumulation, requires a large momentum accep-
tance, intense machine experiments had to be performed, in order to enlarge the horizontal
acceptance and to reduce the chromntkity (see Chap. 4).

I

\
3 I*

4 •
K̂AMI

'^ ч wi *

tw(x

* C O O |

— ir

»• »^

" »4

Fig. 4: Accumulation and storage of 0.5 mA Ar+" at 250 MeV/u.

In November 1990 an Accumulation of an Ar+ U ion beam up to a current of 1 niA with
approximately 240 slacking cycles was achieved. After the stacking efficiency could be raised
to about 50 % an accumulated beam current of 2.5 mA was attained. The signal of the beam
current-transformer signal (Fig. 4) shows the accumulation- and storage-phases. As in the
ESR the ions on the stacking-orbit are cooled by the electron cooler, a «low decrease of the
beam current in the storage phase is caused by radiative capture (RBC) of cooling electrons
by beam ions. The observed loss rate of about 10~4/* is in good accordance with Ar+|7-rates
measured directly with particle detectors [7]. Due to the large momentum acceptance of the
ESR it is also possible to store different charge states of ions siinultanuouily, if the ratio of
the charges does not exceed 3 %. As an example Fig. 5 shows the storage of Kr'*+ »nd
KrJb+, which was produced by electron capture in the electron cooler.

The accumulation of beam current in the ESR is not yet optimized. The phase stability
of the rf master oscillator (VCO) has to be improved; the installation of a digitally controlled
fast synthesizer is planned in the near future. In addition more sophisticated frequency- and
amplitude-functions have to be applied in order to reduce the distortion (heating) of the stack
by the rf-fie!ds. Fortunately, the distortion of the stacked beam by stray fields of the injection
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Pig. 5: Simultanuou* storage of Kr**+ and KrM+

3. Electron Cooling

Commissioning experiments of the ESR electron cooler were performed with *°i4r+1$-
ions at energies ranging from 90 to 250 MeV/u corresponding to electron energies between
50 and 136 keV. The chosen energy was limited by the maximum terminal voltage which
could be operated reliably. For the same reason an electron beam current of 1 A was used in
standard operation although higher currents are available.

In May 1990 the width of the momentum distribution of the a stored Ar+II-beam at
92 MeV/n WAS reduced from the initial value of 1 x NT* to 1 x 10"*. Щ.

ne.h 30 кг
tr.ut am

Fig. 6: Electron-coded Ar+lt-beam at 164 MeV/u.
The kn«it«dm*l Seho»ky-.f«tr. «Г «мовЫ («Me bwii) м 4 moled (пмто» buia) »t lOtb baimwue eftbc
«Tobttoa beqmocj *r* «bow». Amsniag Ike tkcoreikul nlac for •», = >.• Ike relative «микМша f^rtod
W rcdoccd from oulUUr 7 » I*-* \»7x 10"*
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Phe cooling efficiency was continuously increased by improvements of the settings of the
tion- and steerer-coils for the electron beam, thus reducing the relative angle between

The.
coriection-
ion and electron beam. Due to these improvements a momentum spread close l o l « 10~* has
been reached for a low intense cooled Ar-beam. For a high intense accumulated and cooled
beam a clear indication of collective beam behaviour has been observed in Schottky noise
and beam transfer function measurements. In this case two maxima were observed in the
Schottky spectrum, which are attributed to plasma waves in the cold ion beam (Fig. 7).

0 . 0

46.B94SK

Fig. 7: Schottky spectrum of a high intensity (N - A x 10') Ar beam of 250 MeV/u.

(The two m*xim« in the «pectram »re attributed to plusm» wnvts in th» cold ion Ъеят.)

Due to intrabeam scattering an increase of momentum spread from 1 x ltt~5 to 3 x 10" s

was observed, when the number of stored ions was raised from 4 x 10' to 4 x 10*.

. PWHNHIM —

It» ifttr '
Ktt*ln

. cat tMft

A c " *

1M :0 )

Posftion (mini

Fig. 8: Measurement of the transverse width of rooted beams.
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The transverse beam properties of the cooled ion beam can be measured by movable
position sensitive particle detectors [7], which are used to measure the position and profile
of ions, having captured one electron in the cooler section (Fig. 8). Because of the jump
in charge state these ions are separated from the circulating primary beam by the bending
magnets and can be detected as long as the relative charge difference Др/р is less than 15 %.
At small particle numbers (N = 4 x 10е) a beam diameter of 0.7 mm was measured in both
horizontal and vertical direction, corresponding to an emittance of 0.05ir mm mrad.

4. Schottky- and BTF beam diagnosis

The above mentioned Schottky- and BTF beam diagnosis instrumentation turned out
io be the most valuable tool to measure and optimize various important machine parameters.
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Fig. 9: Horizontal beam transfer function.
The network-Miiilyzer plot ihows in the upper purl the power umplitnde л$ я function of ih* exciter frequency
in the Ticinity of the upper horiiontnl lidebend of the 11th hunnonic. The lower dingrum ihowj the eorre-
•ponding рЬме-variation Tlie betntron «one a determined by the fxequenry difference between opper nnd
lower tidebnnds

As a summary the following parameters were measured with high accuracy:

• the exact particle revolution frequency and energy

• the momentum spread of the beam

• the synchrotron frequency in the case of a bunched beam

• betatron tunes Q*,. and the chromaticities

• the cooling force of the electron cooler and its optimization by evaluating the equilibrium
between cooling and «toehastic heating with the 'excitei .

• the longitudinal beam transfer function of cooled beams near the stability limit, which
allows the determination of coupling impedance* and of the particle clirtnbutjon.
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• for coasting beams it is possible to determine the absolute values of the circulating
electrical current up to currents less than 1 ц А.

Using the very precise BTF-method, we measured horizontal and vertical betatron tunes
Qfc. Q. at different Др/р (Fig. 9). The acceleration and deceleration of the stored beam
was achieved by changing the accelerating voltage of the election cooler »tep by step.
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Fig. 10: Betatron tunes vs. momentum spread.
Согорятоп of tune nteuuremcnU before юА nfttr е*тс1йт of tke chromMkilirt (act tcil). Tkt momtntam
deviation ii |i»«n by Др/р - 1/<| x Д///«. The «almc Др/р a 0 еотаромЬ to th* potitim of «he eeatral
orbit.

Noticable non-linearities in the dependence of tunes on Др/р were found, which are
caused by higher otdei field components in the ring magnets. As seen in Fig. 10 the Q^-curve
is obviously characterised by a large third order coefficient caused by a horisontal decapole due
to the radial inhomogeneity of the 60°-bending magnets. The expected sextupole contents of
the bending field change only the linear coefficient of the Q*- poly пот, i. e. the chromaticity
(A = dlnQh/dlnp. The correction of the inhomogeneity by means of the pole face correction
windings is planned for the coming beam times. On the other side, the main non-linear
coefficient in the Q,-polyпот of second order is caused either by an octupole fraction in the
fields of the main quadrupoles or by the fringing fields of the large aperture ESR-qtiadrupoles.

Beam loss was observed at the third order resonance 2Q>, f Q. = 7. By means of suitable
changing the fields of the main quadrupoles the working line could be moved away from the
resonance line. A first attempt was then inadr to use the srxtupolr megnets for chrom.itirity-
correction in order to compress the working line in thr- Ьлеяг (central) region. As seen in Fig.
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10, the initially negative £k is nearly disappeared!, whereas the (v is changed to a moderate
positive value. Improved correction will be possible with homogenised dipoli* fields in the
coming beam times.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

Within the commissioning phase of the ESR the most important operation modes of the
storage Ting (beam-storage, cooling, «(cumulation) have been achieved. First experiments
concerning measurements of the hyperfine- structure of H-like Bi-ions and the dielectronic
capture of Li-like Bi-ions have been started. Beam injection from the fragment separator into
the ESR is intended in the near future.

The main goals for the next machine test periods are improvements of beam accumulation
by RF-stacking method, reduction of the cooling-time, enhancement of the cooler operation
voltage and -current to their design values and optimization of the internal gas target. In
addition first tests concerning fast and «low beam extraction and beam acceleration and
deceleration will be started.
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ELECTRON COOLING (Introduction)

It is well known that electron cooling of ion beams originated in Russia.

The method was proposed about 25 years ago by Budler\\]. The first election
cooler was built in Novosibirsk (1974) and the cooling technique tested in the proton
storage ring NAP-M, resulting in an immediate success[2j.

Further cooling experiments with protons followed at FNAL[3] end CERN[4],
advancing the understanding of the process.

Around 1980 a number of storage ring projects was initiated worldwide where
electron cooling was intended not only for protons but also for relativislic light and
heavy ions up to U M + .

Usually, ion beams arriving at the storage ring (especially secondary beams from
a production target) are of low intensity and poor beam quality. Injection into the
ring would soon fill its acceptance. Cooling will reduce the beam size and momentum
spread, and therefore provide unoccupied phase space for tlie injection of new pulses,
necessary for accumulation.

The reduction of beam sire, divergence and momentum spread provides also л
high quality beam for precision experiments and high resolution spectroscopy.

Continuous electron cooling can counteract to heating processes originating from
scattering by residual gas, beam particles or internal targets.

On the other hand thr electron cooler represents an excellent free-electron target
for atomic physics experiments.

Therefore there are three categories for the application of electron cooling:
1) reduction of beam emittance and momentum spread,
2) counteraction against heating processes,
3) free-electron target.

A recent comprehensive review on electron cooling is given by H. Poth[5].
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The OS1 ELECTRON COOLER

The GSI electron cooler[C] is a U-shaped device which occupies approx. 2% of the
circumference of the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR)[7]. It is designed for the
cooling of heavy ion beams up to 55U MeV/u U"* corresponding to an electron
energy of 300 keV.

Gun and colleclor for the electron beam are in the two vertical arms which end
in the HV columns. Big toroidal coils bend the electron beam into and out of the
ion beam path. The proper merging section in the cooler solenoid has a length of
approx. 2 m (Fig. 1).

П..1.П
Fig. 1: Electron Cooler

In the following we give л report on the design of components, cooler construc-
tion, test measurements and early results from the first half year of cooler commis-
sioning.

GUN and COLLECTOR DESIGN

The design values for the GSI electron coolei are rather ambitions. To cover the
entire range of ion energies the electron energy must be variable between 16 keV
and 320 keV with a maximum beam current of 10 A.

It was decided that the cooler should be equipped with a gun of 2^Ferv perveance
(10 А О 30 kV) operating in An axial magnetic field of 0.1 to 0.25 T. The beam
diameter was chosen to be 5 cm. For energies less than 30 keV the the current will
decrease with fixed pervennce. The main acceleration following the gun can raise
the energies to 320 keV. Table I gives the main parameters for the cooler[8j.
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ion energy
electros energy
electron beam current

electro* beam deatity
electron beam diuneter
electron Ьсшп temperature
length of cooling tectkm
diameter of coolmg tection
magnetic guiding field
bending angle of toroidt
bending radius within
the toroidi
power coiuumption:
collector
total .

Э0 to S60 MeV/a
IC.I to 320 keV

< 10 A
(«btnr 30 keYl

J-10*cm-'
Mmm
0.3 eV

2500 mm
150 mm

0.! to 0.25 T
90"

1200 mm

50 kW
SOOkW

Tab. I: Cooler Parameters

Electron cooling of ion beams may be viewed as heat exchange from a hot ion
gas to a cold electron gas. The cold electron gas in (his sense is an electron beam
with minimum kinetic energy in the moving reference frame of mean ion velocity.
The main limitation determining the minimum energy {or a high current electron
beam conies from its own space charge field, but radial electric fields encountered
during acceleration and inhomogeneities in the guiding magnetic field rrtiy lead to
considerably higher values. Therefore, attaining the minimum (transverse) energy
is still a technical problem of cooler design.

Our design strategy was to treat the gun and the main acceleration gap (column)
as separated systems- isolated from each other by an appropriate drift space. For
that reason the gun has a long anode determining its perveance and current density
distribution (Fig.2).

tq е-л cm

Fig. 2: Electron Gun (Schematic)
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Extensive use has be ' made of the code AXCEL-GS1J9] to investigate various
gun types and acceleration gap geometries for their capabilities to produce an elec-
tron beam of minimum transverse energy within the given parameter field. For a
beam starting ai the cathode with thermal transverse velocity the radial electric
field in the acceleration gap (lense effect of electrode apertures) as well as the r&dial
space charge field tend to increase the transverse energy. It is evident that a. strong
homogeneous magnetic guide field aids to reduce this effect.

Moreover, following an old idea of Pierce's, a resonance focusing acceleration
may be applied, where the action of at least two lenses cancels for & series of (U,B)
parameter values (with energy maxima in between). But the thin lense approxi-
mation, handling radi.il fields as localized perturbations, gives poor results for high
current beams in strong magnetic fields. Therefore computer simulation of particle
trajectories has been used to study the influence of gun and gap geometry with
extended radial electric fields.

In geneqpl, systems with localised pertuibations show pronounced resonance be-
haviour (hard systems) for specific values of magnetic field strength, current and
energy with maxima of transverse energy in between. With appropriate means
(lenses) tuning is possible following the guidelines of Pierce, but fine tuning must
be done by trial and error.

We tried to find gun and gap geometries with extended perturbations (radial
fields) which give acceptably low transverse energy for a wide range of operating
parameters (soft systems). This may be achieved by shaping the electrodes. In this
way the somewhat unconventional gun and single gap acceleration siructures have
been found which are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3: Ei «long beam (cathode to ground)
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To minimize the transverse energy two additional electrodes (einiel lenses) are
inserted into the anode body. These electrodes are located sufficiently downstream
from the cathode so as hot to influence the cathode current but they allow to change
(in magnitude and phase) the tipple of the beam. Computer simulation» showed
that with moderate voltages {< ±5 kV) these lenses can provide appropriate initial
conditions to mininute the transverse energy even behind the main acceleration gap

The simple tingle gap accelerator teems even superior to & mulligap column
with a recommended cosine gradient distribution. Transverse energy (QlO A) a* &
function of beam energy and magnetic field strength is plotted in fig. 4 for these
two systems. In Fig. 4a EL is less than 0.5 eV everywhere above 0.2 T.

o.i о J 0.3 I «.I (J I

Fig. 4; Б j. a: single gap, b: multi gapacceleration

It should be mentioned that at present there is no safe method available to
measure the transverse energy of the electron beam, it can only br inferred indirectly
from its action on the ion beam. Therefore it seemed preferable to us to use a 'soft
system* which is easy to handle than to rely on sharp resonances for optimum brain
quality. The same idea саше up in Russia around thai time, where - to tny knowledge
- the term 'adiabatic acceleration' was coined for it.

It is evident that an electron beam of 10 A and 320 kV beam voltage after pas-
sage through the cooling section cannot be dumped at ground potential because of
excessive power requirements and radiation hazards. Instead it is common practice
to decelerate the beam and lead it to a collector which is only a few kV above
cathode potential.

This potential difference then determines the dissipated power which has to be
supplied at the I1V terminal and transferred to ground AS heat. Obviously this power
loss should be minimised. Thus, the collector voltage (referred to the cathode) must
be as low as possible.
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On the other hand the collector should represent an idea) beam dump and must
not act as a secondary cathode. Therefore it roust be screened, i.e. a potential
minmum has to be created in front of the collector surface to stop backstreaming
electrons which could possibly interfere with the cooling action and when finally lost
to ground potential result in an unwanted drain of the HV supply.

These considerations show that the task of collector design is twofold:
a) Collector potential should be as dose as possible to the cathode potential
(mark that 5 kV at 10 A means already 50 kW power lost).
b) Collector efficiency should be high, loss rate of 10~* teems to be acceptable
(i.e. 1 mA at 10 A).

These two requirements are in conflict with each other because good screening
to attain low current loss require* high collector potential whereas low collector
potential (to minimize power loss) gives poor collection efficiency and eventually
leads to a reflection of the beam. -

Moreover, collector cooling represents a severe technical problem. At 10 A and 5
kV the power density in the beam it *o high that it has to be spread out on a large
surface. Cooling must be adequate to keep this surface cold (ss 200° C) for not to
act as a source of gas and thermal electron emission.

We have again used the simulation code AXCEL-GS1 for ray tracing (including
space charge) in connection with the PE2D code for magnetic field calculations for
our collector design (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Collector a: magnetic induction on axis, b: schematic, c: potential on axis
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The electron beam is guided from ground G through the collector «node CA
(which is at the gun anode potential) and the screening electrode S with nearly
constant diameter and then rapidly spread out to the copper collector surface C.
Appropriate shaping of the magnetic field lines is attained by the combined influence
of a «oft iron shield incorporated in the collector shell (hatched area.) and a special
solenoid coil (not shown) outside the vacuum tank.

Secondary electrons are reflected by the potential minimum in the screening
electrode (Fig. 5c) aided by the magnetic mirror effect of the increasing B-field
(Fig. 5a).

The electrical characteristics of the collector assembly are depicted in the dia-
grams of Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the depth of the potential depression ЛХ1 in front
of the collector as a function of the screening voltage U s (referred to the collector)
under the influence of full space charge. It should be noticed that for high currents
the self screening effect (AD at U$ = 0) is so large that a 10 A beam cannot be
transmitted to the collector (AU - -UM(fc means reflection and unstable operation).

iKl««l -% -t -i -» . . ; «

M M tt U M l

MlwH

Fig. 6: Screen characteristics (potential on axis)

This situation can be overcome by increasing the collector potential from 5 kV
going beyond the power limit of 50 kW or by space charge compensation (SCC)
with trapped ions, a situation which was expected to occur anyhow to a certain
degree by residual gas ionitaUon. Fig. 6b gives the corresponding functions for a
40% SCC at the potential minimum and an ion temperature of half the well depth
(kT, = 0.5,)AU - 0, | ) .

After the completion of the cooler we learned (Kudelame*, Lebe4jev priv. coj»)
that it probably would have been better not to rely ол SCC. A shorter screen
electrode at lower potential may give the same effect with better Collector efficiency.
New calculations are done now to study this effect.
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MAGNETIC SYSTEM

The magnetic system of the cool«(10] consists of five main part* (s. Fig. 1):
the cooler solenoid (2.5 m Ig, 500 mm i.d.), the two toroid sections and the gun and
collector solenoids. The toroids are made up of two parts, the "lower one (48.5°) has
a larger outer diameter than the upper (41.5°) part to leave a gap for access of the
ion beam line.

The gun and collector solenoid are of the same 500 mm i.d. a* the cooler solenoid,
the gun'solenoid is 1.1 m long, the collector solenoid i* 10 cm shorter and divided
into two part*. The small (20 cm) upper part surrounding the collector is separately
powered and regulated to give the desired beam spread in the collector pot.

The outer mantle of the magnet system is 30 mm soft iron. It is the main
constructional element of the cooler and at the same time serves as a return yoke for
the magnetic flux and a shield against outer disturbances. The solenoid coils made
of water-cooled copper tubing are permanently molded into their mantle sections.
The toroids consist of fans of individual pancake coil* belted into their mantles.

The design of the magnetic system was done with the computer programs PE2D
(2 dim.,rot.sym.) and TOSCA (3 dim.) (VECTOR FIELDS LTD. Oxford UK).
Both programs can handle iron in the magnetic circuit according to a predetermined
BH-euiv«.

There is a whole set of compensation, steering and correction coil* intide ',he
main system. Compensation coils are installed over the gaps between solenoids and
toroids to make up for the missing windings at the coil ends. There is an additional
gun end coil to improve the field homogeneity at the gun cathode.

Pairs of short saddle-shaped steering coils are placed at the transitions from gun
and collector solenoid to the toroids to straighten the beam path there (compensate
for th« influence of the toroid field at the- end* of the solenoids) and to bring the
beam horizontally on the cooler axis.

To compensate for the lateral drift of the electrons in the toroid sections appro-
priate dipole windings are necessary there. Unfortunately they constitute a one way
street, backstreaming electrons coming from the collector are just the more deflected
and cause the major part of the losses in the toroid drift tubes.

Two pairs of (saddle) steering coils (for x- a. y-directioti) run over the full length
of the cooler solenoid. They allow a ±5 mrad tilt of the field direction in the cooler
to compensate for global field and adjustment errors. Additionally there is a special
system of fine correction winding* in the cooling section tailored to bring the field
errors down to the required level of ДВ/Вз; 10~*.

Elaborate Rttd mapping measurementsfllj were done by the GSi magnet group
to deternune the optimum setting of the compensation and tteerer coils and to
evaluate the position of the electron beam path from the gun to the collector.

Three orthogonal field components were measured on a mesh placed on the
surface of six overlapping measuring boxes (Fig. 7). The field inside the boxes
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was then calculated by solving Laplace's equation for each component using the
measured boundary values. Field line plots were obtained by numerical integration.

longitudinal tm)

Fig. 7: Magnetic field measurements
Position of measuring boxes and computed field lines

While this procedure gave a good picture of the total beam path it was not precise
enough foi the cooling region. To evaluate the fine corrections a special measuring
device[12] was built consisting of a rolatable shaft of 20 cm di.im. running through
the full length of the cooler solenoid. In a groove on the surface of the shaft a Hal!
probe system could be displaced axially (Fig. 8).

Iron Plate .Ettcirert Cooler Solenoid Iron Plate

toll Probe on
SdnoGarroge

Measuring
Cylinder

GukteRai 1Fig. 8: Field measuring device (for precision measurements in cooler solenoid)
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As in the former case field data B, were, taken on a mesh on the surface of the
cylinder and subjected to a multipole analysis. In fact only small dipole components
and axial inhomogeneities had to be corrected, but the necessary compensation
windings, are of a really sophisticated pattern. A two step approximation finally
gave the desired field quality over the central part of approx. 2 m length of the
cooler «olenoid[13] (Fig. 9).

•ta -m -m -m -4» -i* * » « *• tt •• at
dstance from totawd centar (cm)

Fig. 9: Transverse magnetic field components in cooler solenoid
(before and after correction)

VACUUM SYSTEM

The vacuum system of the cooler[14] is divided into three compartments: the gun
chamber, the collector chamber and the main cooler section which forms part of the
ring. Since we expected the maximum gas load under operation coming from the
hot gun and the collector the distribution of pumps and the conductance between
the different parts is such that we can hold (in the 10"10 mbnr range) a pressure
difference of more than a factor of 10, i. e. we can afford * pressure in the upper
10~ le mbar range in the gAin and collector chamber without disturbing the ring
vacuum too much.

The wain pumps for the gun and collector vessel are titanium siiMirnators (con-
sisting of 6 rods each) surrounding the ground electrode of the acceleration section
(proper shading is provided for not to contaminate the electrodes). Each puttip gives
a pumping speed of 25001/s (for reactive gases as H,, N,, Oj, CO ). So far we have
fired the titanium pumps approx. once every month which gives us a pump lifetime
of several years. For noble gas pumping there are two small sputter ion (1Z) pumps
(of 50 1/s pumping speed) on top of the high voltage flanges on each side of the
cooler. The power supplies for these pumps are on the HV terminal.
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Fig. 10: Vacuum pumps

The pumps foi the cooler section are in the toroid chambers. Again there we
two sets of titanium sublimatnrs in the lower part (below beam axis), their pumping
speed is 1500 1/s each. In the upper part of the toroid bend the electron drift
tubes (made of a high conductance wire mesh) are surrounded by specially designed
sputter ion (IZ) pumps (1500 1/s) such that the gas emanating from the gun and
collector directly falls into the pumping chambers. These pumps make use of the
magnetic field of the cooler and are normally in operation only when the cooler is
running.

The vacuum chambers and all inner parts are made of material compatible with
the high vacuum requirements: preferably stainless sleel, some high grade (OFHC)
copper and titanium for the pumps. All ceramic parts are of high quality alumina, all
electrical feedthroughs and the RV columns are bakeable ceramic to metal joints.
Copper gaskets are used throughout for demountable flanges. As far a< possible
only preprocessed (degassed) material was used, finished parts got an appropriate
cleaning and additional bakeout.

For the final bakeout the whole cooler tank up to the MV columns is permanently
clad with heating jackets, the jackets on the HV columns and the heating hoods for
the top flanges are installed (and removed) as required. Cooling shrouds between
the heating jackets and the magnet coil system prevent this from overheating.

Thus the whole cooler section of the ring (between gate valves) is baked out
at 250° С (heating cycle: 10 h up, 20 h hold, approx. 10 h cooldown). Also the
cathode of the electron gun is degassed (500° C) towards the end of the heating cycle.
The base vacuum after this procedure and a few days internal pumping is in the
10"" mbar range. With the gun cathode at operation temperature (s; 1000* C)
the pressure in the gun chamber reaches 2 v ]0~ 1 0 mbar. The working pressure of
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the cooler depends on the electron current and the losses and normally lies in the
lower 10"10 nibar range in the straight section and in th? upper 10~10 mbar range
in the gun and collector chamber fot current levels of 2 - 3 A (150 kV).

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The aforementioned requirements on the temperature i.e. the energy dipersion ol
the electron beam may be directly translated to the regulation requirements of the
HV power iupplie: which are necessAry to produce and handle the beam. V.'ilh an
operation voltage of several hundred kV it is also mandatory to provid» appropriate
shielding and filtering to minimize elecliical interference from HV sparking. v.ith
nearby electronics.

Therefore ajl electrical installations for the cooler (except magnet power supplies
and some auxiliary devices) are contained in a closed Faraday room which rises
above the gun and collector «rm with the two HV columns intruding from below.
Appropriate gasketing of joints and doors and filtering of the incoming mains make
this room RF tight. Fig. 11 shows a schematic of the arrangement[14].

Electron
Gun

^Electron
Coilector

liolat
Transf Voltage

Fig. 11: Faraday room

The HV terminal in the centre houses all power supplies for the gun and the
collector, those for the IZ pumps on HV, the racks for computer control and in-
terlocks. Three phase 380 VAC power lo the terminal is provided by a Hatjely
50 kVA, 350 kV isolation transformer. Low conductivity (1/iS/cin) deionised water
for collector cooling (100 1/min) runs through a 30 m long helical winding of rubber
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hose which behaves as a large 200Л/П resistor. The terminal (6m x 2m wide) rests
on six commercial 350 kV pcwerline insulators.

The 320 kV, 10 mA IIV power supply was manufactured by Heinzingtr (Rosen-
heim), it is regulated to 5 x 10~* and provides selectable current limitation and
several switch-down and recovery options after sparking. The power supplies on the
terminal (gun a. collector) were delivered by the FuG Company (Rosenheim) and
are of standard 10"4 stability except the gun anode power supply which is regulated
to 5 x 10"*. The cathode heating is 50 H* AC.

Ground

•= -.Collector

Fig. 12: Electrical circuitry

The electrical circuitry foi gun and collector, including bleeder and current lim-
iting resistors is shown in Fig. 12 together with the power supply ratings. There
is an auxiliary bias power supply connected to the gun anode by a 34 MO resistor.
This power supply mast be able to sink any possible discharge current to the anade
to set the anode voltage and beam current to tero. The electron beam current can
be modulated (<20 kHz) via a special input to the anode PS (±175 V). This is used
to monitor the horizontal and vertical beam positions at both ends of the cooling
section using capacitive pick-ups (PU).

All power supplies can be operated by computer control via a GSI-developed
interface. Monitor outputs (10 V © FS) are connected to an interlock system with
preselectable threshold values. Communication from the terminal to ground and
through the Faraday room wall goes by light links. .

The single gap acceleration structure of the GSI cooler allowed to place the HV
columns outside the magnetic field. The columns are fully bakeable 8-section devices
similar to those used in the GSI heavy ion injectors. Gun and collector hang down
from the top flanges to where all electrical and cooling connections are led from the
terminal through 150 mm diam. aluminum tubes. Voltage division between the
sections of the columns is accomplished by 8 x 250 МП resistor chains. Guard rings
and a i m diam. hood on top are used to smooth out electrical gradients and limit
corona current.
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C O M P U T E R C O N T R O L

Ali the cooler power supplies are connected to the GSI-wide control net. This enables
the easy control of all power supplies using the Nodal interpreter.

However, the normal operating program for the electron cooler runs with DEC-
windowsjl 5]. All functions of the cooler can be controled by this single program with
a 'mouse'. Slideis, pushbuttons and meters are realized with the software. Using
the sliders th* reference values can be set. The actual values of each power supply
are shown by a digital display or by a meter all on the same screen. Fig. 13 shows
a typical display of components and control functions.

Fig. 13: DEC control screen

Up to now the cooler is operated in a so-called command mode, but some auto-
matic functions such аь 'HV-condilioning' or 'cooler shutdown' have been included
in the program. For time critical procedures which have to be synchronized to stor-
age ring operation ot measuring cycles of experiments we will have to switch to the
event mode which is not implemented in thr software up to now.

All interlocks are made at the hardware level, but some options are selectable
by software. We are just testing a new interlock system where all threshold values
can be srt and activated by computer.

Tht normal operating procedure is as follows: after setting the magnetic fields,
the collector power supplies are set to their nominal values. Then the high voltage
can be set for the desired beam energy. Finally the electron current is raised by
increasing the anode voltage. During that process fine tuning may be necessary to
minimize the loss current.
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C O M P O N E N T TESTS

At the maximum projected electron current of 10 A the roUector of the electron
cooler will have to withstand a high tlstr.n.U load of 50 isW. To limit outgassing and
secondary emission, effective cooling must ensure a moderate collector temperature.
Moreover, at a critical power density there can cccur a breakdown of cooling due to
film boiling with the risk of melting of the collector wall and catastrophic flooding
of the cooler and the ESR vacuum system.

In view of this danger and to verify thermal calculations, it was thought necessary
to cany out a full power test with a slightly simplified prototype collector[16j.

The tests were performed at the electron beam melting facilities of the Lex/bold-
Heracus factory in Hanau. Since there was no magnetic field for the test to shape
the electron beam, the front aperture of the collector was enlarged to its full width
of 100 mm. To simulate the calculated distribution of power density the electron
beam (coie diain. approx. 2 cm) was rotated on a sequence of circles between
100 mm a. 20 mm diam. with a predetermined time stepping.

We measured the injected power by the electron beam, the absorbed power via
the cooling water and collector wall temperatures at several points using thermo-
couples. Satisfactory agreement with previous calculations was found. Finally, the
prototype collector did absorb a maximum power of 60 kW without damage.

To test the gun and the collector under realistic conditions in advance of the
cooler commissioning a Linear Test Facility [17] was assembled from the complete
gun and collector section. Both were flanged together and mounted vertically on a
3 m high platform, with the gun at the top (Fig. 14).

ян ruvn (so /*>

тик

Fig. 14: Linear Test Stand
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The resulting linear beam path !?ngth from gun cathode to ihe collector pot was
approx. 1.6 m and the grounded dr-fi tube in the centre (from main acceleration to
deceleration gap) was ?0 cm long.

We started investigations with magnetic field measurements and pyromeiric mea-
surements of cathode temperature versus beating power. There followed a series of
extensive high voltage tests (without e-btam): In the beginning serious difficulties
were encountered with Penning discharges (especially at high magnetic fields: 1 -
2.5 kG) and it took a tedious period of conditioning and cleanup to teach nominal
voltage on all inner electrodes. The gun to ground was tested to 100 kV and the
collector was conditioned to 220 IcV.

After a thorough bakeout (200° C, 30 h) and activation of the gun cathode
the internal pumps (2 titanium *ubl., 4 IZ-pumps) held a base pressure of
approx. 10"x 0 mbar.

Although there were no serious problems with the gun or ihe collector we only
slowly increased the beam current from a few milliarnps to the ampere range always
keeping the pressure below 10~* mbar. With increasing current, degassing of the
collector was always less problematic than the gas load from the gun, but normally
cleanup was quick and the pressure came down again to some 10~'° mbar.

The maximum current and voltage level reached at the test stand was 5 A at
50 kV which was close to the limits of our isolation transformer. The gun perveance
саше out as 1.85 pPerv (1.85 А О 10 kV anode voltage) compared to a calculated
1.95. At the thermal load of approx. 20 kW the pressure in the collector chamber
< u well below 5 x lO"10 mbar.

One aim of the tests was to look for & loss current to ground. Although there
was come doubt if a linear test arrangement could give reliable results concerning
collector efficiency it came a» a surprise that even at 5 A the beam induced load
to the high voltage power supply was less than 10(tk (the resolution of the digital
amperemeter)

Unfortunately that does not mean that the collector is perfect. We deliberately
caused bestn reflection by varying the screen and collector voltage. Thereby the
load to the anodes (gun and collector) increased from microamperes to milliainpere
values but loss to ground was not detected. Thus with oui test arrnngeinent current
loss to ground could not be used to obtain information on collector efficiency.

We also measured a series of collector characteristics (i.e. collector current as
a function of screen voltage for various collector voltage sett.ngs)(Fig. 15). The
decrease of the current at the right end of the curves is interpreted as the escape
of secondary electrons from the collector when the screen voltage approaches the
collector voltage. The decrease at the left is caused by beaut reflection in front of
the collector. From these measurements a collector perveance (referred to screen
voltage) around 25pPerv caa be extracted.
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Fig. 15: Collector characteristics (.is measured at the Linear Test Stand)

Finally, the test stand has been successfully operated by computer control.

C O M M I S S I O N I N G and F I R S T RESULTS

Finai assembly oi the cooler began in December 89 in the magnet Iftbonitory and in
February 90 the complete unit (without gun and collector) was moved to its position
in the ESR hail and became part of the ring. Cabling and installation work for the
cooler and Faraday room were completed in April and after an appropriate bake-out
equilibrium pressure in the system was then around 10" ! 0 inbar.

Outgassing and activation of the gun (which hnd been stored in a special con-
tainer under vacuum since the first tests) was quick but KV conditioning was more
of a problem. Penning discharges, already known from the Linear Test Stand, set
an initial energy limit at approx. 60 kV, but beam currents up to 2 A could be
handled easily tight from the beginning.

First ion beam cooling in the EfR was observed on May 30, 1990. An AJ-16*-
beain of 92 MeV was stored and cooled by 1 A electrons of 50 keV. Beam alignment
was obviously far from perfect then, but the initial 6p/p£r Id"-1 could be reduced by
a factor of 10 wiihin 15 s. Fig. 16 shows the Schottky spectra of this first cooling
experiment.[16, 19]
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Fig. 16: Scholtky spectra (first cooling) of Ar u + beam in the ESR

Some weeks later, with proceeding HV conditioning, improved oibit corrections
to the ion beam and better alignment of the electron beam, the next experimental
run on 164 MeV Ar"+ (i.e. 90 k*V electrons) brought us down to £p/p= I0~*
within less than 1 s with the same electron current (1 A). Recently even a value of
бр/ря: 10~e was observed, but this was with a very low particle number (some 10е).

At higher beam currents (4 x 101 Ar"+ at 250 MeV, accumulated by a combi-
nation of RF stacking and cooling) the longitudinal Schottky spectra of the cooled
beams show a characteristic double peak structure. This is an indication of collec-
tive beam behaviour. The incoherent beam noise is superposed by coherent signals
from longitudinal waves running on the beam in forward and backward direction.
Theory yields a (pfp~ 3 x 10"' for the spectrum shown in Fig. 17.[20)
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At these high currents (=г1 mA. curren* density p =slO mA/cm') also intensity
dependent effects could be observed. For 1 A election currrent the momentum
spread of the ion beam increased from 1 x 10"6 at 4 x 10T «tored ions to 3 x 10"'
at 4 x 10* ions. This can be attributed to intiabeam scattering in the cold dense
beam.

A shift of the mean frequency of the Schottky band was a!so observed as n
function of time (0.5 h resp. 1 h in Fig. IS). This demonstrates the energy loss of
the ion beam in the residual gas [20]
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Fig. 18: Energy loss and spread (Schotlky spectta)

Longitudinal cooling forces al low relative velocities were measured by a method
first applied at the Lear cooler[21). The. beam is cooled and at the same time excited
longitudinally by a stochastic noise signal. From the equilibrium particle (energy-)
distribution function obtained by BTF measurements the friction force between
electrons and ions can be deduced.[22, 23]

The measured curve (Fig. 19) shows the expected shape of a nearly lineai in-
crease of the cooling force for small relative velocities. With 1 A electrons at 90 kV
(n, = 1.8 x 107 cm" 3 ) a maximum cooling force F|( = 0.6 eV/m was determined
at a relative velocity of 8000 m/s for the A r " + beam. This yields л longitudinal
temperature of the cooler electrons of about T|| =; 0.2 meV. After better alignment
a value F|| % 2 eV/m was obtained from drag measurements which already indicates
strong magnetized cooling.[18]
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Fig, 19: Longitudinal cooling force
as a function of relative velocity between ion and e*-beam

The transverse properties of the cooled ion beams can be investigated by looking
for transverse Schottky signals. But charge changing reactions (REC) occuring in
the cooler provide a very helpful means to measure transverse beam dimensions.
ArIT+ ions which have captured one electron in the cooler are separated from the
circulating Ar"+ beam in the first bending dipole and counted in a position sensitive
detector installed there. Fig. 20 shows a schematic of the arrangement.[24]
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Fig. 20: Charge exchange detector in the first bending magnet
and ArIT+ signal created by e"-capture in the cooler
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The signai width can be related to the beam width, and by this method diametert
of a cooled beam as low as 0.7 mm (horiz. a vert.) have been measured at low
particle numbers (N= 4 x 10*). The corresponding emittance was G.05*-mm-mrad.
At higher beam current» the diameter increased to around 2 mm and the emittance
increased by a factor of 10, again showing the influence of intrabcam scattering.

From the total rate of radiative electron capture in a 1 Л electron beam ( a , K w
10~4) transverse election temperatures T± sa 0.3 eV h*ve been determined. This
relatively high value may be attributed to the low magnetic field of 830 G in the
coolet. At higher magnetic fields and with the help of the resonance electrodes in
th> gun, which have not yet been used, we hope to come down to thermal energies.
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Abstract.

The consistency condition for the proton and neutron radii

in the shell correction calculation of the polarized electric

dipole moment (PEDM) in the nuclei with octupole deformation is

considered. The correct shell correction calculation of the PEDM

is presented.

1. There are two rotational bands with the opposite parity

values in the nuclei with the octupole deformation [1,21. The

strong dipole gamma transitions are observed between the levels

belonging to odd and even rotational bands. These transitions

arises due to the presence of polarized electric dipole moment

(PEDM) [1,2]. which is connected with the proton-neutron

redistribution effect and neutron skin thickness.

The PEDM in the framework of shell correction calculation

splits into macroscopic and microscopic parts. Tbere are two

expressions for the macroscopic part of the PEDM [1,21. which

take into account the contributions both from the volume and

surface regions of the nucleus. The macroscopic part of the PEDM

is caused by the proton-neutron redistribution effects both in

volume and surface regions of the nucleus and the static neutron

skin contribution. The expressions for the PEDM in Refs. [1] and

[2] are obtained for the various assumptions about neutron

distribution at the nuclear surface 13].

The value of PEDM strongly depends upon the form of neutron

distribution at the nuclear surface, see Fig. 1-3. Noted that the

r.ir:ror.:op:c part, ct the PEDM is calculated for the different

shapes of the neutron distribution at the nuclear surface in

Rv£s. [1! and [2]. The proton-neutron redistribution contribution

zrito the macroscopic component of the PEDM from the volume and

surface parts of the nucleus is the same in Refs.[i] and
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[2], because it does not depend on nuclear shape in this

approximation. The contribution from the static neutron skin into

the PEDM is of the same order and but has an opposite sign as

compared to the redistribution one in Ref.fi)- This neutron skin

contribution into the PEDM equal zero in Ref. 123. Therefore, the

value of macroscopic part of the PEDM obtained in Ref.flJ is

consistently smaller then the one found in Ref. [2].

The PEDM calculation in the framework of shell correction

method [41 is presented in Refs. 157]. However. in the latest

paper [7J the microscopic and macroscopic components were taken

for different nuclear shapes.

The macroscopic and microscopic parts of the PEDM or of any-

other quantity have to be calculated for the same nuclear shape

in the framework of shell correction method [4]. In this paper we

will find the values of the PEDM obtained for the same

assumptions on neutron distribution at the nuclear surface with

the help of the shsll correction prescription.

2.The angular dependencies of the proton (Я
р
(Э)) and neutron

) surface radii and the radius of nuclear surface are . the

same in Ref. [2]. These three radii are exactly proportional to

one another. The angular dependence of the radius of the nucleus

with octupole deformation is given by

RCQ> - R I 1 tJa,P,(cw(e)) I.

г A . a> are deformation parameters,
о с

(1)

Here If - г A
1/J
 . a. are deformation parameters, the P.C&) are

o c *

Legandre polynomials, and A is the number of nucleons in the

nucleus. The neutron skin thickness depends on an angle in this

case as

tc&> a t i + г д.р. с совсем i E a,— : (2)

I T
 l l
 J [ 2 [l

 l
 *в "

In {1.31 the neutron skin thickness was constant t

* f

There the radius of proton surface *_<"&> was not exactly

proportional to the radii of neutron *
п
(в> and nucleus surfaces.

in contrast to Ref [21.

It may be noted, that for small deformation of the nuclear

shape both assumptions til and 12) on the neutron distribution at

the nuclear surface are reasonable. It may be underlined here,

that both macroscopic calculations of the PEDM [11 and {21 агш

correct, because these two expressions for the PEDM were obtained

in the lowest approximation in deformation parameters.
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Unfortunately I have to note, that the discrepancy between

Calculations of the PEDM in [11 and [2] is not connected to the

center of mass problem, as it was erroneously concluded in Ref.

[21. The center of тазз problem will ari3e in the next

approximation in deformation parameters, because 3hape

deformation connected with dipole deformation â at «X^aj
 + /
) is

appear at a* approach.

The deformation parameters of the potentials c^ for

octupole deformed nuclei were calculated in the framework of the

shell correction method in Refa. [5-7]. The proton and neutron

average field potential has the form of the Sexon-Woods potential

in these works. The parameters of the Saxon-Woods potentials are

taken from [81. The radius of proton potential is proportional to

the radius of neutron one for this set of parameters, see [8].

The radius of the average field potential is proportional to

the radius of the density distribution in the lowest

approximation. Relative difference between the deformation

parameters of the density and single-particle potential is rather

small [9J. The angular dependence of thss radii of proton and

neutron potentials is the same in Refs. 15-в]. therefore the

Angular dependence of the radii of the proton and neutron density

distributions must be the same in this case. The radii of the

nucleus, proton and neutron surfaces, proton and neutron Saxon-

Woods potentials are proportional to (1). The angular dependence

of neutron skin thickness is given by (3) in Ref. [7].

The consistent calculations of the macroscopic and

microscopic parts of the dipole moment in the framework of shell

correction method should be carried out with the same assumption

on the neutron distribution at the surface . The recent

calculation of PFOM [7] is not consistent in this sense, because

the macroscopic and microscopic parts of the PEDM were calculated

for neutron skin thickness having different magnitudes and

angular dependencies. The two calculations of the macroscopic

part of the PEDM [11 and Г21 were discussed in Ref. !?]. but

authors of [7] used macroscopic part of the PEDM in form [1].

Moreover, the authors of Ref [71 made the conclusion. that the

contribution from a static neutton skin is vt»ry important.

The compai ison between the experimental and t.hec>ret1сл1

values of the PEDM for Th. Ha -snd 3a isotopes is presented in the

Fig. 1-3. The values of the PEDM in Fig.1-3 are calculated
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using the expression for macroscopic part of the PEDM from [21.

The values of the deformation parameters, microscopic part of the

PEDM and experimental data for the PEDM are taken from [7]. The

values of the PEDM calculated in [7] are also presented in Fig.

1-3.

The set of parameters in our calculation of the PEDM is

taken from [7].

The experimental and our theoretical values of the PEDM is

very close for isotopes Th and Ra. Note that our description of

the experimental data for isotopes Th and Ra is even better then

in Ref. (7J. but for Ba isotopes is worse then in Ref. [7].

3.1n this work we considered the consistency condition

between shapes of the neutron and proton distributions in the

framework of shell correction calculation of the PEDM:

Shapes of the proton /neutron/ density distribution and

proton /neutron/ Saxon-Woods potential should have the same

angular dependence. The value of neutron skin thickness should

coincide with the difference between the radii of neutron and

proton potential.

Our calculation of the PEDM is consistent in this sense.

If we take into account the droplet formula for macroscopic

part of the PEDM [11, than we have to use the same angular

dependence for the radii of neutron density distribution and

neutron Saxon-Woods potential. The difference between the radii

of the neutron and proton Saxon-Woods potentials have to be taken

from the droplet model [11 in this case, because only this

procedure gives correct contribution into the PEDM from neutron

skin. The consistent calculation of the PEDM for the nucleus with

a constant neutron skin have not appeared up to now: the

deformation parameters of the radii of the proton and neutron and

the microscopic value of PEDM have not been calculated anywhere.

Therefore, we do not make the conclusion about the type of the

neutron distribution at the nuclear surface . This is still an

open problem from the experimental and theoretical points of

view.
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TIME ANALYSIS OF TUNNELLING PROCESSES,

AND POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS.<>

Vladislav S. OLKHOVSKY'*'1 and Erasmo RECAMI<kc»
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( l ) Dipartimento di FUica, Universita Staiale di Catania, Catania, Italy

and I.N.F.N., Sezione di Catania, Catanta, Italy.
Iе' Dept. of Applied Mathematics, State University at Campinas, S.P., Braztl.

1 - I N T R O D U C T I O N .

During the last years, many attempts were devoted to theoretically defining and'
calculating the time taken by a sub-barrier-energy particle to tunnel through a poten-
tial barrier: a review of the subject did appear (at the end of 1989) as ref.fI). We
deem it useful now, in this lecture, to come back to such issue since: (i) firstly, it
appears convenient to deepen and extend the criticism to the existing approaches, aud
(ii) secondly, we shall be able to show —as a consequence of such a criticism— how
a definite proposal can be put forth for introducing suitable, self-consistent, physically
meaningful definitions of the tunnelling times: a question that was regarded still as an
open problem in ref.'1'. •*

The problem of defining the tunnelling times has a long history, since it arisetl in
the fortieth and fiftieth'*-4', simultaneously with the problem of a general definition in
quantum mechanics of the collision durations.

The advent of high-speed experimental devices, based on tunnelling processes in
semiconductors, did revive an interest in the whole question ;'*•*' whose relevance has
always been apparent in nuclear physics: For instance, tunnelling plays an essential role
in the physics of nuclear fission and fusion.

As already mentioned, aims of this paper are a comparative analysis of the vari-
ous, known definitions for the tunnelling durations; and the introduction <i{ a (xissiblr,
rigorous way for theoretically evaluating the time spent by a particle innult я potential
barrier: with the final presentation of some peculiarities of the tunnelling process time
evolution. Our starting point will be the formalism in refe.'*-8'.

I" Work partially supported by INFN, MURST, CNR, and by the I.N.R. (Ukrainian Ac«J. Sc.,
Kiev).
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2 - MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXISTING DEFINITIONS OF
TUNNELLING TIMES.

2.1 - The simplest stationary picture of Tunnelling. - Let us confine ourrelve» to
the ordinary case of particles moving only nlone. the i-direction, and consider a time-
independent barrier V{r) in the interval (0, o). Wr axsume tbe stationary scattering
problem to hive been solved exactly for every kinetic energy E — кгк3/2тп, where к
is tbe wave-nuiaber sad m tbe particle mast. Tbe wave function ф(х;к) will have the
general form:

= Vn Vm + Фь for г < 0,

V — in for 0 < x< a, (1)

V — $>ш for x > a;

where: Vin = '**"; Vn = >4в f "**"; Фт = V̂ - = -̂ т «'*"; the lower indices R,T stand
for "reflected" ami "trantr.jilted", respectively. In the simple rate of a rectangular
barrier \V{x) = V0J, it it Vii = <*'""* + fit" [with к = ftm(V0 - E)/h], where the
coefficients [amplitudes! AR. AT, a and /3 can be analytically calculated, and are known
to be

2k k* iK a 2k ~k + in

D (k**)D /V

Aft — Q + 0 — 1; Ai = (oe"* + ptM) t ; D± = 1 ± ехр(—2ка).

The amplitudes .4«. Aj satisfy tbe probabibty conservation law

!.4R . -• \AT', ~ 1. (S)

The flu* density
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does not depend on x. Before the farrier it equals the difference (1 — ]A*\*) bstwea
the incoming fend reflected wave flux-deasitie*. It it 1ем known that, inside the barrier,
the flaxes for the separate components of ^n (exponentially d e w ring and increasing,
respectively: ae~" and fie^*) do vanish. Only their interference doe* provide the j
conservation.

3.2 - Construction of th* wave-packet - For later tue in the non-stationary de-
scription of actually moving wave-packets, let us consider a wave-packet constructed
in term* of the solution* ф{к,х) of the stationary Schroedinger equation: namely, by
integrating over E from 0 to oo with a weight-amplitude §(E - 5 )

(5)

where we introduced the resolution of the time-evolution operator, with the normalise-
tion condition / dE |ej* = 1, <}itantity ~B being the average kinetic energy.

In the cue of Gaussian wave-packet it if convenient to pass from the energy to
the impulse representation, by recalling that d£ = (h1k}2*n)dk\ when the spread in E
of g{E - IS) is much smaller than ~E, one easily get

^ ( * -Г)]*», (в)

with G ~Сехр[-Цк-Щ, Of course, the (initial) wave-packet of the «coming waves
wffl have a Gamsiaa shape also m the configuration space.

By inserting m the integral of «%.(&) the reflected ф* or transmitted фх wave,
instead of the total wave ф> we obtain the fimet reiected or transmitted wave-packets,.
respectively, carrying a time-delay due to the interaction. Notice that one covld expect
a distortion n the wave-packci form doe to the energy dependence of A* and Лт, but
H has been already shown, for a wide class of weight amplitudes, such a distortion to
be negligible.!7) Furthermore, we shall get rid also of the w»vr component» with abovr-
barrier energies by iatrodudag the additional transformation . .

-' . (7)

ш order to avoid distortions of the sub-barrief penetration (toaaeffing). .
For sunphcity's sake, w* shaO ia general address ourselves to ̂ uasi-moiiochromatir
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packets, for which the energy spread AE is so much smaller than TZ that it is possible
to adopt the approximation

(8)

Ш «0 th« fiiul expression* for our quantities, when averaged over />dx or Jdt; where

] (9)

are the probability density {for a particle to be located in the unitary space-interval
centered at ж] and the probabflity-depiiity flux [for a particle to рам through position
с during the unitary time-4nterral centered at I], respectively.

3.3 - T h e ordinary phase-t imes - Following the usual procedure, introduced in
(*'*), H is easy to get the ordinary phase-times for quad-monochromatic packets, in the
stationary-phase approximation: .

and

<H^ t e)-i(-^) + *«aL!52 (ID

where v = fifc/m is the group-velocity. Eqs.(10) and (11) refer to a transmitted [from
the initial position x; to the final position Xf] particle and to a reflected [from the initial
position X{ to the same position] particle, respectively; ef., e.g.,'''.

For a rectangular barrier with height Vo, the phase-times (10) and (11), when
linearly extrapolated'11 to the barrier region (*; = 0; Xf = e) would become

a;E) - т^О,. ;^) = j£^ [2ica*l(«» - *«) + VSmh(2ica)J (12)

which, for ко » 1, would simply yield 2/ric. In eqs.(12), it и D =
and fct = 2mV»/h. In other words,'*1 for sufficiently wide —i.e., opaque— (or high)
barriers, eqs.(12) does not depend on the barrier width e, and the effective tunneffing-
vdocity * / г л may become arbitrarily huge {Bartmann and Fletcher effect1*4*1].

One of the main objections against extrapolations (12) is that they, do not describe
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the actual asymptotic behaviour of the phase-times; since they disregard the fact that
both the [magnitude of the] initial packet mean-position, |a?,|, and quantity z{ - a
(where Xf is the transmitted packet mean-position i must be large with respect to the
packet spatial extension [of the order of hv/AE], in order to avoid "interference11 effects
between physically quite different processes (i.e., between incident and reflected waves).

Therefore, it is aot quite correct to attribute to the extrapolated phase-times the
physical meaning of "time* spent in the barrier region (= inside the barrier)". Moreover,
one cannot separate in r£b and тЦ* the self-interference delays from the time spent inside
the barrier.

Before going on, let us clarify the behaviour of the phase-times at the very top of
the barrier, and check whether there is any continuity —there— between tbe values of
the sub-barrier tunnelling time and those for the above-barrier case. Let as compare
«q.(22) with the following expression for the above-barrier transmission time:

which waa obtained'**, by the stationary-phase method, for the case of a rectangular
barrier. In such a case, it is ^n = -ye**1 + <«"*«" with q = ^2m{E -V0)fh, and the
coefficients 7 and t are analytically evaluable. By comparing eq».( 12) and (13) one gets

2ma

(12')

(13*)

In other words, we find that that the two limits (12'), (13') do r<>incidr, and linearly
depend on a for opaque barriers (provided that the condition «л -• 0 holds). Notice
that such a result does not contradict the Hartmann and Fletcher effect, since the tatter
takes place only when ж* —» 00, while it is absent for finite values of ко.

<*' Tbe* еакЫЫмим tuv* beea сжрЦгМ* pnfoimed by VS. Scrgeye*.
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2.4 - Th« dwell t ime - The total scattering time duration ha» been defined in111! a*
the probability for the particle to be localized in the interval between the initial (maybe,
source) position and the final (maybe, detector) position, devided by the incident par-
ticle flux density; that is to say, as the time spent by & particle while travelling inside
that space-interval: the so-called dwell timt. In the chosen caee of particles moving
only along г, the dwell time is therefore denned as'12':

TD'{xt,xttk) Л Гах №х;к)\г. (14)

For a rectangular barrier, the (dwell) time spent inside the barrier becomes:'11)

(15)

wnich, for ita > > 1, would give Мт/кУ©. The results (12) and (15) are in sharp contrast
with each other with regard to the fc-dependence. Let us comment on this point.

The stationary definition (14) for the dwell time, according to us, is not seJt-
consistent from its very beginning, and appears to be in contradiction with its physical
meaning. In fact, the time variable is firstly discarded (in passing from the time-
dependent to the stationary Schroedinger equation), and later on it is re-introduced in
an artificial, ad hoc way: namely, through the introduction of a localisation probability
expressed in terms of time-independent wave functions, instead of actually moving
wave-packets.

Moreover, even the modified "dwell time approaches" with time-dependent wave
function»!1*"li', in which

<•••

do still contain format time -averages that are not actual averages over the physical lime
(i.e., the time t(r) at which the consiflrrrd particle passes through the position *). In
fact —at least when the direction of Htix J is tinte-independent by integrating Jdf,
and not fxi/.'*'1*' In eq.(16) quantity Jm is defined as in eq.(9), junl replacing «""(x./fc) of
eq.(5) by tf'm(r.fc) ~ e'1"1. At last, the "dwell time approaches" are uuable1*' to define
and study the time duiribulion* f>>r *ay kind of collision process.
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2.5 - The local Larmor time* - In'17! a ftianken ez/erimenie was proposed for
measuring the scattering duration as the ratio ё/v, where 9 и the aagV by which the
magnetic moment fi of the considered particle due to a smaO homogeaeoM magaetic icsd
В = £oz (directed along z) supposedly present in the scattering region, aad ш Z 2p£»/&
is the Larmor precession frequency. For a magnetic field existing m the interval (*i,Cr),
and for an incident particle (moving along z aad) with spin \ polarised along the i-
direction, 0 results to be proportional to the average spin component < *y >; namely,
6 = - 2 < *„ >TM, or в = -2< a, >R/fc, for the transmitted or reflected wave*,
respectively. In this case, the Larmor times т^(х„хг;к) and T*g(xi,X{',k) become
equal to the Phase Times, plu* —however— terms which oscillate as fc«j aad kzf vary.f1'
ID the particular case of a rectangular barrier

(17)

In Bui's approach, as it was shown in refa.'*', the expressions for the coffieon
duration [e.g., eqs.(17)j are artificially distorted by the sharp boundaries attributed to
the magnetic-field region; in other words, are influenced by the mathematical, rather
than physical, assumptions. Actually, the oscillating terms do depend оя the Mad of
[for instance, smoothed] boundary that one adopts. Moreover, both those oscillating
terms vanish when i, —» - oc and if —• oo, once one does average over the incident
particle energy-spread; so that the final expressions do coincide with the Phase Times.

It it also known'1' that the mathematical behaviour assumed for the magnetic-fide
boundary does not influence only the spin components along y. In fact, the incident
particle has finite probabilities of being spin-up or spin-down along the fidd-dtrectk»
z. As pointed out in refJ12', the spin-up components will be preferentially transmitted
(except when d\Ar\7/dE < 0): so that one gets the noticeable result that < *, > T >>
< «y > T . On the basis of what precedes, Buttiker in refJ"! introduced the new Lartnor
times: r^f{x,,xt;k) and T^(x,,xt;k), both defined analogously to quantities *jf and
r£ji, respectively; as well as the hybrid Larmor times, defined as follows:

(18)

However, the introduction of so many time durations for a single collision
trasmission and reflection processes) seems to us physically unjustified.

Let us notice that, for an opaque rectangular barrier, we obtain
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which results to be diSereat from both the extrapolated Phase Times (12') and the
Dwell Times (15).

3.6 - A complex time approach - As it is known, a formal generalization of the
classical tiuie speat by a particle inside the barrier can lead, for E < Vo (when the actual
presence, there, of the particle ia forbidden by classical mechanics), to the introduction
of a complex time. More generally, an analogous extension of classical time to the
ftumSttm dommm has Ьееа recently proposed in'1*' (see also, e.g., re£s.'If~21', and refs.
therein). For one-dimensionel motion, following ref.'1*', one of the natural "quantum
geaeraliaations" of the clusical expression

r\P{t)\ = £ At j v Ax 6\z - P{t)\ (20)

for the time spest inside a region V —where P(t) is the classical path going from z,(i,)
to *r(*f)— ia the path-iategral average

»*(•! ,«i; *tM = < r[P( )} >,»,„. , (21)

which P( ) u any arbitrary path between the given end -points.
For the procesa relative to eq.( 1), one has:'*-1*)

where V is nothing but tlic intrrval {r,.i() [or. in parlictilar. (0,<i)!; лп\\ bjf>P(x) is a
functional derivative. In general, «(iianlilirs r̂ 'p arc oxnplox; aiul are connected with
the Lartnor Times by the relatinnx

r™ - ' i r * ; i«« т*\ = - r^iI( (23)
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Of course, complex time is a useful theoretical tool: rven if the ordinary tunnelling
times should be real. The physical meaning of the imaginary part is «til] controversial.'23'

2.7 - The Buttiker-Xandauer t ime - In rr{$." the tunnelling times were studied
ria a new kind of "gedanken experimente", namely by supposing the barrier to possess,
becides the ordinary (time—independent) part, an additional part oscillating in time:

V{t) = Vo + V, coswi . (24)

Since the potential V varies with time, the incident particles —if endowed with electric
charge (or magnetic moment)— can absorb or emit "modulation quanta" hw during
tunnelling, which lead» to the appearance of ttdtbanii with energies E + nhw; |r> -
± 1 , ±2,...j. In the first-order approximation in Vt, it is enough to consider only the
neighbouring sidebands with the energies E ± hu. Biittiker and Landauer did obtain
the following expressions for the relative sideband intensities

(25)

where Л^*'1 and A^ are the perturbed (sideband) and unperturbed transmission-
amplitudes, respectively; and similarly for the reflection-amplitudes Aj, and Ab .
In eqs.(25) the last equahties (~) hold only for the case of opaque [rectangular) barriers
and not too high frequencies: i.e., for hw small with respect to both E and Vo - E.
Moreover, T$V = majhn, r$h = 2тк/\Нк(кг + k2)}: and т„ = rn/Лк7. One can see
that r$L is identical to the Larmor time r\f as given in eq.(19).

In our opinion, it is not worthwhile to report about the disrussions originated by
Buttiker-Landauer's approach, since they seem to us to be too technical and unsuffi-
ciently justified; let us only quote, here, the refs.1"'77- However, two results should be
mentioned.

First, Hauge and Stovneng'1' did find a simple connection between, on one side, the
us —* 0 limits of A<-^:l(ui}/A'y> and A'^1}{U!);A'^'. and. on «hr other side, the complex
times of eqs.(23):
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even if the physical meaning of such a connection is not yet very clear.
Second, it is interesting to recall that Biuinsrna and Bale'*8' (see also ref.'1') pro-

posed the characteristic frequency \T$L)~1 a hs/ma to give information about the
coupling between tunnelling and other accompaning channels, rather than about the
intrinsic tunnelling time?.

3 - ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF INTRODUCING CLEAR, UNIVO-
CAL DEFINITIONS OF т* AND щ.

3.1 - A comment on Hauge and Stovneng's conclusions. - After having reviewer)
all the main definitions and evaluation* of the tunnriiine times (which we also have
presented, and criticized, in Sect.2), the authors of tef.'11 concluded that no definite,
acceptable approach still exists to calculating such tunnelling durations. As л necessary
but not sufficient condition, to be obeyed by any physically acceptable expression of
the tunnelling and reflection times rT and гц, those authors did propose the following
relation

rD" = IATI'TT + I - W T R . (27)

which they required to be satisfied by the durations calculated via. any method (besides
the dwell one, of course, which ab iniiio dor* not separate transmission from reflection
time). Let us observe that the negative conclusion of refj1', which is actually the main
conclusion of that review, is based not only on a criticism of a!l the previosly existing
approaches (a criticism that we made more complete and even stronger), bu! also on
the fact that none of them satisfies condition (27).

However, relation (27) is unacceptable a> a general criterion, since it attribute»
a special role (and meaning) to the Dwell Time r"w. which "H <iir contrary does not
possess —in general-- the physical meaning of global collision-duration, as we showed
in Sect.2.4.

3.2 - A direct, general definition o f the collie ion durations: and Applications
to Tunnelling - A direct, general definition of the collision durations was put forth
first by Ohmura'19', and then improved —and generalized for finite distances— by u».'*-*'
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Following refs.'*', the transmission and reflection durations < ту >, < т^ > (averaged
over the corresponding flux densities) can be defined, in the considered case of one-
diinensionai motion in presence of a barrier, as follows:

> = < t(Zf) >™ - < t(x.)

Tfc > = < t(xL) >£ - < <(*;) > № =

, (29)

which hold when the incoming, reflected and transmitted wave-packets do not interfere:
i.e., are totally separated in space-time. Quantity g = g(E - E) wae defined in eqs.{5),
(6); while the ordinary Phase Times т^ь, r^h have been defined in eqs.(10) and (11).
Moreover, quantities J" and J™ are defined as in eq.(9), just replacing ф(х,к) of eq.(5)
by V'n = Aft e"*** and V'm = Vi = -4т е'**\ respectively. Let us stress that our
equations (28), (29) do implicillv define also the time delays < Дт>г >, < Дтц >
due to transmission and reflection, respectively; as well as the "average" instants
< tfzf) >!r

tl. < ifxj) >^, < <(j,) >Ln at which the corresponding wave-packets (trans-
mitted, reflected and initial, respectively] pass through point Xf or «;.

Notice that for quasi-nionochromatir wave packets, i.e., when approximation (8)
holds. eqs.(28), (29) do directly yield the ordinary Phase-Times i-fh, т£'', given in
eqs.(10), (11).

However, when £,. Z( are not far from th*" barrier, then it happens that the incom-
ing, reflected and transmitted wave- packets can interfere. Moreover, the flux density
J(z.t) does in genera] change its sign with time; for example, the sign of J(O.t) changes
from -t- into - approximately a time ft d(ar« A%)jAE after the arrival at т = 0 of the
initial wave-packet. Therefore, the integrals /j^ d< ' J[*-i) do represent in grueraJ the
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algebraic sura of positive and negative quantities, so that the probability densities

J(x,t)dt

are not positive definite and do not possess a direct physical sense.
Each probability density acquires a physical meaning only during those (p&rtial)

lime-intervals in whicb the corresponding flux-density J(x, t) does not cbange it* di-
rection. As a consequence, the previous integrals кге to be split into varios integrals,
each one carried over a partial time-interval such that during it the sign of J(xyt) is
only positive, or only negative. Afterwards, one w»JJ sum over aB such contributions.

In other words, we have to deal only with the positively defined probability densities

d<J+(«,Q dlJ_(x,«)
J?xdtJ+(x,t) n f^dtj_(*,t) '

where J + and J- represent the positive ant1 negative values of J(x,t), respectively.
Therefore, we propose as physically adeguate definitions for the average transmit-

sion time and the average reflection time the foDowing expressions:

(30)

(31)

Let us notice that, when if > a and ij — -co, equation (30) goes into equation

(28) since in this case <M*f,') = Jri't^) = Л^г,/) and J+(x,,t) = ^{х,Л). Anal-

ogously, when ij — -oo, equation (31) goes into equation (29) since in such a case

J+(xi,1) = J-Mi,t) and J.{x;,i)

What precedes, and in particular"eqs.(30), (31), lead us to adopt as suitable, strict
definitions for the very Tunnelling Time and the Reflection Time at the barrier-front
(or To-and-Fro Time) the following ones:
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+ , (32)

< Tto_fro > = < т^*, = 0) > и <: t(0) >_ -- ч *(0) > + , (33)

where one should rocall that the banicr starts at the point r .-- 0.
According to us, cqs.(32) and (33) air the correct riciinitinus for the "T; duelling

time" < r t u n > and the "Reflection due-to-the-whole-berrier time" (i.e., the Reflection
time at the barrier forward wall) < rto_fro >. In conclusion, at v&riauce -,vith the author?
of reviev.'1', we think that a positive answer can be given to their question about the
possibility of a precise, meaningful, u.iivocal definition of the Tunnelling and Reflection
time; such an answer being given by our equations (.30)—(33).

Unfortunately, simple analytical expressions for those time-durations in the niergy
representation exist only i?i particular, limiting rases. In general, even for Gaussian or
quasi-monochromatic wave packets, calculations can be performed only nun erically.
Anyway, eqs.(3C)~(33) can be qualitatr, Ay tested in an easy way.

We are left with the question of the time evolution of wave-packets inside the
barrier: a problem that till now was considered only in ref.W. We shaD examine it in
the coming Section.

3.3 - Time evolution of the tunnelling wrtve-j>ackets inside the barrier - fn ref.'7'
cakula!ions were performed of />(x, t) and J(x.i), at different points x inside the barrier,
for a Gaussian wave-packet with аи eiiergy spread AE = 0.025 E. The results of those
сalcula(ioii:> are presented in Fig. 1, for E — ±V0 and лтг = Ь/л/2. From it. one can see
that the times тЙ{х), Tj+(x) and rj.{r.) lal'e-i by (be -.Maximumof/>(x,t), JAx,t) and
\J-(x,t)\, respectively, to penetrate the banier till the depth Ax = *, do not depend
linearly on x\ aud that J(r,,i} —inside the barrier— docs change its sign with time, not
very far from the barrier forward wall (0 < т < 0.0 a).

Ь is worthwhile to notice that: (i) although the continuity eijuati'tn Op/dt !
OJ/Dx -•• 0 goes on hoUlin^ inside the barrier, nrvertlicless the equality J -- vp (which
is valid for tjuasi-roonochromatn" wave packets outside the barrier) is not v;iiif! —not
even approximately— inside the barrier; and that: (ii) the c/frctive vebirifk-? i»(, i
(Ат„/Лх)~1, vj¥ = (drj+ /dx) ' ' and rj_ s Idrj ./<W)~l of the muxiiiunn <>( (/, ,7+

«iiid \J-\-, respectively, not only are nnn-con»l"til as £ varies, but also do not oiiwiilc
with each othor.

Passing to the mean velocity of the wavo-piirkct while tunnelling through Ike whole
barrier, it can be defined in a natural way as follows:
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T-et н* explicitly notice that, ii < т1ш1 > does not increase with a, the "effective"
speed "<\Jj, may become arbitrarily large This would actually happen when the lun-
m Ding time can be expressed by the ordinary Phase Time: < r t u n > = т£ь{0,а; Е); cf.
Sert.2.3.

Moreover, we cut show that even in general, for rectangular barriers and large
values of a, quantity < r t u n > do-:s not depend practically on i. In fact, it is obviously
< t(c) ~>.p' - < t(a) >_,.; so ihat fhe corresponding terms, for J.( = a, become equal
in eq.(.'}',.') and in eqs>.(23). Therefore, the same will happen --for quasi-nionochiouiatic
wave packets--- for the corresponding U-'-u Jiirluded in eq.(12^. As я consequeii-e, the
te.ruv < 1(a) >_; do.s not depend on a for opaque barriers. As to the second term,

< *(0) ^ + , ol ec;.(32), it differs from < '(0) > m of ?qf.(28), owing '.o the effect of in-
terfertnee between incoming and reiiected waves- m th<; (lux J^ix^ - fl, t), by a .;>iajitity
tliat depend.', on the reflection time ТдЬ(0,а; .£/), on the wave parket lim^- extension
[of the oider of h/AE], .i.nd on the form of the wave--paclit-т. ConseijreiKly, also such
a "second" term does not depend о» и lor oraqne barriers. VV- can coiirlndc 'hat the
Ilartnicinn -Fletcher's effect is va'id eve:: for o-.ir definition (o2).

Coming bat к io the time evolution of the vvav.- packet inside the barrier, we cannot
describe it as (lie quasi-classical n.p'ion of a particle. We епч pictoriaiiy dravribc it,
on the i-ontraiv, in terms of the ''motions" of the thicc densities pn{x,t), J^[-r, t) and
Jn(xA).

In particiitat', '.ve can visually say that both profile? [bumps] of the "'incoming*1 and
the "reflected" flux-densities Jr(0,(), . ?-i°>') (depicted for x - 0 as a function of
time: sw Fig. 1) do repoal themselves --with distortion- for increasing v,-.h;c-> <•( tiie
penelration iie])th x. Such a "trai;smis.«ic»n4 b.a]>pens rather rapidly (when considering
the velcriiies vj+, i ' j- of tlie bump maxinia) in comparison ivith the initial speed r,
noii-uniformly, and v. itЬ a gradual decreasing of the bumps. In particular, such decreas-
ing is so Mrong for the reflected waves, that they disappear at the end of (he barrier.
At last, we can qualitatively say that the probability density />(r,t) does onset ve the
form oi'itb temporal shape at every position x inside the barrier, aowever exponentially
decreasing as tiie depths increases, and non-uniformly, quickly moving towards the final
barrier wall.

4 - CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this work, besides a critical review of the previous definitions of the tunnelling
times and of their consequences, we proposed for them new definitions, eqs.(30)-(33),
that we regard as physically acceptable. We do share with the authors of review^1',
however, the opinion that none of the previously known definitions were generally ac-
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ceptable.
Moreover, in this work we began analysing —for the first time.— also the time-

evolution of the tunnelling' process inside the barrier.
A« to the future, let us before all recall that analytical expressions in the energy

representation for < Ttua > and < rto_fro > do not exist, even in the case of the simplest
barriers. However, numerical calculations can be straightforwardly performed about the
time evolution of the considered wave-packet inside the barrier. On the basis of such
one-particle (and one-dimensional) calculations, il will be possible to start developing
a kinematical theory for the tunnelling of bound or metastable many-particle systems,
and of unbound aggregates, through various barriers.

Within the field of nuclear physics, it will be interesting —on the basis of the pe-
culiarities of the tunnelling-process temporal evolution (Sect.3.3 above; and ref.'7!)—
to investigate the possibility of observing effects due to the change in form, in volume,
in orientation and in life-time of many-particle systems (nuclei, fragments,...) during
their tunnelling. As well as effects due to "collisions'7, inside the barrier [e.g., the ion-
ion barrier), between different, successive, penetrating particles: for example, the role
of «hose possible collisions .in enhancing two-proton sub-barrier transfer in heavy ion
interactions. Another future task will be developing a multi-dimensional description,
in terms of tunnelling processes, of the sub-barrier fusion of two nuclei: taking account
of nuclear deformation, formation of noses or a neck, and of dissipation phenomena.'30'

At last, we should comment on the fact that —when < Ttun > does not practically
depend on the barrier width a, as we have seen to happen for opaque or high barriers
(Sects. 3.3 and 2.3)— then one apparently meets, iu connection with eq.(34), speeds
that {inside the barrier) can assume arbitrarily large values. This in not surprising, as
far as we deal with non-relativistic (quantum) physics; and in fact such a phenomenon
has already been frequently met within "quantum systems".'31'

It is easy to check that the same would happen, in our case, even when replacing
the Schroedinger equation by the Klein-Gordon or Dirac equation, at least for barriers
that do not depend explicitly on time. More interesting is the occurrence of this fact
in such "quantum field theories" (which deal, however, with semi-classical potentials).
But those infinitely large speeds could disappear in a sclf-eonsittrnt relalivistic quantum
theoretical treatment.

If, on the contrary, that effect would nut disappear, then it would add to the al-
ready known results that point in the same direction: cf., e.g., refs.''12'. Results that have
been predicted, inside QFT, by many authors, like Sudarshan, Van Dam and Wigner,
Recami, Ne'eman and others.
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814, page 822.
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SPIN DEPENDENCE OF NUCLEAR REACTION CROSS-SECTIONS

P.M.GOPTCH. V.I.SOROKIN. V. V.SOTNIKOV, I.I.ZALYUBOBSKY
Kharkov State University, Kharkov 310077, Ukraine

The nuclear reactions which lead to various residual nuclei
have been widely studied In recent years. Experiments are often
performed by activation method. The light and heavy ions,
photons and mesons are used as projectiles for such activation
experiments. Their energies can range from 10"* MeV for thermal
neutrons to 10 GeV/n for relatlvlstlc nuclei.

Experimental data of activation nuclear reactions which
lead to various daughter nuclei are systematized as a rule by
seal-empirical expressions. For example, we can refer to
formulas which are analogous to expression of Levkovsky С11 for
nuclear reactions Induced by H-MeV neutrons or to expression
of Budstaa 133 for the reactions Induced by fast particles.

These formulas describe satisfactorily the main
dependencies In measured cross-sections, out they often can not
fit absolute values of experimental data. This discrepancy can
reach several orders of magnitude for many reactions. One of
the reasons of this discrepancy is the disregarding in these
formulas Individual quantum characteristics of nuclei which
take part in the reactions. However, systematical experimental
data on spin dependence of cross-sections are necessary in
order to take into account dependence of such cross-sections on
quantum characteristics of nuclei (their spins and parities
I

я
). Unfortunately, there still exists the lack of such

experimental data up to now.

For the first time such systematical data on spin
dependence of cross-sections have been obtained in our
investigations for reactions induced by 14-MeV neutrons C3-5I.
Fig.t 13,4} shows isotope svstematics of partial cross-sections
for Cn,p)-, (a,o)-, Cn.d+np+prO-reactions, induced by 14-MeV
neutrons at even tin isotopes. It can be seen, that
corresponding points lie on torious smooth curves each of which
corresponds to a definite spin and parity of the product
nucleus. This is the effect of a regular spin splitting of
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cross-sections for nuclear reactions [3,41. Analogous data
(Fig.21 have also been obtained in our investigations [51 for
(n,p)-reactions induced by U-MeV neutrons at even Те isotopes.

Analysis of isotope systematlcs of partial cross-sections
for nuclear reactions induced by protons shows (61 existence of
the effect of regular spin splitting for these reactions as
well. Moreover, it takes place for different energies of
protons. Thus, the effect of regular spin splitting of nuclear
reaction cross-sections, which has been found earlier [3-51,
can be observed: 1) for different reactions; 2) for different
energies of incident particles; 33 for target nuclei of
different atomic number. All this allows us to conclude that
this effect is mainly stipulated by characteristics of product
nuclei of the reactions and therefore it can probably be
observed for wider range of reactions and energies of incident
particles then it has been observed before.

Therefore new experiments are necessary to prove this
assumption, to confirm a more universal nature of the effect of
regular spin splitting and also to demonstrate the possibility
to describe spin dependency of partial cross-sections of
different reactions induced by incident particles of different
energies on the basis of the observed effect. Unfortunately,
there is no systematical information on spin dependence of
cross-sections in available experimental data in spite of their
abundance. We can cite data obtained for Cn'.xrO- [71 and
Cy.it'xn)-reactions [83 at the tin isotopes (isotopes of tin
were also taken as target nuclei in [3,4]} as examples of good,
but lacking the information in question results. It turns out
that data of [7,8} allow us to analyze systematically
cross-sections as a function of number x of outgoing neutrons
of the reactions only. Unlike results of [3-51, the daughter
nuclei are the same here, but types of reactions are different.

on x for
• e

Fig. 4 - the dependence of
cross-sections for the reactions

 A
Sn(y,n"xr0

IieiI
SbC8"). The

dependencies in these figures are informative, but they do not
allow to make any definite conclusions on spin dependence of
cross-sections because all the data in these figures relate to
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different nuclear reactions unlike dependencies in Fi$.i,2,
where each of them relates to a certain type of reaction and
demonstrates spin dependence of nuclear reaction
cross-sections.

Therefore new experiments are necessary to demonstrate the
effect of regular spin splitting of cross-sections for
different nuclear reactions at different energies. In this way
it Is possible to obtain systematical information on spin
dependence of cross-sections and increase considerably the
accuracy of calculations of nuclear reaction cross-sections.

Experiments with radioactive beams or targets nay be useful
for systematical measure of cross-sections which is necessary
for analyzes of isotope systematics of these cross-sections
Clilce systematics in Fig.t

t
&. The using of radioactive targets

allows to extend considerably the isotope systematics, and
radioactive ion beams provide possibility to investigate the
spin dependence of cross-sections for the reactions, which can
not be induced by stable ion beams. Therefore, such
systematical researches seem us to be very promising.
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Abstract

The GS) projecile fragment separator FRS is a high-resolving forward spectrometer in-

stalled at the new accelerator SIS for retativistic Heavy ions at GSI. FRS is designed for the

investigation of heavy ions up to U with energies from 0.1 GeV/u to 2 GeV/u. The separator

can be used to study interactions of retativistic heavy ions penetrating matter, for the in-

vestigation of rare atomic and nuclear processes, and, as its principal application, for the

separation of retativistic exotic nuclear beams in-flight using the energy lose In shaped de-

graders.

The combination of SIS and the fragment separator win access lite mass region above

Kr and the energy region above 0.5 GeV/u for exotic nuclear beams. The combination of FRS

and the storage and cooler ring ESR will start a new generation of secondary-beam exper-

iments.

Presently first experiments with Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, and Аи beams of energies between 500

and 2000 MeV/u have been performed. We measured the charge-state distributions of highly

stripped ions tor a variety of targets and separated projectile fragments up to Au, the heav-

iest fragments separated with this method up to now. We will discuss some first results on

the cold fragmentation of Xe and Au. A brief overview of the eKperimentat program wfft be

given.

Contribution !o the Second fNR international Schoo! on Nuclear Physics. Kiev 1991
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1. Introduction

The new 6SI facility for the acceleration and Investigation of relativistic heavy ions went

into operation in the beginning of 1990 [Ref.1]. Fig. 1 shows the heavy ion synchrotron SIS.

the experimental storage ring ESR, and the high resolving magnetic forward spectrometer,

the fragment separator FRS, connecting both. The heavy ion synchrotron SIS accelerates all

ions up to U to energies of (1-2) GeVYu. The design values for the beam currents are 1012/s

for Ne and 1O1Vs for U. They wiil be obtained with a new high current injector. At present

we use a PIG type ion source. In our first experiments we obtained currents from lO^/spill

for Ar to 10°/spill for Au. With an ECR source going into operation this year we hope to in-

crease the intensity by two or three orders of magnitude.

The combination of SIS, ESR, and the fragment separator will open new possibilities for

experiments with instable beams of high phase-space density for secondary beam exper-

iments, e.g. with circulating beams using an internal larget in the ring, or for single-pass

experiments using extracted beams of small emittance and momentum spread.

2. The Projectile Fragment Separator FRS

The fragment separator (Table 1) has been designed as an achromatic system with a re-

solving power of 1500 for an emittance of 20 л mm mrad. It is corrected to the second order.

FRS can handle beams with magnetic rigidities from S Tm to 18 Tm. The magnet configura-

tion is determined by the requirement to inject beams of Instable nuclei into the ESR.

Table 1: P»rameters for the GSI projectile fragment separator FRS

Operation domain

в.Solid angle
Momentum width
Beamspot target

detector
Momentum resolution

for 20 я mm mrad
Efficiency for fragments
Efficiency for beam transfer

to ESR

0.1 - 1
5 - 1 8

0.7 - 2.5
< ± 1

4
20

> 103

60
25

GeV/u
Tm
msr
%
mm 0
mm 0

%
%

The separator has four independent stages, each of which has the sequence: quadrupote

triplet-hGxapote-ЗО0 dipote-hexapole-quadrupole dublet. Fig. 2 shows the beam envelopes in

x and у for the operation in the achromatic mode (solid lines). Each sopaiator stage has a

focus in x at Ft, F2, F3, and F4. respectively. The dispersion (dashed lint») has a maximum

value of 6.8 cm/% at the central focal plane F2. Here we have a stigmatic focus, the magni-

fications are 0.77 and 1.1 in x and y. respectively. The FRS can be operated in various other
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Target

Experimental
fArea 1
I (Oegrader)

Experimental
Area 2

Experimental
Area 3
(internal Target)

Experimental
Area

Fig 1 The G5I laciiity for the investigation of relativist heavy ions with the
Synchrotron SIS, which accelerates alt ions up to U to 1-2 GeWu. Ihe exper-
imental cooler and storage ring ESR. the projecWe frapment separator FRS and
the target hall wfth three caves tor experiments. Radioactive beams from FRS
can b« irainsponed to the experimental areas 1 to 4.
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Fig. 2. The ion optical layout of the fragment separator with the beam envelopes for
20 к mm mrad in x and у (solid lines) and the dispersion line for a momentum
deviation of 1 % . The calculations are for the achromatic mode. The separator
has four sections with the sequence 0QO0QQ. The central focal plane after the
second section has a stigmatic focus.

modes, e.g. as a high resolving spectrometer, when tho dispersions of all stages are added.

For (Ьг injection into the ESR the last of the four stages has been duplicated, so the sepa-

rated particle beams can be identified at F*. and then be injected into the ESR.

3. Ionic Charge Distributions of ftetativistic Xe шп<1 Аи Ions in Solids

As a first experiment in atomic physics we measured I n * equilibrium charge state dis-

tributions of 800 MeV/u Xe and 1 GeV/u Аи ions. The ions peneirated the charge-exchange

targets exceeding equilibrium thickness. The charge states were analyzed using the first

separator stage at F1 where the dispersion is sti'l small euouqh Гэ observe two ionic charge

states at the same time (Fig. 2). Using projectile beams with a reduced intensity of 10s ions

per spill, the abundances of the charge states were measured event oy event with a position

sensitive mutttwire chamber.

The experimental abundances of fully ionized projectile* are shown en Fig. 3. The lines

show results of a calculation in a high-energy approach, assuming that only Ьг-е. Н-, and

He- like ions need to be considered [ 2 1 The equilibrium charge states ак determined by

the balances between rac jlivs electron capture, non radiative capture, and projectile

ionteation. We find an overall agreement of measured data л-ith theory. The highest yields

for fully stripped ions *r« measured for Urgets near Си.



10

Fig. 3: Experimental yields of bare ions for 800 MeV/u Xe (right hand side) and 1 GeWu
Au (left hand side) compared to calculations (fines).

4. Isotopic Separation of Relativistic Projectile Fragments

Projectile fragments, created in peripheral nuclear collisions at relaiivistic energies are

well suited for injection into ion optical systems. They are emitted into a narrow cone in

beam direction and with a narrow velocity spread close to the beam velocity. The width of

the Gaussian momentum distribution is related to the Fermi motion in the projectile like

spectator [Ref. 3]:

(1)

Ap is the mass of Ihe projectile, Af is the mass of the fragment, and pf denotes the Fermi

momentum, pF = 221 MeV/c. The transverse momentum, which defines the opening angle

of the fragment beam, has an additional contribution from the reaction, e n ' = 0.3 GeV/c

[Ref. 4]. As the momentum spread is independent From the projectile velocity, fragments

created at high energies have a small relative momentum,spread . and are well forward

peaked. Fromeq. 1 we obtain:

Ар/рос- ( l a )
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where n is the number of abraded nucleons. For heavy fragments with A > 100 and with

energies of more than 500 MeV/u we obtain comparatively narrow momentum distributions

of less than 2% and angular spreads of less than 15 mrad FWHM, well within the acceptance

of the FRS [Ref. 5]. For tight fragments these distributions may become much broader.

The isotopic separation by FRS is a two step process, using the reaction kinematics of the

projectile fragments and the energy loss in an energy degrader placed at the dispersive fo-

cal plane of the separator. At the dispersive focal plane, F2. we have a momentum over

charge dispersion. As all projectile fragments leave the target with approximately the same

velocity , an A/Z spectrum is generated if all fragments are assumed to be fully stripped. In

the degrader the ions suffer an energy loss, which is determined by their nuclear charge and

analyzed in the second stage of the separator. The degrader is wedge shaped to the first

order to preserve the dispersion matching between the two stages- of the achromat

[Refs. 5,6]. A discussion of the method for relativistic ions including a first order matrix ap-

proach is given in [Refs. 7,8].

For the production of exotic nuclei we used Me, Ar. Kr, Xe, and Аи beams of 0.5 GeV/u to

1 GeV/u. The beam intensities were 10* per spilt for Ar to 10* per spill for Au. The set-up

located at F2 provides degraders of continuously variable thickness and wedge angle

[Ref.9]. The thickness of the degraders to separate single isotopes was chosen to 50% of

I he stopping range in matter, they were fabricated from Al.

"О
а

•s •,

-Ю

-20 0 20

х (mm!

Fig. 4: Measured beam eminences of SIS for x,x' and y.y' for *°Ar at 1 GeV/u measured
at F4.

The beam eminences were measured by particle tracking. At the central dispersive piane

F2 and al the final locus F4 we installed pairs of wire chambers, position sensitive in x and

у at a distance of about 1 m with a position resolution of 1 mm and an angular resolution of

1 t'jd. FWHM, respectively. The detectors a! F2 could be removed automatically to avoid

background in Ihe separafeu particle spectr* from scattering at the wire planes. Fig. 4
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shows typical emittances of the SIS beam of 1.8 я mm mrad and 4 « mm mrad in x ,x' and

y,y, respectively [Ref.10].

The thicknesses of «he Be and Al targets were typically t g/cm2 to 4 g/cml. The identifi-

cation of the particles in-flight was achieved by measuring the magnetic rigidity, the time-

of-flight, and the energy loss event by event to determine nuclear mass and charge. A

position sensitive scintillator placed at the central dispersive plane F2gave the position with

an accuracy of 3 mm FWHM, corresponding to a momentum resolution of about 10"3 includ-

ing !he resolution of the separator. The same scintillator served as start detector. The stop

detector was placed at the final focus of the separator. The flight path had a length of 36

m. With a time resolution of 150 ps we obtain a mass resolution of A/A A = 300 for 500 MeV/u

Au fragments. The scintillators had a size of 20x8 cm2 and a thickness of 3 and 5 mm, re-

spectively. They were fabricated from Btcron fRef.11].

The Z identification was achieved with a multi-sampling ionization chamber (MUSIC) with

four sections. The resolution was better than AZ-0.3 at FWHM. The chamber was filled with

P10 gas and operated at atmospheric pressure. The sensitive area was 20x20 cm1, the active

length 40 cm.

A nice example to demonstrate the separation method is given in fig. 5, which shows the

separation of 18F created by the fragmentation of 500 MeV/u *°Ar in a 2 g/crn7 Be target.

The left hand part of the figure shows a cut of the particle spectrum at S2 with isotopes of

A/Z=»2 from the fragmentation of 1 GeV/u *°Ar. After insertion of the degrader of

23.4 g/cm* only 18F is left. The beam energy for 1CF was 0.5 GeV/u.

Fig. S: Fragment distributions from the fragmentation of Ar measured at the final focus
F4 and identified with ДЕ, time-of-flight and Bp measurement.
Left hand side: isotopes with Tz = 0 without degrader(E/u = 1 GeV/u.
Right hand side: the single isotope ™F separated after insertion of the degrader.
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• To predict the properties of the separator, as isolopic resolution and transmission and to

study influences of target, degrader, or detectors on the properties of the secondary beam

as wed as contaminations of the separated fragments by secondary reactions, we developed

the Monte Carlo program MOCADI [Kef. 12] which combines high order ion optical programs

as GIOS, TRANSPORT, and RAYTRACE with particle interactions with matter including

atomic and nuclear processes. In the following we will show the influence of the wedge

angle on the position and energy distributions of the separated fragments.

The insertion of an energy degrader into an ion optical system changes the dispersions.

In our achromat for instance it destroys achromaticity, which can, however, be restored by

a wedge-shape degrader. The dispersion at any place within an ion optical system is given

in first order by the dispersion constant of the system at this place 0 and the relative mo-

mentum spread Ap:

x(p) (2)

p 0 corresponds to the momentum of ihe central trajectory. If now behind any stopping ma-

terial the average momentum decreases, the central trajectories of the .subsequent ion op-

tical units must be tuned to this new value p,- Consequently we have now a mismatch, which

can be corrected by compressing Ap behind the degrader accordingly with a wedge of ap-

propriate angle {it should be noted thai a change of the magnification of the system would

give the same result, however at the expense to abandon ion-opt/cal symmetry).

ПК11ЮИ (NSIOWU'IOM

m iHt ' « «

X (cm)
It «4 ft •( «I i l
Rang» Ij/cm')

Fig. 6: Monte Carlo simulation for the separation of "Ni produced in the fragmentation
of 500 MeV/u M Kr. Targat 0.9 g/cm* C. degrader 10 g/cm2 Pb. The three series
of pictures from the top to the bottom correspond to a homogeneous, an
achromatic and a monoenergetic degrader.
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To investigate the resolution for heavy isotopes, we made Monte Carlo studies, a resutt

of which is given in Pig. 6. The example shows the separation of n N i , produced in the frag-

mentation of 0.5 GeV/u w Kr. The three columns show from left to right: the calculated spec-

Uum at the final focal plane; the same spectrum, but now with the particle energy as the

vertical coordinate in a scatter plot; and the range distribution if the particles were stopped

m carbon. The range, given in mg/cm2 has an arbitrary zero, as we anticipate presloppers.

In the vertical direction the influence of various degrader shapes on the spectra has been

studied. Firstly the spectra show that we can separate the fragments isotopicaliy.

The figure shows from top to bottom that the step from the homogeneous to 'r.j shaped

degrader primarily gives a gain in isotopic resolution, bul also bunches the momentum, as

expected. If the degrader angle is increased further, we come to the point, where the mo-

mentum is bunched, so that rather narrow range distributions are obtained, which helps to

further purify the spectra if fragments shall be implanted in thin detector telescopes for

spectroscopic investigations. The beamspot is significantly broader in this mode compared

to the achromatic mode.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the measured isotope spectrum of ЖР and **P to our

calculations. At the right hand side the result of our Monte Carlo calculation is displayed,

to the left the measured mass spectrum taken at F4. We find excellent agreement between

expectation and experiment.

-100 -50 0

х [mm)
О 50

х tmm]
Fig. 7. Position distribution of ЖР at the final focus F4. Left hand side: measured mass

spectrum, right hand side: Monte Carlo calulation.

In the following we will discuss our experimental results on th*» isotopic separation of

fragments from 1 GeV/u i e rAu. As the contamination by not fully stripped ions is still a

problem at this energy we chose At as target material, where we measured a fraction of 95%

fully stripped ions, for Be the value is only 70%. The larget thickness was 1.4 g/cm*. The A!

degrader thickness was 5.60 g/cmJ. Fig. 8 shows two dimensional scatier plots of
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Fig. 8: Separation of fragments from 1 GeV/u 197Au in a plot ol the position at the
dispersive focal plane F2 versus the final (ocal plane F4. The separator has been
tuned to l iCAu, ia i lPt. and 1 i 2Pt.



isotopically separated fragments with the separator tuned to > n A u , m P t end m P t . respec-

tively. As the diaphragms were fully opened we separated a series of isotopes from Os, Jr.

Pt, and Au. The intensities of the clusters within each plot correspond to the production rates

of the isotopes. The vertical coordinate in Fig. 8 is the position distribution measured at the

central focal plane F2. tt corresponds to the momentum of the fragments. Fragments with the

same A/Z ratio as for instance 1 M Pt and 1*30s appear at the same position at F2 as ex-

pvried. The halfwldth of the momentum distribution e.g. for 1 M Pt is Др/р 0.5% FWHM in

accordance to what we expect from Goldhaber theory. For the narrow momentum distrib-

utions of the fragments close to Au where only a few nucleons are removed from the

projectile, the Isotopes are already welt separated at F2. We observe, however, that the

spatial separation at F2 decreases from i e 3Au, close 1o the projectile, towards 1**Pt.

•W -S» 0 M Ю0

Position at Fnal Plane Imm]
Fig. 9: Monte-Carlo calculation for the separation of 1 M Pt, the conditions are the same

as in Fig. 8.

The horizontal coordinate is determined by the energy loss in the degtader and the sub-

sequent momentum analysis in the second separator stage. The figure shows that this is

predominantly an analysis of the nuclear charge. Fig. 9 shows a Monte Carlo simulation for

rhe separation of 1<ePt with the same conditions as we had in our experiment. The exper-

imental results of Fig. 8 agree nicely with the calculation.

To achieve isotopic separation at F4 we have to introduce a diaphragm at F2. which has

been done in our analysis by simply imposing a position condition on the coordinate at F2.

Fig. Ю shows the isotopic spectra for a series of neutron deficient Au and Pt isotopes at the

final focus F4 obtained with a diaphragm of 2 cm. The tsofopic resolution ia slightly affected

by the number of removed nucleons, and the reaction kinematics due ".c the action of the

doerador. Isoiopic impurities can be revealed by the time-af-fKght апб energy loss analysis.

For secondary reactions and also tor beam handling, e. g. for the injection into the ESR

the emitiance of the fragment beams is ol special importance [Ref. 5]. The population of the

phase space is predominantly determined by the kinesnatics of the fragmentation and the

energy spread within the target. As the fragmentation cross section is energy independent
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Fig. 10: Specira measured at F4 for 193Au and 1 M-1 MPt demonstrating the separation as
a function of the mass difference between projectile and fragment mass.

the energy spread in the target is determined by the differences of the ensrgy losses be-

tween projectile and fragment.

In ion-optical systems phase space is conserved due to Liouville's theorem. The de-

grader, however, introduces nonconservative frictional forces which modify the phase-space

populations. In the following, we will only discuss the phase-space modification by the de-

grader wedge. If a degrador wedge is placed at a dispersive plane, a part of the momentum

space is shuffled into the x.x' space. This has already been shown in our Monte Carlo cal-

culation of Fig 6. The projection of the phase space onto the E,x plane shows that the ellipse

for each isotope is compressed in £ and broadened in x which is Piost pronounced for the

monoenc?rgetir. case.

The si^e o) the bfiamspot at F4 neglecting energy straggling [Ref. 8] is:

+ У'Dj (3)

V v Vj are the magnifications of the first and second FRS stages, respectively. 0. is the

dispersion ot the second stage, and dv/dx is the velocity gradient along the dispersive x -

axis, generated by the degrader wedge. As dv/dx is proportional to the wedge angle, an in-

crease of the wedge angle increases the width of the boamspot at S4. As a result ihe

beamspots at the separator are of the order of 2.5 cm FWHM in the achromalic and of the

order of (5-10) cm FWHM in the monoenergetk: mode. As the ion-optical magnification of the

system is 1 Ihe contribution of the target boamspot is only 4 mi\ P/VHM.
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The low phase-space density of the fragment beams is a disadvantage for secondary

beam experiments. Scattering experiments, e.g. require an exact determination of the scat-

tering angle and hence require beams of high brilliance. Therefore, the beam from the frag-

ment separator can be injected into the storage and cooler ring ESR (Fig. 1). The ring is

equipped with an electron cooler. Stochastic cooling wiJI be available in the future. Within

cooling times of the order of 1 s ^Ar beams of 160 MeV/u could be cooled down to mo-

mentum spreads of 10"s and emittances of 0.05 я mm mrad [Ref. 13]. An internal gas target

allows experiments with circulating cooled beams. The connection between the separator

and the ESR has been closed recently so that first experiments to inject instable beams wilt

start this year.

• JB* «t 800 MtV/u gAl i t 1000 McV/u

1
tio

n
se

c'

ё

10

J

0.1

0.01

Fig. 11: Cross sections for N = 82 isotones produced by fragmentation of 1 э вХе (left hand
side), and N = 118 isotones from '*'Au {right hand side). Squares: experiment,
solid line: empirical parametrization[Ref.J5], dashed line: intranuclear cascade
model[Ref. 16} dotted line: statistical hole-energy model[Ref. 171.

In our first experiments we measured the production cross section for heavy fragments.

Of special interest are the cross sections along the isotone of the projectile, the socalled

cold fragmentation where only protons are emitted, and along or close to the isotopic chain

of the projectile. Two examples for the cross sections along N = 82 for the fragmentation of
1 Ж Х е and along N=118 for the fragmentation of 1f7Au are shown in Fig. 11 [Refs. 11,14]. The

cross sections decrease very rapidly by more than one order of magnitude per emitted

neutron. The comparison to three predictions: a semiempirical parametrization [Ref.15]. the

intranuclear cascade model [Ref. 16] and the statistical hole-energy model [Ref. 17] show

that none of them reproduce the measured results. The best overall approach is the statis-

tical hole-energy model, which is correct within one order of magnitude. Certainly more data

are needed. The data for the isotopic chains are not yet evaluated, our data however suggest

that here the cross sections decrease mors slowly towards the neutron deficient istopes
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than expected. The weakness of the dependence on the neutron number can already be

seen in Fig. 8.

6. Conclusion and Outlook on The Experimental Program

In this contribution we discussed our first results on the separation of relativistic exotic

nuclear beams. We concentrated on our data from the fragmentation of Ar and Au. Exper-

iments on the fragmentation of Xe and Kr have been carried out, but not yet evaluated. In

the fragmentation of Kr we approached the proton drip-line and measured secondary cross

section for total charge exchange of T 2 « 0 isotopes. On tiia neutron rich side we identified

isotopes around №Fa, on the limits of the known isotopes and in a region of astrophysics!

interest. We also made first experiments to implant the separated isotopes into surface

barrier detectors to Investigate their beta halflives. The experimental ргедгагп on the

spectroscopy of nuclei near the proton drip line and along the r-process path will be one of

the important parts of our research program.

Certainly a great part of the research program of FRS wilt be devted to secondary re-

actions such as electromagnetic dissociation of proton rich or highly fissile isotopes, the in-

vestigation of nuclear radii, and inelastic and elastic scattering on light nuclei as protons,

deu'arons etc. in inverse kinematics. For these experiments a secondary target will be

placed behind the separator. A complete A and Z analysis of the products emerging from the

secondary reactions is necessary. Therefore, we need a second ionization chamber for Z

identification, which we already used for the measurement of the total nuclear charge

changing cross section. The mass analysis of the reaction products requires a velocity

analysis with another tirne-of-flight measurement or a Cerenkov detector and an additional

dtpole magnet for the mass analysis.

The combination of the ESR and the FRS will open a new field of experiments with sec-

ondary beams of high brilliance. With the internal gas target scattering experiments in In-

verse kinematics with circulating and cooled beams will be possible. The beams extracted

Irom the ESR can be transported to the experimental facilities in the target hall. In the 4R

cave г complete analysis of the product from secondary reactions will be possible. A first

experiment will be the study of the "Li breakup using »he neutron detector LAND and the

ALAOiN magnet to analyse the correlation between the neutrons and to tag the *LI. Other

experiments will be the study of the decay of high tying nuclear levels, populated by the

decay of the of the giant resonance after electromagnetic excitation.

Acknowledgement: We are indebted to the accelerator staff fa. providing the beam and

for the excellent cofiaborati^n. We also thank the ?eam of the target laboratory far preparing
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LIGHT PARTICLE EMISSION IN DISSIPATIVE COLLISIONS

V. P.Aleshin
Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,

Kiev 252028, USSR

Abstract

A semiclassical description is presented for light particle
emission from composite systems with a time-dependent shape.
With nuclear shapes as a function of time taken from the Feldme-
ier one-body dissipation code we calculate the multiplicities of
light particles accompanying fission for intermediate systems
with 4=150-160 having excitation energies of 100 to 300 MeV- The
calculations are consistent with experimental data for neutrons.
For a good description of the charged particle multiplicities,
one has to assume that particle separation energies reflect the
structure of two nuclei making the composite system rather than
that of the mononucleus.

1. Introduction

To describe the particle emission from spinning hot nuclei
of complicated shapes /Ajitanand et al 1986, Aleshin 1983 a,b,
1990c/ have developed semiclassical models which enable one to
extract the emitter shape parameters from fitting the angular
and energy distributions of charged particles. These approaches
however did not touch upon the problem of the charged particle
multiplicities and it is an open question which properties of
the emitter can be deduced from fitting these quantities.

This is in striking contrast to neutron studies of /Zank
et al 1986, Hinde et al 1986. 1988, 1989 a.b, Gavron et al 1987,
Hilscher et al 1989 a.b, Blinov et al 1990, Newton 1990/ whose
measurements of the number of neutrons evaporated from the nuc-
leus before and after scission have been used as a 'clock' to
allow estimation of the pre-scission lifetime in heavy-ion indu-
ced fission.

This work presents a semiclassical technique for calculating
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the multiplicity of light charged particles and neutrons emitted
from deformed nuclei. An important element of this approach is
'-hat it allows for changes in the nuclear shape between succes-
sive emissions. Tc calculate the time evolution of nuclear sha-
pe- we use the one-body dissipation model of nuclear collisions
developed by /Feldmeier 1987/.

Another feature of this approach is the special treatment of
part id?-, separation energies. In currently used statistical co-
des the-гй energies are estimated using the masses of the Inter-
mediate system before and after emission. In this work for the
first time the particle separation energy is calculated as a
mean value of separation energies for the two nuclei which make
the composite system.

As an application of our model we calculate the multiplici-
ties for light particles accompanying fission reactions follo-
wing collisions *°Ar+

nai
Ag leading to the composite system with

excitation energy from 100 to 300 MeV. The calculated multipli-
cities are compared with experimental data reported by /Lacey et
al 1988, Gomn et al 1990, Gavron et al 1987, Hinde et al 1989a,
Lindl et al 1987/ on the light particle multiplicities for this
and similar reactions.

2. Formalism

Among the main quantities which govern the emission process
for an axially symmetric prolate nucleus with spin J are the
particle potential IK г) on the barrier line р=РГгЛ the residual
nucleus temperature т and the angular velocity w

x
= J/*

x
 where *

x

is tne moment of inertia of the residual nucleus. The barrier
line, which is called the ridge in English and der Grat in Ger-
алп literature was introduced by /Dakowslci et al 1979/ in the
analysis cf ternary fission. The methods for calculating this
•jne are given by /Fiassig 1983. Al^shin 1990 a.b.c/.

Let z, p be the cylinder coordinates of the point on the
potential barrier surface, r=rCz,*?.?, generated by rotating КгУ
about axis z. and V the particle velocity in the body-fixed
f.ame. According to /Aleshm 1988a,fa/, the flux of particles of
T^SS m belonging to the bin v'- v'+dv" across the surface ele-
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ment limited by the lines p, p+dp, z, z+dz with outward normal
H=*r/dzx»r/dp is given by *Cz,p,Y",E,J)dz6pd*v' where

In this relation 9Cx) is the step function and

where «=p/C2j+D and u
x

s
p

x
/C2J+lJ are the reduced level densiti-

es for the daughter and mother nuclei, S is the particle separa-
tion energy, g~2s*l, where s is the particle spin, Z and Q are
the excitation and thermal energy of the decaying nucleus, q,
i/yj and j are the average thermal energy, the deformation energy
and the spin of the daughter nucleus. The precise definition of
q and т will be given later in the text.

The total probability for particle emission per unit time
Cthe width) *СЕ,Л is defined by the relation

tfE.J^Jdzd^dVtfz.e.Y'jE.JJ C2)

The integration over dpd*v' can be performed analytically to
yield /Aleshin 1990c/

;=4n*C,T
a
mz* 6Ст,Ь,), СЗ)

where

C4)

Р=Р/г , Z= г/г , P'=dP/dz, Ь =ifliz
a
w*/T,

О О
 х

 2 О •«•

2
Q
 is half a length of the figure generated by the barrier line,

lQ£x) is a Bessel function of the first kind of imaginary argu-
ment.

The normalized distribution function of 2, p, v' is given by
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p ,<p,v' ;E,3)/xCE,J). C5)

It can be employed for calculating the average value of an arbi-
trary function /=/Cz,p,v'J>. Such averages are denoted by the bar

7=Jdzd*>dV Xz,p, v'; E, 5)fCz, p, v').

Taking into account the energy and angular momentum conser-
vation in the decay and assuming that spin J is perpendicular to
the symmetry axis one can show that

<p E-S-U^-^- - ̂ Ko'
z
-UCz^

l
4tdn^rCz,^l*, C6)

f*J*-&jntJrCz,f>y*r' J-2*
x
mf w

x
xrCz, p)l

a
. C7)

In both expressions we have retained only the leading terms in
the orbital angular momentum and used the formula v'=v-fw

x
xrJ to

go over from the particle velocity v in an externally defined
reference system to the velocity v' in the body-fixed frame.

The results of averaging of q and j
2
 over the distribution

fCz,<p,Y"
t
E,J) can be written in the form

^ №(т,Ь
±
Ст», С8)

lnGCr
'

 ь
л? >

where G and b
±
(r) are defined in С 4). Once q and j

z
 are obtained

it is then possible to find the average excitation energy of the
daughter nucleus from the relation

^ сю)
In the subsequent analysis, the reduced level density is ta-

ken in the form proposed by /Lang 1966/

] CU)

where a is the level density parameter, 6 is the pairing correc-
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tion.

If т is defined as the inverse logarithmic derivative of
at o=g, then using С И ) we obtain

(12)

Together with (8) this relation represents the system of two
coupled equations for т and 9. This system can be solved by an
iteration procedure with a starting value for the temperature

т -e-
|
+/r«*cr

l
fE-!

For a spherical nucleus, б takes the form

where f
e
 and R

o
 are the height and radius of the barrier seen by

a particle, ЬЦт1?СJ/*)*/T, * is the moment of inertia of the
spherical nucleus. Equations C3).(4),C8)-C10) for *CE,J2, п and

j* convert in this case into expressions which are close to tho-
se presented by /Aleshin & Ofengenden 1985, Aleshin 1990b/. For
complete coincidence of the formulae one should replace the qu-
antity j9

c
 in these works by wR.^"s»id

r
put c,

8
*^.

3. Shape evolution

Let us consider the collective motion from contact to scis-
sion for the system *°Лг+

10Ш
А$ at 247 MeV Cease С ) and 337 MeV

(case F ). investigated by /Lacey et al 1988/. The deformation
of intermediate system required for reasonable fitting of angu-
lar and energy distributions of a-particles and protons emitted
in coincidence with fission fragments was found to correspond to
an axis ratio >2:1 /Lacey ei al 1988/. Therefore one can qualify
these reactions as quasifission because large deformations of
intermediate system is a signature for this process /Токе et al
1985/ which distinguishes it from equilibrium fission

186
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The mass numbers of colliding nuclei and excitation energies
of the intermediate systems C£x=128 and 194 MeV) in cases IE and
F are close to corresponding characteristics for the reactions
1 2 4SuC 3 Ta,aP at 354 MeV Cffi) and l*lPrCmSitaP at 318 MeV C O
which were investigated by /Lindl et al 1987/ From the analysis
of these reactions given by /Aleshin & Ivanyuk 1990/ it follows
that ellipsoidal shapes fail to reproduce the angular and energy
distributions of a particles accompanying fission. These distri-
butions however can be reconciled with the conditional equilib-
rium shapes having cylindrical or slightly necked-in profiles.
This provides an additional evidence for the quasifission mecha-
nism of the reactions under consideration.

The references to papers on quasifission (also called 'fast
fission') can be found'in /Masri et al 1990, Back et al 1990/.
It should be noted that /Lacey et al 1988/ following /Britt et
al 1976/ are using the name 'quasifission' for the processes
usually called 'deep inelastic transfer reactions'.

For describing the time evolution of intermediate systems we
use the code HICOL /Feldmeier 1987/ which was shown to reproduce
the main aspects of quasifission reactions in heavier nuclei.
This code is designed to solve the equations of motion with con-
servative forces of /Krappe et at 1979/ and friction forces whi-
ch are expressed in terms of the Fermi gas distribution function
according to one-body dissipation approach/ Blocki et al 1978,
Randrup 1979/.

The profile function of nuclear density yCz) in this code
is composed of circles with radii R and R , smoothly connected

by a curve уСг.?=Уа+ог+сгг
 at points z

%
, z

z
 /"Blocki 1984/. . Para-

meters R
t
, R^, a, b, c, z

t
, z

a
 are uniquely defined by elongati-

on s (the distance between two sphere centers), neck thickness a
(the ratio of the neck volume to the total volume) and asymmetry

-R)/(R+R.;.
2 X 2

The Blocki shapes are convenient because they enable one to %
describe the internal rotations of interacting nuclei without Д
violating the axial symmetry of the composite system. Angles в ,
в
г
, describing these rotations, angle в, which defines the ori-
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entation of the composite system symmetry axis together with va-

riables s, a and Д make 6 degrees of freedom taken into account

in HICOL.

According to /Britt et al 1976/ the angular momentum win-

dows for fission in the reactions E and F are CJ
ER
,J

F
}=C68,94.)t)

and C70,103J>ti respectively. If we define the average spin of in-

termediate system J
a v
 as j£JHi

+J'F
>» then Jav=81ti and 86ft for re-

actions F and E correspondingly.

Fig. 1 shows the time dependence of temperatures rt, ra,

angular velocities 1^=0 , w ~6 of individual nuclei and relati-

ve angular velocity ^>rml~8 in the first stage of reaction F at

angular momentum JAv=86ti. As one can see, the angular velocities

w(, ыг
, w . become almost equal beginning from the moment t

w
=

1.5*10~*
s
s and, consequently, since that time the intermediate

system rotates as a rigid body. The characteristic time t
T
 for

т_ and т
г
 to become equal is close to t

u
..

Fig. 2 shoe's Ihs time evolution of the intermediate system

in reaction F. The time values beside the shapes are given m

the units of 10"
ai
s. One can see that the nuclear nock disappe-

ars at 1-2* 10"
E1
s. The mass drift towards symmetry is completed

at l - 5xlO"
e
's. Afterwards the nucleus stretches and movus

towards scission taking place al l
r
 -*5xlQ~£Os Fig.2 shows that

it takes the system i.7*lC)-£Os to rotate by the ancle 6я.

One notices that the shape of intermediate systeos is always

far from a sphere and on th-з average corresponds to the axes ra-

tio >2. l. This is in a qualitative agreement with conclusions of

/Lacey ei al 1938/ and /Aleshin & Ivsnyuk 1G30/ who analysed the

angular and energy distributions for a-particies in the reacti-

ons E, IF and ths reactions Б, С similar to '..heir..

In quasifission reactions the ti;r,e elapsed before the regi-

me of unified temperature and rigid body rot̂ ;.io:i ssts irs is

much waller than the- tota.t lifetime of the int.t-гпгсiat.̂  s)-stsn!.

Therefore we disrjgir.I tha contributiv~n to particle emission

stenrr.ir.g frc-s i •: L
v
 . i_ .

The le-uori: cvciiiticn of shaoe para^t-r ч >, :, srd и for
T ол



r. MtV

W

Fig.1. The temperatures of
interacting nuclei Ctop) and
angular velocities w(, »a
and wrcl (bottom} as a func-
tion of time for the reacti-

initialon *°Ar +tomAg at
values of £t=337 MeV and
86 tl

Fig.2. The sequence of
the shapes of interne-
diate system in the
reaction *°Ar*lomAg at
incident energy 337
MeV and angular momen-
tum J=86h. The shapes
are labelled by the
time in the units of
l<rais. Three full
rotations are comple-
ted before the moment
t=17*l<rws

; 'O
: 'CD
: 'CD

>CD
'CD
'CD
'CD
'CD

1С

1**

2 1

31

V:

CD

CO
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intermediate systems in the reactions E and IF is illustrated in
fig. 3. One can see that the decrease in excitation energy from
194 MeV down to 128 MeV has a small effect on the evolution of
the intermediate system- This can be related to the fact that
the temperature dependence of transport coefficients is rather
weak /Feldmeier 1987/. In case E scission occurs at 3.l*lCf*°s.

To get a feeling on the degree of sensitivity of the partic-
le emission probabilities with respect to the shape deformations
we calculated the width ratio Fy*»/^1*1 in the deformed and
spherical emitter for v *n,p,a in system *°Ar+ioeAg at Ex=100
and 200 MeV and J» 70, 80 and 90 It The calculation is conducted
for the sequence of 15 shapes depicted in fig. 2. The result is
shown in fig. 4. According to this figure the ratio */*£** for
charged particles can achieve several values. When excitation
energy decreases this ratio increases.

The functions Ff2) and \Xz> were found from relations

PCKz>

where $(z) and I"1* are the Coulomb potentials on the nuclear
surface in deformed and spherical nuclei, К=2

о
/2

Ш
, z^z^R^-RJ,

г
т
 and R^ - is half a length of matter distribution in deformed

and spherical nuclei respectively.

For computation of the functions y. ydy/dz, *
x
, U^ at given

s. a and Д we used the corresponding subroutines of the code
HICOL /Feldmeier 1987/. Two fold integration in the expression
for $(z) was performed with the same algorithm that is used in
HICOL for calculating the Coulomb and nuclear components of de-
formation energyУ

ш
.

The transmission coefficients for neutrons are taken as
sharply cut-off step functions with radius R

o
 calculated accor-

ding to /Blann 1980/. The neutron energy that enters Blann's ex-
pression for R

o
 was replaced by the doubled temperature of resi-

dual nucleus.

To take into account the diffuseness in transmission coef-
ficients for charged particles, emission widths C3) were multi-
plied by the factor expC4f/r

z
), where D

}
 is related to parame-
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s, fm

Fig.3. Time dependence of
shape parameters s, a and Д
for the intermediate system
in the reactions E- 1, F- 2.

F,
T-*Oh

ts

configuration number

Fig.4. The ratio of the
emission rates from defo-
rmed and spherical nuclei
for neutrons C — • ) , pro-
tons (-.-) and cc partic-
les ( ). The calculati-
ons агг performed for the
sequence of 15 shapes
from fig. £• On the left
E-200 MeV. on the right
£=100 MeV.
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ter Гы
о
 of Hill & Wheeler transmission coefficients /1953/ by

equation D =tw /C2V3) /Aleshin 1990b/. The barrier height Г and
0 0 **

radius R for protons and a- particles have been determined us-

ing the formulae given by /McMahan & Alexander 1980/ while for

tw in proton and a- channels we took the value of 3.8 MeV from

the same work.

Following /Токе & Swiatecki 1981/, the shape dependence of
the level density parameter a was taken in the form

1 /3
J>j)a

epha= [(1 +<4/A
l/3
Х7У^^Л/It +(4/A

1 /3
J>j)a3
J>j)

where Б ^
1
"

1
 is the surface area ratio in deformed and spherical

nuclei, a
s p h

 is the parameter a for the spherical nucleus. For

a
s p h

 we took the value g^g MeV"
1
, deduced by /Henss et al 1988/

from neutron spectra in the reaction 239 MeV
 az
Zr(**Hi, гО

1ЯО
Ег*

at excitation energy of final nucleus between 30 and 36 MeV, and

average spin of 52 ft. Channel, excitation and spin selection

were obtained from the Darmstadt-Heidelberg crystal ball /Metag

et al 1986/. For the sequence of shapes in fig.2 the value of a

exceeds a*
ph
 by less than 10Я.

4. Particle multiplicities

Each nucleus-nucleus collision is followed by a chain o£
light particles that are emitted one after another from the com-
posite system. The multiplicity My is defined as the average
number of the particles of type v per one collision. This quan-
tity is conveniently calculated by a Monte Carlo method.

To model a single chain of decays we start from the moment
to~ tw,tr when the common rotation and temperature are firmly
established. At given shape, excitation energy and spin of the
composite system we calculate the neutron, proton and a-widths,
their sum ж, =л +л +ж , the branching ratios ?, =л /ж with

ют. n p a " _ v v tot

v=n, p, a and the average excitation energies и and spins }=

for all residual nuclei.
]j Since the decay expectation time t is distributed exponen-

| tially with average value equal to *~^ the specific value cf I
!
 can be taken from the relation £('' =-x'l.ln(/ where U is a ran-
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dom quantity from a generator of random numbers which is unifor-
mly distributed between 0 and 1. The same generator produces U

v

to decide on the type of emitted particle. It will be a neutron
if U

v
< з>

п
, a proton, if U

v
 falls between *

ft
 and >

п
+* , and an

a-particle if \j,>* +» .
is ft p

The corresponding residual nucleus is taken as new emitter
to play off the second decay. The excitation energy and spin of
this emitter are identified with values of tZ and } in relevant
channel, The shape parameters are found from functions sCO,
aCO and tCO at the moment t»*^^

1
*. This implies that we do

not pay attention to changes in the shape caused by the losses
in A, Z, J and E occurring in the decay. For heavy nuclei this
is a reasonable approximation because the time evolution of the
shape is a weak function of excitation energy.

In quasifission reactions, a single chain is followed until
the time t* t

e
+ t

l

9

tl
* i^

a>
+ ..becomes greater than t^. If the

chain with the number i contains HJCO particles of type v then
the corresponding multiplicity is given by W^AfJ^Ci.? where H
is the total number of chains.

The calculated multiplicities M
n
, N

p
 and M

a
, for the

*°Ar*
to
*Ag reaction in the fission-evaporation channel and the

observed values of H
n
, H

p
 and H

a
 are shown in fig.5. The calcu-

lation is performed for excitation energies of the primary com-
posite nuclei between 100 to 300 MeV by 50 HsV steps with N40
chains in each case.

In addition to the reactions marked JBX.bF above, experi-
mental points plotted in the figure include the data from the
reactions **S*

tmm
Te, "Mg+^Ba,

 tu
O****Hi /Gavron et al 1987/,

iB
0*

iA2
Nd /Hinde et al 1989a/, and "°Ni+

l00
Mb /Gonin et al 1990/

which lead to composite systems with 4=150-160.

While calculating the widths we used two extreme options
for the particle separation energies; the quantities S"

01
*

0
^

САСОЛСО). where ACO, ZCO are the current values of A and 2
for the composite system, which vary due to the particle emissi-
on and the quantities S^HCS^O+SjCO), where S J O . S f O are
the separation energies for the individual nuclei making th«
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composite system at the time t. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
the light and heavy subsystems.

The current value of A
t
 was calculated from the equation

г C13)

while Z was divided between subsystems in the same proportion as
A. Although eq. C13) is exact only for shapes with well-defined
neck we use it for shapes without neclc as well. In the case F
the neck vanishes at l-2*10*

w
s and appears again at i.5*10"**s

to persist all the way to the scission point.

w w

Fig.5. Calculated and measured multiplicities of preseission ne-
utrons, protons and a particles in the reactions **S+

tg
*Te

t

**М$+
г
**Ва,

 1 в
0+'*

4
Ш /• Gavron et al 1987/',

 im
Q+

t4
*Nd /a Hinde

el al 1989a/. •*№+
 %oa

Ho /Л Gonin et at 1990/, •°4r+
n
*

t
^ /•

Ucey et al 1988/, *
f
Cl +

l
**Sn,

 5Л
51*

г
*

1
Рг /• Lindl et ct 1987/.

The solid and dashed lines are calculated for quasifission with
S

4 3 0 0 0
 and S*

1
 respectively. The dotted lines represent the re*

suits from statistical fission.
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The first option for separation energies, S^S*
0
™, corres-

ponds to the routine commonly employed in statistical calculati-
ons; The second option, that is the usage of S*

11
, implies that

individual bounding energies are preserved during the dissipati-
ve collision. Usually, the intermediate systems as formed in he-
avy-ion reactions have a strong neutron deficit compared to the
/3-stable nuclei of the same 2. Therefore the particle separation
energy S*

1
 can strongly deviate from s"*

3
"
0
.

In fig.5 the calculations with S*
0
"

0
 and S* are labelled о

and » respectively. Clearly, for neutrons the two different op-
tions for S give close results and are in a reasonable agreement
with experimental data. At large excitation energies the obser-
ved number of prescission neutrons is several times greater than
the results of statistical calculations for equilibrium fission
taken from /Gavron et al 1987, Gonin ei al 1990/.

The standard procedure relying on s™
0 0 0
 tends to seriously

overestimate the a particle and proton emission while calculati-
ons with S* fairly well reproduce the basic- trends observed ex-
perimentally. Using the semi-empirical mass formula (2.12) /Bohr
& Mottelson 1978/ with parameters taken from /Green & Engler
1953/ we find that in the reaction IF the difference s^-s™

0
"

0
 is

about 6 MeV for protons and 8 MeV for a-partides. For neutrons
S* is less than S*

0
"

0
 by 1 MeV.

The magnitude of differences s^-S"
10
"

0
 for charged partic-

les which permit to remove the discrepancy with the data is lar-
ge in comparison with the temperature (equal to 2-3 MeV in this
case). Therefore it is unlikely that this discrepancy can be at-
tributed to an inadequate treatment oT the angular momentum or
excitation energy effects.

5. Conclusion

In this work we have shown that the multiplicities for char-
ged particles emitted from intermediate systems en-route to sci-
ssion are sensitive both to the shape of the system and also to
the time evolution of the particle separation energies. In a
Fermi gas model, the separation energy c!~ a neutrcn or proton
coincides with the corresponding chemical potential, calculated
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from the edge of the well. The chemical potential as a function
of time is therefore an important quantity 'jrtien confronting any
dynamical model of dissipative collisions with experimental data
on particle multiplicities.

Since separation energies have such a strong impact on the
charged particle emission it is desirable to analyze the time
evolution of chemical potentials for neutrons and protons in
terms of the more detailed models such as the semi-classical ap-
proach based on the Landau-Vlasov equation /Gregoire et al 1987,
Jouan et al 1991/. Alternatively the retardation of the charged
particle emission in the fission-evaporation channel compared to
standard statistical calculations can be studied experimentally
as a function of fissility parameter, mass asymmetry and excita-
tion energy.

The author is grateful to Prof. V.M.Strutinsky (Kiev), Prof.
M.Blann CLivermore), Prof. H.Feldmeier (Darmstadt), Prof. R.V.
Jolos, Dr. B.I.Pustylnik and Dr. E. A.Cherepanov (Dubna) for sti-
mulating discussions of this work. Thanks are also due to Prof.
J. M. Alexander (Stony Brook) and Dr. B.Lindl (Heidelberg) ft г
providing naterial prior to publication.
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QUASIFREE SCATTERING OP THE LOOSELY BOUND NUCLEONS
IN THE RADIOACTIVE BEAM EXPERIMENTS

V. Zagrebaev
Chuvash State University, Cheboksary, USSR

A sufficiently interesting results have been obtained
recently in experiments with the low- and intermediate-energy
radioactive beams С1-31. It is supposed that the low separation
energy of the outermost nucleons leads to an extended radial
distribution of "neutron halo" around the core in extremely
neutron rich nuclei. A large forward peaked neutron flow is
observed in collisions of such nuclei with the light and heavy
targets. It is usually interpretted as a result of Coulomb or
difraction dissociation of the loosely bound projectile in
peripheral collisions [4,53. In this report an alternative
mechanism of neutron formation is considerred: the "shaking off"
the loosely bound nucleon from the projectile with its cubsiquent
scattering on a target. The collision may be the central one and
the projectile's core may simply fuse with the target nucleus (at
low and medium energies) and will be not detected in exit channel.
All outermost nucleons of the projectile (e.g., 4 for

 8
He) may

participate in such the process. In this case their strong
focusing occurs behind the target nucleus and the high-density
neutron matter is formed.

1. Neutron-nucleus scattering and neutron focusing

The focusing of the neutrons and of the other light particles
in the nucleus mean field is the well-known property of their
scattering [63. Now we understand good enough the resons for sharp
increase of the wave function amplitude near the caustic surfaces
and can determine the power of such increase depending on the
caustic character C?3. The field of the neutron classical
trajectories (which are orthogonal to the wave front) is shown in
Fig.1 for their elastic scattering on

 л 0
Са at the three different

energies. The corresponding caustic surfaces are shown schematicly
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Fig. 1 Classical trajectories

for neutron-
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(;a clas-

tic scattering.
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in Pig.2. Naturally, they are the figures of rotation around beam
axis. The wave function amplitude at E

n
 = 50 MeV (with accounting

of realistic absorption potential, of course) is shown in Fig.3.
The caustic surface corresponding to this energy ( case b) in
Fig.2 ) consists of the three cusps near to each other. When these
cusps coalesce the Ag-type catastrophe occurs C8] and the wave
function amplitude increases as
limit.

X"
1 / 3

 in the short wavelength

a)

Fig.2 Caustic surfaces for neutron scattering at low (a)
and high energies (b).

Fig.3 The wave function
amplitude for neu-
tron elastic scat-
tering on

 л 0
Са at

* W
 50 MeV

-
x-axis is along
neutron bean.
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2. Scattering of the loosely bound particles

The wave function of the light particle bound in a sufficien-
tly heavy projectile moving along the classical trajectory R(t) is
written in the following form

«ln(r.t> = q>n(r-R(t))erp|i p or -
 £|> * ° -til (1)

where Ф
П
( Х ) is the wavefunction of the bound state with the energy

e
n»

 p
o

 =
 *

R
(

t
)

/
'

1
»

 E

o

 =
 I"*

2
» •

 i s t h e
 l̂-fifbt particle's mass.

Let us see the simplest model in which the projectile reaches
the target nucleus at t=0 and stops short. At t>0 the wave
function of our particle is

= f (2)

where *
{ + )

(r) are the outgoing eigenfunctions of hamiltonian H =
л •

T(r) + V
n B
(r) and V

n B
 is the interaction of the particle with

residue nucleus. The quantity ы(к) can be obtained from the wave
function continuity at t=0

w(k) = 1 Ф (r-R(t))-e ° -)[L
+)
 (r)-d

J
r (3)= Г ф

п
(г-ки))-е

 Р
°

Г
-5с£*}*<г)-а3

г

At the relatively high energies ( > 50 HeV/n ) this quantity is
nothing else than momentum distribution of the light particle in
projectile

ip R(0) ,..p. -i(k-p )x .
u(k) a e ° (2*)~

э/г
|ф

п
(х)-е ° -d

3
x (4)

Рог outermost nuclecns the width of such distribution depends

/гш
mainly on their separation energies uk 2 /—— \ e

n
| and may be

small enough.

Thus, the wave function (2) describes elastic scattering of
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the suffisiently narrow (in momentum space) wave packet with the
mean wave number p

o
 corresponding to the beam velocity. An

additional momentum broadening of this packet may arise due to
"non-instantaneous" stopping of the projectile's core. It can be
estimated with accounting of the realistic motion along the
coordinate R(t).

3. What can we observe in quasifree scattering of loosely
bound nucleons ?

D So far as the neutron elastic scattering cross-section
reaches at the forward angles a value of tens barn/sr, the
noticeable part of all the neutrons emitted in reactions with such
projectile as

 1 1
Li must be formed in the central collisions. These

neutrons just as the "break-up" ones have predominantly the beam
velocity and forward direction, but they are nol accompanied by
the fast charged projectile's core. It may be detected in
anti-coincidence experiments.

2) The nucleus mean field adds to the scattered neutron a
sufficiently large transverse momentum which can not be added in
peripheral dissociation processes. This leads to an additional
broadening of the neutron angular distribution.

3) Since the neutron wave function retains its spatial
coherence, it is possible to detect the interference pattern in
neutron angular distribution with a half-period Ltex/pJ^. For
its observation we need the sufficiently narrow wave packet with
uk « p

o
/4 or |e

n
l « E

o
/t6. This obviously fulfils at E

o
 > 50

WeV. An observation of such interference would prove immediately
the importance of the quasifree loosely bound neutron scattering
mechanism.

4) The neutron wave focusing behind the target nucleus - Fig.2
may lead to the new interesting phenomena connected with the

sharp increase of the nucleon dencity. The neutron dencity behind
the target nucleus increases in comparison wiih the usual one in
factor N = п-|*(сивр)[

г
/|Ф(о>)|

2
, where n is the number of "shaken
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off" neutrons, and [Ф(сивр)|/|Ф(<в)| is the increase of the neutron
wave function amplitude at the caustic cusp on the beam axis -
Fig.3. The value of N-factor varies from some units to tens.
Notice, that the outermost nucleons in a projectile are, as a
rule, in the states with the angular momentum I/O. Moreover, the
nucleons with l

x
~ *l will be focused more constructive than the

nucleons with I s o. So, the arising multi-neutron state has the
sufficiently unusual properties and may be stable enough. If its
life-time is greater than the projectile-target relative time of
flight, the spectra of the reaction products (n-n correlation,
recoil nucleus or its fission fragments) will show the properties
of the two-body process-

5) The process under consideration can be used for the neutron
scattering experiments at very high energies because there is not
any limitation on their acceleration within loosely bound neutron
rich projectiles.

Note, at last, that the "shaking off* process of the particle
from the loosely bound projectile with its subsequent scattering
on a residual nucleus (including its focusing) may occur not only
for neutrons but for other light particles too.
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EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL FOR DESCRIBING OF ELASTIC SCATTERING

OF WEAKLY COUPLED PARTICLES BY HEAVY NUCLEI

ILYINA.P.

Institute for Nuclear Research Prospekt Nauki, 47,
Kiev - 252028, Ukraina

Abstract. The adiabatical model of the interaction of a composed
particle with a heavy nucleus is formulated on the basis of the
exact solution of the two Coulomb centre problem. It is studied
the eigen functions' system of the adiabatical Hamiltonian which
describes the interaction between two clusters forming the par-
ticle when the last one is scattered by the nucleus at the value
of energy not much above the Coulomb barrier. The eigen states
of this Hamiltonian are found to be quite analogous to the vec-
tors of the rigged Hilbert space and fulfil the relations of bi-
orthogonality and completeness. Using the wave functions of that
eigen states the nonlocal potential of the effective interaction
of a weakly coupled particle with a heavy nucleus is constructed
on the basis of the method of coupled adiabatical channels. One
practically important example is considered with linear appro-
ximation for polarizing potential.

1. The two center Coulomb adiabatical basis

In present report it will be considered a variant of the two
charged centre adiabatical representation of the formalism of
the effective potential for composed a=Cl+2) weakly coupled par-
ticles interacting with a heavy nucleus. As examples of such
particles may be mentioned

 e
Li, 'He, ^-decaying nuclei of lp-

shell such as *He, "He.
 e
Li, 'B, •Be.

Vte shall assume that the kinetic energy E
a
 of the scattering

particle a <l+Z) might exceed the Coulomb barrier B
c
 not very

large: ( 43
C
 s Е

л
 s 2B

C
 ). Then the Coulomb excitation and desin-

tegration С12Э -» 1+2 in the Coulomb field of the heavy nucleus
give important contributions to the effective optical potential
of the particle Сa} due to long rang* characteristics of these

effects.
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We shall consider the elastic scattering of the light nuc-
leus Ca) having the mass and the charge CM

a
,Z

e
) and being formed

of two clusters CM
t
,Z

t
) and CM^.Z^). For the* large distance R

from the nucleus we choose the Hamiltonian of the relative mo-
tion of these clusters in the form:

Hj.Ce) * T
r
 + VCr) . CD

Here T
r
 is the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion of

the clusters. The potential VCr) is taken as a sum of the Cou-
lomb and nuclear interaction. For simplicity we assume the last
one to be central and independent from the clusters' spins. But
having a hope to ensure the convergence of the perturbation se-
ries and to avoid the appearance of redundant poles of the scat-
tering amplitude we have to suppose that the potential VCr) con-
tains a screened Coulomb potential and decreases faster than any
exponential function when r—•» . In general we have to assume
that VCr) can be represented as a finite sum of functions which
are analytical ^ in the almost whole complex r-plane excepting
the small sector containing the negative (ImCr) < 0) imaginary
axes.

The initial and final states of the particle Ca) are the sa-
me and their wave function ^ C r ) , (i « {л^*^}) is defined as
one of the discrete spectrum eigen functions of the asymptoti-
cal Hamiltonian,

C2)

with asymptotical behavior ^C?) p — ^ exp(ir/2FTe^7ti).

The composed particle Ca) being scattered by the nucleus СМ
А
,2

Д
)

at small energy may be characterized by the adlabatical Hamilto-
nian of the relative notion of the clusters;

^ р • vcr), сз)
where

H^CR) « Т
г
 + V^CR,?) С4)

is a free Coulomb adiabatical Hamiltonian, and

V^CR.?) • e
e
2

A
( -Ь. • i * ) - V

C
CR) CS)

is a Coulomb polarizing potential in which R Is considered as
a vector constant, and R, ?

f
, \ ar» th» radius-vectors from the
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centre of the nucleus-target to the centre of the particle CaD,
clusters C D and С2Э respectively. The mass and charge distribu-
tions in the clusters are assumed to be spherically symmetrical.
The Coulomb potential

= e*Z
k
(?,+ Z

a
)R"

1
 C5.1)

acts on the particle CaD as on the whole one.
Our purpose is to construct a complete system of eigen func-

tions of Uie Hamiltonian C3). At first we have to define the
eigen functions of the free Coulomb adiabatical Hamiltonian C4)
and to construct the Coulomb adiabatical Green's function

CR,?,?') = (k
a
*t0 - ^ H £ c £ > ) " C5)

At the begining we define the direction of axes z along the
vector R and introduce new coordinate vectors

м
P
t
 * r - v

t
R, with v,*Tf ; C7.1)

' *
M

р
г
 * r + vJL. with У

а
=-д* ; С7. 23

The equation for the eigen functions of the H^CRi we shall write
in the coordinate system Cx,y,z>, where z = z + z •. This system
is choosen from the requirement that the distances p

t
 , p

g
 can

be written in the forms:

p
t
 = A

a
 + y" + (z - 41)* . C8.1)

p
a
 = /it" + y* + (z + ^d)

a
 , C8.2)

where d * Cv + y^JR = -^ R , C9.1)

M - M

C9.3)

Now on the basis of the relations C8.1,23 we can introduce the
prolate spheroidal coordinates:

P. * P. P. ~ P.

j, _ '
 d
 »

 f
 ^ «

 J

 d
 . ' , 0 = arctgCy/x) . CIO)

On the fig.lit is shown that in the resulL of the scale transfor-
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«nation connected with a transition C7.1.25 from the ?
t

3
t
, 3

a
 respectively, the vector diagram implies a new

the charge Z
A
 interacts with effective charges v 2 and

placed to the focaJs F
i
 and F

a
 respectively. The center of a

corresponding rotation ellipsoid is placed to the point K.

f*
a
 to

aspect:
и Z ,

Fig.l. The vector diagram of the spheroidal coordinate system of
the two centers adiabatical representation. The center of the
Cartezian system <x.y.?> is shifted to the point К which devidet
in half the interfoc*! distance F»F*.
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The Schrodinger equation for the eigen functions f C?,rj,'*
>

of the Hamiltonian H^CR) has a form:

where

^
L L j

. С12Л)

'1га

^ А С М Л - " ,
2
, ) . "2.33

гмгм 2М
q«, к* + _-• v

d
CR) , к* « -J.£fc . C12.4)

The complete set of the functions $o contains only the func-
tions of the continuous spectrum which are represented in the
form of sums of products of radial Cf)f angular Ст>) spheroidal
Coulomb functions , and of the azimuthal (0) factors.

mso

1:0

| with с = Iqd, t = &.&
к
.Фу>. С13)

In this formula х
яж
 are the phases of the Coulomb scattering of

the particle CM
A
,Z

A
) by two Coulomb centers Cf^.Z^ and CM

a
,Z

8
).

The eigen values \
m
 of separation constants are determined

when the equation for angular function S^C;?)) being resolved.
The integer s defines the number of zeroes of the function
Z^CT)) on the interval 1*1,+11.

The twc-senter adiabatical Coulomb Green's function is writ-
ten in the following form:
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{
•:o «so

with

where as usually ^ • minCf,{'), ?> » maxC?,?').

THe spheroidal radial functions fiCX :?D and tf^CX ;?) are

analogous to^the Coulomb one center functions p"'F/n,p} and
p"

1
 ((5/T),p}+tF/7)<p<>) respectively. All kinds of the spheroi-

dal Coulomb functions are described in the book IZ1. Using their
properties one can make sure that the functions ф ^

}
 are norma-

lized on the 6(C - £') and fulfilled the following completeness
relations :

a»

J dkk'f сй^СФ^ЧЙ^'^'-ф^СЙ.г) * бСг-1
-rO , C15)

1 U < R>

In this integral lower limit is imagionary because of the lower
2M

boundary of the continuous spectrum is k^
n
=-U

c
CR)«-—~-V

c
CR).

Now let us consider the eigen functions of the Hani1tonian
НрСЮ defined by eq.(3). The functions of the continuous spec-
trum are to be found froa the Lippman-Schwinger equation of the
following for»:

, C165

where UCr«) • &*• VCr').

Taking into account that the distance r is expressed in terms
of the spheroidal coordinates CIO) by following relation:

r'C?',т>'5 = -f- fF * - l -2чо;С?'-1Э +CTJ'-7J
C
)* . CI7)

м- м
% • inr
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and taking into attention eqs.C13) and С14), and the relation

we write the function 4£+>СЙ,г) in the form wich is analogous

to eq. С13), namely:
eo p _ x

m
 2a

a=o

*T Z
m
^c,b

f
k
m
,;J

sf^'ro С18)

Then after substituting the eqs.C13), C14) and C18) into C16)
and projecting the resulting equation on the angular functions

icos (п^ф-ф^л^Сс.Ь Д
в
; -cos^)

we find the system of coupled integral equations for partial ra-

dial functions /_ .Cq;£):

. •

" (20)
The kernel of the system C19) is a matrix K^*' Cq;?,{') having
the elements defined as

( K ^ C q ; ? , . ^ ) ) ^ - ^ ^ . . « j J U ^ . ^ q . ? ^ . C21)

provided that the dimension s of the equation system tends to
infinity. The integrals series defining the Fredholra determi-
nant of the eq.C19) has such a form:

» 1 + ) ~rr~ D, Cq). (22.1)
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ш
 a j а *

 m
 г. j n

 n
 •*

n

Here v
 t

 is the entirely antisymmetric unit tensor of the
n-th ranqe The summing includes all permutations in the group
of n indexes j,, j ,..., * .

If some of the elements U ^ , cf the potential matrix are
negative or change their signs, then Fredholm determinants D

m
Cq3

might have the simple zeros it some values q
m
 cf tre momen-

tum which are enumerated wit,n an integer n. At these» values of
q̂  the uniform Fredholn equation has a unitar у sclut:-r which
gives the eigen functions of ihe discrete spectrum, '^т.зп the
parameter ?—•», those functions "-/JST. tend ..c evyon functions
ct~^.Cr) o*" the asynpt-oticai Hamilton:an H^CoC , ;q. C2). Tp.c-rsfore
the discrete- states can be char* с ten red by the fcllcw:nj .-sei cf
cpjantura numbers: j - <Ĉ ')rr.>. The unifcrc. frai'r.zln equations
for the discrete state functions cs.n ?.<э resol\£- with heip of
the followmc iteration эгосс-d'j. ~.
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-
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The system of the integral equations for partial components is
written in the form:

with the first approximation
• t zti

"• °
 П

 C27D
In the result, we find the eigen functions of the discrete spec-
trum in the following form:

where с » ĵq d, j
The most important features inherent to the set of eigen

functions (0
nftl

C?). ^Cr)) of the central symmetric Hamiltonian
) are their biorthogonality and completeness in some exten-

f
31sion of the Hilbert spacef
31
 It was proved in [31 that such

a set includes not only bound states but also the resonant Gamov
Г 4.1

states and the continuous spectrum states which leave the
real axes and go into the lower half-plane of the 2-nd sheet of
the Йеаагяenergy surface. Therefore Hilbert space mentioned abo-
ve was endowed with an adequate scalar product and a norm which
both contain the Gaussian regularization factors, '^

Vlhen considering properties of the set (ф (Й,гЭ, ф^'СЙ,?)),
we can convince that these functions are blcrthogonal in the
Hilbert space endowed as in t33 with a scalar product

<Ъ
а
. 1Ф

а
> % U 2 X expC-wr*) ®

a
.t*.?V\<it.Kd*r , (29)

where a,a' я j or Ic , if к such that q(lc) • Lq .
The functions ф CR,?) are assumed to be normalized to the unit.
As to properties of completeness of this system right now we can
only say that for axial1у symmetric one centre Сwhen Z =03 Cou-
lomb adiabatical Hamiltonian the completeness in the sense of
ref.[31 was proved by the author

JS1
 in the simple case of zero

range interaction VCr) between clusters. Presently we adopt that
the eigen functions of Hamiltonian Н^'Й) fulfil the following
completeness relation:
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J сзо)

The contour L$ of the integration in complex q-plane is shown on
fig.2. Then the corresponding Hilbert space will be rigged with
the subspace of the vectors (ф , ф'£') and with the dual sub-
space of vector ($,»

ф ,
, ^

 >nore
 details analoguous questions

have been studied by the number of authors in terms of abstract
rigged Hilbert space. Some of those works are listed in C6-9L

A
/ X

Fig. 2. The integration contour in the complex q-plane. With the
continuation (dashed line) it represents the contour which is
used in the proving of the completeness relation. The last en-
closes all q bound state poles x and finite number of poles *
corresponding to resonant states taken into consideration. Ze-
roes о of the scattering matrix relating to those poles are pla-
ced out of the contour. The eigen values C-q*3 corresponding to
the dual states 4 СЙ,гО are not shown.



2. The effective optical potential of the three-body nodel.

Proceeding from the three-particle model of the reactions
the Schrodinger equation for the system ati**>+A may be written
in the form:

С E - T
R
- V

C
CR) - Hj-CRD)»^!?.?) - V

N
CR,?)*

E
CR,?} , C31D

V
C
CS) and Н^СЮ are defined above, V

N
CR*,r) is the sum of the

short rang* nuclear optical potentials of the clusters 1 and 2
in the field of the target nucleus A. In the result of the pro-
jecting of eq. (313 on the given initial state ф СгЗ we obtain an
equation for the wave function y/ CR) a- <^!*

E
> of the elastic

scattering of the projectile CaD by the target A. This equation
can be written as follows:

C32:
'

where X g ~ ф^ <$>, |ф^ >"Ч'
р
 and <V'

N
>
tJ
 are defined by eq. CSS).

Л-:г function 3»
t
 i" defined so that \,Щ

Ф
 Ф( СЙ.гЗ^СгЗ.

Inserting in щ. C3i) the expansion of the three-particle wave

function i'.CR.r) written in the form

ar.d usir.c the projecting of the resulting equation en every .:.:'
t,-!(? 4diabat:cal states ф. and 4^,«e can obtain the equations fc-
Lhe fur.ci:or.s .̂'"̂  and*^ (fc. Aft.rr rescivinc thes? squsti^-s
;:. ..-.'ears.! fcrff' we use :n the r icht hand part of resulting
«-:•.:-..лti?>s tne-apsmxiniatc cn^ng:r;gs:

v: "-:~K* : -:



with using these approximations leads us to the expression for

the effective potential sought for. This potential is written tn
the following form:

where

C 3 6 )

V
NO •

 V
NGT

 + V
NOS '

 V
AC =

 V
A3T

 +

We designate the reduced states as follows:

V j j h j" *j " *j <h '*j >"<^1 l*j >• C 3 8 - 1 }

С38.3)Ф,р • Ф, <h 1Ф. >"*. with 0. Cr) = Uw ф. СИ.Л.
• J J i l J t X S—»oo J t

The nonlocal parts of the optical potential defined by
eqs.C37.1-23 are written in the forms:

tfjV^ 9>(E - £ /«) - Н р - < ^ ^ н 1 ф / > . С39)

= J <^|VM |^e>(E - efc- Нс)-<Ф4с^14!ф/>сг3к . С40)

C4D

С 42)



•А т •

С 43)

tm

(45)

VAoscR' f t'} " -f~ J ( V *j4

CR))Oi IVC E " V

(tt)

The effective Hamiltonians inconing into operators of Green's
functions in eqs. С35-46} are represented as follows:

= T
R +
 V

C
CR) • (

C j
CW - ̂ C-0)

 +
 <^|Т

к
|ф^ • <*,!уф

4
>,

= T
R
 + V

C
CR) . САП

The vector function XCR.r') is defined as

(48)
It can be approximately written as follows:

ф, CR,?)-| / ^ « x«xf E - g - VC(R3 - V. CR)̂  , C49)

where v CR) is a wave function of elastic scattering, and p is
the momentum of the particle Ca) in the c. m. of the syste» Ca-A).

If P.—•», then \<ff>
i
 |V

po
, |^.>| « |gj - г

1 #
 I. and we can use

the perturbation theory for obtaining с CR) and functions ф and
ф. . For the local part of the Coulomb polariration potential we
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can derive with such approach the following asymptotics:
(Cj CR) - et) * \*~*6i Q • OjR"

4, where at and a% are some pa-
rameters. From eqs. C36), £39), С40) it is obviously that the

potentials <У^
и
. V^., V ^ exponentially decrease depending on

both R and R* variables, provided that V
N
CR) * expC-a^) when

R—»ш . Examining the asymptotical behavior of the components

C37.1-2) of the effective potential we can conclude, that the

most slow decreasing <^ |ф > * R~* and <fy |ф̂ > * R~* we shall
have from contributions of the dipole components of the transi-
tions <^

t
 *

v
pei t̂ i-> and <^

t
 IV^j |^>. Talcing into account the

asymptotical behavior CRR')"' of Green's functions we can obtain
the following relations for the asymptotical decreasing .of dif-
ferent potential's components:

v
i*r'

 V
nas *'R"'«n

V
AGT' V ^ ^ R - C R * ) - .

Hence we can conclude that if the adiabatical representation
being used, the convergence of the integrals which describe the
reaction amplitude shouldn't be improved as compared to commonly
used pertubation theory on the interaction V . But if the
adiabatic's requirements are well fulfilled, i.e. if one can as-
sume that the moving along coordinate R is much slowly than the
moving along F , then the total contribution from the nonadla-
batical corrections V

A L
 , V

H9
 , and V

A e
 are expected to be smal-

ler than those one from the long range local potential determi-
ned by eq.(36) and from the short range nonlocal potential
Vj^CR,?), determined by eqs.(39) and C40)

In the realistic case as a particle Ca) may be taken a light
nucleus, for example one of the nuclei of 1-p shell. Besides of
the system of excited states the most of these nuclei have seve-
ral iowlymg thresholds cf two-particle break-up of different
types Tn:s fact gives the reason tc consider the wave functions
ф for a* least lowiylng excited states as superpositions of wa-
ve functions of several cluster configurations. The partial pro-
bability of every configuration rust depend en excitation energy
cf t.he nucleus. In the considering mccel the thresholds mentio-
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ned above are the lower bounds of continuous spectrum of Hamil-
tonian Hj.Ce>) Ceq, 1) for every cluster configuration. When the
nucleus С a) approches to a heavy nucleus, under influence of the
axially symmetric polarizing potential V CR,r) the level CnO
is shifted on energy and splits into *+l components due to the
removal of degeneracy on the absolute value of the projection m
of the angular momentum i on the axes z. When R decreases, the
lower bound -V

C
CR) of the continuous spectrum of the adiabatical

Hamiltonian Н^Й) also decreases, and excited states and even
the ground state might find themselves above this bound. In the
result these levels are endowed with additional break-up widths
and become quasistationary ones. Those widths as equally the
magnitudes of shifting and spliting adiabatlcally depend on the
distance R. If electomagnetic transitions talce place between
such levels, the energies of these transitions will differ from
those ones for free particle Ca). Thus, in such a way we can ex-
plane from point of views of adiabatitical model so called ef-
fect of influence of the third particle on the electromagnetic
transitions.

3. Folding type potential in the linear approximation for
polarizing potential V ^СЙ,fD

Now we shall consider a simple example of the elastic scat-
tering of the particle a=Cl+2) with M

t
= M

a
, but Zf 2

a
. Then the

potentials incoming in eqs. C3), (4) and (31) can be written as
follows:

IV
p o l

CR,r))
f
 * -СГ?), C50)

M
H
f " "d W** * "î r *

 U C l
° "

 C
'
?)
'

 C51)

UCr) * —* VCr) , ГСЮ * —S |* % i-l . (52)

In addition we suppose that short range potential VCr) can be
changed for the separable Yamaguchi potential

V
v
Cr,r') »

which in the simplest manner takes into account the finite range
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of the interaction between clusters. Then the wave function of a
sole bound state with energy value «

o
«-ti*aVC2M

e
) has a form:

(533

where N « / - 2 C
(
 and C* « ^

a
 *& . (53.13

e
 / 2n " ° (0-o3*

Then the sole adiabatical resonance state is defined as follows:

ф, CR,?) * -», f С1*4й,?,г'3-^-- d V , С54Э

where б^ЧЙ.г.г'Э is the well known
1 A
 * Green's function of theE

r
particle in uniform electric field, defined by the operator

5 £ * > B £,• -&.+ fz)"1 . where Ef- - £ eJeCR3. £553

The eigen value а
й
= /-2E

f
 can be obtained from the equation:

But in the fact we should not have to resolve this transcen-
dental equation if instead we shall use some of approximate re-
sults from ref.tlll. Those ones can be written as folows:

<4 « a* • a*CR3 + 1Г,СЮ , (573

a*CR) = \ cx*?
o
v*-l 1 + jgC105 - 10C^ + €£)•«") , C58)

) , £59)

where vf * cf'fCR), and C^ is defined by eo. C53.13.
The Green's function (553 is expressed^1"1 as follows:

j^C*,?,?) ^ ( AiCxt)Di4xa) A l C x ^ D x , ) , C60)

where DiCx)= BiCxi 4 Ш С х ) . Ai and Bi are Airy functions^123
;

x, « -2C2n~
=y
'(E

f
+ f-C), r, « -2C2f}"

8/
"(S

f
+ f >j). (613

and parabolic radial coordinates are defined by the equalities-
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z • Г - I? - ?• I). т} - ̂ ( z • z' + ! ? - ? • |). (62)

After introducing of the designations

p
s
 = /2fz - o£ ', ti'*»* |C2f)f/*( z - z' ± |? - ?' |) (63)

the arguments (61) of Airy functions are expressed as follows:

• vim}. (64)р

Supposing that a and /3 in eq. (53) and in the matrix element (36)
have the enough magnitude we can expand the G^'CR,?,?') in

terms of the powers u'*'and v
tmi
. Rearranging the items in this

expansion we write an approximate expression for Green's
function:

1
*'(ft. ?,?')« G^

1
 (?-?')+ Fj(ip

x
), (65)

where ^ С г - - ? - ) » - ^ ^ ^
 ?
.,- C66)

represents a simplified form of the quasiclassical approximation
for Green's function (60), the regular part of which is expres-
sed as follows:

) 4 ( 2 f ) ( x
 AiC

* 5WCx ) - Ai*(x

where x
o
 = 42f)"

2 / 3
p* . (67)

Inserting (66) and (67) in (54) we obtain an approximation for
adiabatical resonant function. Omitting unessential in now nor-
malized factor we can write its expression as follows.-.

<t>
Je
(R,?) = *

R
(r,z) = Ф,

я
(г,г) - Ф£(г) , (68)

Ф
1К
(г,г) = ^ , г" ( exp(ip

x
r) - expC-/3r)) , (69.1)

* 4n/r*F
f

r
(lp

z
) C69.2)

Inserting eqs. (68), (69.1,2) in the overlap's matrix element
»
 a
*< first we must to define a simple branch of the func-

tion p
r
, so that p

x
— • io

x
 m i/a* - 2fz when z—•-». For this

object we make a cut of the complex z-plane from the point z *
= o^/(2f) to the infinity in the lower half-plane. Finally we
obtain the following result:



where

**,«>р * ̂ V l J[ C f l + Z r ' P. Яв-*РЖ
О

ia - 2 ) " [E, (Са+«г)2) -Ett

" dzJ [E, (Co*tpm 2

О

(713

is the function of integral exponent

а » C2fr* ( /3»- ej ) , », • / a j + 2fz for 2 > 0 . C71.1)

(aa- z»)"1 [E, (Co+/J)2) - Zt&(iz)}dz . (72)

о

C73)
As a rule, in the considering problem the quantity R&Ca) have
much greater magnitude than the effective integration radius in
C71D and (723. For example, in the case of the deuteror. scatte-
ring by nuclei of

 a 0 -
Pb we have 2a = 0.46fm"' and Re(a3 *

a£08A*/3/ZA 2 89fnf
l. Therefore the pole in the integrands in

eqs. (713, (723 is located far out of the integration interval.
Considering matrix elements of nuclear parts of the clusters'

optical potential for the last one we assume the following form:

VN(R,?3 = Vtcri3 + Va(ra3, ?t = R - '- f, гд
 = R +

 г
- ? . (743

Obtaning these matrix elements we transform they to integrals
over spaces of the vectors ?

t
 and ?

a
. For the first of them the

results may be written as follows:
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/ |ff _> - АпН Г
1
 И г V Сг ) !

« «*'», о J I . » . J aR + R*- г*+ rf/.

C765

where ы|" W a | | - 2fR
-1
 0?*- r"+ г'/4) С76.1)

is a complex function which obviosly might have one branching
point on the integration interval. Symbolical anzatz C76) means
that on the contour C

Ze
CaiB-r

i
i) the function cf (r

t f
r) is simple

for every real r . More detailed expression is too cumbersome,
so we don't use it now. The element <Ф

0
1
 v

a
 I*,

R
>6

 i s
 written in

the analogous fora with taking into account the changing </—»/3.
but without using the contour C

2 o
 and the cut on the z-plane.

In the completely analogous way we obtain

o> x< R*r )

r V ( r ) КЫК e"01*- е-^")-а^Иг .i l l J f V ,-»*. - » r j i

О C2oC«l R-rt ) ( 7 7 )

The matrix elements of the potential V^Cr^) may be given by the

formulae analogous to C75-77), but with accounting that

exp(-u
r
 r) expC-u

r
 r)

gf ? •

J = /<4 - 2fz .where z = -R" (R*.- r*+ r*/4). C783

Having cot formulae written above and accounting the addi-
tional long range Coulomb polarization potential (c

Jc
.f^ ~ *

o
) ,

we can in practice solve the problem of the theoretical evalua-
tion of the optical potential for the composed weakly bound par-
ticle One can see that a such approximation could describe only
non-cculcmbic asymptotics of the effective interaction between
weakly bound particle and nucleus.

Deducing the above formulae we have beer- ecmpeled to adopt
sorce assuxptions which might not realize. Indeed, UJang in at-
tention that the approximated expression C6E) for Green's func-
tion is to be substituted in rsatrix elements C?C) ard C753. the

2SS



relation аГ'ЧгП"* « 1 is required. Sut the last one ir.ight be

fulfilled only for enoughly large values of R . Hence it follows

that the approximation (65) for the Green's function C60) isn't

alwais justified. Therefore it is desirable to have possibility

of the independent verification. For this object we nay use the

direct calculation of matrix elements with an exact G'* * С т>, С 5

Green's function (60).

To carry out that calculation we have to transform the 6-di-

mensional integral with element tfrcPr' to the repeating inte-

gral over the variables n, С. г, г , у and x> where cosv »

» (z- z')1? - г' Г
1
, X * Ф

 +
 Ф' > Ф

 anc
* Ф'

 a r e t h e
 azimuthal

angles of the vectors r and r*. Let us consider, for example,

the matrix element (75) written in the form:

I,<V > * <<p (r)|V Cr )G
<
*4R;r,r')V

v
(r',r'')!*_(r-,2")>.

After integrating about x w© obtain

I
f
<V

t
> « -N

f
• 8яJchj JdC(T) - O'-SJ^Cij.CJJdV sinv Jdr r

r
c

г
в

x V (r Ciy.C.y.r))-! W F V - P / d-. . C79)
/(г" - г'*Кг'

а
- г*)'

' + C - D ^ L p 7) + С

r
B
 = /r*+ (i7-C

r
c
 s
 .I

1
?
 +
 С

 +
 (rrPcosyl • С80)

For numerical evaluation of the integral С79-803 at least in a

few number of points R we must of course use the method Monte-
Carlo or something similar to it.

The author is grateful to professor 3cudchi:< A.T. for dis-

cussion and to doctors Gorunov 0. Yu. and Mocr.rucii A. V for valu-
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ELECTRIC OPTICAL POTEffllALS FOR WEAKLY-BOUND PARTICLES

K. 0. TERENETSKT and V. P. VERBITSKY
Institute for Nuclear Research, Prospect Nauki,47,

Kiev 2S2028, Ukraine

ABSTRACT: Internal weakly-bound particle have function, and
electric optical potential far this particles has been cal-
culated in adiabatic approximation. Calculation have been
fulfiled without the Coulomb potential mltipole deconposion
compared vith dipole approximation, ones.

It's well-known now, that the nuclear Coulomb field shows a
considerable influence on weakly-bound particles interaction
with atomic nuclei. This influence is expressed by the change of
the internal state of such particles and consequently, the in-
vestigation of its electric interaction may bring a valuable in-
formation of the structure and dynamic properties particles in
interest.

As it is shown earlier Ш , in the* case of pure Coulomb
interaction the internal weakly-bound particle wave function may
be presented by the following manner:

^
 2

l G*CECR3;r
p
,R), C D

where m
d
=m + m

n
is the projectile mass, m ,m

n
 are the masses of

charged and neutral clusters in the projectile, p=m \^
d
, R.

r , r are the coordinates of projectile center of masses.
charged cluster and inter cluster distance, a - C2/je

o
/tf)

I/a
,

e
o
~ binding energy and G* is ths Coulomb Green's function at the

some complex energy ЕСЮ ~ Сн^/яП'гСЮ * ifk
R
/2^- This function

describes the quasi stationary Cdue to the break-up probability)
projectile state and satisfies the boundary condition Г2]

lim (
d
 ln[f>*Cr,R3Jj * - a. C2)
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We can write [11 the energy in form eCR) = V
d
CR)-e

o
, where V

d
(R)

is the projectile-target interaction potential in interest. This
potential is expressed as Г13

V.CR) x Z Z e*/R + <JVCR) C3)
a p

where 2, 2 are target and projectile charges and 6VCR) is
additional complex potential taking into account influence of
the polarizability and break-up processes.

In order to define the <5VCW one can use the boundary
condition C2). Making substitution of C D for *>* in (2), we get
the equation for V*

d
CR)

i { [ ̂  ] F : ; : ' } C4>

where i> * p(m
d
/m

n
)*Z Z

p
e*/k

R
tf, Jf *

 G

0

+ i F

0

 a n d F
o*

 G
o
 a r e

regular and irregular Coulomb functions [31, correspondingly.
Solving the equation U > for all R, we find V

d
CR3 and, there

fore, £V(R), Example of such calculation is given in Fig.1,
Real Сsolid line) and imaginary Cdashed line) components of
dynamic polarization potential for deuterons and "He ions
scattered by lead are plotted as a function of projectile-
target relative distance. The dotted line presents a well
known approximate result [41 for R«5V(R) С R~

4
). These re-

sults are very close for the big distances and considerably
deviate for a relatively small distances. Using Airy function
uniform approximation for Coulomb functions in C4) the analytic
expression for V

d
CR) have been obtained;

V.CR) « Z Z V / R + fi E C2S) E1C2S) - ~ ° EiCSS) =
d p g 1 3

= V CR) + <JVCR) • 5J
p

This potential is complex: its real part describes the par t.icie
Coulomb interaction and a virtual transition? (product of
exponential integrals Z

t
 , Ei £4] to unbound state, its
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Fig. 1. Real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line)
components of the dynamic polarizability

potentials for d and *He ions.

imaginary part describes the projectile break-up in the electric
field of target nucleus. The arguments

2т?

SCp) = /C2r?/p-D
l/
*dp

P

of exponential integrals are a Coulomb action functions.
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THE PRODUCTION OF THE NEUTRON-RICH HEAVY
NUCLEI OF THE ASTROPHYSICAL INTEREST

AT THE IRIS FACILITY

VABolshakov. A.G.Derriyatin, KAMezifev, Yu.N.Novikov,
A.GPolyakov, A.V.Popov, Yu.Ya.Sergeev, V.l.Tikhonov

Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute,
Gatchina, Leningrad district, 188350, USSR

Abstract

The targets of the ThCx and UCX have been used for
production of Fr, Ra(Ac) nuciides of the Astrophysical interest at the
IRIS mass-separator on-line with the 1 GeV proton synchrocyclotron at
LNPf. A fine-grained powder of a target has been prepared using a
special technology based on a high temperature destruction of the
thermostable organometallic compounds of U, Th or Cm
(diphtalocyanine). The new neutron-rich nuciides have been identified:
232pr (5i1s), 2 3 3 R 3 (30*5s), 2 3 4 R 3 (30ii0s). The yields of some
nuciides from CmCx-target have been also determined.



1. Introduction

The production of the nuclides far off the beta stability line was
always the main goal of the ISOL-systems since the time of their
appearance. The considerable progress has been achieved in
construction of the ISOL-systems and was summarized in [1].
Meanwhile there are the regions of the nuclides which are difficult to
reach not only because of very small cross sections and or short half-
lifes but due to the absence of the suitable nuclear reactions. The
region of heavy elements ( Z > 86 ) with neutron excess is of this kind.
Only two reactions - transfer and spallation on uranium and heavier
targets - are useful for the production of these heavy neutron-rich
nuclei.

The nuclides mentioned above are the subject of a great
interest in nuclear astrophysics because they are produced during so
called r-process [2 ] (rapid neutron capture under astrophysical
conditions). The very long lived nuclides of 232rh, 2 ^ ^ U , 244pu and
etc. are produced by beta-transitions appeared after the r-process
"freezing". These nuclides due to their long half-lives can be used as
nuclear cosmochronometers. The estimated values of Universe age are
in a strong dependence on properties of the neutron-rich nuclei with
mass numbers A ^» 232. The most of them are yet unknown. The
nuclide 232pr & a subject of a special interest [3].The method of
production of the neutron-rich nuclides of Fr, Ra(Ac) using the targets,
containing the Th, U and Cm is described in this work. The targets ot
the MeCx-type were used. They are very usefull also in obtaining the
nuclides belonging to the wide regions of nuclidic chart (alkaline and
rare earths elements, In, J\ etc).

2. The experimental set up.

The measurements have been performed on IRIS ISOL-system
based on Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute synchrocyclotron with
the proton energy of 1 GeV. The first information about it was
published in [4].

The proton beam from the accelerator is transported on the
distance of the 60 m. to target room (fig. 1). The products of proton
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Fig. 1. Lavoirt for the IRIS-facifity. 1 - the proton beam path, 2 - the
target-ton source place, 3 - the proton beam damping, 4 - the
magnet, 5 - the collector chamber, 6 - switch yard, 7 - the ion beam
channels. 8 - iron shielding wall, 9 - the concrete shielding wall, 10 -
the doors. 11 - the tape transport system, 12 - the rotating collector.
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beam interaction with the target after ionization and acceleration are
passing through magnetic analizer which is situated into the shielding
wall .The ion beam is transported through the switch yard chamber to
the experimental hall, which is separated from the collector room by
3m. shielding wall. At IRIS-facility it is possible to use simultaneously
for experiments three ion beams with different mass numbers. Ions are
implanted into the moving collectors (tape or rotating wheel). The
semiconductor detectors are placed around it. There are a, a, e", X, -
detectors. The experiment is controled by computer.

3. Target

The attention was payed mainly to the transthorium targets
because the nuclides with A > 232 play a special role in
cosmochronology. In this case only the uranium is suitable for
preparation of the massive target.

The uranium carbide was used already as a covenient target
material in some investigations (see, for example, [5 - 7]). At the IRIS-
facility the original technology for target material production was
developed. The material preparing is based on the using of the
pyrolysed diphtalocyanines for different chemical elements including
Th and U.
a} Target material preparation.

The molecule of the diphtalocyanine consist of two organic
planes between which the atom of the metal is placed (MeCx) The
primary structure of the carbon part of the molecule is kept after the
pyrolysis of the diphtalocyanine. The pyrolysis take place in vacuum at
the temperature of 600°C. The atom of the metal is put into the
carbon core, moreover there are no connections between the atoms of
metal and carbon. -

The carbon tike high porous brittle and hard material in the
form of granula was produced as a result of the pyrolysis. The granula
were pounded and sieved. The diameter of the sieve was 100.4. The
powder was put into the tantalum vacuum oven and trained increasing
Tho temperature up to the value of 2200-2300°C The metal content is
about 30-50 of the weight of the obtained powder.



There are some distinctions between the pyrotyzid
diphtalocyanine (Pc) and carbide compounds.

i) The atoms of the metals are distributed isotropically inside
the carbon matrix of Pc. Therefore the behaviour of the nuclear
reaction products in the matrix is coused oniy by interactions between
the products and carbon, as well as sterical parameters of matrix (the
atonic distances of C-C, the dimensions of carbon sceleton in the
orcu-irtic "cage"). As a result the behaviour of product depends
drastic:'/ on the atomic dimensions. If the atom is sticking to carbon
"cage* and his dimensions are larger than the holes in "cage", the
release of such atom is retarded. The release is possible only under
the high temperature, result in the increasing of the atomic vibration
amplitude for carbon core and subsequent distortion of the primary
structure.

The behaviour of the yields of different elements from UCX

target as a function of temperature, obtained "off-line", is illustrated in
fig. 2. The yields are given in terms of value 100-F, where F means the
part in percent of the atoms which were kept in target under fixed
temperature. The analysis shows, that the value of F very well
correlates with the sizes of atoms or ions leaving the matrix.

So, the knowledge of the atomic sizes of the product nuclides
gives a possibility not only to predict the element behaviour in Pc
matrix, but to foresee the selective properties of the MeCx target.

ii) The Pc-powder has some advantages: it is not sintered
during a long (more than 100 hours) experimental run under
temperature of 2300°C.

iii) Since the Pc-powder can be produced for a lot of metals,
the possibilities to prepare targets of elements which are heavier than
the uranium are open. The CmCx target has been tested at IRIS (see
below).

iiii) Unfortunately Pc has some lacks. The main lack is the low
density (about 1.1-1.3 g/cm3) and not high content of the main
component (1 atom of metal per 18-20 atoms of the carbon) in
comparison with the carbides. To improve the parameters of the target
material some quantities of chemical compounds of ithe metal to form
carbides can be added. As a result the metal content in the target can
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be increased by a factor of 5-6 without considerable changing of the
main properties of the target.

b) The design

The construction of the "target-ion source" unit »s like one at
ISOLDE [8]. Two projections are illustrated in fig 3a,b.

The modifications of the basic design are as follows.
i) The desing of the tantalum container of the target is changed.

To avoid the cool "spots", the heat screen is situated around the hot
part of the target.

ii) To compensate the temperature tension during the target
heating and cooling, electrodes are made like "loop". The direct
current was used for the heating of the ion-source.

iii) The ion source of the surface ionization type was produced
using W-Re alloy with the 27%content of Re. The work function value
for the W-Re surface is equal to y>=5.1-5.3 eV. For pure tungsten
surfase the work function sharply decreases at the temperature 2300-
2400°C ( у < 4eV) due to the interaction of carbon vapour with the
surface and subsequent forming of the very thermostable carbide of
tungsten. These circumstances lead to the considerable decreasing of
the work function and as a result the ionization efficiency for many
elements. The ionization efficiency get up to the high level by the
presence of the Re on the surface which don't form the thermostable
carbon compounds. The highest temperature of the ion-source was
2600OC.

c) Test of target

The properties of the MeCx-target can be investigated by
measuring of the activity as a function of the delay time at between
the end of irradiation by proton beam and beginning of the ion beam
collection. The most typical picture is show in fig. 4. The time interval
for irradiation by proton and ion beams as well as for counting was
equal to TOs. The temperature of the ThCx target was 23OO°C At the
bottom of the figure 4 the time scheme of this experiment is shown. As
can be seen there are at least two components cieaorioing the
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Fig. 3. The design of tne target-ion source, a) the front projection, b)
the side-view. 1 - The carbon cylinder, 2 - the tantalum oven. 3 - the
tungsten cylinder, 4 - the molibdenum screen for thormoisotation, 5 -
electrode, 6 - tanialum ring, 7 - W-Re alloy (the surface ioniser), 8 -
extracting electrode,
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behaviour of the yield of the In element from target. The short
component corresponds to the release half-time t ( s n U ) . 2 s , where as
the long-lived component has a valueтО)и .5s.

To increase the selectivity of the release for alkaline and some
other elements (see fig. 2) the decreasing of the target temperature to
1600°C is sufficient. The release time under this temperature is still
high as can be seen from fig. 5.

Testing at different temperature and irradiation conditions
showed that targets of UCX and ThCx had a high capacity for
production of the nuciides from wide regions of the mass number both
neutron-rich and neutron-deficient.

In table 1 for example, the values of yields for the extreme
neutron-rich nuciides, obtained in spallation are shown, whereas the
extreme neutron-deficient yields of Tl are shown in table 2. The latter
case indicates that the capacity of the ThCx-target is sufficient to
identify the new Tl-nuclides with mass numbers of A = 182,183,185.

4. Production of the neutron-rich nuciides of the astrophysical interest.

Among the nuciides of the astrophysical interest the 232рГ|

233,234pa n a v e t n e good chance to be observed. They can be
obtained as a result of the reactions (p,6pn), (p,5pn) and (p,5p) on
238(j_target. The cross section of these reactions are very small,
especially for 232R- nuclide production. The estimated value using the
Rudstam's formula [9] is no more than I^b.

The identification of the 232Fr-nuclide was carried out using
moving tape, working at the "start-stop" regime and transporting the
activity to the detectors. The registration of the gamma-radiation
(Ge(Li)-detector, 40 cm 3 ), alpha-particles and fission products
(Si(Au)-detector, diameter 20mm) X-rays (Ge(Li)-detector, 1 cm 3 ) and
beta-particles (Ge(HP)-detector, diameter 16mm), was performed
simultaneously.

High energy part of the beta-spectra was used for
determination of the half-life of the new 232pr_nuclide (see fig. 6).
From these data the half-life is equal to Tj 2 5t1s This value is
confirmed by the observation of the time behaviour of the LX-radiation
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Table 1. Yield values for some extremely neutron-rich nuclei
from spallation-reaction on 238uc x ць е mass value of U - 10g, proton
beam intensity I j f

Nuclide

1 5 8 S m

160EU

Y,atom/s

330

52

>

4.103

Nuclide

228 F r

230 F r

39

20

Y,atom/s

2.104

3.102

Table 2. Yield values for new nuclides of Tl from spailation-
reaction on ThCx (the mass value of Th - 25g, proton beam intensity
lp=0.yA).

Y,atom/sNuclide T-) ;

182TI 1.8 > 70

183-n 6.9 103
1 8 4 TI* 9.7 104

* known nuclide

Nuclide T-j 2,i

185T| 19.5

185птп* 2

Y,atom/s

3.104

70/bra

Table_3. Identified new nuclides of the astrophysical interest
(target material - 238uc x ).

Nuclide T-) 2.s Identification method Ttarg.°C Ti.s.°C
2 3 2 F r 5+1 beta,lX,gamma,fis. 2000 2100

2 3 3 R 3 3W5 beta.fis. 2300 2500

2 3 4 R 3 з О ^ о b e t a of the daughter 2 3 4 A c 2300 2500



О 6 12 16 24 50
time, s

Fig 6. The time behaviour for the high energy parts of the beta-
spectra for mass number A=232.

4 - energy interval 2.9-3.7 MeV,
6 - 2.5-3.7 MeV.
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(see fig. 7), which on the mass number A=232 belongs to the Fr -•> Ra
disintegration. The same picture but for mass number A=231 is shown
in the fig. 7 for comparison. KX-rays for 232Fr -* 2 3 2 R 3 transition
were not observed. The estimated value for 232pr yield is 1()2 atomyS.
The delayed fission fragments were not observed also on the 10-6
level.

The new nuclides of 2 3 3 R 3 and 2 3 4 R a are also identified by
analysing of the beta-decay high energy part behaviour using high
purity germanium detector. The nuclide 2 3 4 R a is the last at the
isotopic chain for Ra-element, which can be produced using the 238u
target. The heavier 2 3 5 R 3 nuclide is produced by releasing the Tr1^
meson and therefore the assuming value of the cross-section has to
be much smaller than for 2 3 4 R 3 j h e same concluson can be made
for 234pr.

To enlarge the region of the heavy neutron-rich nuclides
accessible at spallatiorweaction the target CmCx has been prepared.
However, it was not obvious that the spallation cross-sections would
not be considerably decreased due to the increasing of the fissility for
transuranium targets. It is well known [10] that the yields for
spallogenic products for Th-target are much higher than for uranium
one. So it was not clear whether the tendency of the yield decreasing
would be kept for Cm-target. Therefore the yields of 220Fr isotope
from the four targets containing 232-^ 235^, 238ц a n d 244c m (with
a small impurities of the other Cm isotopes) were measured. The
target material of the Pc gadolinium (GdCx) with the weight of 30g was
divided between the four equal samples. Into these samples the 232rh
(1g), 235(j (90 , 0.1g), 2 3 8 u (1g) and 244cm (0.2mg) in the oxide form
were inserted respectively. On-line with proton irradiation of ail targets
the alpha-activity belonging to 220pr (27s, Е^б.бв MeV) was measured.
The yields for nuclide 1 2 0 Cs produced from GdCx was also
determined to exclude uncertainties in the non equal experimental
conditions (proton beam intensity, target temperature etc.). Fig. 6
shows the dependence of the 220Fr-yields on the target material. The
sharp decrease of yields changing from Th to U-targets is well seen.
At the same time from ine data for Cm-target it can be seen that this
tendency doesn't continue at higher mass number of the target. The
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obtained result doesn't exclude the possibility to use Cm-target for
production of the new neutron-rich transthorium nuclides.

The yields of the americium atoms were also observed. Ion
current of americium in the collector chamber was equal to 1-2 nA.

5. Conclusions

The targets containing the pyrotyzed diphtatocyanine of uranium
and curium are useful for production of the neutron-rich heavy nuclei
of the cosmochronological interest. Moreover the target material of
ThCx, UCX etc. can be used for production of the nuclides from the
wide regions of the nuclidic chart. The new nuclides of the
astrophysical interest 232pr, 2 3 3 R 3 and 234Ra have been identified at
the IRIS-facility. To enlarge the region of new nuclides for
cosmochronometry the transuranium targets are necessary. The
CmCx-target has been tested. The possibilities to produce new
nuclides in spallation for some transthorium targets can be seen in fig.
9. They are outlined by different lines for Th, U, Pu and Cm-targets.
For Th and U-targets the lines correspond to the cross section values
equal to --I^b, whereas for Pu and Cm-targets to <•* 1mb, according to
Rudstam's formula [9]. Taking into account the rough approximation of
this formula, we nevertheless can conclude that the mentioned regions
are not so large.
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135

Fig. 9. The regions of the nuctides which can be produced
1 GeV proton beam irradiation of the targets 2 3 2 Th, 238u, 244pUi

(all shaded). Frontiers are as follows:

by

The solid line is the borber of the known nuclei, the dashed curve is
the border of the nuclides with the half-lives equal to Is [11]. * - the
nuclides identified in this work.
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Experimental Approach to
Explosive Nucleosynthesis in the Universe

S. Kubono

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo,
188 Japan

Abst rac t

Recent development of experimental studies on explosive
nucleosynthesis, especially the rapid proton process and the
primordial nucleosynthesis were discussed with a stress on unstable
nuclei. Mew development in the experimental methods for the
nuclear astrophysics is also discussed which use unstable nuclear
beams.

1. UNSTABLE NUCLEI AND HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

In the recent years, considerable development has been made in
the study of unstable nuclei in nuclear physics, especially by using
heavy ion beams. Intermediate and high energy heavy ion beams have
produced unstable nuclei efficiently. This feature has provided a new
tool for nuclear astrophysics as well. We will discuss some recent
developments on the explosive nucleosyntheses. Here, we concentrate
on the rapid-proton (rp) process and the primordial nucleosynthesis.

Nucleosynthesis plays a crucial role in the stellar evolutions and
also in the early universe just after the big bang. As was shown clearly
in the recent super nova 1987A, unstable nuclei play very crucial roles
in explosive processes in the universe. Figure 1 displays several nuclear
reaction processes which take place in stellar sites, and some of them in
the primordial site as well. At low temperatures, some processes
undergo for a long duration near the stability line, but the ones at high
temperatures go very rapidly involving more the nuclei far from the
stability line. For instance, the rapid proton (rp) process1* involves very
proton-rich unstable nuclei. This process will include successive proton
capture reactions before beta decay. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1. the flow
goes near the proton drip line more or less, but the actual flow path
should be determined by a competition of the beta decay and the proton
capture reaction in high-temperature high-density sites. Nuclear
physics inputs are very crucial here although this problem of course
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MgAI
NeNa

Primordial
N.S.

Fig. 1 Nuclear
reaction processes
shown on the N-Z
Plane. Density is also
a crucial parameter to
be considered here.

depends on the conditions of the stellar sites.
Although the rp-process is expected to involve many proton-rich

unstable nuclei possibly near the proton-drip line, the nuclear
structures are little known of these nuclei yet. When this process was
proposed in 1981 by Wallace and Woosley,1) the proton drip line was
not well known. The scenario of the rp-process then was using many
assumptions for the nuclei involved. Actually, the proton drip line in
the sd-shcll (Z = 8 - 20) region has been experimentally clarified very
recently by the GANIL experiments. Similar status can be seen in the
neutron-rich side for the rapid-process. Under these circumstances, it
should be worthwhile to check experimentally critical nuclear reactions
for nucleosynthesis scenarios in nuclear astrophysics.

As an experimental approach to the problems of nucleosyntheses,
there would be usually three stages;

1 ) we first need to know if the nucleus is particle stable or not, then
2) identify levels, the spin-parities and the life times, and finally.
3) we have to know the properties of the nuclear levels relevant to

the burning processes, e.g., the total width and the gamma width.
Or, one needs to know the reaction cross sections instead of 2) and 3). If
there is a resonant state at the temperature region of interest, it will
enhance the reaction rate considerably. Scenarios of nucleosyntheses of
explosive processes are still based on such fragile bases in a sense of
nuclear physics. Some parts still need the stage 1) experiment. This
consideration is also true for the problem of primordial nucleosynthesis.

Discussions on the rp-process and the primordial nucleosynthesis
ajc given in sees. 2 and 3, respectively. In sec. 4. recent new
development in the experimental methods is discussed.
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2. RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN THE RAPID-PROTON PROCESS

Considerable efforts have been made recently for investigating
experimentally the breakout process from the hot-CNO cycle,1"7) which
leads to the onset of the гр-process. The main sequence of the breakout
process is considered to be 1 5O(a,7)1 9Ne(p,Y)2 0Na.1-2) For this problem
we have investigated the nuclear reactions of the onset process, i.e.,
1 9 Ne(p,y) 2 0 Na and 2 0 Na(p,y) 2 1 Mg by using an indirect method. The
nuclear structure of 2 ( ) Na was studied through the direct charge-
exchange reactions (3He,t) and (p,n) on 2 0 Ne, and many new levels (with
excitation energies and the spin-parities) were identified,4) including
the 2.637 MeV 1+ state which is just 438 keV above the proton
threshold. This new state was found to produce at least two orders of
magnitude larger reaction rate at the temperature region of interest
Consequently, the ignition temperature of this process is found to be
lowered roughly by a factor of two. However, the absolute onset
temperature is not determined yet because the information of stage 3)
is not known yet, i.e., the gamma width of the resonant states in 2 0 N a .

We have performed an experiment to study the decay property of
the levels near the proton threshold in 2 0 N a using the projectile
fragment separator RIPS at RIKEN. The secondary beam of 2 0Mg was

Onset of
ip-Process

—Ne-Na Cycle

Fig. 2 The hot-CNO
cycle and the onset of the
rapid-proton process.

.№.«)
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present experiment
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obtained by using a 100-MeV/u primary beam of 2 4 M g from the RIKEN
ring cyclotron. Only the proton decays were observed so far, as
expected for the stales in 2 0Na. 2> 5) Here, the gamma width is the subject
of near-future experiment.

The next process 2 0 Na(p,Y) 2 1 Mg predicted by the scenario was also
examined by studying 2 1 M g with the reaction 2 4 M g ( 3 H e , 6 H e ) 2 l M g at
INS-cycIotron of the University of Tokyo. Here, it was known that the
nucleus 2 I M g has about t i/2 = 90 ms, but the nuclear levels were
completely unknown near and above the proton threshold in 2 1 Mg. In
the previous calculations of the rp-process, the nuclear levels same as
those of the mirror nucleus 2 1 F were assumed for 2 1 M g . Figure 3
displays the level scheme of 2 1 M g identified in the present
experiment. 6 - 7 ) The states near the proton threshold show considerable
level shifts to lower energy. The s-wave resonant state postulated just
above the proton threshold was found to be a bound state. Thus, this
state gives almost no effect to the reaction rale in the nucleosynthesis.
fn total, the thermal reaction rate in the temperature region of T9 = 0.1 -
1.0 (T9 = T/(109 K)) was found to be a few orders of magnitude
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1.0

Fig. 4 The thermal
reaction rates of the
three successive
reactions in the
breakout process from
the Hot-CNO cycle.

Temperature (10"9 K)

overestimated in the previous predictions.1 -3> This couid be an
instructive example for the necessity of nuclear physics experiment for
the astrophysical problems. These level shifts are very serious as far as
one measures the shifts from the threshold

From the two experiments discussed above, ihe estimated reaction
rates suggest that the rp-process begins at around Tg = 0.4 for a typical
density of nova p = 5xlO5 g/cm', and the limiting reaction process for
the breakout seems to be the lSO(a,y)^Ne reaction, as shown in Fig. 4.
However, it should be noted that they are not conclusive since, the stage
3) experiments are not made yet which determine the absolute
temperatures.

Let me keep going on the discussion on the rp-process. In Fig. 2,
we do not know how the rp-process flows after 21Mg. The current
scenario^) says that it should go to 21Na by a slow beta decay process.
However, our recent shell model calculation^ suggests that thtre would
be some resonances which have large s-wave components just above the
proton threshold in 22AI. This would favor a nucleosynthesis-flow up to
22A1. Here, experiments are definitely needed.

Another interesting subject among the rp-process is the
termination process. The rp-process is considered to run over the mass
region of Fe-Ni way up to somewhere A = 100. However, it is not known
how far and where it will go. There were some unknown nuclei through
which the rp-process runs in the scenario.9) A beautiful experimental
result was reported10) very recently from MSU group. The critical
nuclei fl5As, 69Br, etc have been identified by using the newly installed
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secondary beam line at MSU. This result supports that the rp-process
goes through these nuclei. This is clearly the experiment of stage 1),
and thus further experimental works of stage 2) and 3) are need.

3 . PRIMORDIAL NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

One of the key issues in the primordial nucleosynthesis is if the
metals (12C and heavier elements) were produced in the very early
universe. Inhomogeneous big bang (IBB) models,11*15) which
introduced inhomogeneities in baryon density in the quark-hadron
phase transition, have succeeded in predicting nucleosynthesis of finite
metallicity, although there is a difficulty with 7Li overabundance. The
postulated dominant flow path,14) which bypasses the A = 8 gap in the
IBB models, is 4He(ttY)7Li(n,7)8Li(a,n)1lB(n,Y)12B(p-v)l2C. These scenarios,
however, assumed several important reaction rates which were
unknown then. Especially, the BLKoc.n)1^ reaction was completely
unknown since the target 8Li is unstable.

An experiment16) on this process was recently made which used
the reverse reaction I JB(n,a)8Li. Figure 5 shows the astrophysical S-
factor obtained. It is about 8400 MeV-b near the Gamow peak of T9 = 1,
which is the value used in the IBB model calculation by Malaney and
Fowler.1 4) However, it is clearly not a constant S-factor (energy
independent) as was used in the IBB models. This measurement,
however, includes only the neutrons to the ground state in ^ B , and it

1.0

E12(MeV)

Fig. 5 The astro-
physical S-factor of the
8Li(a,no)nB reaction.16)
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Fig. 6 Nuclear Levels
of 1 2 B observed in the
present experiment, and
the resonances seen in
the "Bln .a) reaction.16)

was discussed that the neutrons to the excited would be less than 10
%. 1 6 ) Here, crucial physical parameters such as particle decay widths
and the spin-parities were not determined for the resonances in i 2 B .

These properties were studied1 7) further by using ihe direct
reaction 9 B e ( a , p ) I 2 B , which was found to excite the present resonant
states with reasonable cross sections as expected.58) Figure 6 shows a
clear correspondence between the levels observed in the 9 Ве(а,р) '-В
reaction and the resonances,16) where the 8Li + a threshold lies at
10.000 MeV in 1 2 B. The lowest resonance was not well determined in
the (ft.a) measurement. The most important state for the s Li(ct,n) 1 ] B
reaction at around T9 = 1 is the one at 10.572 MeV, which is strongly
excited in the (<x,p) reaction. The (a,p) angular distribution measured
for the 10.572-MeV state was fitted reasonably well by an exact finite-
range Distorted Wave Born Approximation19) calculation assuming the
angular momentum transfer Ltr = 0 - 2. This gives a tentative
assignment of J* = (0+, Г, 2+, 3").

The branching ratios for the particle decays from these states were
determined by measuring the decay neutrons. Figure 7 shows a typical
time-of-flight spectrum of the neutrons from the 10.572 MeV state in
1 2 B , measured at 30° with E a = 50 MeV. The sum of the intensities of
the neutron decays to the excited states are almost the same as the yield
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for the ground stale. Thus, the reaction rate of the 8 Li(a ,n) 1 1 B process
should be increased roughly by a factor of two as compared to the
previous estimate.1 6) The angular correlation functions of the neutrons
for the first four states are reasonably well fitted with a square of the
Legendre polynomial of the order of I, I, 3 and 1, respectively. By
taking into account the tentative assignment discussed above, this state
has most probably J* = 2+. The branching ratios obtained approximately
Гпс/Гм«. = 1/3, Гпс х/Г [ 01 = 1/3, and Га/Гш = 1/3. The а-branching ratio
is much larger than expected.16) However, this is consistent with the
fact that the entrance channel of the thermal 8 L i ( a n ) l l B reaction can be
an s-wave resonance.

We also have tested to measure the cross sections of this
8 L i ( a , n ) l ! B reaction directly by using the low energy secondary beam of
8 Li from the RIPS at RIKEN. The beam was produced by projectile
fragmentation process, degraded to the energy range of 10 - 20 MeV,
and then introduced to the ionization chamber, MUSIC, which has an
admixture of 4 H e as a target. As will be discussed in detail in the
following talk by Boyd, this method seems to be promising for the
measurement of a-induced thermal reaction cross sections. The cross
sections obtained seem to be much larger than the previous values.16)

Another interesting development made 2 0 ) for the primordial
nucleosynthesis was an experiment with a low energy neutron beam for
the 7Li(n,y)8Li reaction. This is the problem of the trigger reaction for
heavy element synthesis in the primordial site. The radiative capture
cross section of neutrons was measured at 30 keV at the pelletron
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facility of the Tokyo Institute of Technology. We have measured
directly the prompt gamma rays from this reaction. The cross section
obtained is 39.3 +. 6.0 цЬ, which is about a factor of two larger than the
value reported before.21) However, the present value is consistent with
the extrapolation from a thermal reaction cross section.

A flow of 7 Li(t,n) 9 Be(t,n) u B could be also an important pass way
for heavy element synthesis.22) An experimental work is reported for
the first step by Coc in this conference, which supports the importance
of this process.

4 . NEW EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR NUCLEAR ASTROPHYSICS

As we sketched in the preceding sections, there are new methods
developed or being developed for nuclear astrophysics. Specifically the
use of unstable nuclear beams becomes available from very low to high
energies. Although the quality of the secondary beams from the
projectile fragmentation processes is limited, there are many interesting
experiments to be made for nuclear astrophysics. We made three
different types of such experiments at RIKEN by using the projectile
fragment separator RIPS. The decay property of 2 0 Na, and the reaction
cross of the " L i C a . n ) 1 ^ were measured as discussed above. One other
important development we made is a Coulomb dissociation
measurement of unstable nucleus 1 4 O. The gamma width of the 1* state
just above the proton threshold in the 1 3 N ( p , y ) 1 4 N reaction was
determined to be 3.1 £ 0.6 eV, which is quite consistent with the values
obtained by other methods. This was reported by Motobayashi-3) in the
poster session in this conference.

More promising method could be the unstable nuclear beam
factories. This includes an ISOL system lo produce intense unstable
nuclei and an accelerator to boost the kinetic energy to the region of
astrophysical interest. A pioneer work was reported by Arnouhi in the
previous talk. The gamma width of the 1* state in ^ O was successfully
measured by using the unstable nuclear beam of l 3N accelerated by a
cyclotron. Extensive unstable nuclear beam factories are being planned
in the world including the proposal of Exotic Nuclei Arena in Japan
Hadron Project, as will be discussed by Nomura in this conference..

In summary, nuclear physics inputs are very crucial and valuable,
and being awaited in nuclear astrophysics. Unstable nuclear beams
seem to be opening a new field in nuclear astrophysics, especially for
the problem of explosive nucleosynthesis. Study of nuclei near the drip
lines is really research field for both nuclear physics and nuclear
astrophysics. It should be, however, noted that the experimental works
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for the nucleosynthesis problems by a small machine and/or stable
beams are also valuable and needed.
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DIFFRACTION DESCRIPTION OF PARTICLE SPECTRA FROM
TRANSFER REACTIONS AT HIGH EXCITATION ENERGIES IN NUCLEI

EVLANOV M.V., VASILYEV Yu.O.
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine

Abstract
The shape and the magnitude of outgoing particle spectra in

the high excitation energy region of the final nucleus are
investigated in the framework of the diffraction theory of the
composite ion fragmntation processes. The comparison of the
theory with the experimental spectra for the case of transfer
reactions induced by both light and heavy ions is made.

1. Introduction
In the last few years a growing interest among physicists -

both experimentalists and theorists - is shown in the
investigation of high excitation nuclear states in the
excitation energy region up to 30 MeV and higher. In this
region of excitation energy the gross-structures reflecting of
nuclear structure peculiarities (the giant resonances, particle
or hole states) are mainly observed practically for all known
nuclei.

Systematic interest in the investigation of such objects is
explained by both increased level of experimental technique and
development of theoretical methods, in particular the
quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model [1].

Experimental investigations of deep hole states, giant
resonances, high-lying particle states come usually to the
analysis of the energetic spectra of nuclear reaction products,
measured with high resolution, together with the calculations of
the angular distributions carried out as a rule in the framework
of DWBA [2,31.

One of the basic and difficult problems for experimentalists
to obtain the cross section from a. measured spectrum is the
problem of so-called "physical" background, ч-hich is not
connected with the peculiarities of used detecting technique.
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The isolation process of peaks corresponding to the giant
resonances, particle or hole states for the purpose to determine
their quantum characteristics Cexcitation energy, life-time,
spin and parity) consists in a approximation of the energetic
spectrum by chosen function in which the background is
represented in the form of straight line, "step" with diffused
edge, but more often in the form of "empirically drawn line"
C4].

Particular difficulties are connected with the description
of spectra in the stripping reactions {51 where the yield of
"physical" background becomes highly substantial and even
dominating especially with increasing of the emission angle of
outgoing fragment which is the reaction product. One of the
methods to take into account the shape and magnitude of the
spectrum in the high excitation energy region are proposed in
this paper using the diffraction theory of the composite
particle fragmentation processes developed in [7-93.

2. Diffraction dissociation.
According to C7-91 the twice differential cross-section of

the diffraction dissociation of composite ion which consists of
two clusters Сonly one particle from three products in the exit
channel is detected in inclusive experiment) can be represented
in the following form:

00

[dx x g*Cx) S H^x.x^ CD

0

where

00

г J сх.г
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, M, m
f
 and m

m
 are the masses of the incident

nucleus and the outgoing fragments 1 and 2 respectively,
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ л г ) , E, E

a
 and Q

o
 are the energies of

the projectile, outgoing fragment and reaction, respectively,
x
a
=2/?

e
)cRsin(e

a
/2), в is the emission angle of the fragment 2 in

the lab. system; Л is the surface diffuseness parameter of the
target nucleus, J

o
 and I

o
 are the cylindrical and modified

cylindrical Bessel functions, respectively; S_. is the
spectroscopic factor П О ] . The coefficient 10 is introduced for
the representation of the cross section in mb/sr.MeV
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3. Diffraction Stripping
The twice differential cross section of the diffraction

stripping is calculated by the formulae [7,83:

10 ° * exp S-J-
3
 S-FCx ) С 4)

*] C5)

с е з

о

and functions ,.
 4

>iy
- 13/Д ]i C8)

Note that for the "blackt nucleus with the sharp nuclear
edge CA • 03 the functions oC{),gCx),FCx

a
) and G

m
C?

t
) are

simplified:

f 1 . if ? M ,
a
 l0 , if ? > 1,

J CxD
1
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4. Comparison with Experiraent
As an illustration of the proposed calculation method of

high-energy part of spectra let us consider now the reaction
aoe

p b
 c*°Ne,

1#
Ne3

ao#
Pb at the energy of the incident ions

 a0
Ne

T, .r 600 MeV and for the emission angle of ions
ia
Ne 0, . = 5.3°

till, and at the energy T
J a b

 = 500 MeV and for the angle ©
l a b

 =
11.5° 112,131. Note that sufficient high energy of the
projectile, the forward emission angles of outgoing fragments
and the small value of the ratio of the neutron binding energy
e
n
 in the system *°Ne *

 t#
Ne+n to the projectile energy T

i a b

corresponds completely to the criteria of the diffraction
approach applicability [141.

Fig 1. gives the experimental spectrum of the
 i e
Ne ions Сthe

histogram) from the fragmentation process of
 a 0
Ne on the *°*Pb

nuclei at the energy 600 MeV for the angle 3.3° [ Ш . The total
yield of the diffraction dissociation and stripping calculated
by formulae C D and C4) are shown in this figure by solid line.
Note that for the reaction in question the yield of the
diffraction stripping process is prevailed.

>

XI

20 40 60
£

Х
,МЭВ

Fig. 1
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Theoretical calculation exhausts practically the
experimental spectrum starting with the excitation energy E* *
E

M u t
 and up to Б* = E

o
. The yield of given mechanism is

practically observed up to ground state overlapping naturally
the existing region of gross-structures 5-30 MeV over excitation
energy. The maximum yield of the diffraction stripping and
dissociation falls on the region E* « 20 MeV. The arrow on fig. 1
indicates the position of the maximum yield of the given
processes which corresponds to the beam velocity.

Fig. 2 demonstrates by analogy with the fig. 1 the comparison
of the theoretical spectrum Csolid line) with the measured one
in the same reaction

 2em
PbC

2O
Ne,'*Ne)

aoe
Pb but at the beam

energy 500 MeV and © = 11.5° E12.133. Similarly to the previous
figure, fairly good description of the experimental data is
achieved however, as followed from fig.2, the yield of
mechanisms other than the diffractional one becomes more
noticeable with decreasing of the beam energy and increasing of
the fragment emission angle. It is emphasized that the
theoretical spectra in the fig.l and 2 are shown in absolute
units.without any additional normalization.
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In the fig.3 the experimental triton spectra from the
«"«.««•g^Co^t) reactions are shown at the incident a-particle
energy Е

1 д Ь
 = 100 MeV and for the fragment emission angle e

i a b
 =

7° [11,15].

> £u = /OO MeV

155
Eu

Fig. 3
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Dashed lines in the figure are calculated by formulae С 4) for
the diffraction stripping cross section of tritons, dashed-point
lines represent the diffraction dissociation cross section of
a-particles on triton and proton calculated by formulae C D .
Solid lines show the total yields of the stripping and
dissociation to the inclusive spectra. Similarly to the previous
reaction, the experimental spectra are exhausted starting
approximately from 30 MeV and up to 20 MeV over the excitation
energy. The energy range from 10 MeV to 30 MeV contains yields
both the gross-structures and the diffraction processes. It is
seen frora fig.3 that if the yield of the diffraction processes
changes from Isotope to isotope on the absolute value only, the
yield of the gross-structures manifests itself through their
shifting over the excitation energy and changing of the ratio
value between the diffraction part of spectrum and the region of
spectra that contains the discrete levels. This circumstance is
connected apparently with the shell structure and shape of
nuclei, i.e. can be explained by the presence of the connection
between the. single particle and collective freedom degrees in
nuclei [Hi.

Values of the projectiles and target nucleus radii used in
the calculation are given in the table.

Table

Nuclei

Radii
CFm.)

«He

a. 08

*°Ne

3.66

'"Sin

7.08

'»*Sm

7.24

.«•
p b

8.00

Let us point out here on the existing possibility to
describe the high-energy part of spectrum Cas one goes from
spherical

 l4<e
Sm to deformed

 ie
*Sn0 in the framework of the

proposed diffraction approach making use of the conception of
the different diffuseness of surface layer of nuclei with
different number of the neutrons over closed shells in order to
extract the value of the nuclear edge diffuseness parameter
entering in the theory. It is known П1.151 that the deformation
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of the samarium isotopes, which was estimated from variation of
the BCE2) values for the 2* firs state in these nuclei, changes
from (З

ж
 0.1 for

 1 4 4
Sm to 0

e
 0.3 for

 ie
*Sm. In paper [163 it

was shown that the presence of freedom degrees connected with
nuclear surface gives an additional effective spread of the
nuclear surface layer. In the case of nonspherical nucleus this
spread is determined through the unified model parameter
(namely, the deformation parameter) and for the samarium
isotopes the value of this addition can be estimated by formulae
of paper 1161 to be equal da « 0.1 - 0.2 Fa. Therefore, one can
suppose logically that the strongly deformed

 1B4
Sm, having

excess in 10 neutrons in comparison with
 l
**Sm, has the greater

value of the diffused edge nuclear parameter. On fig.3,
following this scheme of arguments, theoretical curves are
calculated with the diffusensss parameter Д = 0.5 Fm for the
spherical isotope

 i 4 4
Sm and A = 0.6 Fm for the deformed isotope

tB
*Sm.

5. Conclusions
In this paper on the examples of the transfer reactions with

participation of light and heavy ions it is shoun that the
application of the diffraction dissociation theory of composite
particles in the field of complex nuclei to describe of the
high-energy part of outgoing fragment spectra can become rather
useful to explain of the origin of "physical" background
revealing in the experimental spectra and to determine its
quantitative yield in the cross section. This is important for
better understanding of the damping of high-lying particle state
strength of nuclei, more reliable extraction of quantum
characteristics both discrete levels and gross-structures
appearing in the spectra.

Besides, in the paper it is pointed out on the possibility
to receive the information about the surface of eagle and
neighboring nuclei and also of separated isotopes of different
elements from the analyses of high-lying part of spectra in
framework of the diffraction approach, one of the distinctive
features of which is the strong dependence of dissociation and
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stripping processes on the diffuseness parameter of nuclear
surface layer.

Authors are grateful to Profs. H.Langevin-Joliot, S.Gales
and Dr. V. M. Pugatch for useful discussions.
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Vertex Constant and Spectroscopic Factors
from Analysis of (

3
He, d) Reactions on

 9
Be,

 X 1
B and

 1 2
C Nuclei

S.V. Artemov, 1.Й. Gulamov, A.A. Karakhodzhaev,
A.M. Mukhamedzhanov, G.K. Nle, I. Yuldashev and I.Yu. Zotov

Institute of nuclear Physics, Uzbek Academy of Sciences,
Ulugbek, Tashkent, 702132, U.S.S.R.

Introduction

The work presented continues our recent studies of the one-
nucleon transfer reactions (p,d), (d,t) and (

3
He,ct) [1] by using

а пей combined method which consists In Introducing a nucleon
tertex constant (VC) into the framework of DffBA. die of main
conclusions of the study Is that the reactions (d,t) are pure
peripheral reactions and turn out to be very useful tools for
determining the VCs. The virtual neutron decay VCs of ip-shell
nuclei have been found by the method. Knowledge oi VCs has
entailed some new microscopic calculations. One of the well-
known NN-potentlals, namely the M3Y potential, turns out to yield
the theoretical VCs in agreement with the experimental ones. On
the basis of this potential the VC3 of proton decay have been
calculated. The differential cross sections ol the A(

3
He,d)B

proton transfer reaction on the 1p-shell nuclei has been
measured. It is expected to be a peripheral process.

Experimental procedure

The differential cross sections of
 9
Be(

3
He,d)

10
L' (O.u Mev;

0.718 HeV) and
 1 2

C(
3
He,d)

1 3
N (0.0 MoV at E

T
 = 24.5 HeV and

u
B(

3
He,d)

1 2
C (0.0 MeV; 4.44 MeV) at E

T
 = ЗЯ.5 MeV have fceon

measured with relatively small errors of 5%. The experimental set
up consisted of a universal chaxbcr with automatic devices from
target positioning and a spectroxotrie equipment including foix
systems for a particle mass Idtrulflcatlon. The scatterir^
chamber had a complex configuration specially designed for tak'.ng
measurements 5д a region ot smalt angles . A (E - AR) deter:or
telescopes were used. To identify К1пс1з оГ the chargt-i particles,
it is applied two different, techniques baaed on the {?. - ЛЕ)
method, nanely the analogue Identification speotroircter ЬазиД or,
the relation LE(B + и.472ДВГ

> n
 and the specirometrie ayst̂ tr



based on the numerical Identification of two-dimensional (E - AB)
event matrix. All the units have been arranged In the CAMAC
standard.

Experimental data analysis

The experimental differential cross sections of the (
3
He,d)

reactions on the
 9
Be,

 n
B and

 1 2
C nuclei were analyzed In the

fra-neiivork of standard Ш В А approach using LWUCK5 program. The
experimental angular distributions are presented In Fig. 1. The
theoretical differential cross sections have been calculated by
using the values of geometric parameters of the Wood-Saxon
potential,r

Q
 = 1.3 fm and a = 0.7. fm for every bound states of

the
 1 0

B ,
 1 2

C and
 1 3

N nuclei. These were selected by method using
the root mean square of charge distribution radius In 1p-shell
nuclei [2]. Introducing the VC Into DWBA calculations has been
made by the following equations [1]:

2 2
 , (1)

«
 S

= S
9
 10mb fm-

l
(2J

B
+i)/(2J

A
+1)[(to

DWUCK5
/dn

peak
]

i
(4)

Sb
2
 = [(uc/h)

2
/ic]|G|

2
 , (5)

where G Is the nuclear vertex constant for the decay В - A +• p,
\x is the reduced mass of the particles A and p, b Is the
aoyinptotlc normalization coefficient of a bound state function

(it depends on r
Q
 and a) , ^exp

B A
'

D W U C K 5 > / d
4>eak

 l s t h e
 experi-

mental (DWBA, DWUCK5) differential cross section at the angular
distribution peak, S is the spectroscopic factor (SP> of В - A +
+ p, S

g
 is the SP or

 3
He - d + p, and «J

B(A)
 Is a spin of

nucleus B(A). S = 1.348 ls calculated from the relations (5) by
, He

using \0 r = 1.34 fm [3] and b ( r . = 1.25 fm, a, =
He 9He О зНе эНе

= 0 . 6 5 fill) = 1.806 Tm *.
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Special behaviour of the function R(b) (2),
R(b) = const , (6)

serves as a test of the fact that the Internal part of a nucleus
gives a slight contribution Into the amplitude of reactions. The
equation (1) provides an opportunity to determine a vertex
constant directly from the analysis of the peripheral reactions.
On the other hand. Independence of R(o) on о does not allow the о
to be determined. Angular distribution for 3uch a reaction

 K t
s

usually a diffraction character and it is not sensitive to
changing of r

0
 and a. Therefore, SP3 cannot be found only Гтош

analysis of the angular distributions of perlpberal reactions. In
Fig. 2a a typical form of the function R{b) of

 9
Be(

3
He,3)

10
B and

1 2
G(

3
He,d)

1 3
N at energy E

T
 = 24.5 MeV is presented. It Is shown

that R(b) does not depend on the value of Ъ varied within a great
region (r

0
 = 1.0 + 1.4 ; a = 0.5 • 0.7). In Fig. 2b a typical

dependence of <*J
DWB
*/d'^

)
eak

 o n t b e cuto:f:f
 radius is shown. Beth

the tests confirm that these reactions are peripheral. The
angular distribution calculated by using г

С 1 Л
 = 2.0 fai 1з

presented In Fig. 1. The experimental angular distributions under
study are shown to be Improved by means of cutoff procedure. The
reactions at E

T
 = 25 MeV known from literature [4] have been

analyzed In the sane way. These results are presented in ?аЫе
where a good agreement between the values of 7Гз obtained tsm
the analysis of the data of ours and the others for the го-ле: lo'ir,
9
Be(

3
He.d)

1 0
 (0.0 MeV; 0.718 MeV) and

 a2
C(

3
FIc,d)

13
N arc slvrvn.

A typical functions Rib) and
 c
^

D W B ! v
/<^\

)
^

3 k
^

c u t
) for

3 1 2 12
p \

1 1
B(

3
He,d)

1 2
C reaction for both

 12
C(0.0 MeV; 4.44 MeV) states are

presented In Fig. 3a. The figures reveal.3 that the condition
(6) falls to hold, which means a considerable contribution Into
the calculated amplitude from the nucleus internal part. However,
the experimental angular distribution has a snanifest diffraction
character, which indicates a peripheral character of it.o
Interaction. Fig. 1c shows the cutoff procedure to Improve the
agreement between the differential cross sections calculated arid
the experimental ones. The best agreement is reached for r
= 4 fm. UnliJce the case3 of the reactions on the

 9
Be and "'C,

°*
ВА
 depends on r

c u t
 (Fig. 3b> and VC3 obtained with and
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without cutoff are considerably differed. In Table the values
obtained .'ire given. The upper bound of VC values is calculated by
using cutoff, while the lower one is determined without any
cutoff. The S&TS analysis has been made for the reaction at S

r
 =

= 44 Kev [5], in the сазе analysis shows that the internal part
of a nucleus gives a slight contribution into the DWB4 amplitude
of reaction. Spectroscopic factors determined according to the
formula (5) for r

0
 = 1.3 fto and a = 0.7 fm are given in the liable

with i comparison with theoretical ones. An agreement between the
ешр!г1са] jG|

2
 and calculated |G

t
|

2
 for the residual nuclei in a

ground state has been observed. For the case of exited residual
nucleus of

 l0
B(0.718 MeV) the theoretical VC should be revised.

Table

Nucleus В

1 0 Б ( 0 . 0 MeV)

1 0В(0.718 MeV)

1 2 C(0.0 MeV)

1 2 C(4.44 KeV)

uN<0.0 HeV)

24
25.0

24

25.0

32

44.0

32
44.0

HeV

.5

W
.5

W
5

И
5

И
24.5

24.7 [4]

| G | 2 , fm

0.63
0.61

1.07

1.03

29.3+43.3

32.0

2.79+3.45
2.35

0.53

0.58

|G t!
2.fm[6]

0.5

0.33

28.0

0.51

Г

1

0

s

0.28
0.27

0.59

0.57

.37+2.

1.49

.33+0.
0.35

0.71

0.78

4C

41

S t

0

0

2

0

0

СП
.6

.44

.85

.549

.61

[1] I.R. Gulaisov, А.И. KoJchamedsanov e t a l . Chech. J. Tlvjs.,
1900, V.40, 875.

[2] l.K. Gula-nov, A.M. MulOiamodahanov and G.K. Nle. Izv. AS GS5R,
Scr. Fizlka, 1309, V.53, 1004.

[3] 1. Dortoi Etnrt A.M. »5ukhaffiodahanov. Abstracts of XXXIV Meeting
tiunl. Spcc.tr. h'ucl. SWvctvre, Alas-Ata, 1984, P.483.

1.4] ; I . E . Ke^itr and W.3. Hall, fftys. Rev., i960. V.H9, 1659.
fb'| G.M. Uuyndils et a l . Phyo. Rev., 1971, V.3, 440.
(0) A.M. ilulchaaicttehanov, N.K. Tlmofeyuk. Yod. ?£z.,1990,V.5, 679.
["П '3. Cohen and D Kursth ffuc? r? lv?.. ' % 7 . V. Л101, t .
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(3He,d) reactions.
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Fig. 2. о) the R(£) dependence. Fig. 3. a) the R($)dependence.
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The (
3
He,a) reaction on 1p-shell nuclei

and antisymmetriaatlon effects

S.M. Bekbaev, I.R.Gulamov, Q. Kim, A.H. Mukhamedznanov
and G.K. Kle

Institute of nuclear Вщз1са, Uzbek Academy of Sciences,
Ulugbek, toshkent. 702132, V.S.S.R,

Analysis of the A(
3
He,a)B reaction experimental data Is

usually carried out on the basis of variuos phemmenologieal
models of the reaction's mechanism [1). A grave shortcoming of
all the models Is that there Is no defInlteness about a degree of
the moctels' satisfying the Paull principle requirements. To cure
'bis drawback It Is necessary to consider a direct nuclear
reaction by using the reaonanting group methods and taking Into
account the couple channels [2], which is, at present, rather
complicated problem.

2he A(
J
Ee,cOB reaction under consideration has been studied

In a number of papers [3,4] where calculatulns have been carried
out in the fremework of DWBA with Z-splltted optical potentials,
the exchange processes being taken Into account phenomenologi-
cally. It was shown that a contribution of the exchange process
Is of particular value.

In this paper we beg?n with fully antlsymetriaed DWBA
transit ion amplitude [5]. Taking into account the
antlsymmerlzatlon In the outgoing а-particle cahannel, we have
succeeded in finding an expression, which Is in anology with one
adopted In DWBA calculations, for the transition amplitude [6]

where £ is an eigenvalue of the integral operator

Ф
в
Ф
а
о(г» - ?

B

with an elgenfunction x^J•
 ф

»
 l s t b e

 internal wave function of a
nucleus J, х1*Ьй ^ ЭСва'

 l a t h e
 distorted wavee, V

n
»

H e
 Is a

transition potential, Л
х р
 is the intercluster antlsynmetrlzator
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<А
п
»„

е
{ &„

е
Ф„

and

} V
are the overlap Integrals.

The value of £ should Indicate a distortion degree of the
wave function Ф

о
 In the B-nucleus field [2,7]. If £ Is near 1,

then the distortions are minimal and the a-partlcle 1з well
clusterlaed. £ < 1 Indicate a presence of Paull's or exchange
dlstorslons and the a-partlcle cannot be considered as a well
defined cluster. The values of £ can therefore stated to
determine a degree of the a-patrlcle clusterization In the
B-nucleus field, the value being extracted from a comparison
between the theoretical and experimental differential cross
sections.

Following Fllessbach's Ideas [8], we have obtained a
corectljr antlsymmetrlzed expression for the overlap Integral,
^

д в
( г ) . of the target and residual nucleus т/ave functions,

the radial part of which Is written as [6]

where

is an expansion coefficient expressed through the overlap
Integral for the oscillator, <p°^(r), and Wood-Saxon's, q>^"

s
(r),

wave functions of the nucleon tranferred, S Is spectroscopic
factor (SP) of the shell model [9,10], ji Is a reduced B-nucleus
and neutron mass, G is a vertex constant (VC) [11] and b is an
asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC) for the wave function

Thus, with the wave function <p*"
s
(r>, and so ф^(г) and ANC

b, determined from the data on the elastic electron scattering on
nuclei [12] and the values of VC G established from the
peripheral reactions, such as (d,t) [13], the overlap Integral

15-6-1 Зк



can be assumed to Ъе known.
For tbe radial part of the traslton amplitude with a finite

nuclear n
3
He-interaction radius in the a-partlcle we derive the

following expression:

For differential cross section we have

Г
 9)

where

°<
B
i'

 9
> * «

By equaling do
t h e o r

/dQ to the experimental cross section at
the main (stripping) angular distribution peak, one can extract a
value of £

where oJS, - C^ x p/da) e = e ( p e a k ) and c g ™ - 5{Ж
4
. в

р е а к
) ,

di t th i l

J
 ( p )

 g
 р

9
 e a k

 a scattering angle corresponding to the main angular
distribution peak.

The results of the analysis of the (
3
He,a) reaction on the

7
M ,

 9
Be,

 1 0
'

1 1
B ,

 1 3
C and

 1 4
N with a residual nucleus in ground

state are presented In Table. The experimental cross sections at
energy of E s

H e
 = 22.7 MeV [14] on the U-150 cyclotron at the

Institute of Nuclear Physics, U2bek Acad. Scl. (Tashkent) are
measured. The optical parameters' values to calculate the
distorted waves were taken from [15], while the value of
s
«(oi/2)

 = 2 1 г о ш
 P

3
3« As

 s e e n Irom tIie
 Itible. the

values of &
/7
 for the

 9
Be,

 1 2
C and

 1 3
N residual nuclei are near,

or equal, to 1. According to our assumptions this means that in
the

 1 2
C + a -

 1 6
0 ,

 9
B + a -

 1 3
N and

 1 3
M + a -»

 1 7
F systems the

a-particle Is fairly well clusterized and moves in the
residual nucleus field not being distorted practically through
Paull'o principle. For the

 6
Li,

 8
Be and

 1 0
B it turns out to be

£ l / 2 < 1, i.e. In the 6 Ы + a - 1 0
B ,

 9
Be + a -

 1 2
c and

 1 0
N + a -

-
 1 4

N systems the behaviour of the a-partlcle in the residual
nucleus field cannot be considered as a motion of an independent
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1)
 12
C + a -

 1 6
0

3)
 1 3
N a -

 17
F

5)
 9
Be + a -»

 1 2
C - 3a .

a-cluster because the exchange effects are essential. By
examining the systems from point of view of the a-cluster model:

4a , 2)
 9
B + a -

 1 3
N - 3ap ,

4ap , 4)
 6
Ы + a -+

10
B -• 2apn ,

6) N +• a -» N •* 3apn ,

and comparing with the values of £1/2t one has arrived at the
following qualitative conclusions. In the first case the 1p-shell
is occupied In the 4a-system, all states are filled up and the
cluster Is well Isolated. In the second and third cases the
Coulomb repulsion because of proton's presence also causes
isolation of the a-clusters. In the fifth case the 1p-shell is
not closed in the За-system and the a-cluster3 is distorted and
spread due to the exchange effects. In the fourth and sixth
cases, despite proton's presence, the presence of neutron turns
out to be essential, which gives rise to the а-cluster's
distortions.

Thus, behaviour of the outgoing а-particle in a surface
nnregion of a residual nucleus depends essentially on the nucleus'
structure.

Jtible. Values of SPs, УСз, cross sections at peak and

B-nucleus

6L1

9Be

9B

1 0 g

X 2C

1 3 N

S

0.804 p ]

0.580 [10]

0.600 [10]

1.094 [10]

0.575 [12]

0.638 [10]

<4p C13]

0.60±0.10

0.031±0.006

0.33±0.05

5.3±0.5

0.40*0.05

2.5±0.3

0.70

0.031

0.38

5.3

0.376

2.5

"peak

1.508

0.136

0.860

2.88

2.74

4.74

—theor
"peak

14.793

1.037

0.640

25.95

0.776

6.799

0.319

0.377

1.012

0.333

0.993

0.835

Note: G\ are the values of 70s
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THE METHOD FOR INVESTIGATION OF UNBOUND STATES
OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI

V.M.PUGATCH, Yu.N.PAVLENKO, I.N. KOLOMIETS, V.A.KIVA
Institute for Nuclear Research,Kiev, Ukraine

Abstract
The coincidences between two a-particles from reactions

e
*HiC*N,aa)X, '"Sn^'N.aoW at ЕС*Ю* 128 MeV were
•measured. Light particles with small relative momenta were
detected by the special two-segment detectors. The experimental
two-dimensional a-a coincident spectra were transformed into
relative energy spectra of two a-particles. The possibility to
extract information about resonance parameters, branching ratios
of decay, influence of particle-spectator on observed
characteristic of resonance is discussed.

The utilization of radioactive beams opens a possibility to
investigate properties and structure of unstable nuclei. The
unbound states of radioactive nuclei R* can arise at the
intermediate stage of reactions:

or

R
tJ
 + T — » R*j + T — » i + j + T СП

A + T — » Rj* + X +... » i + j + X +.. . C2)

The well known method to obtain the spectroscopic
information about different unbound nuclei from *He to

 I #
F and

was proposed by Robson in 11]. It is the kinematical focusing
method for the emitted pair of particles i and j from decay R*
in the laboratory frame. We deal with the unbound states which
decay at low relative velocities so that i and J are
kinematically confined within a small cone.

In order to obtain more detailed information about
properties of unbound system we measured coincidences between
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two fragments i and J from decay j . The correlation method is
effectively applied for excitation energies E* of unbound state
close to binding energy of particles i and J in this nucleus,
i.e. at the low relative energy of particles i and j and large
enprnv of their center of mass:

E* - - m
t
- m 3 c* C3)

The authors of articles Г2-4] carried out a number of
experiments in which they measured two-particle correlations
between different pairs of light particles from reaction
*°Ar +

 1 # T
Au —> 1 + j + X +... at energy E/A = 60 MeV/nucleon.

The information about emission temperature and source
dimensions were obtained from measured two-particle correlation
functions.

Recently, we have made an attempt to apply a new
experimental method. The experiment was performed at the

Fig. i. The experimental set up.
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cyclotron U-240 in INI? (Kiev}. The different targets **Ni,
 12

*Sn
were irradiated by **N beam at the energy E

N
 = 128 MeV. A

schematic experimental set up is shown in Fig.1.
Light particles were detected by semiconductor ДЕ-Е telescopes.
In order to detect particles with small relative momenta we have
used a two special detectors. These detectors consist of two
segments placed on one crystal. The angular separation between
adjacent segments was 6

r # 1
 = 7°. We have measured coincidences

between these segments. The coincidences between particles with
large relative momenta were detected by other pairs of
telescopes at 6

p e l
* 30° - 135°. The thickness of all

ДЕ-detectors and E-detectors was SO (M and 1000 j*m,
respectively. Coincident and inclusive spectra were written to a
magnetic tape by the computer and were analyzed off-line [SI.

The relative energy of particles i and j from decay R* in
the center of mass system of this nucleus may be written as:

Б, = Cm E, + m.E, - 2Cm,m.E.E,3
1/a
 cos9. J/Cm + m.5, С4Э

where m
j r
m ,E

t
,E - masses and energies of particles i and j,

respectively; 0 - relative angle between particles i and j.
In a case of three body reaction C D for E*=const and б =const
the defined value E is observed in two points at the
two-dimensional CEj-E ) spectrum. In a case of капу particle
reactions C2) Cwith 4 and more particles in final states!) for
E

t
_ = const and given б the solution of equation (4) is

ellipsis in CE
1
-E,3 plane.

The simple calculalicns of kinematic loci corresponding to
different relative energies of two a-particles Cor different
excitation energies of nucleus

 e
Be) at S

u
_

a
= 7° are shewn in

Fig.га. The calculations of kinematic loci at 9
a
_

a
= 55° are

shown in fig.2b. From the comparison of this pictures one nuy
conclude that a "close" geometry is preferable fcr a detection
of a- particles from a decay of low lying states of "3e.

The experimental two-dimensional a-a coincident spectrum at
8

a
_

a
= 7° is shown in Fig.3. The localization of events near the

line V
a
_

a
=0 corresponds to a detection of a-particles from a
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Fig.3. The experimental a-a coincident spectrum from,
reaction "

4
NiC

I4
N,cca)X at б

л
_ * 7°.
a-o

decay of "Be
 g
 .

For the analysis of two-dimensional spectra we apply
summation procedure of events with different E

t
 and E but with

the same value of E and make a projection on the axis E
t
 .

The spectra obtained after this procedure are shown in f/д?4
and 5. In fig. 4 the peak corresponds to "Be . In fig. 5 the
peak corresponds to first excite state of

 ш
в1 СЗ. 04 MeV).

From analysis of obtained spectra we can extract such
parameters as energy of resonance, their shape and width and
branching ratios of a decay. Processes of excitation and decay
short lived states are of special interest. A number of
theoretical and experimental articles С5-83 is devoted to an
influence of a nuclear and Coulomb field of adjacent fragment on
observed characteristic of these states compared to the data
from binary reactions: i + J —» R* i + j. Observed many
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Fig. 4. The a-a coincident spectrum transformed into relative
energy spectrum of two o-partides from, reaction
•4NiC*4N,aoOX at e a _ a * 7°.
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Fij. 5. The a-a coincident spectrum transformed into relative
energy spectrum, of two a-particles /гол reaction
ia4SnC'4N,ac0X at fla_a« 30°.
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particles effects depend on width of unbound state? and the
value of Coulomb parameter which is defined by such conditions
of their excitation as charge, energy, angular distribution of
adjacent particles. The different regions correlation CE

1
~E

J
)

spectra corresponds to different energy and emission angle of
adjacent particles with respect to JR* . Consequently, this open
a possibility to investigate an influence of particles -
spectator without change of projectile energy and detection
angle of decay products.

The experimental set up of the two segment semiconductor
detector and coincident technique developed at the INR could be
effectively used to study properties of unbound states of r/a
nuclei.

Besides, the combination of r/a beams and correlation method
allows one to get data which unaccessible in usual way. We could
research the properties of such neutron-rich nuclei as *He, "Li
and others.
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INVESTIGATION OF fi-DELAYED NEUTRON EMISSION AND

ELASTIC SCATTERING OP NEUTRON-RICH ISOTOPES OP He AND Li

N.K.Skobelev, S.M.Lukyanov, Yu.E.Penionzhkevich,

E.A.Sokol, S.P.Tretyakova

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

Experiments on synthesis and investigation of properties of new

neutron-rich nuclei of light elements are carried out at some scientific

centres of heavy ion physics |1-4|.

Such investigations pursue two goals:

- investigation of the properties of a wide variety of nuclei lying

near neutron drip line,

- identification of .nucleon stability (or instability) of these nuclei.

The synthesis and investigation of properties of neutron-rich nuclei

present a great interest not only for nuclear physics but also for astro-

physics (for explanation of nucleon synthesis and stars evolution).

The main difficulties in the realization of experiments on obtaining

neutron-rich nuclei are due to their smell yeild. These difficulties oen

be overcome with increasing intensity and beam energy of heavy ions and

with designing a set-up separating secondary beam formation from correspon-

ding products of nuclear reactions.

One of the methods to obtain secondary beams is the fragmentation

reactions and multinucleon transfer reactions at energies of ~- 20 MeV/nuol.

In the present report the results of the works studying the properties

of neutron-rich nuclei of He and Li at secondary beams of a cyclotron

of the Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions JINR (accelerator U-ОДО) and set-ups

designed *)5| for these purpose are presented.

The main components of the set-up are:

- magnetic separation channel

- system of detectors for nuclear identification and studying of

their properties

- electronics, maintaining this system of detectors and the set-up.
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EXPERIMENTAL PHOCEDORE

1. Magnetic s e p a r a t o r ЙТ-1МТ-2

The schematic view of the experimental set-up for separation and

identification of nuclear reaction products i s presented in fig. 1. The

V>»fl-*0 BOD

Hi*- nun

Pig. 1. Scheme of experimental set-up.

primary beam of heavy ions from the accelerator U-400 focussed on and

bombarded the water cooled target T the thickness of which was calculated

for total absorption. The separation of light reaction products is achieved

by an ion-optical system for transportation and separation of the beam

on the cyclotron which includes a quadrupole lens (Q) and dipole magnets

И П and MT2. The products produced and emitted at angle 0° are separated

by A/Z* in K M . The second magnet MT2 is used for dispersion compensation.

Such system is double achromatic - both in angle and position. The maximum

magnetic rigidity of such a separator equals 1.5 Tesla«m and the solid

angle is about 10 msterad. For better separation it is planned to set

slits and an additional stripper foil between MT1 and MT2 like at the

LISB-set-up l6|. The quadrupole lens at the МГ2 exit is used for transporta-

tion of the secondary beam and its focussing onto a telescope for identifica-

tion and investigation of characteristic of exotic nuclei decay.

One should note, that the intensity of the secondary beam and the

ratio of- particles yield from the target depend on 2 nucleus-target and

selected magnetic rigidity of the MT1-MT2 system. In reactions with
 1 1

B

ions (20 KeV/nueleon) and targets from С and Be the yield of \'e and

Tfe isotopes is predominating. The measured yields ratio of ̂ e at bombard-

ment of В targets with Та, С and
 y
Be is near to 1:2:4 ratio. The

widest range of secondary products is oberved in reactions with heavier

targets and ions, for example,
 c
^Je (20 MeV/nucleon) + Та (fig. 2). The
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efficiency of separation of secondary beams can reach several per cent

from their total yield in the given solid angle.

20 40 60 60
Energy (chonMl)

Fig. 2. Л Б-Б-matrix for reaction Ke (20 MeV/meleon) + Та

2. ДБ-Е telescope and identification of

reaction- products

In order to analyse the isotopic purity of secondary beams after

the magnetic separator MT1-MT2 the method of specific losses and total

energy measurement was used. A semiconductor telescope applied for this

goal includes two solid state A E-detectors with a thickness of 40-50 ц

and Б-detector with a thickness of 2 irni. Registered particles are identified

by means of the image point on the matrix corresponding to coded amplitudes

of Л Б- and B-pulses. From the matrix presented in fig. 2 it follows

that telescope resolution allows to identify correctly the reaction products

by A and Z. .

3« В - particles detector

For registration of G-particles, emitted from implanted nuclei into

the semiconductor telescope, a scintillator of NB-213 type in the form

of a cylindrical glass with a bottom was applied, the dimensions of the

scintillator are. 100 x 0 50 ran*, the walls thickness is 5 nm. The bottom

of the scintillator is optically bound with a photomultiplier PBi-93.

As it was shown by the results of measurements, the efficiency of B-particles

registration at energies typical for ©-decay of neutron-rich isotopes of

light elements, approaches 95Я. A signal from the РЕМ proceeded after

amplification to the amplitude-code converter, the linear gates of which

opened after the permissive signal of fragment registration with selected

A and Z the properties of which are investigated.
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4. Heutron detection and measurement of

their multiplicity

Proportional counters filled with % e with "If. C02 admixture at a

pressure of 7 atin were chosen as neutron detectors. In the given set-up

56 proportional counters were used which were positioned in 4 rows by

14 counters in a cylinder made of plexiglass with a volume of about 0.2 m

and a cavity inside for a semiconductor telescope and B-particles detector.

The scheme of neutron counter position is given in fig. 3 and the

detailed description is presented in ref. |7|. The angle between counters

PiS- 3- Scheme of neutron counters position with Tie-filling:

1 - -Tie-counters; 2,7,8 - plexiglass; 3 - cadmium foil;

4 - steal tube; 5 - plexiglass plugs; 6 - cavity for

detectors; 9 - preamplifier and high-voltage scheme.

is 12". The electronic system used for neutron detector maintenance permits

to obtain information about the quantity and numbers of counters which

registered the neutrons.

The detection efficiency of single neutrons £ was determined

relative to the Cm standard for which the mean value of prompt neutrons

per one event of spontaneous fission j,' = 3.14+0.001 was taken. At the

same time the efficiency was 8-n - 0.315+0.010. Emission probabilities

of different neutron numbers Pi are related with experimentally measured

distribution over multiplicity of the registered events by a system of

equations:

i!£n L-£ I 1""
nJ li-
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with normalization condition:

where *n
£ i Nj
i-o

and N. - events number with i - registered neutrons.

in order to determine P., values and their errors, the method of

statistical regularization |8| was employed.

5. Syatea of data acquisition

A block-scheme of electronic system of the given set-up is presented in

)5|. The process of experimental data acquisition is realized by means

of a PS/AT computer and proceeds in the following way. After measuring

the specific stopping power losses л E and the rest energy E, the data

selection over given value of A and Z for a short period (tens of us)

by tne analysis of applying the registered event to the internal region

of a preassigned Д&-Е contour on the matrix is performed. In case of

fragment registration, the properties of which are investigated, the permis-

sion signals proceed to &-particles and neutron registrations, the tin»

of arrival of ^-particle is measured. At the same time the maximum expectation

time of fi-particle equals a few half-lives. Beside the startiflg signals

of B-n correlations, simultaneously with them, a signal locking the HP-

generator of the U-400 cyclotron is formed. One should note, that the

time from the registration of the fragment moment on the telescope up

to the locking of the HF-generator of the cyclotron is essentially lower

than the time-interval between successive clots of accelerating lone.

In case a signal from the B-counter into the computer memory Is absent the

information enters only from the semiconductor telescope. In case

there apprears a signal, from a B-particle during n T^g
 t n e

 information

is added by the time of arrival code, the amplitude of B-signal and data

about the registered neutrons.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ВТ

U - HALF-LIFE AND B-n DELATED NEUTRON DECAYS OF LIGHTEST NUCLEI

On a separated secondary beam of the 1МЮ0 aecelet^tor experiments

investigating the properties of В - decay of Tie, ^Li,
 id

Be, % were

carried out and preliminary data on B-n decay of Li were obtained. The

secondary beam of 4fe and *Li was obtained in reaction В (20 MeV/nucleon) +

+
 1 1

Ta, and for producing Be and
 1 3

B nuclei the reaction with
 2 0
Ne ions
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and energy (20 MeV/nucleon) see red to be optimal. As an illustration of

this in fig. 4 the distribution of С - particles corresponding to the

investigated nuclei decay are presented. For He and Li isotopes the Inter-

ruption tine of secondary beam for В - particle waiting for was 1 sec

Fig. 4. Experimental curves of nuclear

decay of Tie and iA.

Straight lines present

a fitting of experimental

data by the least squares

method.

100 MO M D «00 SO»

time, m»

and for Be and В - 100 mate, respectively. Aa follows from table 1, the

obtained values of half-life (T,
/ 9
) are In a good agreement with the

12_
previously measured valuee, with the exception of T3e.

Table 1.

Nucleus

^ e

9 L1

1 1Li

1 2Be

1 3 B

Т 1 / 2 ( п в )

exp.

124.5+ 0.2

181.8+0.4

8.0+1.0

13.1+0.5

17.0+0.4

T1 / 2Gns)

other works

119+1.5 |

178.3+0.4

8.5+0.2

11.4+0.5

23.&+0.9

17.4+0.2

io|

iioi

!9|

|io|

P o
P 1
P o
P 1

P 1
? 2
P 3
VWn

Wn

#

exp.

=87.0+1.1

=12.7+2.6

•вб.6+0.9

-45.SW.6

«29.4+2.6

"15.2+3.0

-5.1+3.0

«94+?

<. о.ое
^ 0.03

P o
p i

p i
P 2
P3

n

«n

P o

other

-84И

=16+1

=50+4

=85+1

-4.1+0.

=1.9+0.

-c 1

= 100

works

Ho|
Ho|
Ho!

НИ
* I11I

2 im
11

I10I

hoi

The definition of W
n
 -Jl P

4
 is given elsewhere |5|.
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The obtained value clearly conforms with Т., ,g=11 Л ms measured In paper |9|.

Besides half-life measurements the present detection system allows

to measure multiplicity distributions of neutron emission and also angular

distributions of neutrons at different multiplicity. In table 1 the probabi-

lities of B-delayed neutron emission for investigated nuclei are given.

The data analysis shows, that P probabilities of B-delayed neutron emission

for % e isotope conform with table values |1O|.

For
 1 2
Be and

 1
^B decay the neutron emission was not observed, which

permits to obtain the limits which do not contradict to the known data |1O|.

As to %,i, we have received a smaller value of neutron emission probability

compared with that in |11|. Note that data on multiplicity distribution

of neutron emission for
 1 1
Li disagree with the results |1O|, though the

experimental values of W are in good adreement. The cause of such disagre-

ements is not yet determined. These uncertainties require additional expe-

riments . on precise determination of properties of neutron-rich isotopes.

For nuclei of greater intensity in secondary beams such as, Tie

and % d angular neutron distributions emitted after B-decay are obtained.

In fig. 5 the angular distribution spectra are presented. From spectra

analysis one should make a conclusion about isotopic neutron distribution

at n = 1. The experiments on studying the angular correlation between

B-delayed neutrons in case of multiple emission are of great interest

О 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
neutron emission angle (degree)

Fig. 5. Angular distribution of neutrons emitted

after 6-decay of не and
 y
Li nuclei.

and should be continued. The other trend in the works on the lightest

nuclei properties is the investigation of fi-delayed emission of d,t-clusters

and Q(.-particles and other still heavier nuclei.
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STUDY OF ELASTIC SCATTERING

OP
 6
He AND

 9
Li NUCLEI ON

 2CB
Pb

Rapid development of secondary Ъеаш technique offers a unique pos-

sibility to make spectroscopical studies of nuclei far from stability |12|.

One of the main goals of such investigations is to study the interaction

particle cross section of the secondary beam with target nuclei. One of

the most interesting results obtained in such experiments is the radius

of interaction of light neutron-rich nuclei from systematic analysis of

total reaction cross sections measured at high and intermediate energies

of secondary particles [13, 14j. Nevertheless one should note, that data

on reaction cross sections are rather insensitive to the details of nucleon

distributions in peripheral region and in the interaction potential between

the colliding ions |15|.

Earlier, another method |16| of nuclear structure investigation,

based on applying the classical interpretation of heavy ions interaction

with nuclei at ion energies above the Coulomb barrier was proposed and

developed. According to this approach a particle moves along the Coulomb

trajectory and car. undergo inelastic interaction deducing it from the

channel of elastic scattering. Studying the dependence of experimental

data on elastic scattering from the distance of closest approach

1 6
D » - § - ( 1 • sin" (-•' 0 )

where

2

ZtZ
x

(7. • e and Z.- e are the charges of projectile-nucleus and target-nucleus,

E - energy ion in с т . , в - scattering angle in cm.) one car. determine

both interaction radius |16|, and strong absorption radius (17J.

On the other hand, one can interprete the elastic scattering of

heavy ions in the framework of optical model (OM) both with a phenoneno-

logical optical potential (OP) and semimicroscopical res! part calculated

|18| from nucleon-nucleon interaction and nucleon distributions in colliding

nuclei.

The experiments on angular distributions research of elastic scattered

nuclei tie and Li on nuclei from ^Tb and their investigation with

the' help of the mentioned methods vere carried out. r!e and ̂ Li nuclei

obtained at bombardment of a thick target from tantalum by В ions with

energy of ~ 200 HeV 119|, «era formed into secondary beam by .Tieans of
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reduction system and extracted beam formation of U-400 |5| accelerator

and via oollimatore system of 5 ив diameter with the help of a guadrupole

lens were focussed on a thin target from separated isotope of '^T'b of

— Э00 ug/cm
2
 thickness. Separation system of reaction products was a djusted

to ^ emission with energy- of 57 MeV and % L with energy, of 86 MeV and

with energetic accuracy - 2%. The scattered nuclei не and 'Li on Pb-target

were registered by plastics of CR-39 type. The monitoring of secondary

beam was performed with the help of a telescopenode of silicon semiconductor

detectors: 2дЕ x Б containing 2&Б detectox* with a sensitive layer from

70 up to 150 um and an B-deteetor of 2-2.5 nm thickness placed in the

centre of the plastic hole |9|-

After etching the plastic was scanned under microscope and the tracks

of Tie and 'Li were identified by their diameters taking account the angular

direction in relation to the secondary beam. In fig. 6 the elastic scattering

to 1.50 2.S0 ISO

d (fin)

Fig. 6. The clastic to Rutherford

cross section ratio as a

function of- distance of

closest approach parameter

for ̂ i (51 MeV), ̂  (57 MeV)

and h i (85 MeV) elastically

scattered on rb.

differential cross section of Tie, T d and % d on *T%> divided by the

corresponding Rutherford one are given as a function of the D-dietance

of the closest approach more exactly as a function of d • D/(A
t
 + A "0,

where k. and A are the mass numbers of the target and the projectile»,

respectively. The data for ^ i (E * 51 MeV) taken from ref. |20| are also

shown. It is seen from the figure, that the ratio ^ I j / 6" R undergoes

the break at some values of d , which indicates to the beginning of a

nuclear or another process of strong interaction that leads to the partlelM

deviation from the Rutherford trajectory.

The determined in this way parameters d are g^/en in table 2.
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Table 2. Values of d parameter for elastic scattering

of ^fe, ̂ U and % L on
 2 0 8

Pb

Reaction Energy d , f m
(cm.) °
MeV

^ +
 2 0 6

Pb 55 1.65+0.05

4 i +
 2 0 e

Pb 51 1.65jp.O3

% i +
 2 0 8

P b . 82 2.1 + 0.05

Note, that d
Q
 parameters appeared to be practically equal to 4,1 and 4fe

scattering. As it is seen from fig. 6 and table 2, the determined values

pf d
Q
 f or ^Li are significantly higher than for

 6
Li. For value G ^ / S ^ »

equal to 0.25 one can obtain the value of effective interaction radius.

In table 3 the values of r
Q
 parameter for Т Д , Tie and %,i obtained from

experiment characterising these radii are given. For comparison, the values

r obtained earlier for elastic scattering of Tie and Li and Ag nuclei

|19| are also shown there. The comparison of these values for Li, obtained

Comparison of r
Q
 parameter at soattering on

A g and ̂ ^

Hucleus Energy г on Ag, fm r on Pb, fn>
(CJB. ) HeV °

82 1.5740.05 1.ffiip.05
43 1.57JO.O5

7L1 - 1.43+0.03
Ч А - 1.4SM3.O3

from elastic scattering on Ag and Pb shows that such r
Q
 parameter increases

at interaction with ***Tb cannot be related with nuclear absorption. Such

Increase of effective radius oh ̂ ^ b can be caused by other factors such

as. the Coulomb dissociation of ̂ Li in the field of ̂ ^ b nucleus or dynamical

polarizability of %Л. nucleus in the field of ̂ *Tb nucleus. It is possible

that in the given scattering processes the Coulonb rainbow scattering

gives a predominant contribution that leads to strong deviation from the

Rutherford «cattcrlng |21). It is of Interest to analyze these factor*
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on the ground of different model concepts.

In connection with this the experimental elastic scattering cross

sections of ^TJ. on ^Pb, showing anomalies were analyzed In the framework

of the optical model (OM). The calculations were performed both with a.

phenomenological optical potential and a semlmicroscopical potential of

a doable-folding model. Such data analysis on Li will be reported at

this School. Evidently, that the works connected with secondary beans

on studying the properties of exotic nuclei in spite of their difficulties

can provide a number of new results for further development.of model

approximations.

Our inmediate plans for the investigation of exotic nuclei properties

and of reactions on secondary beams formed of such exotic nuclei are connec-

ted with the improvement of heavy ion accelerators of Л Ш , construction

of new separating channel of secondary particles (COHBAS) on-line with

a *• 5Г- detector (FOBOS)..

It is expected that in 1992-1993 intensive extracted heavy ion beams

( . - 1 0 " pps) with A £40 and energies up to 100 MeV/nucleon will- become

available for the researchers. This will provide increased production

of secondary particles. The separating channel COMBAS will allow to purify

secondary particle beams from the primary heavy ion beam in order to trans-

port and focus the secondary beam on the target of the detector array

(FOBOS). |22|

FOBOS provides wide possibilities for studying both light and heavy

products of nuclear reactions since it includes 3 subsystems: an array

of 190 phoswich telescopes, 30 combinations of position sensitive avalanche

counters with axial ionization chambers and a special forward wall |23|.

Wider prospects of researches on secondary beams at JTNR will be

opened at the construction of the heavy ion storag-э Ring Complex fft-КЮ

\2ч\ which will include the existing heavy ion accelerators of the Laboratory

of Nuclear Reactions, the shaping ring K-4 with electron cooling of particles

and the synchrotron accelerating ring K-10.

The authors express their gratitude to Prof. Yu.Ts.Qganessian for

the possibility of carrying out these investigations and for the valuable

consents on this work.
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ABSTRACT
77» angular distribution of C*He,*Be>reaction cross-

sections were measured on
 m
'4i, *Be, *

Я
'

1
*С, "О and 'V nuclei

at £f3We; = 60 MeV. The data were analyzed wtth exact finite
range UrfBA theory. The 7Be yields /год these reactions мяте
estimated for radioactive beams .

Many different reactions in which four nucleons are
transferred as a cluster are very.useful for the study of multi-
nucleon properties of atomic nuclei. The most thoroughly studied
ones of it are the Cd,*LO and C'He^Be) reactions. The reason
is that * U and

 r
Be nuclei have d + о and *He * a cluster

structures, accordingly, with large probability (11. Thus, it is
interesting to study the mechanisms of multinucleon transfers in
such reactions and, in addition, the C'He,

r
8e) reaction can be

used for a production of secondary
 T
Be beans [21.

There are many ('He,*Be) reaction data for light and
intermediate nuclei, mainly at the 'He energies below 40 MeV



Г 3+53. The data were analyzed with a zero-range DivDA theory. The
increase of crspectroscopic factors was found for nuclei with
masses near A = 32, 40 С4] and -4 = 90 C53 .

In this work wa present the results of C
3
He,

r
Be) reaction

studies on ^^Li, "Bs,
 lz
>

l3
C,

 ie
0 and

 i e
F nuclei at EC

3
He) =

60 MeV. The reaction cross-sections were iraasured with
 3
He beams

of the Alma- Ata Isochronous Cyclotron. The reaction products
were detected by &E-E telescopes with 40 цт and 800 pn silicon
detectors. For the product identifications it was used two-
dimensional AE-E-matrices obtaining with IBM CM-4 . The

 e
Li>

 7
Li

and
 y
8e bands were sufficiently separated. But the beam energy

spread was about 500 keV, therefore ground and 0. 43 KeV states
of

 7
Be were not be resolved.
The self-supporting targets of 'Be,

 iZ
C,

 l3
C С 86У,

enrichment),
 8e
St(natural) and the SiQ

z
 foil for

 ie
0 target were

used. The *li and
 %Q
F targets were prepared hy evaporating of

*LiF (with 80У. enrichment) on the Ni foil. The targets had about
1 jjg/cm

2
 thicknesses which were determined by energy-loss

measurements with the
 я
*'Ат. cc-particle source- and by the

Reserford-back-scattering method [6] using 1.0 MeV H* and *Из**
ions of Kharkov University Van-de-Craaf.

The absolute values of reaction cross-sections were
measured within 15Я accuracy.

The 'Be
 +o o

 angular distributions were measured in the
B

t
 = 10

o
-40

oef
anguiar range with the 68 = l°~2

e
 steps for the

4
Be )

ia
C reactions. The roost of angular

distributions are increasing in the small angle direction and
have weak diffraction structure in the intermediate angle
ranges. This indicates the predominant direct character of the
C*He,

7
Be) reaction.
The experimental angular distributions were analysed with

the a-cluster transfer model using the finite range CW3A
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calculations with the code DVftJCK-5 (71. The parameters r
o l
*

4
l / a

) /m and a * 0.65 /m, were used for the Saxon-

The parameters of Saxon-Woods optical potentials used in
the calculations are summarized in table 1.

Woods potentials of bound systems A
t
 + A

iQ
*

d

Table 1
Optical model parameters C$.

x
*r

%
-A

l/3
'

Channel

*He+m'TLi
T B e + * ' *H
*He+9Be
гВе+яНв
яНе+1ЖС
T 8 e + e ' *Be
а « е + 1 3 С
*Не+*л0
*Ве+1*С
a W e + t e F
' f i e * 1 "AT

V,MeV

90.2
109.7
107.4
199.0
111.9
173.1
109.7
134.0
173.1
175.5
190.0

Гу,/Л1

1.15
1.1
1.15
1.38
1.15
1.19
1.15
1.13
1.19
1.12
1.21

0.644
0.714
0.787
0.600
0.768
0.780
0.743
0.742
0.780
0.741
0.743

27.7
-
-

24.0
-
8.9
-

25.6
8.9

18.2
21.4

VyMeV

-
15.40
13.90

-
13.69

-
13.53

-
-
-
-

rw,/m

1.46
1.54
1.25
1.60
1.25
2.52
1.25
1.25
2.52
1.67
2.00

av,fn
0.830
0.643
1.003
0.600
0.885
0.920
0.891
0.810
0.920
0.807
0.820

FBf.

8
13

8
14

8
13

8
8

12
12
15

The o-spectroscopic amplitudes for the /p-shell nuclei were
calculated according to (91 with the code DESNA И01. For the
i e
f nucleus the spectroscopic factors was taken from С10]. The

a-cluster spectroscopic amplitudes are given in table 2. The
experimental spectroscopic factors

Sш
are also listed In table 2 for some systems.

For example, the angular distributions of
*

я
С(*Не/Ве)*Ве

дя
 reaction cross-sections are shown in fie-1

at the different beam energies. The calculated cross-sections at
ZC*He) « 60 MeV are also represented in this figure.

The comparison of the results DWBA calculations with the
experimental data showed that the direct a-cluster transfers
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Table 2
a-c

Nuclei
TLtCU3]"P У
rBeil4Si**p\^>
*LtCC42}l3S )

• я/*

i e CU444J"S e J

' J CU 4 4 4 1 3 " Р | Л )

I3CCC44413"P 3
• * Ш 4 4 4 1 ) " Р ^ * 3

1 *0CC 44441 M S e )
•TCC44443)"S | X a)

lister

*н а

•и а
•H cr

лВе*

*Be*
•BB\

soectroscopic
Cores

33)"S )

23) S 3
31)'*S t / t )

443tlS )
CI44J '̂O 3

4413"PJ / e)

(I4413"P
^*Cl441]a tr*/|

1444)* * S 3
I « 4 3 ) " P ^ a )

amolitbdes

)
3

2P
2P)

Z$
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give a main contribution to the C
3
He,

7
Be) reaction cross-

sections at the energies greater than 10 MeV/nucleon.
From fig.l one can see that the products of

 1Л
СС

3
Не,'

г
Ве')

я
Ве

reaction can be effectively used to form the secondary
 y
Be beams

at small angles where the cross-sections are larger than in
other angular ranges.

The yields of
 7
He ions from the С

3
Не,

ч
ВеУ reactions on

light nuclei are shown in fig.2. The yields correspond to the
3
He beam intensity IC

3
/fe) •* 0.5 ^A, target thickness -v 1 mg/cm*

and scattering angle S
l a b

* 10°. The expected secondary
 7
Be beam

intensities are v3-10
e
 p/s from the *Li(

3
He,'

r
Be3*H reaction,

•v2-10
e
 p/s from the

 1г
СС

а
Ке,

7
Ве.)"Ве reaction and ^10" p/s from

the "
f
Lie

a
He,

7
Bel

3
H reaction.

The energy dependence of ^CC'HeSBeFBe cross-sections at
6
c m
 = 20° are shown in the upper part of fig. S. One can see

that the reaction cross-ssctions decrease with the increase of
3
He beam energy. Thus, the intensities of secondary ''Be beams
from the

 1Я
С(

3
Не,

7
Ве)

я
Ве reaction are expected at low energies

of
 a
He beams С 30-20 MeV ).

From the С'Не^ВеЭ reaction studies one can conclude that
these reactions are effective for the production of secondary
7
Be beams if light targets are used.

1.2

1.0

0.8

o.e
0>

0.2

0.0 • I I

S: 8!»
2: « Ю

20

A

,tt.l
30

Fig.2. The
 T
Be ion yields from the AC'HejBe) reactions.
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RADIOACTIVE TARGET RESIDUES FROK THE INTERACTION

OF
 ao
*8i WITH 3.6S A GeV " C AMD

 te
F IONS

I. D. FEDORETS and S.S. RATKEVICH
Kharkov State University, Kharkov 3*0077, Ukraine

Mass yield distributions have been obtained. Integ-
ration of mass yields for nuclei with Л >ЧО sham that
more central collisions give rise to heavy residues in
these collisions than with lighter nuclei.

The interaction of complex nucleus targets with relatlvlstic
heavy ions is known to involve of mechanisms, such as spallatlon,
deep spallations of these diverse processes and estimation of
their role in the formtion of the reaction products can be provi-
ded by studying of charge and mass yield distributions of target
residues.

In this work,the charge and mass distributions of the pro-
ducts of the reactions of 3.85 A GeV " C and

 f
'F ions with bis-

muth &re obtained from our yield measurement of target residues
made in collaboration with JINR [1,21. The individual product
cross sections for radioactive nudides are determined by quanti-
tative analysis of the major /-rays associated with each identi-
fiable nuclide. Because of the thicknesses of the bismuth target
Irradiated in the external beans of the Dubna synchrophasotron
achieved 1.9 g cm"

1
, a number of corrections had to be applied to

the r-ray disintegration rates. A geometry correction was applied
on the basis of equations derived by Jaffey 133. The measured
cross sections were corrected for the contribution from secondary
reactions by utilizing the data for bismuth and gold targets of
different thicknesses.

Absolute cross sections were obtained by normalization to
the **AlC

ia
C,X J^Na and "A1C

I-
F,X )**Na reactions taken to be

19.0H.5 mb U 3 and 22±3 mb, respectively.The latter cross sec-
tion was estimated on the basis of the measured cross sections
for the reactions

t7
AlC'*C.X)**Na 141 and "AlC^Ar.JO^Ka CSJ and
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Table 1

Cross sections for the production of target residues

in the interaction 3.65 A GeV
 ta
C ions with

 ZO9
Bi

Hue-
UdB

•
4
Ha

"Mg

••к

**$c
m

«•Sc

«Sc

•'Cr

••Fe

"Se
T 4
As

"Rb"
" R b

"•I
•*Y
"Zr
•°Nb
" M o "
•*Tc

Type

0/

viildс
с
с
1

i

i

с
с
с
1
i

с

i

i

с
i

i

1

yield

45.0*7.4

14.2*3.3

3.4*1.3

3.7*0.9

14.6*3.3

3.3*1.1

12.1*4.8

3.8*1.6

3.0*1.4

7.0*1.8

7.4*3.0

10.1*3.8

7.5*1.3

11.5*3.8

9.3*4.2

7.4*1.2

3.0*1.3

3.2*0.9

Hue-
lide

"Tc
"Nb

i e e
Rh

««•Sb
(

"•XI
'"I
I M
C e

*"La
««•Eu

'"Tb
*"Yb
»"Yb
1 T 3

Hf
1 T #

Ta
'"Pt
f # I

Au
l
" A u

'"Hg

Type
of
yield

с
i

i
1
 i

с
с

с
с
i

с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с

yield

8.9*1.6

8.5*2.9

11.4*3.5

7.8*1.8

13.1*3.0

11.7*8.2

7.4*2.2

6.6*1.3

3.8*1.7

29.0*8.2

19.1*7.1

11.3*2.0

35.2*5.1

21.2*7.3

17.1*4.2

16.0*4.8

10.1*3.9

9.2*3.1

Нис-
lide

tM
Hg

l
"Tl

1 M
Pb

f
"Tl

"°T1
aoo

p b

ao,
T 1

*
o t
Pb

aoa
pb
i

aoa
n

*
0 3
Pb

ao,
B 1

a o 3
Hg

M
*Bi

a 0 l
Bi

ao«
B i

2 e e
Po

Type
of

yield

с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с

1
 с

с
с
с
с
с
с
с

с

yield

7.0*2.1

40.2*6.1

11.1*5.2

31.2*4.1

27.1*8.9

41.8*11.8

62.2*21.7

43.1*12.8

15.1*7.8

11.9*4.8

44.6*30.8

27.8*8.7

1.8*0.6

38.7*7.9

71.3±23.8

57.9*19. 8

12. 7*5. Э

the application of the factorization hypotesis to reactions indu-

ced in *
T
A1 by "G.^F.and *°Ar ions.The corrected cross sections

for the production of radionuclides in the interaction of
 a o e

3i

with 3.65 A GeV **C and
 i e

F ions are given in Tables 1 and 3,

respectively.The type of yield of each product nuclide is identi-

fied as being either independent Ш , or cumulative Cc). Using the

procedure described in detail by Morrissey et al. С6], the mea-

sured cumulative yields have been corrected for the decay of pre-

cursors. The mass yield distribution oCA) obtained from integra-

tion of the Gaussian charge dispersions is plotted in Fig. 1.The

•rror bars on the integrated data points reflect only the measu-
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rement statistics.
For estimate of the cross section for the production of tar-

get residues cr
T
* the mass yield curves have been integrated over

the interval from mass number 40 to the inass of the target.We ha-
ve chosen a lower limit of 40 ITL.SS units for the same reasons as

Table 2
Cross sections for the production of target radies
in ike interaction of 3.65 A GeV

 l
*F ions with

 Z0
*Bi

Nuc-
l i d s
a"Mg
•°Nb

' " T l

" ° ? b

T o ? 3

yield
с
i
с
с
с

Yield
fmb)

17.1*9.2
8. H i . 6

42. 348. 2
32.119.9
48.4i5.9

lide
• o t T 1

a o t P b
аогТ 1

a o 3 B i

Tf
yield

с
с
с
с
с

Yield
Cmb)

46.3±10.1
42.1 ±5.0
13.2±5.1
58.1±33.3
48. 5413.2

Nuc-
lide

a o e Bi

Type
of

Yield
с
с
с

Yield
Cmb)

31.347.4
75.3±21.3
48. 7415. 4

a
E

10*

10
20 70 120 170

Fig. i.Mass yield distributions of target
residues of *

e#
Si with 3.65 A GeV

 l
*C and

 im
F ions

given in C6].The results of this integration are contained in Ta
ble 3. The total cross sections included in Table 3 have been cal-
culated as
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v «
with parameters r

e
= 1.37 fm and 6^= 0.S1 161.The comparison of

hard sphere calculations with a™ shows that approximately 75fc of
the <r

R
 give rise to the production of target residues.An estimate

of the impact parameter range that gives rise to these products
was made from the fraction of the total reaction cross sec-
tion that they represent. The impact parameter was found to
be b < Ry+ Rj,, were R^ and R,. refer to the projectile and target.

Table 3
Cross sections, radii and impact parameters for

nuclear reactions of 3.65 A GeV **C ions with yttrium, and silver

Reaction trTRCb) crRCb RpCfnO RTCfm) bCfm)

«aC +*°*Bi 1.3*0. г 3.5 3.14 8.13 9.13

respectively.
This indicates that the target residues with A ><» 40 are

produced in collisions where the center of the projectle lies in-
side the radius of the target nucleus.
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RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES FROM THE NUCLEAR REACTIONS
OF 3.65 A GeV **O AND

 i e
F WITH

 l - t
TA

I. D. FEDORETS and S. S. RATKEVJ.CH
Kharkov State University, Kharkov 310077, Ukraine

Charge and mass distributions mere determined.
The total cross sections for the production of tar-
get residues from the nucler reactions of 3.65 A GeY
t9
0 and

 ie
F with

 % M
T a indicate that same products

result from, collissions where the center of the pro-
jectile lies inside the radius of the target nucleus,
in contrast to result obtained with low mass target.

We report here the results of charge isobaric and mass-yild
determinations in nuclear reactions of 3.65 A GeV

 l e
0 and

 i e
F

with
 t e i

Ta. The choise of these projectiles, target and energy
allows to make the comparison with similar results obtained for
the reactions of 0.34 - 8.1 GeV protons Г1-5], 7.3 GeV deuterons
£53,3.65 A GeV l2C ions £6],and 8 GeV *°Ne ions [73 with the same
target.Taken together these data may provide an insight into the
reaction mechanisms.Charge and mass yield distributions are deri-
ved from our yield measurements of target residues [8,91 made in
collaboration with JINR.The individual product cross sections for
radiactive nuclides are determined by quantitative analysis of
the major y-rays associated with each identifiable nuclide. Becau-
se of the thicknesses of the |Ш

'Та targets irradiated in the ex-
ternal beams of the Dubna synchrophasotron varied from 0.166
g cm"*,a number of corrections had to be applied to the y-ray di-
sintegration rates.The disintegration rates of low-energy y-rays
had to be corrected for attenuation in the target.A geometry cor-
rection was applied on the basis of equations derived by Jaffey
£101. In order to estimate corrections for secondary reactions
wich are significant for targetlike fragments we used the fact
that the target of different thicknesses have been irradiated. For
corrections due to secondary particles absorbed by the sac? tar-
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get in which they were produced,we assumed,we assumed NCt)=at+bt*
where a and b are constants,and NCt) gives the amount of activity
produced as a function of target thickness t. Parameter b would be
0 of secon-dary processes were negligible.

Absolute cross sections were abtained by normalization to
the

 а7
А1С'*О,ХЭ

а4
На and

 a 7
AK

1 #
F,X)

a 4
Na reactions taken to be

21±3 and 22 ±3, respectively. The values of these cross sections
were estimated on the basis of the measured cross sections for
the reactions

 a7
AlC

ia
C,X)

a4
Na fli] and

 a7
AlC

40
Ar.X)

a4
Na C12] and

the application of the factorization hypotesis to reactions indu-
ced in

 a7
Al by

 i a
C,

 t e
0, "»F, and *°Ar ions. The corrected cross

sections for the production of radionuclides in the interaction
of

 l B l
Ta with 3.65 A GeV

 l
"0 and *"F ions are listed in Tables 1

and 2, respectively. The type of yeld of each product nuclide is
identified as being either independent (i), or cumulative (c).

Table 1
Cross sections for the production of radionuclides

in the interaction of tantal with 3.65 A GeV
 1Ш
0 ions

Nuc-
lide

*4Na

"Mg
*3K
" S o " 1

" S c
4 e S c
"Mn
T 4AS

•!Rb

"aRb

"Y

"Zr
•eNb

Yield
type

с
с
с
i
i
i
с
i
с
с
с
с
с
с

Yield
СтЬ)

39.0±4.3
14.5*4.6
10.4±2.4
2.9*0.4

13.3*3.1
3.6*0.7
2.3±0.6
5.2*0.9
9.0±1.8

11.6±2.9
9.8±2.1
8.9±2.2
3.0*0.6

11.0*2.9

Nvc-
lide
e 7Ru

t e o Rh
' " I n
, a . T e
1 SIT

i a 8Xe
J "Cs
t 4 B Eu
l 4 e E u
t 4 T C d
I 4 e C d
l " D y
1 - e E r

••»Er

Yield
type

с
i
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с

Yield
СтЬ)

3.8±1.8
8.0±2.6
3.7±0.8
9.8±2.4
8.0*1.0

10.0±1.9
18.1*4.2
23.4*3.3
24.2*4.3
24.0*3.7
25.2*4.3
29.2*5.8
14.6*3.4
31.1*16.

Nuc-
lide

i e a Tm
l g l T m
'••Yb
l - *Lu
t 7 0 L u
l 7 t L u
l 7 a L u
I T O H f

1 7 a H f

• 7 eHf
t 7"Ta
t 7 # Ta

Yield
type

с
с
с
с
с
с
i

с
с
с
с
с

Yield
Citto)

33.4*9.3
28.2*5.6
35.1*13.2
46.5*13.4
60.1*9.8
55.1*9.4
12.3*2.4
38.3*13.2
49.8*9.7
64.4*8.5
59.8*10.7
59.8*13.8
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The are very shielded nuclides for which we can directly de-
termine the independent yield. Most of the independent yields are
obtained from

 J
.hs aeasured cumulative yields talcing into account

the decay of precursors.Since it is not possible to determine the
yield of every nuclide needed for these corrections, it is neces-

Cross

in the

Table 2

sections for the production of radionuclides

interaction of tantal with 3.65 A GeV
 l
'F ions

Huc-

lide

*4Na

"Mg
4 ЭК
•*Sc m

"•Sc
4 * S c

•*Mn
T 4 As

'•As

"*Rb

" Z r
•°Nb

Type

of
yield

с
с
с
i

i

i

с
i

i

с
с
с
с

/tetd
(mb)

39.7±5.5
15.4i5.2
8.613.6
5.012.2

13.013.1
3.8П.6
2.1Ю.8
8.1*1.8
5. 012.2
8.4*1.7

10. 712. 4
3.7Ц.9
8. 2i2. 3

Hue-
lide

••Tc
•7Ru

l 0 0 Rh
l l l I n
l " I
" T Xe
J " B a
' " C s
l a t B a
l " C e
1 4 e Eu
t 4 T Gd

»"Tb

Type

of
vield

с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с
с

yield
СтЬ)

10.4i2.8
3.0*2.9
4.8И.8
5.0И.8
9.712.1

18.915.3
9.115.4

24.415.2
17.8*3.1
13.912.3
16.9*4.4
22.4i4.2
37.3*5. 4

Нис-
lide

' " D y
'•°Er
1 в"Тга
1 M T b
1 T 0 L u
1 T * L u
t T 0 H f
17t H f

1 7 1 K f

, т в Т а

t т*т«Т
ia

Type

of
vteld

с
с
с
с
с
1
с
с
с

с
1 i

1

yield
(mb)

30.0±6.1
23.8*5.5
39.0i5.2
53.7И2.8
61.2Ш. 6
13.8*5.9
42.5И4. 4
46. ЗИ2. 3
38. НЮ. 1
81.0*13.3
57. СИ 1.3
14.0*3.7

sary to use the systematic behavior of the independent yields as

a function of product 2 and A 171 :

orCZ.4) * crCiOtC2nS
2

a
r

1/e
exp - CZ - Z

p
)

a
/ 2 S/l C D

were ail,A) is the isobaric yield, S
2
 is the Gaussian width para-

meter, and Z_ is the most probable Z value of the charge disper-
sion curve at that value of A. Over a limited range, the Z_ valu-
es increase linearly with A for a given reaction mechanism. Since

the width parameter and isobaric yield are
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the mass number the experimental data of several neighboring mass
numbers were pooled prior to fitting with a precursor distribu-
tion. The measured nuolidic formation cross sections were placed
in eight groups according to mass number. Within each of eight
groups, the data were iteratively fit to a Gaussian-shaped inde-
pendent yield distribution with the nonlinear least-squares code.
The parameters describing the independent yield distribution for
a given group were nearly the same for target residues from the
3.65 A GeV **C +

 1 0 l
Ta reaction C61 and for those from the reac-

tions under the investigation in this work.
The mass yield distributions orC/O obtained from integration

of the independent yield distributions are shown in Fig.1. The
error bars on the integrated data points reflect only the measu-
rement statistics.The agreement of the mass distibutlons from the
reactions of 3.65 A GeV

 t e
0 and

 t #
F with

 < e i
Ta with those induced

by 3.65 A GeV
 1 8

C ions and 3.65 GeV, 5.7 GeV and 8.1 GeV protons
with tantalum [6,4,5] might be viewed as a manifestation of limi-
ting fragmentation [73.

The -concept of factorization С133 of the nuclear cross sec-
tion implies that the yield of a particular fragment from the ta-
rget due to nuclear interactions will be independent of the beam
except through the geometric factor y

p

T
 where T and P indicate

dependencies or* target and projectile, respectively.Thus, for ex-
ample, the ratio

ert^TaC^O.XJFJ / ffC^'TaCp.WFJ

shold have a constant value r
o

T
*/ y

p

T
* for any fragment F

t
.

The average ratios were determined as the weighted averages
of individual fragment ratios with A between 24 and 176.
For

 s
*0 and

 i e
F projectiles the ratios were determined as

< Г
0

т
7 r

p

T
*>=2- 4И0.60 and < r

F

T
7 у

р

Тж
>«2.45Ю.б4. respectively.

Tne calculations were made using the results of Kozma et al. С 61
for the reaction of 3.65 GeV protons with

 l
"Ta. The fact that

the above ratios for the
 1 #
0 and

 1 -
F induced reactions are in a

good agreement with the ratio <r
c

T
V r

p

T
*>*Z. 32*0.56 for the re-

action of 3.65 A GeV
 f t

C ions gives one confidence that factor1-
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Fig. 1.Mass yield distributions of radionxiclid&s from, the
nuclear reactions of 3.65 A 6eV

 l
*0 Co.) and

 t9
F CcO with

 tmt
Ta.

zatlon is a valid concept for the nuclear reactions investigated
in this work.

For estimate of the cross section for the production of tar-
get residues a

1
* the mass yield curves have been integrated over

the interval from mass number 40 to the mass of the target. We ha-
ve chosen a lower limit of 40 mass units for the same reasons as
given in [7].The results of this integration, are contained in
Table 3.The total cross sections included in Table 3 have been
calculated as

ff
R «

i/a

with parameter r
o
= 1.37fm and n

pi
;= 0.51 С73. The comparison of

hard sphere calculations with сг
та
 shows that approximately 72'/. of

the cr
R
 give rise to the production of target residues.An estima-

te of the impact parameter range that gives rise to these pro-
ducts can be made from the fraction of the total reaction cross
section that they represent.The calculations for the reactions
i e
0 and

 t e
F with

 | Ш 1
Та indicate that impact parameter b < R« + R

m
,

were the appropriate radii are Rj=
 r
A ,

l / 1
 and

target residues are produced
314

This indicates that
1Ц. ,
in collissions



Table 3
Cross sections, radii and impact parameters for nuclear

reactions of 3.65 A.GeV
 t9
0 and

 l
*F vith

 tm
Ta

Reaction

'•0 + »" l Ta

<rTRCb)

3.51 ±0.62
2.58±0. 66

<rRCb)

3.46
3.60

RpCfm)

3.45
3.66

RTCfm)

7.75
7.75

bCfm)

8.94
9.06

where the center of the projectile lies inside the radius of the
target nucleas. These results are in a good agreement with those
by torrlssey et al. 17) for the reaction 8 GeV *°Ne with '

#l
Ta

and by Когша et а1Л6) for the reaction 3.65 A GeV '*C with
 l w

T a
but are significantly different the reaction of 80 GeV

 40
Ar with

cooper where no target residues were inferred to arise from such
central collisions С12].
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YSOBASIC AND MASS DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE INTERACTION
OF 3.6S A GeV

 t a
C IONS WITH YTTRIUM AND SILVER

I.D.FEDORETS and S.S. RATKEVICH
Kharkov State University, Kharkov 3i0077, Ukraine

Ysobaric and mass distributions of products from,
nuclear reactions of 3.65 A 6eV **C ions with *•/ and
"*

1
Л# targets were detemined. A 10-parameter equation

accurately reproduces the obtained isobaric and mass
yield curves.Validity of the concepts of Uniting
fragmentation and factorization is discussed.

One of the principal objectives of this study was to obtain
the yield distributions resulting from the interaction of
3.65 A GeV

 1 2
C ions with

 M
Y and

 nat
Ag. Isobaric and mass yield

distribution curves are obtained from our yield measurements of
target residues made in collaboration with JINR [13 and are com-
pared with the results of other works [2.3J for silver target.

Cross sections for radioactive nuclides for each target were
determined from the yields of f-rays by standard technique which
has been described elsewhere Ш . Because of the thicknesses of
the target irradiated in the external beam of the Dubna synchro-
phasotron ranged from 0.1 g cm"

4
 to 1.7 g cm"*, a number of cor-

rections had to be applied to the f-ray disintegration rates.
The disintegration rates of low-energy y-rays had to be correct-
ed for attenuation in the target.The cross-sectional area of the
l z
C beam led to a spatial distribution of radicnuclides that was

considerably more extended than that of the calibration standard.
A correction for the difference in geometry was applied on the
basis of equations derived by Jaffey 151. Generally the most
significant corrections were those for production of a nuclide
due to secondary reactions in the target. In order to estimate
corrections for secondary reactions which are significant for
targetlike fragments we used the fact that the targets of diffe-
rent thicknesses have been irradiated. For corrections due to
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secondary particles absorbed by the same target in which they
were produced, we assumed NCt) = at + bt

a
 where a and b are cons-

tants,, and NCt) gives the amount of activity produced as a func-
tion of target thickness t. Parameter b would be 0 if secondary
processes were negligible.

Absolute cross sections were obtained by normalization to
the

 e
'AK

ie
C,X)*

4
Na monitor reaction taken to be 19.0±1.5 mb Г6].

The corrected cross sections for the production of radionuclides
in the interaction of silver and yttrium with 3.6S A GeV

 i a
C ions

are listed in Tables 1 and 2,respectively.The type of yield of
each product nuclide is identified as being either independent
C D ,or cumulative Cc).

Of the 19 cross sections Csee Table 13 common with those ob-
tained by Porile et al.flOl for nuclear reactions of silver with
23.2 GeV

 fSt
C ions, 17 are in very good agreement, and only 2 dif-

fer by 30 H. Of the 47 cross sections common with those obtaned by
Kozma et al.t31, 42 are in very good agreement, and only 5 differ
by more then 40 X.

The radloanalytical cross sections account for only a frac-
tion of the total mass yield. In estimate the cross sections of
unmeasured nuclides.To do so, we use a generalization of the Rud-
stam formula £7), which assumes an exponential mass yield distri-
bution and a Gaussian izobaric yield distribution. The data from
silver target in the A = 20 - 100 mass range ^nd from yttrium
target in the A = 20 - 86 irass range were fitted with the ten-pa-
rametric formula 181 by iterative use of a nonlinear least- squ-
ares code.In the first iteration, these parameters were fitted to
both cumulative and independent yields. The cumulative cross sec-
tions were then corrected for iZGbaric feed-in by means of the
calculated progenitor cross sections and the resulting indepen-
dent yields were refitted. The ten-parameter equation may be used
to evaluate the cross sections of unmeasured nuclides. These cross
sections were added to the experimental yields at the same nass
number in order to obtain the experimental mass yield distributi-
on. The resulting mass yield disributions for the interaction of
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Table 1

Cross sections for the production of radionvclides

in the interaction of silver with 3.65 A 6eV **C tons.

NUC-
lide

a 4
Na

"Mg
41
 Ar

43
K

4 4
Sc

4 4
Sc '

4 e
Sc

4 7
Sc

"Mn
"Ga
"Ge
7 0
As

71
 As

7 a
As

7 a
Se

"Br

Yield
type

с
с
с
с
i

1
 1

i

1

1

с
с
с
с
i

с
с

yield
CmW

15.941.2

2.540.3

0.940.5

2.140.2

1.940.6

4.740.3

7.340.8

5.842.5

3.240.6

9.8Ю. 8
12.542.2

4.040.6

11.740.9
8.840.8
7.340.8

4.9*1.1

Нис-
lide

"Кг
7 7
Вг

7 в
Кг

B I
Rb

"Rb
1

•
4
Y

"Y
• eym

"Zr
.Ту

• ТуП

"Zr
••Zr
• oym

"Nb
"Mb

Yield
type

с
с
с
с

1
 1

с
i

i

с
I
с
с
с
i

i
с

Yield

1.740.7

13.4И. 1

12.7И. 7
15.7И 1

6.8И.8

5.1Ю.7

16.8И. 5

9.2Ю. 8

8.4Ю. 4

25.942.3

27.813.2

31.612.5

27.8И.9

0.6Ю. 3

23.312.0

5.710.8

NUC-

lide

"Mo
1

"Tc
"Tc
"Ru
"Tc
"Nb
•

T
Ru

"Rh
"Rh

1

l 0 o
Rh

1 0 l
Rh

l o e
Rh

l 0 3
Ru

t 0 3
Ag

1 0 4
Ag

Yield

type
1
 i

с
i

с
1

1
с
1

1
 i

i

i

с
с
с
с

' i

yield

5.0Ю.6

12.5H. 3

15.0H. 8

8.0H.8
9.1H.0

1.2Ю.5

27.613.3

7.342.0

23.142.7

21.941.9

28.314.5

7.8H.9

3.3H.5

17.7H.9

22.012.3.

20.315.4'

Table 2

Cross sections for the production of radionvclides

in the interaction of yttrium, with 3.65 A GeV
 1Я
С ions

Hvc-
lide

8
*Na

"Mg
4
*K

4 4
S c

m

4 e
Sc

4 7
Sc

4 a
Sc

4 T
Ca

4
"V

Yield
type

с
с
i

i

i

1

i

с
с

Yield

13.4H.2

1.7Ю.2
3.840.3

5.7H.1

7.5H.1

3.8Ю. 4

1.U0.2

1.2*0.4
6.840.8

Nvc-
lide
B 8
Mh

" F e
"Ge
"As
7 t
As

7 4
As

"Se
7 1
Br

7
>

Yield
type

1
i

с
с
1

i

с
с
i

Yield
Cmb)

4.2*0.3

2.8*1.2
12.7*1.8

11.9*2.0

12.1*2.4

5.5*0.6

10.9*1.1

8.7*0.7

13.6*3.0

Nuc-
lide
T #
Kr

T e
Kr

"Rb
1

"Sr
" Y
• ТуЯ

"Y
"Zr

Xield
type

с
с

с
i

с
1

с

Yield
Cmb)

3.5*0.6

25,242.6

6.4*2.5

24.3*3.8

25.0±5.0
60.0*12.0

120.422.2

15.044.0
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Fig.i. Mass yield distributions of radionvclides from, ike
interaction of 3.65 AGev

 ia
C ions with yttrium, and silver

yttrium and silver with 3.63 A GeV
 i a
C ions are shown in Fig.i.

The solid curve corresponds to the smoothed mass-yield curve cul-
culated for yttrium by means of 10-paranteter equation. The dashed
line is mass-yield curve obtained for silver target. Both curves
display some common features. First, the cross sections decrease
sharply with decreasing A in the vicinity of the target. Products
in this mass region result from the most peripheral interactions,
in which few nucleons are knocked out of the target and little
energy transfer occurs.Next, the cross sections decrease exponen-
tially down to A-*60 for the silver target and tc A*50 for yttrium
target. This is the mass region were spaliation is the dominant
mechanism. This mass region is followed by one of essential у con-
stant yields extending downward to А^ЗО. According to 12) spalla-
tion is expected to be of importance even in so light mass region
as A*40.While the fission cross section of silver for 29 GeV

 I 4
M

ions is only 8 mb [91, this mechanism will contribute to the pro-
duction of nuclides lying at the lower end of mass interval in
question t101.The mass-yield curves turn up at the lowest sass
number,reflecting the contribution of fragment emission.integrra-
tion of mass yield curves over mass number gives the cross secti-
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on for the production of target residues а
та
. We have chosen to

integrate these curves over the interval from mass number 40 to
the mass of the target for the same reasons as given in С11J. The
results of this integration are elsted in Table 3. The total cross
sections included in Table 3 have been calculated as [123

with parameter г = 1.37fra and b * 0.51 t73.The subscripts P and
T are used for projectile and target, respectively. The effective
impact parameters b estimated from the сг

та
 in both reactions (see

Table 3) were found to be smaller than С R
p
+ Rp. This indicates

that target residues are produced in collisions where the center
of the projectile lies inside the radius of the target nucleus.
The present results are in very good agreement with those obtain-
ed by Porile et al.[23 for nuclear reactions of silver with 25.2
GeV

 ia
C ions and by Kozma el al.[33 for silver at 3.65 A GeV

 S
*C

ions.

Table 3
Cross sections, rcdit and impact parameters for

nuclear reactions of 3.65 A GeV
 l
*C ions with yttrUm and silver

Reaction
l * C • " Y
'•C + s " A g

Ль)
1.3 ±0.2
1.6 ±0.4

orR(b)

2.30
2.52

Rp(fm)

3.14
3.14

RTCfm)

6.12
6.52

bCfra)

6.43
7.14

The similarity between the mass distributions obtained in this
work for silver and yttrium targets and those resulting from re-
action of 300 GeV protons with a silver target may be viewed as
an indication that factorization and limiting fragmentation ap-
Dears to be valid for the reactions of interest.
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THE PROJECTILE-FRAGMENT SEPARATOR COMBAS

AND PLANNED EXPERIMENTS

A.G.ARTUKH

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, USSR

ABSTRACT

The Projectile-Fragment Separator COMBAS, is
being constructed at the Laboratory of Nuclear
Reactions, JINR for providing radioactive
nuclear beams. The COMBAS is a compact
achromatic beam line with high resolution and
large acceptance, which consists of
D.DJDJD F.D5D6D7DgFaQ1Q2F configurations, where

Dl,2,7,8« D3,4,5,6 a n d Qa,2 represent dipole.
correcting dipole and quadrupole magnets,
respectively. The method of isotopic separation
is based on a combination of the magnetic
rigidity analysis and the energy loss. COMBAS in -
conjuction with the Heavy Ion Accelerator
Complex U-400 - U-400M will extend heavy.-ion
research to intermediate energies and will start
a new generation of secondary-beam experiments
and investigation of rare nuclear and atomic
processes. Some of the planned experiments are
presented.

1. Introduction

It is known that peripheral nuclear processes such am

projectile fragmentation and nucleon transfer reactions,

are the dominant processes in heavy ion reactions at the

intermediate energies1. In these nuclear reactions, wide

element, mass, energy and angular distributions of the

produced nuclei are realized. The large production

cross-sections of these projectile-like fragments and the

use of a thick target enable to achieve high production

rate of nuclei far from the stability line.

These properties of the intermediate energy reactions

offer unique possibilities for producing and forming high

intensity radioactive nuclear beams which can be used both
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for investigating the mechanism of reactions with unstable

projectiles and for studying the structure of exotic

nuclei and the nuclear states with extreme N/Z values,

rurthernrare, investigations showed that in the peripheral

nuclear reactions at the intermediate energies large sizes

of spin - alignment of the projectile-like fragments were

observed . Thus the secondary beams of the spin-polarized

nuclei and isomers can be produced.

It is expected that investigations with secondary beams

can give ' : new insights of reaction mechanisms using

unstable projectiles, new perspectives of synthesis of

elements beyond the current limit of stability induced by

neutron-rich projectiles, extension of studies of giant

resonances in unstable nuclei, production of new

superdeformed nuclei and search for hyperdeformation using

reactions induced by neutron-rich projectiles, an

extension of studies of nuclear reactions of astrophysical

interest. New physics is also expected from extraordinary

properties of exotic nuclei (physics of drip-line nuclei,

aiassess, nuclear shapes, neutrons halos, deformations,

exotic radioactivities and spectroscopic structure of

exotic nuclei).

In this report we present a short description of the

structure and parameters of the wide-aperture

high-resolution compact projectile-like fragment separator

COMBAS * designed for experimets with heavy ions

accelerated by the tandem of U-400 and U-400M cyclotrons

in the Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions (LNR) JINR, and

some of the planned experiments.

The Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility (HIAF) at the LNR

JINR will provide heavy ions from H to U of the energy

E/A-100-20 MeV, accordingly with intensive bears up to

10'" p/» 5. It is planned that HIAF will accelerate the

rare neutron-rich isotope» MMg, '"si, *S, 4iCa, B0Ti and

so on.
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2. Choice of the magnetic channel scheme and optimization

of its structure.

The main design goal of the proposed separating channel

rfas to achieve the highest possible optical parameters for

the facilities of this scale. The technical possibilities

and economical circumstances are also taken into

account ' .

The ion-optical scheme and the magnetic channel

structure of COMBAS should satisfy the following demands:

(1) maximum transmission of radioactive nuclei (RN) inside

the rigidity range B-p s 4.5 T m; (2) high resolving power

R .. > 4000 in a wide range of momenta Др/р
 м
 10% and wide

angular range (Д9, Дф); and (3) a high degree of

filtration for separating RN from the intensive beam of

bombarding particles.

By the careful analysis of various spectrometer systems

we found tiiat the best values of the ion-optical

parameters could be achieved in the magnetic channel with

a triple focussing with respect to X, У, E {radial X,

vertical Y and achromatic E) based on the principle of

strong focussing.

The magnetic field of the COMBAS channel is formed by

the cascade of an even number of magnetic dispersion

elements grouped into two sections D D̂  and D
s
D

B
 placed

symmetrically with respect to the middle plane F
d

(fig.l).The first section DD , playing the role of a

rigidity filter, provides the collection of RN, deflecting

them to the total angle of 50° (2-25°) and the spatial

separation from the incident beam. The second D D

compensates for the dispersion due to the first one,

provides the collection of RN spatially distributed in F̂
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and transports RN to the achromatic focus P without any

loss.

'6

Fig.l. (a) Layout of the magnetic channel. TPC is the time

projected chamber; (b) The horizontal X and vertical Y

characteristics of the ion-optical system. The soild line

is the contour of the monochromatic particle beam

(Др/р=О). Dotted and dash-dotted lines give bean

dimensions for momentum acceptance values of ±6% and *iol.

О is the dispersion function.

In the linear approximation, the focussing of the beam

is produced by alternative gradient of magnetic field in

the spectrometer magnets D.D. and D_D_ which focus

32G
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particles in Y-plane and X-plane respectively. The

dispersion function in the middle of the system Fd is

parallel to the optical axis, so the Whole channel is

double achromatic. The dipoles 0,0. and D D with nearly
3 4 So

uniform magnetic fields are used as the correcting

magnets. In the DD (DD ) dipoles the absolute values of

the magnetic inductions are equal, but they have opposite

signs. A pair of the DD (D.DJ dipoles serves for
3 4 So

parallel transport of the beam. The basic task of the

D D (DD I dipoles is symmetrization of the movements of
3 4 5 6

the particles beam in both sections to avoid losses at the

vacuum chamber walls.

The proposed configuration of the COMBAS constructed

from the spatially separated dipoles D,D2(
D
7
D
e) and

correcting dipoles DO (°S
D
6) permits to considerably

increase the focussing power and allows one to achieve

the optimal minimizing of the spherical and chromatic

aberrations by introducing the sextupole and octupole

field components.

In the study of nonlinear distortions of the beams we

used a methode based on the aberration

theory ' .Compensation of higher-order aberrations were

fulfilled in several iterations. The main first-iteration

was done by adjusting the required pole profiles for

analysing magnets DO and D
7°L»

 I n this case the

transverse magnetic field median plane distribution was

simulated as a function

Byo • Bo (1 - n^x/R + n^Rx* + n?-Rx
3)

where Bo is the value of the field in the center of the

magnet and n ,n and n are field indices corresponding

to quadrupole, sextupole and octupole field components.

The final shaping of the magnetic field distribution is

being achieved by introducing the small correcting coils

in the magnets DO (DO). The fine tuning by additional
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correcting coils is necessary also to minimize the effects

from the degrader, non-accuracy of manufacturing the pole

profiles and assembling the magnetic channel. In addition,

it was decided to introduce high-order magnetic field

components in the correcting magnets D
3
D

4
(and D

s
D

6
) by

curving effective field boundaries which effect the

particles beam as a thin quadrupole, sextupole and

octupole lens. Pole profiles of magnets have been

optimized using two-dimensional models. An extensive

computer calculation of the three-dimensional fields

frings for the magnets has been carried out to shape the

entrance and exit magnet pole face boundaries ' .

For the separator COMBAS the chosen procedure of

separation of the correction function of the chromatical

and spherical aberrations permits a practically complete

minimization of the contribution of the nonlinear

distortions on the ion-optics of the particles beam.

The main parameters of the separator COMBAS are the

following: solid angle acceptance - 6.4-Ю"
3
 Sr, maximum

momentum acceptance ±10%, maximum magnetic rigidity

B-p=»4.5 T я, resolving power R=4360. The total length of

the channel is about 14.5 m. Computation of a 3D-magnetic

field and full-scale beam dynamics simulation are

completed.

Fig.2. shows calculated total efficiency of the

collection of nuclei versus the magnitude of the angular

and momentum acceptances. The fragments A were produced

in the fragmentation reaction of the Ar projectile with

the energy of 60-90.A.Mev. The efficiencies of the

operating separators LISE, RIPS and designed COMBAS were

shown by figures 1,2 and 3, accordingly.

As seen from figure efficiency of collection of

nuclides sharp rise with increase acceptances of the

separator. For nuclides produced in the processes of the
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Fig.2. Calculated

total efficiency

of the collection

of nuclei versus

the magnitude of

the angular and

momentum accep-

tances. The effi-

ciencies of the

operating separa-

tors LISE, RIPS

and designed

COMBAS were shown

by figures 1,2

and Э, according-

ly-

d
ee
p_

s
tripping nucleons from projectile, difference attain

two orders of magnitude. It is known that mainly exotic

nuclei are produced in the domain of large stripping

nucleons. These nuclei are produced with ultrasmall yields

and are very short-lived (from a millisecond to tens of

millisecond). Because of very short life of these nuclei

it is not possible to effectively collect and to store in

the storing and cooling ring facilities. We consider that

in the investigations of exotic nuclei located along both

limits of stability, the wide-aperture projectile-fragment

separators will be the most effective experimental

equipments. From fig.2 it is also seen that the efficiency

of the separator COMBAS may exceed by one or two orders of

the efficiencies operating analogous separators.

The mirror symmetry of the magnetic structure of COMBAS

gives a unique opportunity to use a differential degrader
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in the dispersion plane F without disturbance of the

double achromatic focusing at F̂ . The second section

together with an energy degrader provides additional

separation according to the energy loss difference ЛЕ/Дх

expressed as A
2
'
S
/2

I-5
 as well as optimizes the size of

the beam spot. Low intensity of the particles at F
d
 also

permits one to use efficient time-of-flight measurements

AT at a distance F -F (the second section). Therefore the
d It

second section works as an analyzer of magnetic rigidity

B-p, energy loss difference АЕ/Дх and time-of-flight ДТ. At

the present the magnets D
t
-D

8
 of fragment-separator COMBAS

are making and the focal plane TPC detector is testing on

the heavy ion beams.

There are different ways of further development of the

COMBAS channel. Mirror symmetry of the magnetic structure

of the channel and beam optics makes it possible to use

another channel like this after the first one. No matching

quadrupoles are needed. The double COMBAS will allow more

careful mass separation of ions up to uranium with the

help of degraders. Another way is to turn over the second

section of COMBAS with respect to the longitudinal

axis . This optical scheme doubles 1

the channel (R = 8720 if Ax = 1 mm).

axis . This optical scheme doubles the resolving power of

3. Focal Plane Detector and Outlook on the Experimental

Program

As a focal plane detector for COMBAS we prepared a time
0 Q

projection chamber ' . namely, a three-dimensional track

detector with the sensitive volume Z(35)xY(S0)xX(i60) cm
3

and 80 layers for the dE/dx measurements which permit to

make the unambiguous identification of Z charged particles

and simultaneous full kinematic analysis of multi-track

events (fig.3).
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A test at the TPC model has shown that the spatial

resolution in the vertical z coordinate (drift time

measurement of the charge) reaches 0.2-0.5 mitt and in the

horizontal Y coordinate, measured by the delay lines -

1-1.5 mm. The double-track resolution is 4.5 mm in the

г-direction and 10 mm in the Y-direction. The track

efficiency*of the TPC has exceeded 90% for beam intensity

of Sio
3
 p/cm*s.-The TPC can operate in a magnetic field

with Б || E.

tlMINt • !•-
«»i, тве,

Y-соокот*
те ткмк

iwMK* л и о о ф т " пис,
wine, X-coo»4Jioc,Z-c<»«

IPHUrC TMCX lOIHATt TIMCK

I I

Kite С A M А С

CHAMC «дех,
»OC,tOtKIirt
CM KM HIKICM

силам
ШЯЖЖВ&Я&КгЖ

^ Х л Ч *

JL
C O M P U T E R

Fig.3. a) principle of operation of a TPC assembly b)

schematic view of the three-layer model TPC (longitudinal

cross sectional view). DL - delay line, SW - signal

(anode) wires, GW, (EG) - field-forming (earthed) vires,

TG - trigger grid, RD - divider, CP - cathode, BP - the

main plate.
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The coatbination of a high efficient separator COMBAS

and a large volume three-dimensional track detector with

high spatial resolution could be effectively used for

studying rare multiparticle decays of the short-lived

exotic nuclei along both the drip-line as well as for the

investigation of the elastic nuclear scattering for

unstable nuclei and Coulomb dissociation of the

loosely-bound nuclei.

In the investigations of the nuclear reactions or

decays of the loosely-bound nuclei, the large sensitive

gas volume of the TPC and its property to visualize all

the tracks of multiparticle processes permit to use

effectively the detector TPC itself in the mode

detector-gas target-detector. Thus we can re&jh the

4n-geomefcry for simultaneous registrations both for the

unstable projectile (or it products) and for the

nuclei-recoil of the working gas.

This regime of the TPC can be used to carry out a

systematic investigation of the nuclear matter radii for

unstable nuclei by measurement of cross-section elastic

scattering. In the reversed kinematics (mass projectile

more mass gas target) by use of TPC one can measure: 1)

the tracks of both partners of the elastic scattering

simultaneously, 2) the scattering angles of both nuclei

(angular correlations), 3) to determine the energies of

both partners (on the ranges and stopping-power), 4) to

study the excitation function (cross-sections versus

energy projectile). The aethod advantages arc evident in

cases when it is necessary to measure the elastic

scattering or its excitation function (potential and

resonance) at 180* сю. (back semisphere). The elastic

scattering on the lightest nuclei (on the proton (CH ) or

He - gas filled TPC) is especially convenient for

theoretical analysis because it simplifies a problem of
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interpretation of the obtained results by excluding the

structure of the simplest recoil-nuclei (point particles).

The shapes of extreme neutron-rich nuclei situated

along neutron drip-line are of special interest because

for these loosely-bound nuclei one observes a neutron

halo. It is also predicted the anomalous behaviour of the

matter radii of very neutron-rich isotopes for neon

(Z»10), sodiun (Z«ll) and sagnesium (2-12) with neutron

number near N«20. Their experimentally determined masses

indicate much stronger binding than it is expected on the

basis of shell model calculations. The effect of

over-binding in this region can be understood if one

assumes existence of a stable deformation in contrast to

expectations based on the conventional N«20 shell closure.

We plan to study the elastic scattering of heavy isotopes

for 2*10-13 elements using the TPC detector and to obtain

information from these data on the nuclear shapes of

nuclides near N-20.

The fundamental information can be produced from

studying the structure of the proton drip-line namely,

investigation of the direct or 0-delayed proton and

particle radioactivities. It is known as approaching to

the ground-state proton drip-line, beta-delayed particle ̂

emission takes place. In the last process, the particle

emission is resulted from exited states of daughter nuclei

populated in the decay. Experimental investigations of the

proton radioactivity show that branches ratio 0
2
 /0 is

strongly increased as approaching to proton drip-line and

energy decays Q > Q can occur. In the case of О >Q

and Q
2
 <V

2
 (coulomb barrier 2p), the direct 2p emission

from the unbound nuclei on and beyound proton drip-line is

expected. The existence of Coulomb barrier v
?
 in the

weakly unbound nuclei (Q, s-i MeV) with о <v leads to

considerable delay of their Coulomb subbarrier decays
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(r-del«y -0.1-1.0 as).

Investigations of the direct 2p-eaission froa the

ground state exotic nuclei are possible by the TPC

detector. It is predicted that candidates on the direct

2p-emission are 2p-unbound nuclei MIi, 42Cr, 4SFe and

"Hi.
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